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Abstract

We propose a generalization of the existing maximum entropy models used

for spike trains statistics analysis. We bring a simple method to estimate

Gibbs distributions, generalizing existing approaches based on Ising model

or one step Markov chains to arbitrary parametric potentials. Our method

enables one to take into account memory effects in dynamics. It provides di-

rectly the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the empirical statistics and

the statistical model. It does not assume a specific Gibbs potential form and

does not require the assumption of detailed balance. Furthermore, it en-

ables the comparison of different statistical models and offers a control of

finite-size sampling effects, inherent to empirical statistics, by using large

deviations results. A numerical validation of the method is proposed. Appli-

cations to biological data of multi-electrode recordings from retina ganglion

cells in animals are presented. Additionally, our formalism permits to study

the evolution of the distribution of spikes caused by the variation of synap-

tic weights induced by synaptic plasticity. We provide an application to the

analysis of synthetic data from a simulated neural network under Spike-

time Dependent Plasticity STDP .
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Résumé

Nous proposons une gÃl’nÃl’ralisation des modÃĺles actuels, utilisÃl’s en

neuroscience pour l’analyse des statistiques de trains de potentiels d’action,

et basÃl’ sur le paradigme de maximisation de l’entropie statistique sous con-

traintes. Notre mÃl’thode permet d’estimer des distributions de Gibbs avec

un potentiel paramÃl’trique arbitraire, gÃl’nÃl’ralisant les modÃĺles actuels

IsingouchainesdeMarkovdupremierordre. Notre mÃl’thodologie permet de

tenir compte des effets de mÃl’moire dans la dynamique. Elle fournit de

maniÃĺre directe la divergence de Kullback-Leibler entre le statistique em-

pirique et le modÃĺle statistique. Elle ne prÃl’suppose pas une forme spÃl’-

cifique du potentiel de Gibbs et ne nÃl’cessite pas l’hypothÃĺse de bilan dÃl’-

taillÃl’ En outre, elle permet la comparaison de diffÃl’rents modÃĺles statis-

tiques et offre un contrÃt’le des effets de taille finie, propres a la statistique

empirique, par le biais de rÃl’sultats des grandes dÃl’viations. Nous avons

Ãl’galement dÃl’veloppÃl’ un logiciel implÃl’mentant cette mÃl’thode et nous

prÃl’sentons des rÃl’sultats d’application Ãă des donnÃl’es biologiques issues

d’enregistrements par multi-Ãl’lectrode sur des cellules ganglionnaires de

rÃl’tines animaux. De plus, notre formalisme permet d’Ãl’tudier l’Ãl’volution

de la distribution des potentiels d’action lors de la variation des poids synap-

tiques induits par plasticitÃl’. Nous montrons une application a l’analyse de

donnÃl’es synthÃl’tiques issues d’un rÃl’seau neuronal simulÃl’ soumis a de

la plasticitÃl’ de type STDP
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Figure 1.1: Basic scheme of a single neuron, by Quasar Jarosz at

en.wikipedia

1.1 From Neurons Structure to spike trains

After recognition of the nervous networks as responsible of transport and

process of the information in most forms of animal life, it was Galvani in

1791 who discovered the electric nature of nervous signals. But only until

the early 20th century the anatomist Ramon y Cajal showed that those net-

works were made of an assembly of well defined cells called neurons (see fig-

ure 1.1), which communicate via localized junctions called synapses, where

special neural interaction process might be induced electrically or chemically

(shown in figure 1.1) [48].

Later, in the middle of the Twentieth century, Hodgkin and Huxley [84]

explained the mechanism of creation and propagation of neuronal electric

signals . The lipid cell membrane of many types of cells, and in particular

neurons, contains voltage-gated ion channels which enable the cell to modify

the charge imbalances between the interior and the exterior environment.

As a result, a local variation of the membrane’s electric potential can be

generated and might also propagate along the cell as an electrical impulse

called “action potential” also called “spikes” within neuroscience community

(see figure 1.1). Let’s see this process in more detail. In the neurons,

there is usually an equilibrium electric membrane potential, called the

resting potential, due to the potential difference produced by the normal

concentration differences of potassium, sodium, chlor and other species of

ions inside and outside the cell. A perturbation of this resting potential

2NIA - Alzheimer’s Disease: Unraveling the Mystery. National Institutes of Health.

http://www.nia.nih.gov/Alzheimers/Publications/Unraveling/
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Figure 1.2: Basic scheme of an synaptic chemical transmission process be-

tween neurons.Illustration from [2]

starts when a stimuli opens some Sodium-ion channels of the cell membrane

which enables an ion flux causing a depolarization. If this initial depolar-

ization makes the electric potential to exceed a certain threshold value,

more sodium channels get opened causing a bigger depolarization that

reaches a peak. During the depolarizations process the sodium channels get

deactivated and potassium channels get opened to redistribute the ion flux

repolarizing the cell and returning it to the initial resting potential. After

this process that takes about few milliseconds, most of sodium-channels

remain deactivated and consequently less sensitive to stimuli for about at

least 1 ms resulting in a refractory period where the generation of another

spike is much difficult hence unlikely.

Once the action potential is produced the perturbation propagates from

the soma through the axon until it reaches the axon terminal where it

causes voltage-gated calcium channels to be opened, allowing calcium

ions to enter the terminal. Calcium causes synaptic vesicles filled with

neurotransmitter molecules to fuse with the membrane, releasing their

contents into the synaptic cleft. The neurotransmitters travel across the

synaptic cleft and activate receptors on the post-synaptic neuron, i.e., its

dendrites (See figure 1.1). The synapses can be excitatory or inhibitory and

will increase or decrease activity (i.e. the number of open ion channels)

in the target neuron. This process is one way since axons do not posses

chemo-receptors and dendrites can not release neurotransmitters. Since

there are neurons having up to thousands of dendrite branches and simi-

3



Figure 1.3: Basic scheme of an action potential, i.e, the time course of the

membrane electric potential (perturbation) produced in neural cells. Art-

work by Synaptidude at en.wikipedia

larly dendrites receiving thousands of synapses, almost any type of network

structure is theoretically possible.

The activity of a neural network can be measured using different tech-

niques such as Multi-Electrode Arrays (MEA). Although what is measured

consist in the local variation of membrane potentials, studies often focus on

the occurrence of spikes3. We call a “spike-train” the succession of spikes

emitted by a neuron or a group of neurons. In this thesis we focus on de-

scribing neural activity by such spike trains.

1.2 Spike Train Statistics

As we have described,in previous section, neurons activity results from com-

plex and nonlinear mechanisms (which includes also a variety of network

architectures) [84, 42, 48, 70], leading to a wide variety of dynamical behav-

iors [42, 79]. This activity is revealed by the emission of action potentials

or “spikes”. While the shape of an action potential is essentially always the

same for a given neuron, the succession of spikes emitted by this neuron can

have a wide variety of patterns (isolated spikes, periodic spiking, bursting,

tonic spiking, tonic bursting, etc . . . ) [90, 19, 197], depending on physiolog-

ical parameters, but also on excitations coming either from other neurons

or from external inputs. To characterize this activity and more precisely, to

3Which are extracted, in MEA recordings, by means of techniques called “Spike-sorting”

that we do not discuss here. We assume that this process of extracting spikes from MEA

recordings is “perfect” which is actually not the case.
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understand how it is used for neural processing and encoding of information

obtained from external stimuli by means of neuronal dynamics is a very ac-

tive research field [154], although still much of the role of neural assemblies

and their internal interactions remains unknown [145].

1.2.1 Spike trains as a “neural code”.

As a step towards the characterization of neural activity, it seems natural

to consider spikes as “information quanta” or “bits” and to seek the infor-

mation exchanged by neurons in the structure of spike trains. Doing this,

one switches from the description of neurons in terms of membrane poten-

tial dynamics, to a description in terms of spike trains. This point of view

is used, in experiments, by the analysis of raster plots, i.e. the activity of a

neuron is represented by a mere vertical bar each time this neuron emits a

spike. Though this change of description raises many questions, it is com-

monly admitted in the computational neuroscience community that spike

trains constitute a "neural code”.

This raises however other questions:

• How is “information” encoded in a spike train: rate coding [2], temporal

coding [193], rank coding [141, 50], correlation coding [95] ?

• How to measure the information content of a spike train ?

There is a wide literature dealing with these questions [133, 93, 10, 132, 5,

178, 67, 137], which are inherently related to the notion of statistical char-

acterizations of spike trains, see [153, 48, 70] and references therein for a

review. As a matter of fact, a prior to handle “information” in a spike train

is the definition of a suitable probability distribution that matches the em-

pirical averages obtained from measures. Thus, in some sense that we make

precise in this thesis, the choice of a set of quantities to measure (observ-

ables) constrains the form of the probability characterizing the statistics of

spike trains.

As a consequence, there is currently a wide debate on the canonical form

of these probabilities. While Poisson statistics, based on the mere knowl-

edge of frequency rates, are commonly used with some success in biological

experiments [69, 68], other investigations evidence the role of spikes coin-

cidence or correlations [74, 75] and some people have proposed non Poisson

probabilities, such as Ising like Gibbs distributions, to interpret their data

[166, 196]. This controversies have been recently pushed a step further, since

[56] have found very small amount of neural correlations (of an order lower

than those reported in [166]) between retina ganglion cells sharing a com-

mon visual stimuli whereas [152] have build an recurrent neural network

5



model capable to present low pairwise correlations despite of substantial

amounts of shared input. More generally, it appears that there might be

a large variety of possible neural coding/decoding strategies in both biolog-

ical and artificial networks. However, determining the form of the proba-

bility characterizing the statistics of spike trains is extremely difficult even

in simple neural models, whenever one attempts to characterize a collective

behavior. In the present thesis, we show that Gibbs distribution are natural

candidates whenever a set of quantities to measure (observables) has been

prescribed. As a matter of fact Poisson distributions and Ising’ like distri-

butions are specific examples, but, certainly, do not constitute the general

case.

1.2.2 Current state-of-the-art

The simultaneously recording of the activity of groups of neurons (up to sev-

eral hundreds) over a dense configuration, supplies a critical database to un-

ravel the role of specific neural assemblies. Indeed, the increase of database

size is likely exponential and the kind of recording techniques quite diverse

[188] (see fig 1.2.2). In complement of descriptive statistics (e.g. by means

of cross-correlograms or joint peri-stimulus time histograms), somehow diffi-

cult to interpret for a large number of units (review in [21, 99]), is the specific

analysis of multi-units spike-patterns, as found e.g. in [1]. This approach

develops algorithms to detect common patterns in a data block, as well as

performing combinatorial analysis to compute the expected probability of

different kind of patterns. In particular, one might test the hypothesis that

the more frequent patterns of synchronization were not produced by chance

[78]. The main difficulty with such type of approaches is that they rely on a

largely controversial assumption, Poissonian statistics (see [146, 147, 166]),

which moreover, is a minimal statistical model largely depending on the be-

lief that firing rates are essentially the main characteristic of spike trains.

A different approach has been proposed in [166]. They have shown that

a model taking into account pairwise synchronizations between neurons in

a small assembly (10-40 retinal ganglion cells) describes most (90%) of the

correlation structure and of the mutual information of the block activity, and

performs much better than a non-homogeneous Poissonian model. Analo-

gous results were presented the same year in [176]. The model used by both

teams is based on a probability distribution known as the Gibbs distribution

of the Ising model4 which comes from statistical physics. The parameters

of this distribution relating, in neural data analysis, to the firing rate of

neurons and to their probability of pairwise synchronization have to be de-

4These notions are defined in chapter 2
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Figure 1.4: Figure and artwork reproduced from [188]. Exponential growth in
the number of recorded neurons. (a) Examining 56 studies published over the last
five decades, we found that the number of simultaneously recorded neurons doubled
approximately every 7 years. (b) A timeline of recording technologies during this
period shows the development from single-electrode recordings to multi-electrode
arrays and in vivo imaging techniques.

termined from empirical data. Note that this approach has been previously

presented in neuroscience, but in a slightly different and more general fash-

ion, by [121, 108, 122] (it was referred as “log-linear models”). The use of

Ising model in neural data analysis (especially as response of visual stimuli)

mainly on retina ganglion cells but also on visual cortex cell has been largely

exploited by several other authors [38, 138, 175, 191, 211]. In particular, it

is believed by some of them [38] that the pairwise coupling terms inferred

from simultaneous spikes corresponds, in the model, to effective couplings

between cells. In this spirit, computing the parameters of the Ising model

would provide an indirect access to neural connections. In addition, an in-

creasing number of different theoretical and numerical developments of this

idea have recently appeared. In particular, in [196], the authors propose a

modified learning scheme and thanks to concepts taken from physics, such

as heat capacity, explore new insights like the distribution of the underlying

density of states. More recently, in [195], the authors use this framework to

study the optimal population coding and the stimuli representation. Addi-

tionally, in [160, 157], the authors study and compare several approximate,

but faster, estimation methods for learning the couplings and apply them

on experimental and synthetic data drawing several interesting results. Fi-

nally, in a recent paper [165], it is shown convincingly that Ising model can

be used to build a decoder capable of predicting, on a millisecond timescale,

7



the stimulus represented by a pattern of neural activity in the mouse visual

cortex.

On the other hand, in [159], it has been shown that although Ising model

is good for small populations, this is an artifact of the way data is binned and

the small size of the system. Moreover, it might be questionable whether

more general forms of Gibbs distributions (e.g. involving n-uplets of neu-

rons) could improve the estimation and account for deviations to Ising-model

([175, 196, 134]) and provide a better understanding of the neural code

from the point of view of the maximal entropy principle [92]. As a matter

of fact, back to 1995, [122] already considered multi-unit synchronizations

and proposed several tests to understand the statistical significance of

those synchronizations and the real meaning of their corresponding value

in the energy expansion. A few years later, [121] generalized this approach

to arbitrary spatio-temporal spike patterns and compared this method to

other existing estimators of high-order correlations or Bayesian approaches.

They also introduced a method comparison based on the Neyman-Pearson

hypothesis test paradigm. Though the numerical implementation they

have used for their approach presented strong limitations, they have

applied this methods successfully to experimental data from multi-units

recordings in the pre-frontal cortex, the visual cortex of behaving monkeys,

and the somato-sensory cortex of anesthetized rats. Several papers have

pointed out the importance of temporal patterns of activity at the network

level [114, 206, 169], and recently [191] have shown the insufficiency of

Ising model to predict the temporal statistics of the neural activity. As a

consequence, a few authors ([120, 3, 158]) have attempted to define time-

dependent Gibbs distributions on the base of a Markovian approach (1-step

time pairwise correlations). In particular, in [120] it is convincingly showed

a clear increase in the accuracy of the spike train statistics characterization.

Namely, this model produces a lower Jensen-Shannon Divergence, when

analyzing raster data generated by a Glauber spin-glass model, but also in

vivo multi-neurons data from cat parietal cortex in different sleep states.

To summarize, the main advantages of all these ’Ising-like’ approaches

are:

• (i) to be based on a widely used principle, the maximal entropy prin-

ciple [92] to determine statistics from the empirical knowledge of (ad

hoc) observables;

• (ii) to propose statistical models having a close analogy with Gibbs dis-

tributions of magnetic systems, hence disposing of several deep the-

oretical results and numerical methods (Markov Chain Monte-Carlo

8



methods, Mean-Field approximations, series expansions), resulting in

a fast analysis of experimental data from large number (up to few hun-

dreds) of neurons.

However, as we argue in this thesis, ’Ising-like’ approaches present also,

in their current state, several limitations.

• (i) The maximal entropy principle leads to a parametric form corre-

sponding to choosing a finite set of ad hoc constraints. This only pro-

vides an approximation of the real statistics, while the distance, mea-

sured e.g. by the Kullback-Leibler divergence, between the model and

the hidden distribution can be quite large [43]. Especially, Ising statis-

tics is somewhat minimal since constraints are only imposed to first

order moments and pairwise synchronizations. Therefore, it is manda-

tory to develop methods allowing one to handle more general forms of

statistical models and to compare them. We propose such a method in

chapter 2.

• (ii) The extension of the Ising model to more general form of Gibbs

potential, including time dependent correlations, requires a proper

renormalization in order to be related to the equilibrium probability

of Markov chain. The normalization is not straightforward and does

not reduce to the mere division of eψ by a constant, where ψ is the

Gibbs potential. As emphasized in this thesis, this limitation can be

easily resolved using spectral methods which, as a by-product, allows

the numerical computation of the “free energy” without computing a

“partition function”.

• (iii) Ising-like related methods do not allow to treat in a straightfor-

ward way the time-evolution of the distribution (e.g. induced by mech-

anisms such as synaptic plasticity) although it can be applied to time-

varying couplings, as very recently claimed in [158]. On the opposite,

the analysis of the time-evolution of parametric Gibbs distributions in-

duced by a synaptic plasticity mechanism has been addressed by us in

[26] using the present formalism which may extends to time-dependent

parameters. This is discussed in chapter 5.

1.3 What is this thesis about.

In this thesis, we propose a generalization of the maximal entropy models

used for spike trains statistics analysis. The probability distributions ob-

tained from the maximal entropy principle (Jaynes 1957, [92])- are usually

9



known as Gibbs distributions. We remark that the most usual examples of

Gibbs distribution in literature (e.g Ising models) are memory-less distribu-

tions, which constitute a particular and less general subclass. Depending

of the research field, Gibbs distributions (but mainly the memory-less sub-

class) is known also as log-linear-exponential or multinomial logarithm sta-

tistical models. Jaynes maximum entropy principle has been used on very

different fields as discrimination Markov networks ([213]), inference in pro-

tein interaction networks ([196]) or identification of gene regulatory interac-

tions ([53]). On the other hand, as pointed in ([175]), computing a maximum

entropy distribution which is “memory-less” (see chapter 2 for details) is

equivalent to computing the maximum likelihood estimate of the Lagrange

multipliers λi associated to the statistical memory-less observables5, given

the data. It is also a particular case of parameter estimation on a discrete

Markov random field or equivalently a Boltzmann machine.

Within this generalization of the maximal entropy models used for spike

trains statistics analysis, we propose a spectral method which provides di-

rectly the “free energy density” and the Kullback-Leibler divergence between

the empirical statistics and the statistical model. This method does not as-

sume a specific potential form thus it is not limited to firing rates models,

pairwise synchronizations as [166, 176, 175] or 1-step time pairwise correla-

tions models as [120, 3], but deals with general form of Gibbs distributions,

with parametric potentials corresponding to a spike n-uplets expansion, with

multi-units and multi-times terms. The method is exact (in the sense that

is does not involve heuristic minimization techniques) and allows us to han-

dle correctly non-normalized potentials. It does not require the assumption

of detailed balance (necessary to apply Markov Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC)

methods) and offers a control of finite-size sampling effects, inherent to em-

pirical statistics thanks to large deviation theory results. Moreover, we per-

form fast and reliable estimate of quantities such as the Kullback-Leibler

divergence allowing a comparison between different models, as well as the

computation of standard statistical indicators, and a further analysis about

convergence rate of the empirical estimation.

Preliminary applications to biological data of multi-electrode recordings

from retina ganglion cells in animals are also presented. Additionally, our

formalism permits to study the evolution of the distribution of spikes caused

by the variation of synaptic weights induced by synaptic plasticity. We pro-

vide an application to the analysis of synthetic data from a simulated neu-

ral network under Spike-time Dependent Plasticity (STDP). Finally, we also

provide perspectives concerning the limitation of the method and possible

5The equivalency of both set-up in the general case, namely distributions and observables

with memory, have not been proved up to the authors knowledge.
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ways of improvement.

1.3.1 Thesis organization and main conclusions

In this manuscript the general Gibbs distribution framework adapted for the

analysis of spike trains statistics is presented in Chapter 2. A numerical im-

plementation of it is has been provided in chapter 3 and indeed has resulted

in a numerical library (more precisely, it is C++ header), freely available at

http://enas.gforge.inria.fr/. The proposed implementation of the

formalism is tested in chapter 4. Applications to biological data of multi-

electrode recordings from retina ganglion cells in animals are presented also

in chapter 4. Additionally, since our formalism permits to study the evolu-

tion of the distribution of spikes caused by the variation of synaptic weights

induced by synaptic plasticity, we provide in chapter 5 an application to the

analysis of synthetic data from a simulated neural network under Spike-

time Dependent Plasticity (STDP). For the latter, we include a short discus-

sion about bases of synaptic plasticity and a general way to integrate it to

neural dynamics. When dealing with artificial neural networks we mostly

consider IF neurons (leaky or generalized) which are shortly presented in

chapter 5 but more general details can be founded in one of the annexed

publications.

In conclusion, the major points of our work are :

1. A numerical method to analyze empirical spike trains with statistical

models going beyond Ising.

2. A method to select a statistical model among several ones, by min-

imizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the empirical mea-

sure and the statistical model.

3. A framework to handle properly finite-size effects using large devia-

tions results.

4. A way of generating artificial (stationary) spike train with an arbitrary

statistics.

5. A numerical library (more precisely, it is C++ header), freely available

at

http://enas.gforge.inria.fr/, designed to be a plug-in to exist-

ing software such as Neuron or MVA-Spike.

6. A numerical study of different aspects of our method such as conver-

gence rate and binning effects, using basic statistical models. .

7. A framework to study the evolution of statistical models under evolu-

tion of system parameters.
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8. Applications of the framework to analysis of real and synthetic data.

1.3.2 Chapter Summary

In chapter 2 we present the framework of Gibbs Distribution from the per-

spective of Markov chains of higher order where the Gibbs measure cor-

responds to the invariant measure. We start with a short presentation of

Markov chains and its pertinacy to spike trains statistics. and then we con-

nect the Markov chains results with the notion of a Gibbs potential. Next,

we discuss the parametric expansion of Gibbs distributions, we give some

examples and present how to determine the statistical properties of the dis-

tribution from its parametric potential. In the following we describe the

computation of a Gibbs distribution from the empirical data thanks to the

Kullback-Leibler divergence criteria, detailing several aspects of this proce-

dure, in particular the finite sample-size effects, and the methods to evaluate

the goodness of fit.

In chapter 3, we propose a numerical method (included in ENAS library)

based on the presented framework to parametrically estimate, and possibly

compare, models for the statistics of simulated multi-cell-spike trains. Addi-

tionally, we comment briefly about several maximum entropy available tools

and some neuroscience software tools for analysis of multicellular recordings

and how they compare/complete our ENAS library. Finally, we include some

discussion about possible improvements for the computational implementa-

tion.

In chapter 4, contains two parts: the method numerical validation and

its application to artificial data. and the application to biological data. First,

we perform a large battery of tests enabling us to experimentally validate

the method. In particular we analyze the numerical precision of parameters

estimation. Second, we generate synthetic data with a given statistics, and

compare the estimation obtained using these data for several models. More-

over, we simulate a neural network and propose the estimation of the un-

derlying Gibbs distribution parameters whose analytic form is known [25].

Third, we study numerically the behavior of estimation with finite size ef-

fects for simple statistical models. Additionally we show results on the pa-

rameters estimation from synthetic data generated by a statistical model

with time-varying coefficients. The biological application starts with a dis-

cussion about biological recordings data treatment. Then we show prelimi-

nary analysis over several data sets from retina recordings in Frog, human,

and salamander. These results are preliminary because they treat in most

cases smaller sets of neurons, forthcoming results over larger sets -up to the

memory capacity limit inherent to our implementation (discussed in chapter

3)- will be added later. Finally we show simple case study of binning effects

12



in the Gibbs distribution estimation is presented.

In chapter 5, we discuss the effects of Synaptic plasticity on spike train

statistics. With this aim we present a short about neural dynamics as a dy-

namical system and later we give a brief outline of Gibbs measures in ergodic

theory. Then, we develop analytical results about the evolution of the Gibbs

Distributions under smooth evolution of internal parameters of the system

such as synaptic weights. . We apply these results in the scope of Leaky-

Integrate-and-Fire discrete-time recurrent neural networks with STDP. We

also perform the estimation for several models using the data obtained from

this simulated neural network under stationary dynamics after Spike-Time

dependent synaptic plasticity process. In chapter 6, we present a summary

of conclusions, provide some comparisons with respect to related approaches

used in Neuroscience and finally we discuss the framework limitations and

as well as its theoretical and numerical perspectives.

1.3.3 Alternative approaches we shall not discuss.

In this manuscript we will not comment some alternative approaches for

the analysis of spike train statistics. The first we would like to mention,

is a non equivalent but related approach that has been proposed recently

by Globerson et al. ( [73]), where the distribution will be fitted in order to

minimize the mutual information between the input stimuli and the output

response while agreeing with data measurements.

We also need to mention a current popular alternative methodology, the

model-based maximum-likelihood approaches also known as Generalized

Linear Models (GLM) where the multicellular activity is pre-processed and

finally fitted as a very general Cox process. A good description and bibliog-

raphy summary for the reader interested in this methodology can be found

on ([189]). Recently, it have also appeared a different analysis method called

Point Process History models where the spiking history is used to perform

maximum likelihood of the instantaneous firing rates of each neuron [204].

Finally, from a more detailed point of view, [198] have proposed a

Stochastic calculus approach that has been use to characterize neurons

activity in noisy environments and find the probability distribution attached

to their spike trains.

13



Chapter 2

Spike trains statistics from a
theoretical perspective

Overview

In this chapter we present the framework of Gibbs Distribution from the
perspective of Markov chains of higher order where the Gibbs measure
corresponds to the invariant measure. We start with a short presentation of
Markov chains and its pertinacy to spike trains statistics. and then we
connect the Markov chains results with the notion of a Gibbs potential.
Next, we discuss the parametric expansion of Gibbs distributions, we give
some examples and present how to determine the statistical properties of
the distribution from its parametric potential. In the following we describe
the computation of a Gibbs distribution from the empirical data thanks to
the Kullback-Leibler divergence criteria, detailing several aspects of this
procedure, in particular the finite sample-size effects, and the methods to
evaluate the goodness of fit. Finally, we discuss the estimation method
behavior under non stationary statistics.
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2.1 Spike trains statistics and Markov chains

We consider the evolution of a network of N neurons. We assume the net-

work parameters (synaptic weights, currents, etc..) to be fixed in this context

(see [28] for a discussion). This means that we assume observing a period of

time where the system parameters are essentially constant. In other words,

we focus here on stationary dynamics. This restriction is further discussed

at the end of the chapter and it is the partially overcome for Gibbs distri-

butions with slow time-varying parameter in Section 4.1.4. Nevertheless a

general presentation aiming to describe non-stationary systems is given in

chapter 5.

We assume that there is a minimal time scale δ > 0 corresponding to

the minimal resolution of the spike time, constrained by biophysics and by

measurements methods [28]. As a consequence, the expression “neurons fire

at time t” must be understood as “a spike occurs between t and t+δ”. Without

loss of generality (change of time units) we set δ = 1.

One associates to each neuron i a variable ωi(t) = 1 if neuron i fires

at time t and ωi(t) = 0 otherwise. A “spiking pattern” is a vector ω(t)
def
=

[ωi(t)]
N−1
i=0 which tells us which neurons are firing at time t. A spike block is

a finite ordered list of spiking patterns, written:

[ω]t2t1 = {ω(t)}{t1≤t≤t2} ,

where spike times have been prescribed between the times t1 to t2. We call

a “raster plot” a bi-infinite sequence ω def
= {ω(t)}+∞

t=−∞, of spiking patterns.

Although we consider infinite sequences in the abstract setting we consider

later on finite sequences. We denote Σ
def
= {0, 1}Z the set of raster plots.

2.1.1 Transition probabilities

The probability that a neuron emits a spike at some time t depends on the

history of the neural network. However, it is impossible to know explicitly

its form in the general case since it depends on the past evolution of all vari-

ables determining the neural network state. A possible simplification is to

consider that this probability depends only on the spikes emitted in the past

by the network. In this way, we are seeking a family of transition proba-

bilities of the form Prob
(

ω(t) | [ω]t−1
t−R
)

, where R is the memory depth of the

probability i.e. how far in the past does the transition probability depend on

the past spike sequence. These transition probabilities, from which all spike

trains statistical properties can be deduced, are called conditional intensity

in [94, 20, 36, 98, 203, 135, 202, 148] and they are essential to characterize

the spike trains statistics.
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Although it is possible to provide an example of neural network model

where R is infinite [25] it is clearly desirable, for practical purposes to work

with finite memory R. In this way, Prob
(

ω(t) | [ω]t−1
t−R
)

generates a Markov

chain.

2.1.2 Markov chains

The properties of a Markov chain are easily expressed using matrix/vectors

representation. For this purpose, we choose a symbolic representation of

spike blocks of length R. For a fixed memory depth R > 0 there are M = 2NR

such possible spike blocks, requiring, to be represented, NR symbols (’0”s

and ’1”s). Instead, we associate to each block [ω]k+R−1
k an integer:

wk =
R−1
∑

t=0

N−1
∑

i=0

2i+Ntωi(t+ k). (2.1)

We write wk ∼ [ω]k+R−1
k . We note:

A def
= {0, . . . ,M − 1} , (2.2)

the set of values taken by the w’s (space state of the Markov chain).

Now, for integer s, t such that s ≤ t, t− s ≥ R, a spike sequence [ω]ts =

ω(s)ω(s + 1) . . . ω(s + R − 1) . . . ω(t) can be viewed as a sequence of integers

ws, ws+1 . . . wt−R+1. Clearly, this representation introduces a redundancy

since successive blocks wk, wk+1 have a strong overlap. But what we gain is a

convenient representation of the Markov chains in terms of matrix/vectors.

We note:

H def
= IR

M . (2.3)

We focus here on homogeneous Markov chains where transition probabilities

do not depend on t (stationarity). In this setting the transition probability

Prob
(

ω(t) | [ω]t−1
t−R
)

is represented by a M×M -matrix M, with entries Mw′ w

such that:

Mw′ w =

{

Prob
(

ω(t) | [ω]t−1
t−R
)

, if w′ ∼ [ω]t−1
t−R , w ∼ [ω]tt−R+1 ;

0, otherwise.
(2.4)

As a comment to this definition note that to define the matrix we have to

consider all pairs w′, w. But, among these M2 pairs, only those such that

w′, w corresponds to consecutive blocks (w′ ∼ [ω]t−1
t−R , w ∼ [ω]tt−R+1) are non-

zero1. Consequently, although M has M2 entries, it is a sparse matrix since

each line has, at most, 2N non-zero entries.

1Although, for some blocks [ω]tt−R, Prob
`

ω(t) | [ω]t−1
t−R

´

may also vanish.
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In the same way, the probability of spike blocks of length R is represented

by a M -dimensional vector P ∈ H with entries:

Pw′ = Prob
(

[ω]t−1
t−R
)

with w′ ∼ [ω]t−1
t−R ,

such that
∑

w′∈A Pw′ = 1.

Since we are dealing with stationary dynamics Prob
(

ω(t) | [ω]t−1
t−R
)

does

not depend on t and we are free to choose it. From now on, we therefore take

t = 0 so that we consider probability transitions Prob
(

ω(0) | [ω]−1
−R
)

.

We now briefly summarize the main properties of Markov chains.

• Normalization.

∀w′ ∈ A,
∑

w∈A
Mw′ w = 1, (2.5)

• Invariant probability distribution.

A probability distribution µ is invariant for the Markov chain if

µ = µM. (2.6)

Note that for each entry µw′ of the vector µ, it corresponds to the proba-

bility Pw′ of the event w′ (which we recall is a block og length R) under

this stationary distribution.

The existence (and uniqueness) is guaranteed by the Perron-Frobenius

theorem stated in the next section. From now on we assume that µ is

unique and we consider statistics of spike blocks with respect to µ.

• Probability of a spike sequence.

Taking the transition probability matrixM , the invariant measure vec-

tor µ, such that µw′ = Pw′ , ∀w′ and using the Chapmann-Kolmogorov

equation, the probability for any sequence [ω]n1 , for any integer n > R

is given by

Prob ([ω]n1 ) = µw1

n−1
∏

k=1

Mwk wk+1
. (2.7)

On the opposite, for blocks of size 0 < n < R then we can compute the

probability by the corresponding marginal distribution given by

Prob ([ω]n1 ) =
∑

w∋[ω]n1

µ(w),

where the sum holds on each word w containing the block [ω]n1 .

Due to the stationarity and the invariance of µ one obtains likewise the

probability of blocks [ω]k+nk for any integer k.
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2.1.3 The Perron-Frobenius theorem

We state now the Perron-Frobenius (PF) theorem [171, 66] which is a key

result for our approach. Since this theorem holds in a more general context

than Markov chains and since we need this general context for our purposes

we state it in its general form. We consider a M×M matrix L with Lw′ w ≥ 0,

but we do not assume the normalization property (2.5). We assume L to be

primitive, equivalently irreducible and aperiodic, i.e. ∃n > 0, such that,

∀w,w′, Lnw′ w > 0 where Ln is the n-th power of L. In the context of Markov

chains (i.e. when L is normalized) this property means that there is a time

n > 0 such that, for any pair w′, w there is a path w′, w1, . . . , wn−2, w in the

Markov chain, of length n, joining w′ and w, with positive probability2.

Then:

Theorem 1. L has a unique maximal and strictly positive eigenvalue s asso-

ciated with a right eigenvector b〉 and a left eigenvector 〈b, with positive and

bounded entries, such that Lb〉 = sb〉, 〈bL = s〈b. Those vectors can be chosen

such that 〈b.b〉 = 1 where . is the scalar product in H. The remaining part of

the spectrum is located in a disk in the complex plane, of radius strictly lower

than s. As a consequence, for any vector v in H not orthogonal to 〈b,

1

sn
Lnv → b〉〈b . v, (2.8)

as n→ +∞.

When this matrix is normalized (prop. (2.5)) then the following additional

properties hold.

• s = 1.

• ∀w ∈ A, 〈bw = α where α is a constant (which can be taken equal to 1).

• There is a unique invariant measure µ for the Markov chain (of mem-

ory/order R) whose components are given by:

µw = bw〉〈bw. (2.9)

2 The matrix L defined in (2.12) below is primitive by construction. But L is intended

to provide a statistical model for a realistic network where primitivity remains a theoreti-

cal assumption. What we now is that primitivity holds for Integrate-and-Fire models with

noise [25] and is likely to hold for more general neural networks models where noise renders

dynamics ergodic and mixing. Note, on the opposite, that if this assumption is not fulfilled

the uniqueness of the Gibbs distribution is not guaranteed. In this case, one would have a

situation where statistics depend on initial conditions, which would considerably complicate

the analysis, although not rendering it impossible. In this case, the statistical model would

have to be estimated for different sets of initial conditions. This situation may happen for

systems close to phase transitions.
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This means that the probability of the event w′ under the stationary

distribution is equal to the product of its associate index entries w′ on

the left and right eigenvectors corresponding to the maximal eigen-

value (s = 1) of the transitition matrix.

As a consequence, the PF theorem provides the invariant distribution of

the Markov chain, given directly by the left and right eigenvector associated

with the eigenvalue s.

Now, we note an important property. If L in theorem 1 is not normal-

ized it is always possible to associate it with the (normalized) probability

transition of a Markov chain M by the relation :

Mw′w = Lw′w
1

s

bw〉
bw′〉 , (2.10)

since ∀w′ ∈ A,
∑

w∈AMw′w = 1
s

1
bw′ 〉

∑

w∈A Lw′ wbw〉 =
s bw′ 〉
s bw′ 〉 = 1.

As a consequence, the probability (2.7) of a spike sequence reads:

Prob ([ω]n1 ) = µw1

1

sn
bwn〉
bw1〉

n−1
∏

k=1

Lwk wk+1
. (2.11)

The latter equation is simply states the Chapman-Kolmogorov relation

applied to a Markov chain of arbitrary order that naturally arises and which

can be generated by normalization of Perron-Frobenius matrix

2.2 From Markov chain to Gibbs distributions

We now show how conditional intensities and Markov chains formalism are

naturally related with Gibbs distributions.

2.2.1 Range-R + 1 potentials

We call “potential” a function ψ which associate to a raster plot ω a real

number. Some regularity conditions, associated with a sufficiently fast decay

of the potential at infinity ([102]), are also required. We formally state them

later in section 5.1. A potential has range R+1 if it is only a function of R+1

consecutive spiking patterns in the raster (e.g. ψ([ω]0−∞) = ψ([ω]0−R). Coding

spikes blocks of length R with (2.1) we may write a range R+ 1-potential as

matrix ψw′ w where ψw′ w is finite if w′ ∼ [ω]−1
−R , w ∼ [ω]0−R+1 and takes the

value −∞ otherwise.

To this potential we associate a M ×M matrix L(ψ) given by:

Lw′ w(ψ) = eψw′ w , (2.12)
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It is primitive by construction so it obeys Perron-Frobenius theorem. Indeed,

take two symbols w′, w correspond to blocks w′ ∼ α′
1 . . . α

′
R, w ∼ α1 . . . αR

where α′
k, αk ∈ A, k = 1 . . . R. Either these block overlap, say, on l ≤ R

spiking patterns i.e. α′
R−l = α1, . . . , α

′
R = αl. Then in l time steps one goes

from w′ to w. Or, they do not overlap. Then, the block α′
1 . . . α

′
R α1 . . . αR

(concatenation) corresponds to a path w1w2 . . . wR wR+1wR+2 where w1 = w′,

w2 = α′
2 . . . , α

′
R α1, . . . , wR+1 = α′

R α1 . . . αR−1, wR+2 = w. So there is a path

going from from w to w′ in R+2 time steps. Since ψw′ w is finite for contiguous

blocks each matrix element Lwk wk+1
(ψ) is positive and therefore the matrix

element LR+2
w′ w is positive.

For s the largest eigenvalue of L, we define:

P (ψ) = log s, (2.13)

called the “topological pressure” in the context of ergodic theory and “free

energy density” in the context of statistical physics (see below for more links

with statistical physics).

We say that ψ is normalized if L(ψ) is normalized. In this case, the log of

this potential, with range R+ 1, corresponds to the conditional intensities of

a Markov chain with a memory depth R. Moreover, P (ψ) = 0.

2.2.2 Gibbs distribution

The probability (2.11) of a spike sequence then reads:

Prob ([ω]n1 ) = µw1

1

enP (ψ)

bwn〉
bw1〉

e
Pn−1
k=1 ψwk wk+1 . (2.14)

This is an example of a Gibbs distribution associated with the potential

ψ. We present in section 5.1 a more formal and general definition of Gibbs

distribution. From now on we note µψ the probability distribution associated

to a Gibbs potential ψ and acting on the complete space of events, but a

comment for clarity is necessary here.

Since the probabilities of spike blocks are referring to µψ we note

µψ ([ω]n1 ) instead of Prob ([ω]n1 ). Nevetheless, when refering explicitely to

events of length R, i.e [ω]R−1
0 , we prefer to maintain use of the symbols w

and w′ which were previously associated to them since eq.2.12, and also

we propose to drop the potential dependence ψ wherever there is no place

for confussion regarding the associated potential, thus, µψ
(

[ω]R−1
0

)

≡ µw.

Indeed this simplifications are already introduced in eq.(2.14)

To make a connection with the classical setting for Gibbs distributions

let us introduce another potential (formal Hamiltonian)

Hw′ w = ψw′ w + log(bw〉),
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and a “conditional” partition function

Z(w′) = eP (ψ)bw′〉.

Note that

Z(w′) =
∑

w∈A
eHw′ w (2.15)

since
∑

w∈A e
Hw′ w =

∑

w∈A Lw′wbw〉 = sbw′〉 from the PF theorem.

Then, for two successive blocs:

Prob(w′, w) = µw′
1

s

bw〉
bw′〉e

ψw′ w = µw′
1

Z(w′)
eHw′ w ,

so that:

Mw′ w = Prob(w |w′) =
1

Z(w′)
eHw′ w , (2.16)

which has the classical form “ 1
Z
e−βH” but where Z depends3 on w′ explaining

the terminology “conditional partition function” (compare with eq. (1) in ref

[120]). Let us insist that Z(w′) depends on w′. Moreover, its computation

requires the knowledge of the eigenvalue s and eigenvector b〉 even when

using the sum form (2.15) since H depends on b〉.

Remarks. We note that a normalization factor described by
∑

w′∈A, w∈A e
ψw′ w is not adequate (although there is a notable exception, dis-

cussed in section 2.3.5: the Ising model, and more generally memory-less

processes). Indeed, such a normalization factor would correspond to a joint

probability4 while eψw′ w is related to a conditional probability. A formal

normalization requires the knowledge of the largest eigenvalue and of the

corresponding right eigenvector. with the partition function given by (2.15),

although its computation is useless in our setting since s provides directly

the “free energy density” P (ψ) = log s from which all required information is

obtained, as exposed below, hence becoming one of the main advantages of

the proposed framework.

3A similar situation arises in statistical physics for systems with boundaries where the

partition function depends on the boundary.
4The joint probability in our case is

Prob
`

w′, w
´

= µw′Mw′, w = µw′Lw′w

1

s

bw〉

bw′〉
= bw′〉〈bw′eψw′w

1

s

bw〉

bw′〉
=

1

s
bw〉 〈bw′eψw′w ,

which is correctly normalized since

X

w′∈A, w∈A

1

s
bw〉 〈bw′eψw′w =

1

s

X

w∈A

bw〉
X

w′∈A

〈bw′eψw′w =
1

s

X

w∈A

bw〉s〈bw = 1.
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2.3 From parametric Gibbs potential to Markov

chains

In the previous section we have seen how starting from conditional intensi-

ties Prob
(

ω(t) | [ω]t−1
t−R
)

one can construct a Markov chain whose invariant

probability is a Gibbs distribution µψ. However, in real situations neither

Prob
(

ω(t) | [ω]t−1
t−R
)

nor µψ are known. As a consequence, one is lead to ex-

trapolate them from empirical measurement. We now show how this can be

done by starting from a generic guess form for the Gibbs potential. Here,

we start from a Gibbs potential and infer the form of the Markov chain and

its related statistical properties, that are then compared to the statistics of

empirical data. For this we need to consider a generic form of range-R + 1

potentials.

2.3.1 Parametric forms of range-R + 1 potentials

A natural approach consists of seeking a generic and parametric form of po-

tentials decomposing as a linear combination of characteristic events. Deal-

ing with spike trains natural characteristic events5 have the form “neuron

i1 fires at time t1, neuron i2 at time t2, ... neuron in fires at time tn” (spike-

uplets). To such an event one can associate a function ω → ωi1(t1) . . . ωin(tn)

which takes values in {0, 1} and is 1 if and only if this event is realized. We

call an order-n monomial a product ωi1(t1) . . . ωin(tn), where 0 ≤ i1 ≤ i2 ≤
· · · ≤ in ≤ N − 1, −∞ ≤ t1 ≤ t2 ≤ · · · ≤ tn ≤ +∞ and such that there is no

repeated pair (ik, tk), k = 1 . . . n.

Monomials constitute a natural basis for Gibbs potential, in the sense

that any range-R+ 1 potential can be decomposed as:

ψwk, wk+1
=

R
∑

n=1

∑

(i1,t1),...,(in,tn)∈P(N,R),

λ
(n)
i1,ti1 ,...,in,tin

ωi1(k + ti1) . . . ωin(k + tin),

(2.17)

where P(N,R) is the set of non repeated pairs of integers with i ∈
{0, . . . , N − 1} and til ∈ {−R, . . . , 0}. Since we are dealing with stationary

dynamics ψ is translation invariant (the λ(n)
i1,ti1 ,...,in,tin

’s do not depend on k)

and we may define it for k = 0.

This form can be rigorously justified in the LIF model with noise

(see chapter 5 for an example, [25]) and is nothing but a Taylor ex-

pansion of log(P
[

ω(0) | [ω]−1
−R
]

), where one collects all terms of the form

ωk1i1 (ti1) . . . ω
kn
in

(tin), for integer k1, . . . kn’s, using that ωki (t) = ωi(t), for any

5Although our formalism affords the consideration of events of a different kind, such as

the appearance of a specific block.
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k > 0 and any i, t. In this case the coefficients λ(n)
i1,ti1 ,...,in,tin

are explicit func-

tions of the network parameters (e. g. synaptic weights). They are also

determined as Lagrange multipliers in the Maximal Entropy approach (see

section 2.5.3).

2.3.2 Further approximations.

The potential (2.17) remains quite cumbersome since the number of terms

in (2.18) explodes combinatorially as N,R growth. As a consequence, one

is typically lead to consider parametric forms where monomials have been

removed (or, sometimes, added) in the expansion. This constitutes a coarser

approximation to the exact potential, but more tractable from the numerical

or empirical point of view. To alleviate notations we write, in the rest of

paper, the parametric potential in the form:

ψw′ w =
L
∑

l=1

λlφl(w
′, w), (2.18)

where φl’s are monomials of range ≤ R + 1. If φl is the monomial

ωi1(t1) . . . ωin(tn), −R ≤ tk ≤ 0, k = 1 . . . n, then φl(w
′, w) = 1 if w′ ∼ [ω]−1

−R,

w ∼ [ω]0−(R+1) with ωik(tk) = 1, k = 1 . . . n and is zero otherwise. In other

words, φl(w′, w) = 1 if and only if the block w′w contains the event “neuron

i1 fires at time t1, . . . , neuron in fires at time tn”. The choice of the para-

metric form (2.18) defines what we call a “statistical model”, namely a Gibbs

distribution.

2.3.3 Generic parametric forms : a new computation
paradigm

The idea is now to start from a parametric form of a potential and to infer

from it the statistical properties of the corresponding Markov chain that we

will be compared to empirical statistics. However, when switching from the

potential (2.17), which is the polynomial expansion of the log of the condi-

tional intensity, to a generic parametric form (2.18), one introduces several

biases. First, one may add terms which are not in the original potential.

Second, since (2.17) is the log of a probability, it is normalized which cer-

tainly imposes specific relations between the coefficients λ(l)
i1,ni1 ,...,il,nil

. On

the opposite, in (2.18), the coefficients λl are arbitrary and do not satisfy the

normalization constraint.

Nevertheless, the Perron-Frobenius give us exact relations to go from an

arbitrary parametric potential to the normalized potential of Markov chain.

This is the key aspect that conduces to a the change of paradigm for the

parametric estimation from Markov chain sampling to matrix computations
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(see section (3.1.3) for the numerical development). The price to pay is to

compute the largest eigenvalue (and related eigenvectors) of a 2NR × 2NR

matrix. While the dimension increases exponentially fast with the range of

the potential and the number of neurons, note that we are dealing with a

sparse matrix with at most 2N non-zero entries per line. Then, the largest

eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvectors are easily obtained by a power

iteration algorithm (though, Krylov subspace iterations methods are also

available [52], see discussion in chapter 6.).

2.3.4 Cohomology

. Before giving some examples, we need to state explicitly that performing

a time shift by adding an identical constant value to the time arguments

of monomials that compose any potential, will result in an equivalent

potential. By equivalent we mean here “cohomologous”. Two poten-

tials are cohomologous if there exists a positive function b(w) such that

ψ′(w) = ψ(w) − log(b(σw)) + log(b(w)) − P [ψ] and it can be shown that

cohomologous potentials have the same Gibbs measure [102]. Although

it might be cumbersome to show how this happens by merely comparing

the new structure of the PF matrix, it is straightforward to interpret (see

section 2.5.3, since this means that the Gibbs measure is constrained by

the average value of the observable (i.e, the monomials), thus the obtained

stationary measure should not depend on a time shift in the monomial itself

as this operation remains the monomial average unchanged. Consequently,

we are allowed to write potentials with time delays centered at zero (eg.

eq.2.23) but it do not be confused/related to a given constraint in the future

time of the sequence.

2.3.5 Examples of potentials

Range-1 potentials. The easiest examples are range-1 potentials which

correspond to a Markov chain without memory, where therefore the spiking

pattern wt = ω(t) is independent of wt−1 = ω(t− 1). In this case, ψw′ w ≡ ψw′

and Lw′ w = eψw′ does not depend on w. As a consequence, all lines of Lare

linearly dependent which implies that there are N − 1 0-eigenvalues while

the largest eigenvalue is s =
∑

w′∈A e
ψw′ def

= Z. The corresponding left

eigenvector is 〈b = (1, . . . , 1) and the right eigenvector is bw′〉 = e
ψ
w′

Z
, so that

〈b.b〉 = 1. Thus, the Gibbs distribution is, according to (2.9), µψw′ = e
ψ
w′

Z
.

Here, we have the classical form of a Gibbs distribution with a constant

partition function Z and the normalization only consists of removing the log

of Z to ψ.
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Bernoulli potentials. This is the simplest case of range-1 potential where:

ψw′ =
N−1
∑

i=0

λiωi(0). (2.19)

Then, eψw′ =
∏N−1
i=0 eλiωi(0) and Z =

∏N−1
i=0 (1 + eλi). Therefore, the corre-

sponding Gibbs distribution provides a statistical model where neurons are

independent, and where Prob (ωi(0) = 1) = eλi

1+eλi
. Hence, the parameter λi

is directly related to the so-called firing rate, ri = Prob (ωi(0) = 1).

“Ising” like potentials. This type of range-1 potential has been used by

Schneidman and collaborators in [166]. It reads, in our notations,

ψw′ =
N−1
∑

i=0

λiωi(0) +
N−1
∑

i=0

i−1
∑

j=0

λijωi(0)ωj(0). (2.20)

Note that this authors use instead the spin state variables σi ∈ {−1,+1}; i =

1, ..., N , as they are the natural variables for spin systems. This represen-

tation differs simply by a change of variables, namely ωi(0) = σi+1
2 , not af-

fecting our conclusions. The variable change reflects in a constant factor

added to the transformed Gibbs potential while our λi,ij parameters can be

expressed as linear combinations of the new set of parameters which are

usually denoted by hi and Jij respectively. The corresponding Gibbs distri-

bution provides a statistical model where synchronous pairwise correlations

between neurons are taken into account, but neither higher order spatial

correlations nor other time correlations are considered. As a consequence,

the corresponding “Markov chain” is memory-less. Therefore the obtained

probability distribution acts on single time events, and in this case eq. 2.14

simplifies largely

Prob
(

[ω]11

)

=
1

eP (ψ)
e

PN−1
i=0 λiωi(0)+

PN−1
i=0

Pi−1
j=0 λijωi(0)ωj(0).. (2.21)

Since the Ising model is well known in statistical physics the analysis

of spike statistics with this type of potential benefits from a diversity of

methods leading to really efficient algorithms ([157, 160, 38]).

Range-k+1 potentials. There are several compelling ideas that suggest

the use of parametric forms of potentials with memory larger than 1. First,

there is the analytical result discussed in section 5.2.1 of the Gibbs poten-

tial (5.23) for a discrete-time LIF model (5.22), whose explicit form contains

memory dependent terms. Additionally, there is the fact that range-1 poten-

tials, as for instance "Ising" models do not account for the natural synaptic
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propagation delays at least at the natural sampling rate scale (the one deter-

mined by the neuron’s refractory period). Note that artificial synchroniza-

tion effects might appear due to binning (see section 4.2.1).

Pairwise range-2 potentials. A natural extension of the previous cases is

to consider Markov chains with memory 1. The potential has the form:

ψ(ω) =
N−1
∑

i=0

λiωi(0) +
N−1
∑

i=0

i−1
∑

j=0

0
∑

τ=−1

λijτωi(0)ωj(τ). (2.22)

This case has been investigated in [120] using the computation of the

conditional partition function (2.15) with a detailed balance approximation.

Pairwise Time-Dependent-k potentials with rates (RPTD-k). An easy

generalization of the previous examples is:

ψ(ω) =
N−1
∑

i=0

λiωi(0) +
N−1
∑

i=0

i−1
∑

j=0

k
∑

τ=−k
λijτωi(0)ωj(τ), (2.23)

called Pairwise Time-Dependent k (RPTD-k) with Rates potentials in the

sequel.

Pairwise Time-Dependent k (PTD-k) potentials.

A variation of (2.23) is to avoid the explicit constraints associated to firing

rates :

ψ(ω) =
N−1
∑

i=0

i−1
∑

j=0

k
∑

τ=−k
λijτωi(0)ωj(τ), (2.24)

called Pairwise Time-Dependent k (PTD-k) potentials in the sequel.

2.4 Determining the statistical properties of a

Gibbs distribution with parametric potentials.

In this section we deal with the following problem: Given a parametric po-

tential how can one infer the main characteristics of the corresponding Gibbs

distribution?

2.4.1 Computing averages of monomials

Denote µψ[φl] the average of φl with respect to µψ. Since

µψ[φl] =
∑

w′, w∈A
µψ(w′, w)φl(w

′, w)

one obtains:

µψ[φl] =
∑

w′,w∈A
µψw′Mw′ w φl(w

′, w), (2.25)
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where µψw′ is given by (2.9) and Mw′ w by (2.10). This provides a fast way to

compute µψ[φl].

2.4.2 The topological pressure.

The PF theorem gives a direct access to the topological pressure P (ψ) which

is the logarithm of the leading eigenvalue s, easily obtained by a power

method (see eq. (5.11)). In the case of range-R+1 potentials (2.18) where the

topological pressure P (ψ) becomes a function of the parameters λ = (λl)
L
l=1,

we write P (λ). One can show that the topological pressure is the generating

function for the cumulants of the monomials φl:

∂P (λ)

∂λl
= µψ[φl]. (2.26)

Higher order cumulants are obtained likewise by successive derivations.

Especially, second order moments related to the central limit theorem obeyed

by Gibbs distributions [17, 102] are obtained by second order derivatives.

As a consequence of this last property, the topological pressure’s Hessian is

positive and the topological pressure is convex with respect to λ.

2.4.3 The Maximal Entropy (MaxEnt) principle.

Gibbs distributions obeys the following variational principle (see section

5.1):

P (ψ)
def
= h(µψ) + µψ(ψ) = sup

µ∈m(inv)(Σ)

h(µ) + µ(ψ), (2.27)

where m(inv)(Σ) is the set of invariant probability measures on Σ, the set

of raster plots, and where h(µψ) is the statistical entropy6. When µ(ψ) is

imposed (e.g. by experimental measurement), this corresponds to finding

a probability that maximizes the statistical entropy under constraints [92].

The value of the maximum is the topological pressure.

6 This is:

h [µ] = lim
n→+∞

h(n) [µ]

n
, (2.28)

where

h(n) [µ] = −
X

ω∈Σ(n)

µ
`

[ω]n−1
0

´

log µ
`

[ω]n−1
0

´

, (2.29)

Σ(n) being the set of admissible sequences of length n. This quantity provides the exponential

rate of growth of admissible blocks having a positive probability under µ, as n growths. It is

positive for chaotic system and it is zero for periodic systems.
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2.4.4 Computing the entropy

From the previous expression one obtains, for a parametric potential:

h [µψ] = P (λ) −
∑

l

λlµψ [φl] . (2.30)

2.4.5 Comparing several Gibbs statistical models.

The choice of a potential (2.18), i.e. the choice of a set of observables, fixes

a statistical model for the statistics of spike trains. Clearly, there are many

choices of potentials and one needs to propose a criterion to compare them.

The Kullback-Leibler divergence,

d(ν, µψ) = lim sup
n→∞

1

n

∑

[ω]n−1
0

ν
(

[ω]n−1
0

)

log





ν
(

[ω]n−1
0

)

µψ

(

[ω]n−1
0

)



 , (2.31)

where ν and µψ are two absolutely continuous invariant probability mea-

sures, provides some notion of asymmetric “distance” between µψ and ν.

The computation of d(ν, µ) is delicate but, in the present context, the

following holds. For ν an invariant measure and µψ a Gibbs measure with a

potential ψ, both defined on the same set of sequences Σ, one has [17, 161,

102, 31]:

d (ν, µψ) = P (ψ) − ν(ψ) − h(ν). (2.32)

This is the key of the algorithm that we have developed.

2.5 Computing the Gibbs distribution from empir-

ical data.

2.5.1 Empirical Averaging

Assume now that we observe the spike trains generated by the neural net-

work. We want to extract from these observations information about the set

of monomials φl constituting the potential and the corresponding coefficients

λl.

Typically, one observes, from N repetitions of the same experiment, i.e.

submitting the system to the same conditions, N raster plots ω(m),m =

1 . . .N on a finite time horizon of length T . These are the basic data from

which we want to extrapolate the Gibbs distribution. The key object for this

is the empirical measure. For a fixed N (number of observations) and a fixed
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T (time length of the observed spike train), the empirical average of a func-

tion f : Σ → R is:

f̄ (N ,T ) =
1

NT

N
∑

m=1

T
∑

t=1

f(σtω(m)), (2.33)

where the left shift σt denotes the time evolution of the raster plot, namely,

it shifts the raster left-wise (one time step forward). This notation is com-

pact and well adapted to the next developments than the classical formula,

reading, e.g., for firing rates 1
NT

∑N
m=1

∑T
t=1 f(ω(m)(t)).

Typical examples are f(ω) = ωi(0) in which case the empirical average of

f is the firing rate7 of neuron i; f(ω) = ωi(0)ωj(0) then the empirical average

of f measures the estimated probability of spike coincidence for neuron j and

i; f(ω) = ωi(τ)ωj(0) then the empirical average of f measures the estimated

probability of the event “neuron j fires and neuron i fires τ time step later”

(or sooner according to the sign of τ ).

The empirical measure is the probability distribution π(T ) such that, for

any function8 f : Σ → R,

π(T )(f) = f̄ (N ,T ). (2.34)

Equivalently, the empirical probability of a spike block [ω]t2t1 is given by:

π(T )
(

[ω]t2t1
)

=
1

NT

N
∑

m=1

T
∑

t=1

χ
[ω]

t2
t1

(σtω(m)), (2.35)

where χ
[ω]

t2
t1

is the indicatrix function of the block [ω]t2t1 so that
∑T

t=1 χ[ω]
t2
t1

(σtω(m)) simply counts the number of occurrences of the block [ω]t2t1

in the empirical raster ω(m).

2.5.2 Estimating the potential from empirical average

The empirical measure is what we get from experiments while it is assumed

that spike statistics is governed by a(n) (hidden) Gibbs distribution µψ∗ with

Gibbs potential ψ∗ that we want to determine or approximate. Clearly there

are infinitely many a priori choices for this distribution, corresponding to

infinitely many a priori choices of a ”guess” Gibbs potential ψ. However,

the ergodic theorem (the law of large number) states that π(T ) → µψ∗ as

T → ∞ µψ∗ almost-surely. Equivalently, the Kullback-Leibler divergence

d
(

π(T ), µψ∗

)

between the empirical measure and the sought Gibbs distribu-

tion tends to 0 as T → ∞.
7Recall that we assume dynamics is stationary so rates do not depend on time.
8In fact, it is sufficient here to consider monomials.
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Since we are dealing with finite samples the best that we can expect is

to find a Gibbs distribution µψ which minimizes this divergence. This is the

core of our approach. Indeed, using9 eq. (2.32) :

d(π(T ), µψ) = P (ψ) − π(T )(ψ) − h(π(T )), (2.36)

for any Gibbs potential ψ. Now, the hidden Gibbs potential ψ∗ is such

that this distance is minimal among all possible choices of Gibbs potentials.

The advantage is that this quantity can be numerically estimated, since

for a given choice of ψ the topological pressure is known from the Perron-

Frobenius theorem, while π(T )(ψ) is directly computable. Since π(T ) is fixed

by the experimental raster plot, h(π(T )) is independent of the Gibbs poten-

tial, so we can equivalently minimize:

h̃ [ψ] = P [ψ] − π(T )(ψ), (2.37)

without computing the entropy h(π(T )).

This relation holds for any potential. In the case of a parametric potential

of the form (2.18) we have to minimize

h̃ [λ] = P [λ] −
L
∑

l=1

λlπ
(T )(φl). (2.38)

Thus, from (2.26) and (5.2),(2.33), given the parametric form, the set of λl’s

minimizing the KL divergence are given by:

µψ [φl] = π(T )(φl), l = 1 . . . L. (2.39)

Before showing why this necessary condition is also sufficient, we want to

comment this result in connection with standard approaches (“Jaynes argu-

ment”).

2.5.3 Inferring statistics from empirical averages of observ-
ables (“Jaynes argument”) and performing model com-
parison.

The conditions (2.39) impose constraints on the sought Gibbs distribution.

In view of the variational principle (2.27) the minimization of KL divergence

for a prescribed parametric form of the Gibbs potential is equivalent to maxi-

mizing the statistical entropy under the constraints (2.39), where the λl’s ap-

pear as adjustable Lagrange multipliers. This is the Jaynes argument [92]

commonly used to introduce Gibbs distributions in statistical physics text-

books, and also used in the funding paper of Schneidman et al. [166]. There

9This is an approximation because π(T ) is not invariant [102]. It becomes exact as T →

+∞.
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is however an important subtleties that we want to outline. The Jaynes ar-

gument provides the Gibbs distribution which minimizes the KL divergence

with respect to the empirical distribution in a specific class of Gibbs poten-

tials. Given a parametric form for the potential it gives the set of λl’s which

minimizes the KL divergence for the set of Gibbs measures having this form

of potential [43]. Nevertheless, the divergence can still be quite large and

the corresponding parametric form can provide a poor approximation of the

sought measure. So, in principle one has to minimize the KL divergence with

respect to several parametric forms. This is a way to compare the statistical

models. The best one is the one which minimizes (2.38), i.e. knowing if the “

model”ψ2 is significantly “better” than ψ1, reduces to verifying:

h̃ [ψ2] ≪ h̃ [ψ1] , (2.40)

easily computable at the implementation level, as developed below. Note

that h̃ has the dimension of entropy. Since we compare entropies, which

units are bits of information, defined in base 2, the previous comparison

units is well-defined.

2.5.4 Alternatives to perform model comparison.

A previously proposed manner to compare the quality of different statis-

tical models when describing a data sequence was used in [166, 157]. It

is based on the Multi-information criteria which can be seen as a general-

ization of mutual information. In these works, the multi-information was

applied only to memoryless models (range-1). Let us to define k the cor-

relation order of a candidate memoryless statistical model (i.e. a range-

1) as the maximal number of factors composing the largest monomial of

the parametric form of the potential. Then, the multi-information I(r, s)

between to candidate models of correlation order r, s respectively , corre-

sponds to their entropy difference I(r, s) = h(µ(ψr)) − h (µ(ψs)). To perform

the model comparison the first stage is estimating parameters of candidate

models by the maximum entropy criteria under the constraints of the em-

pirical data. Finally, noting that for a finite set of N neurons, the largest

possible correlation order of an memoryless statistical model is N , we pro-

ceed to compute the multi-information ratio η = I(1,s)
I(1,N)) which enables one

to compare which amount of the most complex model (of correlation order

N ) is "contained" by the model of correlation order s. This method is related

with h̃ and eq (2.40) since from equations (2.36, 2.37, 2.38) we can write

I(r, s) =
[

h̃(ψr) − d(π(T ), µ(ψr)
]

−
[

h̃ (ψs) − d(π(T ), µ(ψs))
]

.

In a parallel work, [97], authors have use in analogous way the difference

between KL divergences of different memoryless models of successive in-
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creasing order as a complexity measure with the aim to differentiate various

dynamical complexity levels and to detect long range interactions or emerg-

ing high order correlations. They applied it successfully on several type of

finite-alphabet sequences. Finally, we remark that so far, Multi-information

methods have not been extended to compare multi-unit and multi-time mod-

els (i.e, models with memory). Let us to explain why: Increasing interactions

always reduce the entropy of the statistical model, hence the increasing cor-

relation order in memoryless models defines directly a monotonic decreasing

sequence Si towards the true entropy [166]. However, establishing such a hi-

erarchy within statistical models with memory is not straightforward.

Multi-information techniques as introduced by [166] appear as a re-

liable way to compare memoryless models. A more formal treatment of

multi-information from the point of view of memoryless Gibbs distribution

is presented in [58]. In particular in that paper, authors study how multi-

information of an Ising-model on a finite lattice behaves in the thermody-

namic limit (infinite lattice) and its relation to phase coexistence. However

no temporal dependencies are considered.

In fact, both multi-information and Kullback-Leibler based comparison

techniques need to be extended to take account of temporal dependencies in

order to be able to compare models with different memory, but we remark

that this is far from straightforward. In fact, up to our knowledge, there

are only few theoretical steps in this direction. One of them have appeared

in [7] where authors try to generalize KL divergence for capturing tempo-

ral interdependencies within the setting of Markov chains of “equal memory

depth”. In that work basically, instead of applying the log-likelihood ratio

to marginal probabilities, the log-likelihood ratio is computed on the condi-

tional probabilities (i.e. the transition matrix).

2.5.5 Convexity and estimation well-definability.

The topological pressure is convex with respect to λ. As being the positive

sum of two (non strictly) convex criteria P [ψ] and −π(T )(ψ) in (2.38), the

minimized criterion is convex. This means that the previous minimization

method intrinsically converges towards a global minimum, although conver-

gence speed depends on the “flatness” of P [ψ] (see section 2.5.7).

Let us now consider the estimation of an hidden potential ψ∗ =
∑L

l=1 λ
∗
l φl

by a test potential ψ(test) =
∑L(test)

l=1 λ
(test)
l φ

(test)
l . As a consequence, we esti-

mate ψ∗ with a set of parameters λ(test)
l , and the criterion (2.38) is minimized

with respect to those parameters λ
(test)
l , l = 1 . . . L(test).

Several situations are possible. First, ψ∗ and ψ(test) have the same set of

monomials, only the λl’s must be determined. Then, the unique minimum is

reached for λ(test)
l = λ∗l , l = 1 . . . L. Second, ψ(test) contains all the monomials
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of ψ∗ plus additional ones (overestimation). Then, the λ
(test)
l ’s correspond-

ing to monomials in ψ converge to λ∗l while the coefficients corresponding to

additional monomials converge to 0. The third case corresponds to underes-

timation. ψ(test) contains less monomials than ψ∗ or distinct monomials. In

this case, there is still a minimum for the criterion (2.38), but it provides

a statistical model (a Gibbs distribution) at positive KL distance from the

correct potential [43]. In this case adding monomials to ψ(test) will even-

tually improve the estimation (provided their relevancy). More precisely,

if for a first test potential the coefficients obtained after minimization of h̃

are λ(test)
l , l = 1 . . . L(test) and for a second test potential they are λ

′(test)
l , l =

1 . . . L
′(test), L

′(test) > L(test) then h̃(λ
(test)
1 , . . . , λ

(test)

L(test)) ≥ h̃(λ
′(test)
1 , . . . , λ

(test)

L
′(test)

).

Note that for the same l the coefficients λ(test)
l and λ

′(test)
l can be quite differ-

ent.

We remark that these different situations are not inherent to our pro-

cedure, but to the principle of finding a hidden probability by maximizing

the statistical entropy under constraints, when the full set of constraints

is not known. Examples of these cases are provided in section 4.1. As a

matter of fact, we have therefore two strategies to estimate an hidden po-

tential. Either starting from a minimal form of test potential (e.g. Bernoulli)

and adding successive monomials (e.g. based on heuristic arguments such

as “pairwise correlations do matter”) to reduce the value of h̃. The advan-

tage is to start from potentials with a few number coefficients, but where

the knowledge of the coefficients at a given step cannot be used at the next

step, and where one has no idea on “how far” we are from the right measure.

The other strategy, we call “model decimation” consists of starting from the

largest possible potential with range R+ 1 (see the next paragraph for more

details about memory estimation). . In this case it is guarantee that the

test potential is at the minimal distance from the sought one, in the set of

range-R+1 potentials, while the minimization will remove irrelevant mono-

mials (their coefficient vanishes in the estimation). The drawback is that

one has to start from a large number of ”effective monomials” Leff ( more

precisely 10, Leff < 2N(R+1) ) which reduces the number of situations one

can numerically handle. These two approaches are used in section 4.1.

2.5.6 A priori memory-range estimation

In order to alleviate the course to) dimensionality problem and the differ-

ent guess potential choices, we would like to be able to extract from data

10In the perspective of Jaynes method only a set of non-redundant monomials is needed.

In other words, some monomials corresponds to the same average constraint. For example,

the terms ωi(0) and ωi(1) identify both the same constraint, namely the firing rate of neuron

i.
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such information as the memory depth of the process. Indeed, this prob-

lem of estimating the memory order of the underlying Markov chain to a

given sequence, which means, in our framework, to find the the potential

range, has been a well known difficult question in coding and information

theory [128]. One of the current available tests is the Morvai-Weiss estima-

tor (which includes the Peres-Shields estimator [212]) can be interpreted as

sharp transition. The main idea is to observe the behavior of

∆k = sup
1≤i

sup
([ω]1−k−i+1:([ω]0−k−i+1,ω(1)))∈Sk+i

∣

∣

∣P (ω(1)| [ω]0−k+1) − P (ω(1)| [ω]0−k−i+1)
∣

∣

∣ .

where [ω]1−k−i+1 is the concatenation of patterns [ω]0−k−i+1 and ω(1), and

Sk+i is an adequate subset of words (some conditions are required to

guarantee the statistical relevancy of words in the analyzed sequence, but

for a precise definition we refer the reader to the original references). In

fact, this difference between blocks conditional probabilities should present

a maximum for a word selected within the subset of words (block) with a

length k + i corresponding to the correct memory depth of the underlying

process.

Besides , [30] has indicated that if the underlying sequence dynamics

was given by a finite range Gibbs potential of range-R + 1 the entropy rate

difference Hk+1 − Hk , where Hk =
∑

[ω]k−1
0

P ([ω]k−1
0 ) log(P ([ω]k−1

0 )) should

become constant after k ≥ R + 1. However, the Morvai-Weiss method is

more general since it does not make explicit assumptions about the source

character and might be able to find the optimal memory-range despite the

fact that the source is a priori not be Gibbsian. In particular, [45] have

used this method to estimate the “prediction suffix tree” of a given data set,

which means to find the maximal length required to define a Variable Length

Markov chain-VLMC describing that data.

The above methods methods might offer additional algorithmic tools that

could be explored in the future. We also briefly note that variable length

schemes (VLMC) might offer an alternative perspective with respect to fixed

memory Markovian descriptions of symbolic sequences. In [61], presents

VLMC framework to estimate general stationary sequences and explore

memory properties of the sequence. The main idea of their procedure is to

prune the branches of a maximal Context Tree ( which is a tree structure

which contains the information of every pattern present the sequence),

and the prunning is done by using a Kullback-Leibler divergence criteria.

However up to our knowledge, these schemes can not take benefit from the

Gibbs Distribution computational/analytical results.
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2.5.7 Finite sample effects and Large Deviations.

A very important issue is to determine how reliable are the Gibbs Distribu-

tion estimation procedure, and more precisely, how we this relates with the

total available information, namely the amount of empirical data. In fact, in

practice, recordings are performed during a finite amount of time, providing

finite sample sizes. The estimation over finite samples results in fluctuations

over the estimated quantities. This is a central problem, not inherent to our

approach but to all statistical methods where one tries to extract statistical

properties from finite empirical sample. Since T can be small in practical

experiments, this problem can be circumvented by using an average over

several samples (see eq. (2.33) and related comments). In the following we

develop an estimation of finite sampling effects, which can be addressed by

the large deviations properties of Gibbs distributions. Despite the fact that

these results have not yet been implemented in our numerical library ENAS

(see Chapter 3), some numerical explorations confirming the exponential de-

cay of deviations with the sample size are presented in section 4.1.2.

Rate of Convergence for the estimation

For each observable φl, l = 1 . . . L, the following holds, as T → +∞ [51]:

µψ

{

|π(T )(φl) − µψ (φl) | ≥ ǫ
}

∼ exp(−TIl(ǫ)), (2.41)

where Il(x) = supλl∈R (λlx− P [λ]), is the Legendre transform of the pressure

P [λ].

Il(x) is the rate function of large deviation theory and it can be proven

that it is concave and that Il(0) = 0. It can be shown that a series expansion

of Il(ǫ) yields to

Il(ǫ) ≈ −ǫ
2

2

(

∂2P

∂λ2
l

∣

∣

∣

∣

λl=0

)−1

+ o(ǫ3) (2.42)

Hence, for small ǫ,

µψ

{

|π(T )(φl) − µψ (φl) | ≥ ǫ
}

∼ C exp



−ǫ
2

2
T

(

∂2P

∂λ2
l

∣

∣

∣

∣

λl=0

)−1


 , (2.43)

which is a Gaussian distribution with variance σ =

√

∂2P

∂λ2
l

˛

˛

˛

˛

λl=0

T
. This result

provides an approximation of the convergence rate with respect to T but it

also shows that the speed of convergence for the estimation of the l-th mono-

mial, φl, depends on the second partial derivative (i.e, the flatness) of P [ψ]

with respect to λl. This means that the convergence rate of the estimation
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algorithm might be different for each parameter but scales as the inverse

square root of the sample size. Furthermore, when the Topological pressure

is zero (inflexion point), we have a what is called critical point. In that case,

the series expansion of eq.2.42 would require one to consider terms o(ǫ3) and

more generally, the change of convexity conduces to non-uniqueness of the

Gibbs measure, as it appears in classical models spin glasses[199].

The precedent result is very important, since, once the Gibbs distribution

is known, one can infer the length T of the time windows over which aver-

ages must be performed in order to obtain reliable statistics. This is of partic-

ular importance when applying statistical tests such as Neymann-Pearson

for which large deviations results are available in the case of Markov chains

and Gibbs distributions with finite range potentials [130]. A basic numerical

study of finite size effects is presented in section 4.1.2, although this more

analytical expressions are not yet numerically implemented. Also the inte-

gration with the mentioned Neymann-Pearson results are still to be done.

The Bernoulli approximation It can be shown that (cf. section 2.4.2)

that the variance of monomial φl is given by

V arψ(φl)
.
= µψ(φl

2) − µψ(φl)
2 = µψ(φl)(1 − µψ(φl)) =

∂2P

∂λ2
l

∣

∣

∣

∣

λl=0

. (2.44)

If one assumes that the time of re-apparition of each block w̄
.
= [ω]n0 in se-

quence of length T ≫ n is larger than the correlation scale, then the proba-

bility of the event X = w̄ at any time is a Bernoulli distributed and using the

Central limit theorem for identically distributed variables it can be shown

that Pw̄ tends to a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation (i.e, size of

fluctuations) given by

σw̄ =

√

µψ(w̄)(1 − µψ(w̄))

T
. (2.45)

It is clear, that the large deviation result 2.43, gives formal grounds and

establish the limitations for the Bernoulli assumption which has been used

by some authors [120], although a more detailed calculation is required be-

cause each block w̄ might simultaneously (contribute to)/(be contained in)

different monomials φl (recall that this degeneracy results from spike-time

events not constrained by the monomial which is defined only by means of

spiking events, i.e. a product of ωi variables).

Probability of incorrect estimation

Another important large deviations property also results from the present

formalism [102, 29, 51]. Assume that the sought Gibbs distribution
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has potential ψ∗, and assume that we propose, as a statistical model,

a Gibbs distribution with potential ψ(test) 6= ψ∗. Now, the probability

µψ∗

{

‖π(T ) − µψ(test)‖ < ǫ
}

that π(T ) is ǫ-close to the “wrong” probability

µψ(test) decays exponentially fast as:

µψ∗

{

‖π(T ) − µψ(test)‖ < ǫ
}

∼ exp(−T inf
µ, ‖µ−µ

ψ(test)‖<ǫ
d(µ, µψ∗))). (2.46)

Thus, this probability decreases exponentially fast with T , with a rate

given (for small ǫ) by T d(µψ(test) , µψ∗). Therefore, a difference of η in the

Kullback-Leibler divergences d(π(T ), µψ∗) and d(π(T ), µψ(test)) leads to a ratio
µψ∗{‖π(T )−µψ∗‖<ǫ}

µψ∗

n

‖π(T )−µ
ψ(test)‖<ǫ

o of order exp−Tη. Consequently, for T ∼ 108 a diver-

gence of order η = 10−7 leads to a ratio of order exp(−10). Illustrations of

this are given in section 4.1.

2.5.8 Other criteria for parametric estimation of distribu-
tions.

Markov chain related approaches. In the goal of approximating bi-

nary time-series sequences by Markov chains of memory r, several au-

thors [192, 142] have considered a different estimation criteria for low-

dimensional systems: the minimal Euclidean norm of the difference between

the probability vector of symbolic blocks of length r (i.e., a L0 = 2r size vec-

tor) on the target system and the corresponding probability vector on the

estimated system. This means matching the blocks frequencies. This mini-

mum is searched over the full parameter space and initial conditions space.

Likewise, they have searched the minimal Frobenius norm (i.e, the matrix-

natural extension of the Euclidean norm ‖M‖ =
∑N

i,jM
2
ij) between the con-

ditional probability matrix of the Markov chains (size L0
2 ) in the target and

the corresponding matrix in the estimated system. This means matching

the conditional probabilities of blocks. Piccardi [142] has claimed that even

in the case of short time sequences, this procedure still makes sense if it

is seen as a sought of estimation of a "convenient coding of the available

data" to "simply store its available statistics" instead of considering it as an

estimation looking for the invariant distribution that describes the data.

The above approaches assume a prior knowledge of the parametric an-

alytical form of the underlying dynamical systems, in order to generate a

synthetic sequence from the estimated system to compute the blocks prob-

abilities. However, only heuristic methods are available for both choices of

criteria (i.e. matching the probability vector or transition probability ma-

trix). Simulated Annealing techniques were used in [192] while genetic al-

gorithms were used [142]. Although good results were obtained, heuristic
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search in larger dimensional spaces becomes very soon a quite heavy com-

putational task.

Specific Gibbs Distributions methods and tools. The K-L diver-

gence minimization can be completed with other standard criteria for which

some analytical results are available in the realm of Gibbs distributions.

Fluctuations of monomial averages about their mean are Gaussian, since

Gibbs distribution obey a central limit theorem with a variance controlled

by the second derivative of P (λ) (see section 2.5.7). Then, using a χ2 test

seems natural, since Cochran’s theorem [39] shows that the sample variance

of those fluctuations follows a scaled chi-square distribution.

Bootstrapping. This statistical method, is currently widely used for

the data analysis of multicellular recordings [191, 120]. Bootstrapping is a

method for estimating properties of a given estimator (e.g its variance) by

measuring those properties when sampling from an approximating distribu-

tion, in particular the empirical distribution of the observed data. Assume

that the set observations is issued from an independent and identically dis-

tributed population, this method can be implemented by constructing a num-

ber of “resamples” of the observed data-set having the same size by random

sampling with replacement from the original data-set.

A great advantage of bootstrap is its simplicity [144]. It is straightfor-

ward to derive estimates of standard errors and confidence intervals for com-

plex estimators of complex parameters of the distribution (e.g correlation co-

efficients). Additionally, it results in an appropriate way to control and check

the stability of the results although it can not increase the amount of mea-

sured information. Nevertheless, this method does not provide information

about fluctuations due to finite-sample. In particular it is always possible

for the sampling data-set to be already biased with respect to the true dis-

tribution. Finally, we remark that the method simplicity contrast with the

concerns about the important assumptions (e.g. independence of samples)

made when performing bootstrap analysis since they might not apply for all

cases [208, 144]

2.5.9 Other criteria for distribution comparison or ’test
Statistics’.

General purpose goodness-of-fit methods. In order to compare the

similarity between arbitrary probability distributions, which is known as

goodness-of-fit (GOF), there exist several techniques. At the descriptive

level, we propose the use of box plots that are standardly use in descriptive

statistics. The box-plot method [65] is intended to graphically depict groups

of numerical data through their ’five-number summaries’ namely: the small-

est observation (sample minimum), lower quartile (Q1), median (Q2), upper
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quartile (Q3), and largest observation (sample maximum). We remark that

the probabilities of spike blocks usually may differ by several orders of mag-

nitude, depending on the block length (probabilities of shorter blocks are

usually higher than those of larger blocks). Hence, in order to allow the

largest blocks to contribute equally than shorter blocks, we compare the dis-

tributions of the block probability fluctuations weighted by their standard

deviation, instead of using the distribution of blocks probability directly (see

eq. 4.2).

On the other hand, quantitative methods to establish GOF are numerous

and can be classified in families of ’test Statistics’, the most important being

the following:

• Power-Divergence methods (eg. Pearson-χ2 test) [41]. This family eval-

uates the fit of the observed frequencies {Oi; i = 1..., k} on a sample

of length T , to expected frequencies {Ei; i = 1..., k} for a uni-variate

probability distribution whose domain has been equally split into k-

non overlapping bins. The power-divergence statistics {Iα;α ∈ R} is

defined as

2TIα =
2

α(α+ 1)

k
∑

i=1

Oi

((

Oi
Ei

)

− 1

)

; α ∈ R

It is easily seen that the Pearson’s χ2 corresponds to α = 1.However,

for all tests the value of the “test statistic” depends on how the data

is binned (usually a standard of at least 5 events per bin is suggested)

hence a sample size T large enough is required in order for the test to

be valid.

• The Generalized Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) tests (eg. the KS and the

Watson-Darling test). This family of tests consider the greatest verti-

cal distance between the empirical Cumulative Distribution Functions

(ECDF) (Fn(x) = 1
n

∑n
i=1 1(xi ≤ x)). However, in standard form, they

only applies to continuous univariate distributions although an exten-

sion to discontinuous distributions exist. Another drawback is that

they tend to be more sensitive near the center of the distribution than

at the tails. Finally, and perhaps the most serious limitation is that

the critical region of the KS test is no longer valid if the fitting dis-

tribution compared to data is not fully specified previously (i.e. when

location, scale, and shape parameters are estimated from the data set).

Despite these drawbacks, Tang et al. [191] have used this test to com-

pare the empirical distribution from biological data and a resampled
11 sequence, with the aim to use it for maximum entropy estimation of

Ising models.
11see below a short paragraph about resampling
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• Phi-Divergence statistics family (eg. Crammer-von Mises test,

Lehmann (Bickel)-Rossenblat test)[35, 110]. This family basically cor-

responds to an integrated kernel which depends on the deviations of

the ECDF (their difference) and the ECDF itself. As a result of their

flexibility they appear as the most straightforward option within quan-

titative methods.

We would like to note that the hierarchical order within the GOF-tests

(all families together) established by their increasing statistical power, given

a fixed amount of sampling data, has been shown to depend on the form

of the fitted distribution [187]. This fact is important to see that no test

is a priori the better, since in the case of Gibbs distributions, the spiking

blocks of fixed length which can be mapped into the interval [0, 1) might

present all variety of behaviors. In particular, the support of the measure

usually concentrates on a multifractal set where the Gibbs potential is the

local fractal dimension [59].

Specific Gibbs Distributions methods. Additionally, in order to dis-

criminate between 2 Gibbs measures there is available a Neyman-Pearson

criteria for the discrimination between 2 Markov chains, thanks to large

deviations theory that allows to obtain a formula for Neyman-Pearson risk.

[130]. Given to hypothesisH0,H1 , an type I Error consist in failing to accept

H0 when it is indeed true. For an hypothesis test, its probability of having

an Type-I error denoted by alpha is called the power of the test. There is

also a Type-II error which consist in accept H1 when it is in fact false and

its probability is denoted by β. The Neyman Pearson criteria is the optimal

hypothesis test, where optimal means that given a fixed power 0 < α < 1

it is the test with the minimum β error. Negaev [130] construct explicitly a

Neyman-Pearson test for discriminate between 2 different Markov distribu-

tions P0andP1, namely, Hi = π(T ) ∼ Pi though its definition is cumbersome

and will be here omitted. Given a fixed power α for the test, the author shows

that β error follows a Large deviation principle and its asymptotic behavior

in terms of the sample size T is obtained. In particular, it can be shown12,

that in order to have β = 1 − α one requires

T =
log(A) − log(1 − α)

d(P0, P1)
,

where A is a value to be determined from the Markov chains (see ref. [130]

for details) such that log(A) > 0, d(,̇)̇ is the KL divergence between the

Markov chains and clearly log(1 − α) < 0.

In the present manuscript we have limited our analysis to the most

standard tests (diagonal representations of blocks (words) probabilities, box

plots, χ2). Examples are given in section 4.1.
12Details will be presented eventually elsewhere, since this is in current development
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2.5.10 A short discussion about Non-Stationary data

Standard MCMC methods are able to estimate (reconstruct) the invariant

measure of reversible Markov process satisfying that it satisfies the de-

tailed balance condition, which in our notations writes

µw1Mw1 w2 = µw2Mw2 w1 ; ∀w1, w2 ∋ [ω]R−1
0 .

On the other hand, the Gibbs distribution framework does not make this as-

sumption but a weaker condition of primitivity is required instead (eq.2.12).

This property might enable the Gibbs distribution parametric estimation to

be reliable for non-stationary data generated by certain well-behaved non-

stationary processes, for instance a Gibbs distribution with preserved poten-

tial form but with slow time-varying coefficients, namely the λ parameters.

Although a more detailed analytical study of this idea and the limits of this

hypothesis is still to be done. Some successful numerical results with mem-

oryless models have been already obtained and are reported in section 4.1.4.

However to test more general models with memory requires further work

concerning the additional question of how to adequately generate samples

from higher-order non-stationary Markov chains.

In statistical physics, Gibbs distributions are considered on lattices

where no spatial homogeneity is considered. This notion transposes to time-

dependent processes on Z and leads to a notion of Gibbs distributions for non

stationary processes. The most classical case considered in non-equilibrium

statistical physics is the case of slowly varying parameters (adiabatic ap-

proach) but the notion of Gibbs distributions extends beyond this case. Fur-

thermore, as will be exposed in chapter 5, the Gibbs distribution framework

allows us to consider under certain assumptions, the evolution of the full

statistical model (concerning not only its parametric coefficients). An appli-

cation of this aspect for analyzing neural networks with synaptic plasticity

is developed there.
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Chapter 3

ENAS Numerical
implementation for Gibbs
Distributions

Overview

In this chapter , we propose a numerical method based on the presented

framework aimed to parametrically estimate, and possibly compare, models

for the statistics of simulated multi-cell-spike trains. This implementation

is included in ENAS library, which more precisely consist in a C++ header,

freely available at http://enas.gforge.inria.fr/, and designed to be

a plug-in to existing software such as Neuron or MVA-Spike. Addition-

ally, we comment briefly about several maximum entropy available tools

and some neuroscience software tools for analysis of multicellular record-

ings that might compare to/complete our ENAS library. Finally, we include

some discussion about possible improvements for the computational imple-

mentation.
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3.1 Application: parametric statistic estimation.

Let us now discuss how the theory introduced in the previous chapter en-

ables us to estimate, at a very general level, parametric statistics of spike

trains.

We observe N neurons during a stationary period of observation T , as-

suming that statistics is characterized by an unknown Gibbs potential of

range R+ 1. The algorithmic1 procedure proposed here decomposes in three

steps:

1. Choosing a statistical model, i.e. fixing the potential (2.18) (equiva-

lently, the relevant monomials).

2. Computing the empirical average of observables, i.e. determine them

from the raster, using eq. (2.33).

3. Performing the parametric estimation, i.e. use a variational approach

to determine the Gibbs potential.

Let us describe and discuss these three steps, and then discuss the design

choices.

3.1.1 The choices of statistical model: rate, coincidence, spik-
ing pattern and more.

The meaning of monomials.

In order to understand the power of representation of the proposed formal-

ism, let us start reviewing a few elements discussed at a more theoretical

level in the previous section.

We start with a potential limited to a unique monomial.

• If ψ = ωi(0), its related average value measures the firing probability

or firing rate of neuron i;

• If ψ(ω) = ωi(0)ωj(0), we now measure the probability of spikes coinci-

dence for neuron j and i, as pointed out at the biological level by, e.g,

[74] and developed by [166];

• If ψ(ω) = ωi(τ)ωj(0), we measure the probability of the event “neuron

j fires and neuron i fires τ time step later” (or sooner according to the

sign of τ ); in this case the average value provides2 the cross-correlation

for a delay τ and the auto-correlation for i = j;
1The code is available at http://enas.gforge.inria.fr/classGibbsPotential

.html
2Subtracting the firing rates of i and j.
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• A step further, if, say, ψ(ω) = ωi(0)ωj(0)ωj(1), we now take into account

triplets of spikes in a specific pattern (i.e. one spike from neuron i

coinciding with two successive spikes from neuron j);

These examples illustrate the notion of “design choice”: the first step of

the method being to choose the “question to ask”, i.e. what is to be observed

over the data. In this framework, this translates in: “choosing the form of

the potential”. Let us enumerate a few important examples.

Taking only rate or synchronization into account: Bernoulli and

Ising potentials.

Rate potential are range-1 potentials, as defined in eq. (2.19). Such models

are not very interesting as such, but have two applications: they are used to

calibrate and study some numerical properties of the present methods, and

they are also used to compare the obtained conditional entropy with more

sophisticated models.

Besides, there are the Ising potentials widely studied since independent

works by Schneidman and collaborators ([166]) and Shlens and collabora-

tors ([176]) but previously introduced in neuroscience by other authors( see

[121, 3] for historical references). These potentials take in account rate and

synchronization of neurons pairs, as studied in, e.g. [74]. This form is justi-

fied by the authors using the Jaynes argument.

Let us now consider potentials not yet studied (or only partially studied),

up to our best knowledge, in the present literature.

Taking rate and correlations into account: RPTD-k potentials.

These potentials defined previously by eq. (2.23) constitute a key example

for the present study. On one hand, the present algorithmic was developed

to take not only Bernoulli or Ising-like potential into account, but a large

class of statistical model, including a general second order model (redundant

monomial being eliminated), i.e. taking rate, auto-correlation (parametrized

by λiτ ) and cross-correlation (parametrized by λijτ ) into account. Only the

case k = 1, has been developed in the literature ([120, 3, 158]).

Being able to consider such type of model is an important challenge, be-

cause it provides a tool to analyze not only synchronization between neurons,

but more general temporal relations (see e.g. [54, 74, 18] for important ap-

plications).

Let us now turn to a specific example related to the neuronal network

dynamics analysis.
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Taking plasticity into account: “STDP” potentials

In chapter 5 we consider Leaky-Integrate-and-Fire time-discrete neural net-

works with Spike-Time Dependent Plasticity of type:

W ′
ij = ǫ

[

rdWij +
1

T

T+Ts
∑

t=Ts

ωj(t)

Ts
∑

u=−Ts
f(u)ωi(t+ u)

]

, (3.1)

where Wij is the synaptic weight from neuron j to neuron i, −1 < rd <

0 a term corresponding to passive LTD, T a large time, corresponding to

averaging spike activity for the synaptic weights update, and,

f(x) =















A−e
x
τ− , x < 0, A− < 0;

A+e
− x
τ+ , x > 0, A+ > 0;

0, x = 0;

with A− < 0 and A+ > 0, is the STDP function as derived by Bi and Poo [12].

Ts
def
= 2 max(τ+, τ−) is a characteristic time scale. We argue that this synaptic

weights adaptation rule produces, when it has converged, is described by a

Gibbs distribution with potential approached by:

ψ(ω) =
N
∑

i=0

λ
(1)
i ωi(0) +

N−1
∑

i=0

N−1
∑

j=0

λ
(2)
ij

Ts
∑

u=−Ts
f(u)ωi(0)ωj(u). (3.2)

The general case: Typical number of observed neurons and statis-

tics range.

The previous piece of theory allows us to take any statistics of memory R,

among any set of N neurons into account. At the numerical level, the situa-

tion is not that simple, since it appears, as detailed in the two next sections,

that both the memory storage and computation load are in O(2NR). Hope-

fully, we are going to see that estimation algorithms are rather efficient and

lead to a complexity smaller than O(2NR).

It is clear that the present limitation is intrinsic to the problem, since

we have at least, for a statistics of memory R, to count the number of occur-

rences of blocks of N neurons of size R, and there are (at most) 2NR of them.

Fastest implementations must be based on the partial observation of only a

subset of, e.g., the most preeminent occurrences.

Quantitatively, we consider “small” values ofN andR, typically a number

of neurons equal to N ∈ {1,≃ 8}, and Markov chain of range R = {1,≃ 16},

in order to manipulate quantities of dimension N ≤ 8, and R ≤ 16, and

such that N(R + 1) ≤ 18. The handling of larger neural ensembles and/or

ranges will require an extension of the current implementation, using par-
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allel computing algorithms, sparse matrix storage techniques and/or dis-

tributed memory

3.1.2 Computing the empirical measure: prefix-tree con-
struction.

For one sample (N = 1) the empirical probability (5.2) of the block

[ω]t−D , −D < t ≤ 0 is given by

π(T )([ω]t−D) =
# [ω]t−D

T
.

thus obtained counting the number of occurrences # [ω]t−D ,−D < t ≤ 0 of

the block [ω]t−D in the sequence [ω]0−T . Since we assume that dynamics is

stationary we have, π(T )([ω]t−D) = π(T )([ω]t+D0 ).

We observe that the data structure size has to be of order O(2NR) (lower

if the distribution is sparse), but does not depends on T . Since many distri-

butions are sparse, it is important to use a sparse data structure, without

storing explicitly blocks of occurrence zero.

Furthermore, we have to study the distribution at several ranges R and

it is important to be able to factorize these operations. This means counting

in one pass, and in a unique data structure, block occurrences of different

ranges.

The chosen data structure is a tree of depth R + 1 and degree 2N . The

nodes at depth D count the number of occurrences of each block [ω]t−D+t, of

length up to D ≤ R+13. It is known (see, e.g., [76] for a formal introduction)

that this is a suitable data structure (faster to construct and to scan than

hash-tables, for instance) in this context. It allows to maintain a computa-

tion time of order O(TR), which does not depends on the structure size.

The prefix-tree algorithm.

Since we use such structure in a rather non-standard way compared to other

authors, e.g. [76, 67], we detail the method here.

See [76] for a formal introduction and Fig. 3.1 for a graphical definition.

We consider a spike train ω0
−T , where time is negative. The prefix-tree data

structure for the present estimation procedure is constructed iteratively.

1. Each spiking pattern at time t, ω(t), is encoded by an integer w(t).

2. This given, before any symbol has been received, we start with the

empty tree consisting only of the root.

3The code is available at http://enas.gforge.inria.fr/classSuffixTree.html.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of a prefix-tree of depth D = 4 and

degree 2 = 2N , N = 1, thus a binary tree for a single neuron spike train. Each

block of depth D is counted in the prefix tree from the leaf corresponding to

ω(t) back to the root corresponding to ω(t−D + 1).

3. Then suppose for −D < t ≤ 0 that the tree T ([ω]t−1
−T ) represents [ω]t−1

−T .

One obtains the tree T ([ω]t−T ) as follows:

(a) One starts from the root and takes branches corresponding to the

observed symbols ω(t−D + 1), · · · , ω(t).

(b) If ones reaches a leaf before termination, one replaces this leaf by

an internal node and extends on the tree.

(c) Each node or leaf has a counter incremented at each access, thus

counting the number of occurrence # [ω]t−D ,−D < t ≤ 0 of the

block [ω]t−D in the sequence [ω]0−T .

The present data structure not only enable us to perform the empirical

measure estimation over a period of time T , but can also obviously be used

to aggregate several experimental periods of observation. It is sufficient to

add all observations to the same data structure.

Generalization to a sliding window.

Though we restrict ourselves to stationary statistics in the present work, it

is clear that the present mechanism can be easily generalized to the analysis

of non-stationary data set, using a sliding window considering the empirical

measure in [t, t + T [, then [t + 1, t + 1 + T [, etc. This is implemented in the

present data structure by simply counting the block occurrences observed

at time t and adding the block occurrences observed at time T , yielding a

minimal computation load. The available implementation has already this

functionality (see section 4.1.4 for an example).
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3.1.3 Performing the parametric estimation

In a nutshell, the parametric estimation reduces to minimizing (2.36),

hence (2.37), by calculating the topological pressure P (ψ) ≡ P (λ) us-

ing (5.11) and the related theorem. We remark that as consequence, our

framework induces a change of estimation paradigm from Markov Chain

sampling to matrix computations, namely eigenvalue and eigenvector com-

putations. This opens by itself interesting perspectives from a computational

point of view which are empowered additionally by the sparse character of

the Perron-Frobenius matrix and the fact that we only require the maximal

eigenvalue and its eigenvectors (instead of a complete eigendecomposition).

The process decomposes into the following steps.

Potential eigen-elements calculation.

It has been shown in the theoretical section that the Perron-Frobenius ma-

trix eigen-elements permits one to derive all characteristics of the probabil-

ity distribution. Let us now describe at the algorithmic level how to perform

these derivations.

1. The first step is to calculate the right-eigenvector b〉 of the L(ψ) matrix,

associated to the highest eigenvalue, using a standard power-method

series 4:

s(n) = ‖L(ψ) v(n−1)‖
v(n) = 1

s(n) L(ψ) v(n−1)

where v(n) is the n-th iterate of an initial vector v(0) and s(n) is the n-th

iterate of an initial real value s(0). With this method the pair (s(n), v(n))

converges to (s(ψ), b〉) as given by (5.11). In our case, after some nu-

merical tests, it appeared a good choice to either set v(0) to an uniform

value, or to use the previous estimated value of b〉, if available. This

last choice is going to speed up the subsequent steps of the estimation

algorithm.

The key point, in this iterative calculation, is that L(ψ) is a sparse

2NR × 2NR matrix, as outlined in the section 2.1.2. As a consequence

calculating L(ψ) v is a O(2N+NR) ≪ O(22NR) operation.

The required precision on (s(ψ), b〉) must be very high, for the subse-

quent steps to be valid, even if the eigenvector dimension is huge (it is

equal to 2NR), therefore the iteration must be run down to the smallest

reasonable precision level (10−24 in the present implementation).
4 This choice is not unique and several alternative numerical methods exists (e.g Krylov

subspace methods) [52].
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We have experimented that between 10 to 200 iterations are required

for an initial uniform step in order to attain the required precision (for

NR ∈ 2..20), while less than 10 iterations are sufficient when starting

with a previously estimated value.

From this 1st step we immediately calculate:

(a) The topological pressure P (ψ) = log(s(ψ)).

(b) The normalized potential is also stored in a look-up table. This

gives us the transition matrix M, which can be used to generate

spike trains distributed according the Gibbs distribution µψ and

used as benchmarks in the section 4.1.

2. The second step is to calculate the left eigenvector 〈b, this calculation

having exactly the same characteristics as for b〉.
From this 2nd step one immediately calculates:

(a) The Gibbs probability of a block w given by (2.9), from which prob-

abilities of any block can be computed (eq.2.7, 2.11).

(b) The theoretical value of the observables average µψ(φl), as given

in (2.25).

(c) The theoretical value of the distribution entropy h [µψ], as given

in (2.30).

After both steps, we obtain all useful quantities regarding the related

Gibbs distribution: probability measure, observable value prediction,

entropy. These algorithmic loops are direct applications of the pre-

vious piece of theory and show the profound interest of the proposed

framework: given a Gibbs potential, all other elements can be derived

directly.

Estimating the potential parameters.

The final step of the estimation procedure is to find the parameters λ such

that the Gibbs measure fits at best with the empirical measure. We have

discussed why minimizing (2.36) is the best choice in this context. Since

h(π(T )) is a constant with respect to λ, it is equivalent to minimize h̃ [ψλ]

eq. (2.38), where µψ(φl) is given by (2.25. Equivalently, we are looking for a

Gibbs distribution µψ such that ∂P [ψλ]
∂λl

= π(T )(φl) which expresses that π(T )

is tangent to P at ψλ [102].
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Matching theoretical and empirical observable values.

As pointed out in the theoretical part, the goal of the estimation is indeed to

find the parameters λ for which theoretical and empirical observable values

match. The important point is that this is exactly what is performed by the

proposed method: minimizing the criterion until a minimum is reached, i.e.

until the gradient vanishes corresponding to a point where µψ(φl) = π(T )(φl),

thus where theoretical and empirical observable values are equal. Further-

more, this variational approach provides an effective method to numerically

obtain the expected result.

At the implementation level, the quantities π(T )(φl) are the empirical

averages of the observables, i.e. the observable averages computed on the

prefix tree. They are computed once from the prefix tree. For a given λ, P (λ)

is given by step 1.a of the previous calculation, while µψ(φl) is given by the

step 2.b. It is thus now straightforward5 to delegate the minimization of this

criterion to any standard powerful non-linear minimization routine.

We have implemented such a mechanism using the GSL6 implementa-

tion of non-linear minimization methods. We have also made available the

GSL implementation of the simplex algorithm of Nelder and Mead which

does not require the explicit computation of a gradient like in eq. (2.38).

This alternative is usually less efficient than the previous methods, except

in situations, discussed in the next section, where we are at the limit of

the numerical stability. In such a case the simplex method is still working,

whereas other methods fail.

Measuring the precision of the estimation.

Once the quantity h̃ [ψ] = P [ψ] − π(T )(ψ) (eq. (2.38)) has been minimized

the Kullback-Leibler divergence d(π(T ), µψ) = h̃ [ψ] − h(π(T )) determines a

5Considering a simple gradient scheme, there is always a ǫk > 0, small enough for the

series λkl and h̃k, defined by:

λk+1
l = λkl + ǫk ∂h̃

∂λl
(λkl )

0 ≤ h̃k+1 < h̃k,

to converge, as a bounded decreasing series, since:

h̃k+1 = h̃k − ǫk
˛

˛

˛

∂h̃
∂λl

˛

˛

˛

2

+O
`

(ǫk)2
´

.
6The GSL http://www.gnu.org/software/gsl multi-dimensional minimization algo-

rithms taking the criteria derivatives into account used here is the Fletcher-Reeves con-

jugate gradient algorithm, while other methods such as the Polak-Ribiere conjugate gra-

dient algorithm, and the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shannon quasi-Newton method ap-

peared to be less efficient (in precision and computation times) on the benchmarks pro-

posed in the result section. Anyway, the available code http://enas.gforge.inria.fr/

classIterativeSolver.html allows us to consider these three alternatives, thus allowing

to tune the algorithm to different data sets.
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notion of “distance” between the empirical measure π(T ) and the statistical

model µψ. Though it is not necessary to compute d(π(T ), µψ) for the com-

parison of two statistical models µψ, µψ′ , the knowledge of d(π(T ), µψ), even

approximate, is a precious indication of the method precision. This however

requires the computation of h(π(T )).

Though the numerical estimation of h(π(T )) is a far from obvious sub-

ject, we have implemented the entropy estimation using definitions (2.28)

and (2.29). In order to interpolate the limit (2.29), we have adapted an

interpolation method from [76] and used the following interpolation for-

mula. Denote by h(π(T ))(n) the entropy estimated from a raster plot of

length T , considering cylinders of size n. We use the interpolation for-

mula h(π(T ))(n) ≃ h∞ + k
nc

, where h∞, k, c > 0 are free parameters, with

h(π(T ))(n) → h∞, as n → +∞. The interpolation formula has been estimated

in the least square sense, calculating h(π(T ))(n) on the prefix-tree. The for-

mula is linear with respect to h∞ and k, thus has a closed-form solution with

respect to these two variables. Since the formula is non-linear with respect

to c, an iterative estimation mechanism is implemented.

3.1.4 Design choices: genesis of the algorithm.

Let us now discuss in details the design choices behind the proposed algo-

rithm.

The fact that we have an implementation able to efficiently deal with

higher-order dynamics is the result of computational choices and validations,

important to report here, in order for subsequent contributor to benefit from

this part of the work.

Main properties of the algorithm.

Convexity. As indicated in the section 2.5.5 there is a unique minimum of

the criterion. However, if the guess potential ψ(test) does not contain some

monomials in ψ∗, the sought potential, the procedure converges but there is

an indeterminacy in the λl’s corresponding to those monomials. The solu-

tion is not unique, there is a subspace of equivalent solutions. The rank of

the topological pressure Hessian is an indicator of such a degenerate case.

Note that these different situations are not inherent to our procedure, but to

the principle of finding an hidden probability by maximizing the statistical

entropy under constraints, when the full set of constraints is not known [43].

Finite sample effects. As indicated in the section 2.5.7 the estimations

crucially depend on T . This is a central problem, not inherent to our ap-
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proach but to all statistical methods where one tries to extract statistical

properties from finite empirical sample. Since T can be small in practical

experiments, this problem can be circumvented by using an average over

several samples. In the present formalism it is possible to have an estima-

tion of the size of fluctuations as a function of the potential, using the central

limit theorem and the fact that the variance of fluctuations is given by the

second derivative of the topological pressure. This is a further statistical test

where the empirical variance can be easily measured and compared to the

theoretical predictions.

Numerical stability of the method. Two factors limits the stability of the

method, from a numerical point of view.

The first factor is that the matrix L(ψ) is a function of the exponential of

the potential ψ =
∑

l λl φl. As a consequence, positive or negative values of

ψ yield huge or vanishing value of L(ψ), and numerical instabilities easily

occurs.

However, though numerical instabilities are unavoidable, the good news

is that they are easily detected, because we have introduced a rather large

set of numerical tests in the code:

1. Negligible values (typically lower than 10−4) are set to zero, implicitly

assuming that they correspond to hidden transitions in the grammar.

2. Huge values (typically higher than 104) generate a warning in the code.

3. Several coherent tests regarding the calculation of the PF eigen-

elements are implemented: we test that the highest eigenvalue is pos-

itive (as expected from the PF theorem), and that the left and right

PF related eigenvectors yield equal eigenvalues, as expected; we also

detect that the power-method iterations converge in less than a maxi-

mal number of iteration (typically 210). We never found this spurious

condition during our numerical tests. When computing the normalized

potential (2.10), we verify that the right eigenvalue is 1 up to some pre-

cision, and check that the normal potential is numerically normalized

(i.e. that the sum of probabilities is indeed 1, up to some “epsilon”).

In other words, we have been able to use all what the piece of theory devel-

oped in the previous section makes available, to verify that the numerical

estimation is valid.

The second factor of numerical imprecision is the fact that some terms

λl φl may be negligible with respect to others, so that the numerical estima-

tion of the smaller terms becomes unstable with respect to the imprecision
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of the higher ones. This has been extensively experimented, as reported in

the next section.

Relation with entropy estimation. The construction of a prefix-tree is

also the basis of efficient entropy estimation methods [76, 167]. See [67] for

a comparative about entropy estimation of one neuron spike train (binary

time series). Authors numerically observed that the context-tree weighting

methods [115] is seen to provide the most accurate results. This, because it

partially avoids the fact that using small word-lengths fails to detect longer-

range structure in the data, while with longer word-lengths the empirical

distribution is severely under-sampled, leading to large biases. This state-

ment is weaken by the fact that the method from [167] is not directly tested

in [67], although a similar prefix-tree method has been investigated.

However the previous results are restrained to relative entropy estima-

tion of “one neuron” whereas the analysis of entropy of a group of neu-

rons is targeted if we want to better investigate the neural code. In this

case [167] is directly generalizable to non-binary (thus multi-neurons) spike

trains, whereas the context-tree methods seems intrinsically limited to bi-

nary spike-trains [115], and the numerical efficiency of these methods is

still to be studied at this level.

Here, we can propose an estimation for the statistical entropy from eq.

(2.30). Clearly, we compute here the entropy of a Gibbs statistical model

µψ while methods above try to compute this entropy from the raster plot.

Thus, we do not solve this delicate problem, but instead, propose a method to

benchmark these methods from raster plots (synthetic or real data) obeying

a Gibbs statistics whose parametric form is already known.

Key aspects of the numerical implementation.

Unobserved blocks.

We make here the (unavoidable) approximation that unobserved blocks

correspond to forbidden words (actually, our implementation allows to con-

sider that a block is forbidden if it does not appear more than a certain

threshold value). There is however, unless a a priori information about the

distribution is available, no better choice. The present implementation al-

lows us to take into account such a a priori information, for instance related

to global time constraints on the network dynamics, such as the refractory

period. See [26] for an extended discussion.

Potential values tabulation.

Since the implementation is anyway costly in terms of memory size, we

have chosen to pay this cost but obtaining the maximal benefit of it and we
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used as much as possible tabulation mechanisms (look-up tables) in order

to minimize the calculation load. All tabulations are based on the following

binary matrix:

Q ∈ {0, 1}L×2NR ,

with Ql,w = φl([ω]0−R), where w is given by (2.1). Q is the matrix of all

monomial values, entirely defined by the choice of the parameter dimensions

N , R and D. It corresponds to a “look-up table” of each monomial values

where w encodes [ω]0−R. Thus the potential (2.18) writes ψw = (Qλ)w. We

thus store the potential exponential values as a vector and get values using

a look-up table mechanism, speeding-up all subsequent computations.

This allows to minimize the number of operations in the potential eigen-

elements calculation.

About other estimation alternatives.

Though what is proposed here corresponds, up to our best knowledge, to the

best we can do to estimate a Gibbs parametric distribution in the present

context 7, this is obviously not the only way to do it, and we have rejected a

few other alternatives, which appeared less suitable. For the completeness

of the presentation, it is important to briefly discuss these issues.

Avoiding PF right eigen-element’s calculation. In the previous esti-

mation, at each step, we have to calculate step 1 of the PF eigen-element’s

derivation for the criterion value calculation and step 2 of the PF eigen-

element’s derivation for the criterion gradient calculation. These are a costly

O(2N+NR) operations.

One idea is to avoid step 2 and compute the criterion gradient numeri-

cally. We have explored this track: we have calculated ∂h̃
∂λl

≃ h̃(λl+ǫ)−h̃(λl−ǫ)
2 ǫ

for several order of magnitude, but always found a poorer convergence (more

iterations and a biased result) compared to using the closed-form formula.

In fact, each iteration is not faster, since we have to calculate h̃ at two points

thus, to apply step 1, at least two times. This variant is thus to be rejected.

Another idea is to use a minimization method which does not require

the calculation of the gradient: we have experimented this alternative

using the simplex minimization method, instead of the conjugate gradient

method, and have observed that both methods correctly converge towards a

precise solution in most cases, while the conjugate gradient method is faster.

However, there are some cases with large range potential, or at the limit of

7 Additionally, without involving parallel computing methods and trying to maintain good

portability
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the numerical stability where the simplex method may still converge, while

the other does not.

About analytical estimation of the PF eigen-element’s. The costly

part of the PF eigen-element’s computation is the estimation of the highest

eigenvalue. It is well-known that if the size of the potential is lower than

five, there are closed-form solutions, because this problem corresponds to

finding the root of the matrix characteristic polynomial. In fact, we are

going to use this nice fact to cross-validate our method in the next section.

However, except for toy’s potentials (with 2NR < 5 ⇔ NR ≤ 2 !), there

is no chance that we can not do better than numerically calculating the

highest eigenvalue. In the general case, the power method is the most

direct to compute it, although Krylov subspace methods are an interesting

perspective for very large matrices [183].

Using other approximations of the KL-divergence criterion. Let us

now discuss another class of variants: the proposed KL-divergence criterion

in (2.31) and its empirical instantiation in (2.36) are not the only one numeri-

cal criterion that can be proposed in order to estimate the Gibbs distribution

parameters. For instance, we have numerically explored approximation of

the KL-divergence of the form:

d(ν, µ) ≃
R′
∑

n=R

αn
n

∑

[ω]n−1
0

ν
(

[ω]n−1
0

)

log





ν
(

[ω]n−1
0

)

µ
(

[ω]n−1
0

)



 ,

and have obtained coherent results (for αn = 1), but not quantitatively better

than what is observed by the basic estimation method, at least for the set of

performed numerical tests.

All these variants correspond to taking into account the same kind of

criterion, but some other weighted evaluations of the empirical average of

the observable. There is no reason to use it unless some specific a a priori

information on the empirical distribution is available.

Another interesting track is to use (2.10) which allows us to write a

KL-divergence criterion, not on the probability block, but on the conditional

probability block, as proposed in [29, 30] in a different context. We have

considered this option. However a straightforward derivation allows one to

verify, that this in fact corresponds the same class of criterion but with a

different empirical observable average estimation. At the numerical level,

we did not observe any noticeable improvement.
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Estimation in the case of a normalized potential. In the case where the

potential is normalized, the criterion (2.38) is a simple linear criterion, thus

unbounded and its minimization is meaningless. In this singular case, its

is obvious to propose another criterion for the estimation of the parameters.

A simple choice is to simply propose that the theoretical likelihood of the

measure matches the estimated one, in the least square sense. This has been

integrated in the available code as follows.

In this singular case, we have to propose another criterion for the esti-

mation of the parameters.

Following the likelihood choice it is straightforward to recover from this

problem minimizing a modified, but well-defined criterion based on eq.

(2.14):

∑

[ω]n−1
0

[

log
(

π(T )
(

[ω]n−1
0

))

+ Zn −
∑

t=0

n−Rψ([ω]t+Rt )

]2

, (3.3)

taken here for n = R, where Zn is now a simple normalization constant, es-

timated here in the least-square sense. Since we solve a quadratic problem

we obtain linear equations with a unique solution in the general case and

an infinity of solution in degenerated cases. In this last case we consider the

solution with the smallest magnitude. At the implementation level, the op-

timal solution corresponds to a least-square problem with respect to (λ, Z),

obvious to calculate using the singular value decomposition8 of A, which is

known to provide either the unique minimal value of |b+Aλ|2 if any, or the

value of minimal amplitude |λ|, with b + Aλ = 0 when there are several so-

lutions. In the code, we have used the GSL9 implementation of the singular

value decomposition. In order to obtain an unbiased estimate for λ, thus so

that the related KL-divergence vanishes, the obtained result is reprojected

8 The singular value decomposition (SVD) writes:

A = UDVT ,
U ∈ RL×2NR

,D ∈ (R+)L,V ∈ RL×L, L ≤ 2NR,

UT U = VT V = VVT = 1 ∈ RL×L

U and V being orthogonal, while is D is diagonal and positive. We obtain:

λ = −VD† UT b

writing D† the pseudo-inverse of the diagonal matrix D, thus with:

D
†
ll = if Dll > 0 then 1/Dll else 0.

9The GSL http://www.gnu.org/software/gsl SVD decomposition implements the

most commonly-used Golub-Reinsch method of bi-diagonal matrix decomposition using

Householder reflections followed by a QR decomposition, writing the matrix as a product

of an orthogonal matrix and an upper triangular matrix, multiply the factors in the other

order, and iterate. A modified Golub-Reinsch algorithm has also be tested in our case, since

2NR ≫ L, but in fact without any noticeable improvement. The applicative code is available

at http://enas.gforge.inria.fr/classLinearSolver.html.
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onto the KL-divergence, i.e. the final estimate is the unique value whose

distance to the quadratic criterion (3.3) optimum is minimal and for which

the KL-divergence (a linear form in this case) vanishes. This estimation step

is useful to both propose a direct estimation method for normalized poten-

tial and also an initial estimate for the non-linear iterative general method

proposed now, if this can speed up the non-linear estimation.

3.1.5 Perspectives of ENAS development for Gibbs Distribu-
tion Framework

The following perspectives concern mainly how to improve the proposed

framework of Gibbs distributions. Besides, benchmarking our method

with respect to other alternative methods as MCMC, and further applica-

tions of the library to other computational neuroscience themes like input-

coding/decoding and machine learning constitute other important perspec-

tives by their own and are not explicitly treated.

Parallelization and optimal Eigenvalue solution As stated in section

2.3.3, a key aspect of Gibbs Distribution framework is that it conduces to a

the change of paradigm for the parametric estimation from Markov chain

sampling to matrix computations (see section (3.1.3). This enables to use

parallel computation techniques that are not yet included in the current im-

plementation and that become mandatory since the dimension of the matri-

ces involved, increases exponentially fast with the range of the potential and

the number of neurons. An second advantage in order to future optimization

of the implementation is that since we are dealing with a sparse matrix there

exist eigenvalue sparse-specific methods such as Krylov subspace iterations

methods, see [52] and the detailed survey in [9].

Goodness-of-Fit test Several ready to use GOF implementations exists

(see section 3.2). However in order to use them, I would be necessary to set-

up a correct interface to introduce within those implementations the EnaS

output. More precisely, to adequately present the estimated Gibbs distri-

bution or vector at least a vector of marginal probabilities obtained from it.

A point of attention needs to be done here since we recall that Gibbs dis-

tributions do not provide a continuous uni-variate distribution (see section

2.5.9) and whether or not it satisfies the validity criteria for the proposed

test needs to be analyzed previously for each case.

Large deviations Integrating the results of section 2.5.7 to the current

implementation will permit to estimate the size of fluctuations for each co-

efficient and hence better identify which ones of estimated parameters are
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reliable, and which characteristics are intrinsic to the data and which ones

are apparent constituting simply effects of the finite-size fluctuations

Neyman-Pearson criteria This criteria presented in section 2.5.9, offers

a control of confidence intervals for model discrimination given the finite-

sample length T . It could be very useful to integrate it to EnaS capabilities

although its implementation is cumbersome.

Estimating the memory of Sequence Up to the author knowledge none

of the methods discussed in section 2.5.6 are included on a freely available

implementation. It would be interesting to integrate them to the EnaS li-

brary in order to pre-analyze the training sequence (the observed data) and

take account of its results to help the choice of candidate models. However

their implementation is not straightforward. For the first criteria, which

consists in evaluating the block entropy difference, there are unavoidable

finite sample biases in every block entropy estimators which need to be cor-

rected by some choice of bias-corrector [88]. For the second criteria, the

Morvai-Weiss technique requires a maximization within the space of se-

quence suffixes of different length which reflects a non trivial search with

computational effort to be determined.

Optimizing model selection strategies In a complementary manner to

the previous idea, there is the strategy of model “decimation” introduced in

section 2.5.5. We recall that this consist in beginning the estimation from the

largest possible potential with range R + 1 (i.e.. with all the non-redundant

monomials) and after parameter estimation to remove irrelevant monomials

(their coefficient vanishes in the estimation). Then re-do the parameter es-

timation verifying that the KL-divergence error reduces or at least remains

unchanged, and repeat the same procedure until obtaining a potential com-

posed only of the relevant (non-zero). Since at the current stage this can

be performed manually, it might be helpful for users to automatize it in the

code.

Non-stationary higher-order Markov chain generation In order to

validate numerically our parametric estimation method for time-varying pa-

rameters of Gibbs distributions with memory (see section ??) we need to for-

mally resolve and numerically implement the question of how to construct

a Markov chain of higher-order with time-dependent transition matrix and

implement.
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Integrating Information theory aspects In the spirit of Ince et al.[85]

it would be interesting to trying to investigate how to improve entropy and

mutual-Information estimates thanks to the time-correlation structure of

the system, more precisely through the knowledge of the value of the Gibbs

potential parameters for the best suited (closest in the KL-divergence sense)

Gibbs distribution.

3.2 Appendix: Other Useful Numerical software

This section is not intended to be an exhaustive nor a detailed listing of

numerical software eventually useful for multi-cellular spike-train analysis

mainly in the scope and perspective of Gibbs distributions. It concerns a set

of existing sources -up to the authors knowledge- that might be complete or

be useful for the future developments of ENAS tools. For additional software

available for Neurophysiology data see the survey section Open Source Com-

putational Toolboxes for the Analysis of Neurophysiological Data in [86].

3.2.1 Maximum entropy software

Up to our knowledge, none of this sources provide computations by the RPF

method, hence they require sampling (constructing a sequence with the

parametric model in order to perform averages over the constrains), and

this for each training step.

Neuroscience-purpose tools by Ince et al. This work, originally coded

In python (PyEntropy at http://code.google.com/p/pyentropy/),

which is also available in MATLAB has been presented in a series of pa-

pers since 2009, by R. Inc and collaborators [88]. It is composed of two

parts: an Information theory -purpose part and the other for Maximum en-

tropy estimation. The information theory part contains implementation of

several algorithms proposed to compute the entropy of spike-sequences and

several finite-sample bias estimators for that computation. The maximum

entropy estimator, is limited to memoryless models ( range 1 observables).

It is based in combinatorial analysis and the work about coordinate trans-

formation properties presented in [177] for the memoryless potential. This

implementation was used in the work of Montani et al. [87] to show the pres-

ence of high-order (range 1) interactions among somatosensory neurons.

The Information Breakdown Toolbox 5 (ibTB) Following [86] “(Magri

et al., 2009-http://www.ibtb.org/ ) is a MATLAB toolbox implementing
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several of the information estimates and bias corrections (...) Importantly,

it does this via a novel algorithm to minimize the number of operations re-

quired during the direct entropy estimation, which results in extremely high

speed of computation. It contains a number of algorithms which have been

thoroughly tested and exemplified not only on spike train data (as for the

above toolboxes), but also on data from analogue brain signals such as LFPs

and EEGs.”

Maximum Entropy Modeling Toolkit for Python and C++ This

toolkit was developed by Zhang Le, between 2002-2003 and is based at

http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/lzhang10/maxent_toolkit

.html. It intends to be a general-purpose Maximum entropy tool for

Natural Language Processing (NLP). This implementation do account for

the conditional probability, however with two important remarks: First,

here the events are “alphabetic words” and second, the conditioning event

(the context) is limited to a “single word”. Hence there are two main

consequences: first is that if the only possible words were to be single

time spiking pattern ω(0), this would produce a model of range 2, since

its context (anteceding word) would be the precedent single time spiking

pattern. Second, the parametric expansion can account for each possible

block, or say in other words, the monomials here, take into account too the

quiescent states (i.e.. the 0 within the pattern) because the context is a “full

word", in contrast to our implementation were monomials are described

merely by the firing states.

For the parametric estimation , this toolkit implements high perform-

ing minimization methods notably Limited-Memory-BGFS instead of Basic

conjugated gradient (see a survey in [118]. This estimation method can be

parallelized (See Robert Malouf ’s Maximum Entropy Parameter Estimation

software at http://tadm.sourceforge.net/).

Other Maximum entropy special-purpose software We reproduce

here most notable items appearing in the non exhaustive list provided by

Zhang Le on his web page

http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/lzhang10/maxent.html., most of

them related with NLP purposes, and refer readers to there for more details.

• maxent.sf.net. A great java maxent implementation with GIS train-

ing algorithm. Part of OpenNlp project.

• Amis A maximum entropy estimator for feature forests. A maximum

entropy estimator with GIS, IIS and L-BFGS algorithms.
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• TADM. Released in 2005, it is the R. Malouf ’s Maximum Entropy Pa-

rameter Estimation software, now available as Toolkit for Advanced

Discriminative Modeling on sourceforge.net. It has GIS, IIS, L-BFGS

and Gradient Descent training methods and parallel computation abil-

ity through PETSc numerical library.

• Text Modeller A python implementation of a joint Maximum Entropy

model (aka. Whole Sentence Language Model) with sampling based

training. Now seems to be part of scipy.

• Maxent A software for species habitat modeling by Robert E. Schapire

et al.

3.2.2 Other relevant sources

The Spike Train Analysis Toolkit (Goldberg et al., 2009 ) This pack-

age coded in C is available at http://neuroanalysis.org/toolkit/.

Following [86] it ”... is a MATLAB toolbox which implements several

information-theoretic spike train analysis techniques. It is a comprehensive

piece of software, covering a range of entropy and information bias correc-

tion methods. Particularly notable is the inclusion of the so-called metric

space (Victor and Purpura, 1996 ) and binless (Victor, 2002 ) methods for

estimating information theoretic quantities from spike trains, which to our

knowledge are not available in any other package.“

Parallel computation and Scalable Eigenvalue software There ex-

ist a diversity of parallel computation libraries based on different program-

ming languages such as Fortran, C, C++ , MATLAB. Since EnaS is a C++

library, we might like to focus our attention on C-based available alterna-

tives. A notable example within this category (although certainly not the

only) is PETSc (http://www.mcs.anl.gov/petsc/petsc-as/) which is

a suite of data structures and routines for the scalable (parallel) solution

of scientific applications, in for particular partial differential equations. In

particular we find SLEPc, the Scalable Library for Eigenvalue Problem Com-

putations (http://www.grycap.upv.es/slepc/), an extension of PETSc

dedicated to the solution of large scale sparse eigenvalue problems on par-

allel computers. It is and can be used for either standard or generalized

eigenproblems, with real or complex arithmetic. It can also be used for com-

puting a partial SVD of a large, sparse, rectangular matrix, and to solve

quadratic eigenvalue problems. Both packages might be completed thanks

to the set of Large eigenvalue templates listed in [9].
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Goodness-of-Fit (GOF) sources There are also a great number of sta-

tistical software/tool that provides ready-to-use routines to perform stan-

dard GOF test. A good C++ based example is the statistical toolkit de-

veloped but Donadio and collaborators. [37, 123] from INFN,Italy and

the CERN, Switzerland and freely available at http://www.ge.infn.it/

statisticaltoolkit. It is an open source software toolkit for statisti-

cal data analysis conceived with advanced programming techniques for ef-

ficiency and evolution freedom, and its first cycle focus on implementation

of Goodness-of-Fit test. Besides, a second example specifically aimed for

the Crammer-von-Misses test CvM, which corresponds to one of the most

promising candidates to be used as complementary fitness test, it exist

a 2006 C++ implementation [209] which source is available at http://

www.jstatsoft.org/v17/i08/supp/1.
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Chapter 4

Applications

Overview:

This chapter is organized as follows. The first section concerns the valida-

tion of the implementation described in chapter 3. We start with several

elementary numerical test and showing its performance thanks to exact re-

sults known in the case of simple models. Then more complex examples

are presented and discussed in the light of theoretical aspects discussed in

chapter 2. Additionally, examples of finite sample size effects are shown.

In the second section we focus on the analysis of biological data. It begins

with a preliminary introduction about the theoretical/experimental concerns

of multicellular recordings. Then, results about three different data sets is-

sued from retina recordings are presented. Finally, the binning effect are

discussed by means of a very basic numerical example.
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4.1 Synthetic Data Results

4.1.1 Basic tests: validating the method

Method

Given a potential ψ =
∑L

l=1 λl φl it is easy to generate a spike train of length

T distributed according to µψ using (2.7). Thus, we have considered several

examples of Gibbs potentials, where, starting from a sample raster plot [ω]0−T
distributed according to µψ, we use our algorithm to recover the right form

of the generating potential ψ.

Given a potential of range-R+1 of the parametric form (2.18) and a num-

ber of neurons N we apply the following method:

1. Randomly choosing the parameter’s values λl, l = 1 . . . L of the Gibbs

potential;

2. Generating a spike train realization of length T ;

3. From these values re-estimating a Gibbs potential:

(a) Counting the block occurrences, thus the probabilities π(T ) from

the prefix-tree,

(b) Minimizing (2.38), given π(T ), as implemented by the proposed al-

gorithm.

(c) Evaluating the precision of the estimation as discussed in the pre-

vious section.

We emphasize that in the previous method there is a way to simulate “in-

finite” (T = +∞) sequences, by skipping step 2., and filling the prefix-tree in

step 3.a directly by the exact probability of blocks. At first glance, this loop

seems to be a “tautology” since we re-estimate the Gibbs potential parame-

ters from a raster plot generated with a known Gibbs potential. However,

the case T = +∞ is a somewhat ideal case since no finite-sample statistical

fluctuations are present and studying this case is useful since:

1. Using the same potential for the prefix-tree generation and for the pa-

rameters estimation, must yield the same result, but up to the com-

puter numerical precision. This has to be controlled due to the non-

linear minimization loop in huge dimension. This is obviously also a

way to check that the code has no mistake.

2. The precision, rapidity and robustness of the method with respect to

the number of parameters can be checked.
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As an additional and mandatory test, one as then to generate rasters

with a known potential where T < +∞ is increasing in order to study the

previous points in the realistic situation of finite size data set, providing

quantitative estimations about the expected finite-sample effects as a func-

tion of T .

Some illustrative examples to understand what the algorithm cal-

culates

Let us start with very simple examples, for which we can make explicit what

the algorithm calculates thus helping the reader to understand in details

what the output is, and then increase their complexity. In the first examples

analytical expression for the topological pressure, entropy, eigenvectors and

invariant measure are available. Thus we can check that we re-obtain, from

the estimation method, the related values up to the numerical precision.

One neuron and range-2. Here ψ(ω) = λ1 ω0(0) + λ2 ω0(0)ω0(−1). We

obtain analytically:

s(ψ) =
1+B+

√
(1−B)2+4A

2 ,

P (ψ) = log s(ψ),

〈b = (1, s(ψ) − 1, A,B(s(ψ) − 1), )

b〉 = (s(ψ) −B, s(ψ) −B, 1, 1)(t) ,

µψ = 1
s(ψ)2+A−B (s(ψ) −B,A,A,B(s(ψ) − 1)) ,

h [µψ] = log(s(ψ)) − λ1
∂s(ψ)
∂λ1

− λ2
∂s(ψ)
∂λ2

r = A+B(s(ψ)−1)
s2(ψ)+A−B ,

C = B(s(ψ)−1)
s2(ψ)+A−B ,

,

with A = eλ1 = eψ10 , B = eλ1+λ2 = eψ11 and where (t) denotes the transpose.

We remind that the index vector encodes spike blocs by eq. (2.1). Thus, the

first index (0) corresponds to the bloc 00, 1 to 01, 2 to 10 and 3 to 11. r is

the firing rate, C the probability that the neuron fires two successive time

steps. This is one among the few models for which a closed-form solution is

available.

The following numerical verifications have been conducted. A simulated

prefix-tree whose nodes and values has been generated using (2.18) with

λ1 = log(2), λ2 = log(2)/2. We have run the estimation program of λl’s and

have obtained the right values with a precision better than 10−6. This first

test simply states that the code has no mistake.

A step further, we have used this simple potential to investigate to which

extends we can detect if the model is of range-1 (i.e. with λ2 = 0) or range-2

(i.e. with a non-negligible value of λ2). To this purpose, we have generated
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a range-2 potential and have performed its estimation using a range-1 and a

range-2 potential, comparing the entropy difference (Fig. 4.1).

As expected the difference is zero for a range-2 model when λ2 = 0, and

this difference increases with λ2. Less obvious is the fact that curves satu-

rate for high values of λ2. Increasing some λl’s leads to an increase in the po-

tential values for those blocks ω0
−R such that the monomial φl corresponding

to λl is equal to 1. Consequently, the conditional probability Prob
[

ω(0) |ω−1
−R
]

increases. Since this probability is bounded by 1 the corresponding curve of

Prob
[

ω(0) |ω−1
−R
]

and, likewise of the expectation of φl, saturates for high

λl value. Now, the theoretical value for h̃ is given in the present case by

h̃ = P (ψ1) − µψ2(ψ1) = P (ψ1) − λ1 µψ2(ω1(0)). As λ2 increases µψ2(ω1(0))

converges to 1 leading to the observed saturation effect.

Figure 4.1: Entropy difference, using h̃, defined in (2.38), between the estimations of a

range-1 and a range-2 model. The range-2 model reads ψ2 = λ1 ω0(0) + λ2ω0(0)ω0(1) for

λ1 = {−1 (black),−0.5 (brown),−0.2 (red),−0.1 (orange), 0 (green), 1 (blue), 2 (Magenta)}.

λ2 is a free parameter, in abscissa of this curve. The range-1 corresponds to λ2 = 0.

We also have generated a range-1 potential and have performed its esti-

mation, using a range-1 versus a range-2 model, and found always that using

range-2 model is as good as using a model of range-1 (not shown).

Two neurons and range-1 (Ising). Here ψ(ω) = λ1 ω1(0) + λ2 ω2(0) +

λ3 ω1(0)ω2(0). The largest eigenvalue of the L(ψ) matrix is Z = s(ψ) =

A+B+C+D, with A = 1, B = eλ1 , C = eλ2 , D = eλ1+λ2+λ3 and the topological

pressure is log s(ψ). We still obtain numerical precision better than 10−4.

Two neurons and pattern of spikes. A step further, we have

considered ψ(ω) = λ1 ω1(0) + λ2 ω2(0) + λ3 ω1(0)ω2(−1)ω1(−2), and

ψ(ω) = λ1 ω1(0) + λ2 ω2(0) + λ3 ω1(0)ω2(−1)ω2(−2)ω3(−3), for random

values drawn in ] − 1, 0[. We still obtain a numerical precision better
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than 10−3 although the precision decreases with the number of degrees of

freedom, while it increases with the observation time. This is investigated

in more details in the remainder of this section.

When considering larger neuron N and range-R + 1 the main obstacle

toward analytical results is the Galois theorem which prevent a general

method for the determination of the largest eigenvalue of the L(ψ) matrix.

Therefore, we only provide numerical results obtained for more general po-

tentials.

In all these numerical examples we have mainly considered T = +∞ and

used the same potential for the prefix-tree generation and for the parameters

value estimation. However, we have also considered finite sequences with

T < +∞ and observed that for such simple models, the same numerical

precision as the T = +∞ case is obtained for T ≃ 105.

Gibbs potential precision paradigm: several neurons and various

ranges.

In order to evaluate the numerical precision of the method, we have run

the previous benchmark considering potentials with all monomial of degree

less or equal to 1, and less or equal to 2, at a various ranges, with various

numbers of neurons. Here we have chosen T = +∞ and used the same

potential for the prefix-tree generation and for the parameters value esti-

mation. The computation time is reported in Table 4.1 and the numerical

precision in Table 4.2, for NR ≤ 16. This benchmark allows us to verify

that there is no “surprise” at the implementation level: computation time

increases in a supra-linear way with the potential size, but, thanks to the

chosen estimation method, remains tractable in the size range compatible

with available memory size. This is the best we can expect, considering the

intrinsic numerical complexity of the method. Similarly, we observe that

while the numerical precision decreases when considering large size poten-

tial, the method remains stable. Here tests have been conducted using the

standard 64-bits arithmetic, while the present implementation can easily be

recompiled using higher numerical resolution (e.g. “long double”) if required.

This benchmark has also been used to explore the different variants of

the estimation method discussed in the previous section (avoiding eigenvec-

tors calculation, using other approximations of the KL-divergence criterion,

..).
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Table 4.1: CPU-time order of magnitude in seconds (using Pentium M 750 1.86
GHz, 512Mo of memory), for the estimation of a potential with all monomial of de-

gree less or equal to 1 for ψ1, and less or equal to 2 for ψ2, i.e., ψ1(ω) =
PN−1
i=0 λiωi(0),

ψ2(ω) =
PN−1
i=0 λiωi(0) +

PN−1
i=0

Pi−1
j=0

P0
τ=−1 λijτωi(0)ωj(τ), while the number N of neurons

is increasing. Note that the present implementation is not bounded by the computation time,

but simply by the rapid increase of the memory size.

ψ1 R=1 R=2 R=4 R=8 R=16

N=1 2.0e-06 3.0e-06 8.0e-06 7.8e-05 2.9e-01
N=2 4.0e-06 1.0e-06 3.0e-05 6.7e-02
N=4 1.3e-05 3.8e-05 8.3e-02
N=8 2.4e-03 3.2e-01

ψ2 R=1 R=2 R=4 R=8 R=16

N=1 4.5e-16 4.0e-06 4.0e-06 7.2e-04 3.7e-02
N=2 3.0e-06 5.0e-06 4.0e-04 1.1e+00
N=4 1.9e-05 1.2e-03 3.6e+00
N=8 6.6e-03 6.2e-01

4.1.2 Test of Finite sample size effects on the estimation pre-
cision

Test 1:

In order to test more general potentials for N = 2 neurons we have studied

the forms (2.20), (2.23), (2.24), that we recall here:

Ising : ψ(ω) = λ1 ω1(0) + λ2 ω2(0) + λ3 ω1(0)ω2(0).

RPTD − k : ψ(ω) = λ1 ω1(0) + λ2 ω2(0) +
i=k
∑

i=−k
λ̂i ω1(0)ω2(i).

PTD − k : ψ(ω) =

i=k
∑

i=−k
λ̂i ω1(0)ω2(i).

(4.1)

Protocol Given a generating potential ψ∗ of the form (4.1) we choose ran-

domly its coefficients λ∗l from an uniform distribution on [−2, 0] and we gen-

erate a spike-train of length T = 4 × 108. Then we construct a prefix-tree

from a sample of length T0 ≪ T (typically T0 = 107) taken from the gener-

ated spike-train. In this test we estimate the Gibbs potential knowing the

monomials occurring in the generating potential ψ∗ (i.e. only the λl’s are to

be determined). For each sample of length T0 we propose a randomly chosen

set of “initial guess” coefficients, used to start the estimation method, dis-

tributed according to λ̃(0)
l = λ∗l (1 + (U [0, 1]− 0.5)x/100), where x is the initial
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Table 4.2: Numerical precision of the method in the same conditions as table 4.1. The

Euclidean distance |λ̄− λ̃| between the estimated parameter’s value λ̃ and the true parame-

ter’s value λ̄ is reported here. We clearly observe and error increase but the method remains

numerically stable.

ψ1 R=1 R=2 R=4 R=8 R=16

N=1 5.0e-09 2.2e-02 6.3e-03 1.3e-02 6.9e-03
N=2 1.1e-08 1.3e-02 9.2e-03 5.2e-03
N=4 8.0e-09 8.5e-03 6.8e-03
N=8 3.8e-08 5.1e-03

ψ2 R=1 R=2 R=4 R=8 R=16

N=1 1.1e-10 1.9e-02 7.2e-03 4.8e-03 9.2e-02
N=2 1.1e-09 4.8e-03 3.7e-03 2.3e-03
N=4 3.7e-08 2.6e-03 5.8e-02
N=8 6.0e-06 2.4e-02

percentage of bias from the original set of generating coefficients and U [0, 1]

is a uniform random variable on [0, 1].

Test 1 Results Call λ̃l the values obtained after convergence of the algo-

rithm. Our results show that:

(i) the error E(|λ̃l−λ∗l |) increases with the range of the potential and it de-

creases with T0; This error should scales as ∼ 1√
(T0)

for each coefficient

λl.

(ii) the error is independent of the initial bias percentage (see figs 4.1.2);

4.1.3 Test for comparison of Statistical Models

We select a potential ψ∗ from (4.1); we choose randomly its coefficients λ∗l
from an uniform distribution in [−2, 0]; we generate a spike-train of length

T = 1 · 108 and we construct the prefix-tree with the spike-train obtained.

Using this prefix-tree we estimate the coefficients λ(m)
i that minimizes the

KL divergence for several statistical models ψm proposed in (4.1). Therefore,

in this test, the guess potentials have not necessarily the same parametric

form as the generating potential: the monomials may be different as well as

the number of monomials. The parametric coefficients λ(m)
l of potential ψm

as well as h̃ = P [ψm] − π(T ) (ψm) are then averaged over 20 samples in order

to compute error bars.

Our results show that :
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Figure 4.2: Mean error (in percentage) vs T0 size. The line 400/
p

(T0) is included as

reference.

(i) The statistical models with lowest mean value KL divergence have the

same monomials as ψ∗, plus possibly additional monomials, in agree-

ment with section 2.5.5.

(ii) For all these models, the criterion h̃ [ψ] (2.38) averaged over trials, is

fairly equal up to a difference of order δ ≈ 10−6, while the difference

with respect to other types of statistical models is at least of 4 or-

ders of magnitude lower. We recall that, according to section 2.5.7,

the deviation probability is of order to exp(−δT ). After estimation

from a raster generated with an Ising model, the ratio of the devi-

ation probabilities (2.46) between an Ising and a RPTD-1 model is

∼ η = exp(−0.0000115 × 108) , while between the Ising and the PTD-3

∼ η = exp(−0.00072 × 108) meaning that the PTD-3 provide a worst

estimation.

(iii) The value of the additional coefficients of an over-estimated model, cor-

responding to monomials absent in the parametric form of the gener-

ating potential, are null up to the numerical precision error. We call

“best” model the one with the minimal number of coefficients. For ex-

ample, as we checked, an RPTD-1 potential is as good as an Ising to

approximate an Ising, but the additional coefficients are essentially

null, so the “best” model to approximate an Ising is . . . Ising.

(iv) The predicted probability of words matches the empirical value up to

statistical errors induced by finite-sampling effects (fig. 3a, b; 4a, b).
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The confidence region is estimated by µψ(w) = π(T )(w) ± 3σw with σw

given by eq.2.45.

In order to extend the model comparison we introduce the following no-

tations: let w be a word (encoding a spiking pattern) of length R, Pest(w) its

mean probability over trials calculated with the estimated potential, Pemp(w)

its mean empirical average over trials (i.e average of form (2.33) including a

time average π(T ) and a sample average, where the samples are contiguous

pieces of the raster of length T0 ≪ T ), and σemp(w) the standard deviation of

Pemp(w). We now describe the comparison methods.

We first use the box-plot method [65] which is intended to graphically

depict groups of numerical data through their ’five-number summaries’

namely: the smallest observation (sample minimum), lower quartile (Q1),

median (Q2), upper quartile (Q3), and largest observation (sample maxi-

mum)1. Figure 4.5 shows, in log-scale, the box-plot for the distribution of the

quantity defined as:

ε(w) = | (Pest(w) − Pemp(w)) /σemp(w)| (4.2)

that is taken as a weighted measure of the deviations. We have considered

this distribution when it takes into account, either all the words up to a

given size Rmax, or only the words of that given size. There is no visual

difference for Rmax = 7. The results shows that only models containing the

generating potential have the lower deviations value with very similar box.

On the other hand a “bad” statistical model shows a much more extended

error distribution .

Finally a χ2 estimation is computed as χ2 = 1
Nwords−L

∑

w ε(w)2 where ε(w)

is given by (4.2). Values are reported in tables 4.3, using all words or only

those of size Rmax. Since the number of words is high, it is clear that the

lower the error, the lower the χ2 estimated value. Note that χ2 test assumes

Gaussian fluctuations about the mean value, which are satisfied for finite-

range Gibbs distributions, as can be easily seen by expanding the large devi-

ations function Il in (2.41) up to the second order in ǫ. However, when com-

paring two different Gibbs distributions it might be that the deviations from

the expected value of one Gibbs distribution compared to the expected value
1 The largest (smallest) observation is obtained using parameter dependent bounds, or

“fences”, to filter aberrant uninteresting deviations. Call β = Q3 − Q1 and let k denote the

parameter value, usually between 1.0 and 2.0. Then the bound correspond to Q3 + kβ for the

largest observation (and for the smallest one to Q1 − kβ). A point x found above (below) is

called “mild-outlier” if Q3 + k < x < Q3 + 2kβ (respectively, Q1 − 2kβ < x < Q3 − kβ) or

extreme outlier if x > Q3+2kβ (respectively, x < Q1− 2kβ). We have used a fence coefficient

k = 2.0 to look for outliers.
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Figure 4.3: Figure 3a (top left) Expected probability µψ versus empirical probability

π(T )(w); Figure 3b (top right) to 8 (bottom right) Predicted probability versus empirical prob-

ability π(T )(w) for several guess potentials The generating potential is a RPTD-2. The con-

fidence interval lines given by µψ(w) = π(T )(w) ± 3σw with σw given by eq.2.45
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Figure 4.4: Same as previous figure where the generating potential is a PTD-3.
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Figure 4.5: The box-plot (in log-scale) of the distributions of weighted deviations of word’s

probability versus their empirical probability, for several statistical models, using a generat-

ing potential of the form (left) RPTD-2 and (right) PTD-3. Midliers Outliers (see footnote

1) are shown by red dots and extreme outliers by green dots.

Table 4.3: χ2 coefficient calculated: (left) with all words of size < 7; (right) with words

of size 7 only. See text for details.

Estimating \Generating RPTD-2 PTD-3

Ising 135.427 415.965
PTD-1 3146.17 564.396
PTD-2 3319.75 290.93
PTD-3 2533.35 0.0571905
RPTD-1 13.9287 274.773
RPTD-2 0.0607027 223.516
RPTD-3 0.0556114 0.0539691

Estimating \Generating RPTD-2 PTD-3

Ising 121.825 347.502
PTD-1 2839.36 468.763
PTD-2 2537.39 229.255
PTD-3 2053.72 0.057065
RPTD-1 11.6167 218.458
RPTD-2 0.0605959 176.598
RPTD-3 0.0553242 0.0541206

of the other Gibbs distribution is well beyond the mean-square deviation of

the Gaussian fluctuations distribution, giving rise to huge χ2 coefficients, as

we see in the tables 4.3.

4.1.4 Tests in the case of non-stationary parameters

Here we present results of the parameter estimation method applied to a

spike train with statistics governed by a non-stationary statistical model of

range 1, i.e. with time varying coefficients for rate or synchronization terms.

Since the generation of spike-trains corresponding to more general higher

time-order non-stationary process is not trivial, these potentials with higher

range values will be analyzed in a forthcoming paper.

In the following we use an Ising potential form (4.1) with time-varying

coefficients ψ(t, [ω]00) = λ1(t)ω1(0) + λ2(t)ω2(0) + λ3(t)ω1(0)ω2(0). The proce-
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dure to generate a non stationary spike-train of length T is the following. We

fix a time dependent form for the 3 coefficients λi(t). From the initial value

of the λ′is (say at time t) we compute the invariant measure corresponding to

the L(ψ) matrix. From this, we use equation (2.11) (with a time dependent

matrix L) computed using the next coefficient values λi(t+ 1).

With the generated spike-train, we perform the parameter estimation,

but computing the empirical average over a small fraction of the spike-train

which means a time window of size T0 = T
M
<< T . Then, we slide the obser-

vation window and after recalculating the empirical averages, we estimate

again the coefficients value. We have verified that estimation procedure can

recover correctly the coefficient values, for several types of time dependence,

provided their variations be not too fast, and that the sliding window size be

not too large with respect to T . In figure (4.6) We present the reconstruction

of on of the parameters exhibiting a sinusoidal time-dependence given by

λ0(t) = 0.4 + 0.3 sin
(

4πt
T−T0

)

. The ability of the estimation scheme to provide

such a good behavior respect time varying coefficients might outcomes from

the fact that it is not ruled by a detailed balance assumption, although a

deeper analysis of this properties is still to be done.
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Figure 4.6: Estimation of coefficients on a Non-Stationary process generated by
an Ising model and sinusoidal time dependence. Real value(black) and estimated pa-

rameter with its error bars (green) computed over 20 trials. The time shift is τ = 1 , Window

size is fixed 1000, but oscillation period corresponds to 2000 (left) and 4000 (right).

4.2 Biological Data

In this section we will apply our framework of Gibbs distribution to analyze

multicellular spike trains. Before presenting those results, we will comment

briefly some delicate issues about pre-processing experimental raw data and
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transform it into binary spike trains. However, we must state that we have

not performed this preprocessing ourselves, and datases have been provided

already as files of timestamps of the succesfull identified spike-trains after

pre-processing the raw data issue from the electrophysiology recording. Fi-

nally,in the short future we will present a numerical test to show how chang-

ing the binning size (time snapshot delay) affects the information contained

in data, from the point of view of Gibbs distributions with memory.

4.2.1 Preliminaries

The multicellular recordings

Pre-processing of recorded data is not free of procedural issues. A compar-

ison of single units vs multi-units recording by [103] has shown that mul-

tielectrode recordings provides a reduced Signal-Noise ratio (SNR). How-

ever, it is worth to note that multi-electrode recordings in general might not

avoid the single neighbor signals to mix up (electric potential effects) so the

obtained signal needs to analyzed, spikes waveforms (templates) identified

then ordered and separated) which is a delicate and highly computational

consuming procedure known as Spike sorting [64]. The description of one of

the state-of-the-art experimental setup (using tetrodes) and the spike sort-

ing strategies is given in [56] with a discussion of the drawbacks found on

previous multielectrode rigs and possible biases in older sorting methods.

Finally, a non-exhaustive summary of Spike sorting techniques is available

in [190].

The partition problem

In the preceding theoretical chapters and numerical applications we have as-

sumed to have already obtained the multi-cell binary time sequences. How-

ever, the symbolic analysis of experimental time evolving data is far to be

straightforward and we want to briefly comment on this point in the follow-

ing.

The first aspect to consider is how to define the partition of the space

domain into non overlapping regions and associated symbols so that any

measurement value is assigned a single symbol s from a finite alpha-

bet,representable as the integers 0, 1, . . . , A − 1, which means how to dis-

cretise adequately the signal domain. The objective of this procedure is to

obtain a symbolic sequence, to which one can apply methods of informa-

tion theory, ergodic theory etc while hopefully preserving the invariants and

main characteristics of the system dynamics ( see section 5.1.2 for a detailed

exposition).
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Mathematically, the ideal partition is called “generating partition” and

with it, the obtained symbolic orbits uniquely represent the continuous space

orbit, and thus the symbolic and the continuous space dynamics are equiv-

alent[22]. However, there is no standard way to do this when there is no

available information about physical/topological properties of the system

that helps one to make a choice. In fact, for the particular case of discretisa-

tion into binary sequences, where and arbitrary crossing threshold has been

proposed, Bollt et al. in [16], has shown that systematic errors and mis-

leading results might be produced by an inadequate choice of the threshold

placement.

Fortunately, in the case of multicell membrane potential recordings, sev-

eral evidences of the main role of action potentials lead us to focus on binary

partitions denoting the event or absence of action potentials, and hence a

natural way to perform signal discretisation arises. On the other hand, there

may be other cases (such as analysis of fluorescence imaging data and/or

recordings at other scales such as local field potentials) in which the parti-

tion problem is relevant. For such cases, some of the most promising strate-

gies from a mathematical point of view, are based on obtaining successive

refinements of the original partition. In some cases the equiprobability of

symbols is intended, but it appears that a better choice for obtaining a more

reliable sequence is to maximize the topological entropy of the obtained time

sequence. In particular,[106] and several others have shown that estima-

tion of orbits and parameter reconstruction improves for several determin-

istic systems under chaotic regime when using this protocol. However, up

to our knowledge, which of that choices is more adequate for neural data

is unknown, and further investigation of these strategies regarding neural

experiments is still to be done.

The “Binning” problem

On previous paragraphs we have discussed as the problem of the signal do-

main partition as the first issue related to symbolic analysis of continuous

systems. However, a second difficulty , which arises naturally, concerns the

temporal dimension.

In neuroscience, focusing on spike events, provides a natural partition

for the phase space. However the time domain problem about the choice of

an adequate sampling rate remains still open. In order to create the sym-

bolic sequence a sampling rate or equivalently a bin size needs to be chosen.

However this choice is associated with the problem of symbolic redundancy

which is similar to the problem of choosing an appropriate time interval for

time-delay embedding ([47]). For instance, taking a very small bin increases

biases due to oversampling and besides causes to unnecessarily enlarge
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the range of time interactions, increasing the numerical effort to estimate

a Gibbs distribution. On the other hand, taking a large bin size will cause

over-smoothing or aliasing of the time-structure of data causing a lost of

“information“2. for example, if a binary alphabet is maintained and more

than a single spike of the observed neuron falls in the same bin.

In the framework of measure theory on symbolic sequences, called

subshifts of finite type, some results are known in particular the Gibbs

distributions . In this context, the binning process, is called a projection.

It corresponds to a recoding of the original sequence into a new sequence

defined on a new alphabet through the amalgamation of symbols. In

the case when the invariant measure is a Markov measure, sufficient

conditions were given for the projected measure (i.e the measure obtained

from the Markovian measure for the binned sequence) to be also a Gibbs

measure [32, 33]. Additionally, [104, 105] have stated rigorous condi-

tions to deal with Gibbs measure over subshifts of finite type. However

it remains unknown if the theorem conditions holds for experimental

sequences and their usual binning procedure over binary spiking-time

sequences. This appear difficult to verify because we would need to know

before the binning procedure, whether the system dynamics is actually

described by a Gibbs distribution and the explicit form of its Gibbs potential.

In the framework of symbolic analysis and dynamical systems theory,

there is not a general consensus on how to choose the inter-symbol time

interval and/or down-sampling the data. Most of current approaches are

based on the auto-correlation function and/or the mutual-information func-

tion. Correlation functions are an indicator of linear dependencies between

variables while mutual information measures and their generalizations are

supposed to take into account all (linear and non-linear) interdependencies

between variables. The behavior of the predicted underlying time-scale of

dependence might differ between methods with highly complex sequences

([149]). A clear weakness of mutual information techniques is that they

are highly limited by finite sample effects biases as they can be directly

written as summations of entropies. The estimation of this entropies

introduces several type of biases which has been shown to be sensitive

to the underlying correlation structure itself ([111]). In [113], Li ana-

lyzed the relation between mutual information and correlation functions,

where an exact relation for binary sequences is provided including and

example for one-time step Markov chains. Li also included an analysis

2This need to be better specified, but for instance a coding strategy based in the inter-spike

time delays.
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of finite-size effects where he showed that mutual information true value

is systematically overestimated. Later, [82] listed a complete comparison

of weaknesses and advantages between correlation function and mutual

information and extended Li’s analysis of their relationship in sequences

over alphabets of k symbols. It is shown that, statistical dependencies are

measured by (k− 1)/2 independent parameters.However, not all of them can

be determined by auto-correlation functions. Appropriate sets of correlation

functions (including cross-correlations) are introduced, which allow the

detection of all dependencies. Their results are applied to analyze DNA

sequences where long rage correlations are found. Finally, [77] have shown

that the Jensen-Shanon Divergence can be used for segmentation of non

stationary sequence into stationary sub-sequencies and apply the method to

DNA sequences.

Within the perspective of the neuroscience community there is not a gen-

eral consensus about how to choose the bin size for each type of experience

and several strategies have been proposed depending of the specific use of

data. Indeed, which most usually dictates the bin size is the (physiological)

questions being asked and the time scale of behavioral events. For instance,

during the analysis of spike train information from bowfly and expecting

behavioral decisions in the 10-30 ms and a refractory period of 2ms, [131]

are constrained to work with 2ms bins, while in [101] Kayser and collab-

orators analyze millisecond encoding precision of auditory cortex neurons

which presents particularly high firing frequencies. Since refractory period

in mammals is around 1ms, they stick to the use 1ms resolution windows.

However, in past years, previously to the development of efficient multi-

cells recording techniques, the most usual uses of binning methods in neu-

roscience was the construction of the Peri Stimulus Time-Histogram. This

corresponds to a Non parametric kernel density estimation that requires the

specification of smoothing parameters. Although a general maximum likeli-

hood methods exists for this task (see [168]) the Mean Integrated Squared

error has been the most current approach for time histogram analysis (see

references in [174] 3) although recently Bayesian and Gaussian kernel meth-

ods has been used ([44, 57]). In that paper it is shown that a bin size opti-

mized for the unknown underlying spike rate may diverge for non-stationary

cases so any time-histogram is likely to capture a spurious rate.

For the tasks of parametric model estimation for spike train statistics,

mainly composed at the current state-of-the-art of Ising-models, an usual

choice is to take a size equal to the mean single-neuron Inter-Spike Interval

provided that it lies on the structured domain on the cross-correlation curve

3also http://onlinestatbook.com/stat_sim/histogram/index.html
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[166]. Nevertheless, we remark that at the very beginning, the resolution

sampling was usually used ([121]). A different choice which has been

proposed is to take the size directly as the width of the central peak in

cross-correlation histogram computed with the minimal sampling size (∼ 1)

ms (see [176]). Yet, in [191] authors has chosen the bin size as the average

time interval between successive activations of two electrodes within a

network burst when the inter-electrode spacing was 200µm. As a result, for

Maximum-entropy modeling the different binning practices have resulted in

bin sizes around 4 − 20 ms) and a small part of available spikes per neuron,

usually (∼ 1%), fall on the same bin while alphabet remaining binary4. In

practice, it has been shown for the data sets used in literature that smaller

bin sizes perform worst than bigger bin sizes ([191]) which can be explained

by the sparse character of rasters and the fact that Ising models only take

on account synchronization events which appear to be very sensitive to

oversampling.

Cross-correlations and ISI-related binning proposal concern, by defini-

tion, only experimental information on pairs of neurons. However it would

be interesting to obtain a method no restrained to pair of cells. In this per-

spective, the Gibbs distribution framework may provide an estimate of an

adequate binning size that we briefly comment here but it will be devel-

opped. First we should estimate the parametric potential without binning,

i.e, the minimal resolution sampling. Then we should need to compute the

second largest eigenvalue of the associated Perron Frobenius matrix. The

spectral gap, or difference between the first and second eigenvalues is re-

lated to the time-decay of correlations on the estimated probability distribu-

tion, providing an estimate of an acceptable bin size in order to preserve the

temporal structure in data.

4.2.2 Analysis of Frog retina data

The following data set is courtesy of A. Palaces and it consist in a set of 5

neurons recorded from frog’s retina. First, the experimental methods and

technical details about data acquisition are briefly described. In the second

part the our test results are reported. This results were part of an oral

communication in the conference Neurocomp 2010.

4We remark this error add up to the spike-sorting process errors which will be described

elsewhere
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Methods

General Set-up description Adrian Palaces and collaborators are us-

ing multi-electrode arrays (MEAs) to record simultaneously from many reti-

nal ganglion cells. Visual stimuli are presented to the retina using light

emitting devices (LED) where all the stimuli parameters are controlled by

computer. Palaces lab already has a working experimental rig consisting

of a 64-channel PLEXON amplifier, a National Instruments A/D card (NI-

6259, 16 bits, 1 MS/s), Labview homemade software (SpikeHunter) for data

acquisition, (sampled at 20 KHz) control and exportation and visualization

(SpikePlay). (PC), another computer to generate visual stimuli (PC), and

external hard disks for data storage. High density recording arrays (HAD)

(design, impendence and space between electrodes) are commercially avail-

able (Multichannel System). Each HAD array consist in 2 recording fields

of 32 electrodes, separate by 500 µm, with electrodes of 10 µm diameter

and separated by 30 µm. During an experiment, using standard protocols,

a piece of retina is dissected out of the animal and mounted in a chamber

on top of a MEA. Oxygenated AMES or L15 medium maintained at room

temperature for amphibians and 35◦C for rodents is perfused over the tis-

sue to maintain its health. All experimental procedures were approved by

the bioethics committee of the Universidad de Valparaiso in accordance with

the bioethics regulation of the Chilean Research Council (CONICYT), and

complied with International regulations (DHEW Publications, NIH 80-23).

Ganglion cell types identification was based on a MATLAB a spike-

sorting module (Spike-It) used in complement with FIND (http://find

.bccn.uni-freiburg.de/).

Experimental information specific to data-set

• The animal is a Chilean Frog (Caudiverbera Caudiverbera).

• Stimuli was provided by a LED green (500nm) and consisted in flash

emissions of 100ms of duration and with frequency of 0.5Hz. The total

recording time was about 10.5s with a 1ms resolution.

Analysis of spike train-statistics

We have analyzed all possible pairs and triplets of neurons from the data

set. We have considered All-1,2,3 as statistical models and we have used bin

sizes of 1, 2, 5ms. Figure 4.7 shows, that the binning procedure has the ap-

parent effect of increasing the pertinacy of long range interactions because

for a statistical model of given fixed range, the h̃ shifts upwards with the
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bin size (in the same fashion as data from of fishmovie, by O. Marre). Addi-

tionally is worth nothing that the h̃ value should not be compared between

different rows as the related KL divergence lies on a different probability

space (because of a different number of neurons). The best idea we can build

about the quality of those estimations is provided by the points dispersion

from the diagonal in the pattern rates diagram (see next figures).

The coefficients of the parametric estimation versus their monomial in-

dex in increasing order of lexical generation (i.e, the first terms are the rates,

then the synchronization terms, then the 1-time step correlations and so on)

are depicted for some sets of neurons in figures 4.8, 4.9. Results show that

the binning reduces the relative value all monomials which signifies a lost

of temporal structure. In general we could say that the shown sets of neu-

rons do not present higher order/range correlations since most of the remain-

ing monomials are practically zero, while those coefficients that remain are

rather small to contribute strongly since in general, the larger the range and

order of the observable the smaller its influence.

For the next result, we present the probability diagrams for the estima-

tion of the All-1,2,3 models with the same bin size for some pairs and some

triplets. Several set of plots for bin sizes 1, 2, 5 are presented in figures 4.10,

4.11, 4.12, 4.13, 4.14. Results shown that for pairs or neurons considered us-

ing bin size 1ms, a h̃ ≈ 0.438 is not too bad, and even range-1 models provide

an acceptable good fit. For pairs with bin size 2ms, the acceptable h̃ ≈ 0.69.

For triplets with bin size 1ms a h̃ ≈ 0.62 is a graphically a good. However,

for certains ensembles a good fit is only achieved by the range-3 model. An

example of a triplet with bin size 2ms where the range-1 model is enough for

a good fit which is also shown in figure 4.12.

Finally, we remark that using a bin size of 5ms results in too short sam-

pling size which appears insufficient to provide reliable estimates of longer

words probabilities as indicated by the pronounced dispersion in the left bot-

tom corner in figure 4.14.

4.2.3 A first analysis of Fishmovie in Salamander’s retina

This data set was provided by courtesy of O. Marre and M. Berry II from

Princeton University. The results here presented are a preliminary and un-

published and concerns only pair of neurons. Further analysis over larger

groups of neurons are in development.

Methods

General description The recordings have been performed with high den-

sity multi-electrode arrays is build with 252 electrodes composed of ITO re-
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Coefficients for different ranges and bin sizes (ms), for triplet_9
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Figure 4.8: The Negative of Coefficient values for several bin sizes, and the model range

for pair 9.
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Coefficients for different ranges and bin sizes (ms), for triplet_13
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Figure 4.9: The negative of Coefficient values for several bin sizes, and the model range

for triplet 13.

covered of platinum and isolated with nitride silicon. Each electrode has

a diameter around 8 µm and is separated 30µm from the others. Because

of their spacing, and given Ganglion cell density analysis (see methods in

[170]), it might be assumed that each electrode registers spatially a sin-

gle neuron. Reproducing the same protocol provided in [170], experiments

were done on the larval tiger salamander (Ambystoma tigrinum) in accor-

dance with institutional animal care standards. Retinas were isolated from

the eye in darkness, placed with the ganglion cell layer facing a multi-

electrode array (Multichannel Systems) and superfused with oxygenated

(95% O2/5% CO2) Ringer’s medium at room temperature (22 ÂřC). Extra-

cellularly recorded signals were digitized at 10 kSamples/s and stored for

offline analysis.

Spike-sorting Ganglion cell types identification and Spike sorting was

performed with a new fast spike-sorting algorithm (-Publication in

preparation-,personal communication with O. Marre), which is specially

adapted to the recording of a large numbers of neurons. After spike-sorting

process is performed, 154 good profiles were obtained with a recordings time

scale is 0.1ms.
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Figure 4.10: The estimated vs the empirical probabilities of each pattern, with different

models All-i for triplet 13 using bin of 1ms. The error lines are µψ(w) = π(T )(w) ± 3σw with

σw given by eq.2.45

Stimuli The stimulus consist in a movie recorded in an aquarium where

several fishes moving are observed. Therefore it is a natural film for an

aquatic salamander. The stimulus alternates between the fishmovie played

forward and then backward, and the same animated with a jitter mimicking

eye movements. The eye movement sequence is always the same. Four dif-

ferent stimuli (films) were presented: Condition 1 is the fishmovie forward

without eye movement, condition 2 the fishmovie backward without eye

movement, condition 3 the fishmovie forward with eye movement, condition

4 the fishmovie backward with eye movement. The precise presentation

scheme is depicted in figure 4.15, each presentation having the same time

duration 120189ms and obtaining the following total presentation time (in

ms) per film: film-1= 2163401.9 , film-2= 2043054.9 , film-3= 2043195.8, film-4=

2043198.4.

Preliminary spike-train analysis

In a first approach to data analysis, we will assume that dynamics is

stationary during each different presentation, so we are allowed to break

apart the whole raster plot recording, and concatenate all the presentations
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Figure 4.11: The estimated vs the empirical probabilities of each pattern, with different

models All-i for pair 7 using bin of 1ms. The error lines are µψ(w) = π(T )(w) ± 3σw with σw
given by eq.2.45

belonging to the same film provided an appropriate recalibration of their

spike-times to obtain a consecutive raster for the film, as if the films were

presented in a single trial (the result is depicted in 4.16). If the assumption

does not holds we need to perform statistics of observable over each film

presentation and then to average over all the presentations of the film,

which is not directly implemented in the current version of the EnaS library.

Our next step is to unravel first the general aspects of the neural activity

during each film, especially the neural firing rates and its statistical dis-

tribution (see fig. 4.17). Assuming stationary firing rates, they lie between

[0.0015, 2.9]Hz which means that the probability of a single firing in a time

step scale of 1ms ranges between [1.5 · 10−6, 0.0029] . We observe that the

firing rates distribution concentrate in the lower values. Let us to sort the

neuron set by increasing order in their firing rate. In such manner we use

their ordered position as a second way to refer such set, for instance as

depicted in figure 4.19, where the lowest firing rate corresponds to ordered

position 0 and neuron index 35, the second lowest firing rate in position 1

has index 113 ans so on, until the last neuron at position 154 is the neuron

70. Once ordered, we also observe that the subsets of most active and the
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Figure 4.12: The estimated vs the empirical probabilities of each pattern, with different

models All-i for triplet 13 using bin of 2ms. The error lines are µψ(w) = π(T )(w) ± 3σw with

σw

less active neurons are almost the same for all the films, although their

ordered position might vary slightly between films (see fig. 4.19). On the

other hand the intermediate-values set (ordered positions between 40− 120)

may vary more between films, a single neuron shifting its ordered position

more than 15 places, as it does neuron 5 between films 1 and 4. Finally,

a remarkable difference exists between films 1, 3 that have slightly lower

firing probabilities that films 2, 4 which is depicted in figure 4.20.

It is not straightforward to decide how to analyze neural activity with

a so huge variety, going from few spikes to thousands of them in about the

same recording duration around 2 · 106ms. In order to provide a simplified

first approach analysis, we propose to focus on 4 different pairs of neurons

per film, selected as follows:

• Pair 0 is composed by neurons with the 2 lowest firing rates (firing rate

ordered indexes 0 and 1).

• Pair 1 is composed by neurons of the middle-low firing rate range (more

precisely ordered indexes around 60 and 80).

• Pair 2 is composed by neurons of the middle-high firing rate range
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Figure 4.13: The estimated vs the empirical probabilities of each pattern, with different

models All-i for pair 7 using bin of 2ms. The error lines are µψ(w) = π(T )(w) ± 3σw with σw

Figure 4.14: The estimated vs the empirical probabilities of each pattern, with different

models All-i for triplet 19 using bin of 5ms.The error lines are µψ(w) = π(T )(w) ± 3σw
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(more precisely ordered indexes around 100 and 120).

• Finally Pair 3 is composed by neurons with the 2 highest firing rates

(ordered indexes 153 and 154).

We remark that with this choice of configuration, the real neurons corre-

sponding to pairs 0 and 3 are the same for all films, but not for pairs 1 and

2. The overview of selected neurons activity is depicted in figures 4.21,4.22

(neurons are re indexed with labels 0 and 1, by its firing rate).

Additionally it is useful to examine the Inter-Spike Interval (ISI) distri-

bution for pairs to be analyzed. We compute two different ISI distributions:

the first one use fixed index (only Intervals on the same neuron are counted)

while the second distribution, that we call ISI-mixed, is computed using the

intervals between each spike and the latest spike on the other neuron. It is

not difficult to show, that for not too high firing rates (as it is in this case), the

ISI-mixed distribution behaves closely as the correlation between neurons.

An step further, the ISI distribution gives us some qualitative information

about how data sparseness will be affected by binning and a first key about

more suitable and plausible monomials. Thanks to the ISI-mixed distribu-

tion taking account of both neurons we have a deeper qualitative insight of

the binning effects, if not generally for all the neuron set, at least concerning

the selected pairs. Indeed, in the short future we will present and include

the crosscorrelograms for the selected pairs.

ISI-fixed results The total amount of ISI larger than 200ms for all pairs

and films are shown together in figure 4.23. This results show that the

middle-high firing rate neurons (corresponding to pair 2) have during films

1,2 and 4 the most clustered activity (most of produced inter-spikes interval

between 65-75% are in the 200ms window), while the middle-low firing rate

neurons (corresponding to pair 1) are a bit less clustered except during the

film 3 where this pair appears with the lowest amount of ISI outside the

200ms window. The biggest difference in clustering between pairs 1 and

2 is found in film 2 where pair 1 has a clustered activity 24% lower than

pair 2. On the other hand for the most active neurons (corresponding to

pair 3), their clustering level appears almost constant during all films and

being relative low (60% of ISI beyond 200ms). Finally and with no surprise

as follows directly from raster plots, the less active neurons (pair 0) got

the sparsest (less clustered) activity level with 80-90% of their ISI beyond

200ms.
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ISI-mixed results While ISI-fixed index histograms tells us about the

clustering of neural activity, it tells very few about the temporal lags and

correlation between those activities. The total amount of ISI-mixed larger

than 200ms for all pairs and films are shown together on a separated figure

4.24. It appears that for all selected pairs the number of inter-neuron ISI

intervals larger than 200ms is at least of 60% (pair 3) and this percentage

achieves indeed the 100% for pair 0. We also note that the lower percentage

of ISI intervals larger than 200ms for both pairs 1 and 2 is achieved during

film 1. While the ISI-mixed structure of high-rate neurons on pair 3 is

almost between trials, pairs 1 and 2 show a diversity of distributions type,

naturally of small percentage.
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Full overview of raster plot from selected neurons for each film
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Figure 4.21: Full Raster plots for the selected 8 neurons New index vs time for film1,2,3,4

What can be inferred from all this? We list our conclusions: Since there
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Zoom overview of raster plot from selected neurons for each film
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Figure 4.22: Zoom on Raster plots for the selected 8 neurons New index vs time for

film1,2,3,4
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200ms, for all pairs and Films.
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is a finite amount of data, we are restrained to treat small range Gibbs po-

tential estimations, up to range 2 to maintain a small level of fluctuations.

Moreover, a millisecond scale modeling seems useless because of the sparse-

ness of data and its very small pairwise correlations in the 0-200ms range.

Therefore, we will examine an All-2 model (full monomial potential of range

2), explicitly given by equation

All-2 (N = 2, L = 12)

ψ(ω) = ω1(1) + ω0(1) + ω0(1)ω1(1) + ω1(0)ω1(1) + ω0(0)ω1(1) + ω1(0)ω0(1)

+ ω0(0)ω0(1) + ω1(0)ω0(1)ω1(1) + ω0(0)ω0(1)ω1(1)

+ ω0(0)ω1(0)ω1(1) + ω0(0)ω1(0)ω0(1) + ω0(0)ω1(0)ω0(1)ω1(1)

while binning the data using bin sizes of 10, 20, 30, 40 ms.

The h̃ for all pairs and films, from different bin sizes are depicted in fig-

ure 4.25. Binning increases the KL error because, by reducing the sparse-

ness of the spike-train then long memory effects become more representa-

tive. Hence a fixed low-range model becomes less adequate to describe the

probabilities or larger blocks. Additionally it is natural that pair 0, which

presents very sparse but asynchronous spikes, to be easily described by a

simple model composed only of few monomials corresponding to firing rates

terms and eventually monomials of consecutive spikes in silent state (pos-
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htilde vs pair for bin(ms)= 10, 20, 30, 40 respec.
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Figure 4.25: Show h̃ for all pairs and films for different bin sizes.

itive coefficients). This explains that it is pair 0 which has the lowest KL

error. Moreover, the fact that the relative performance of each pair respect

the others remains similar with several binning sizes might indicates that

the KL error scales equally with the number of available spikes (i.e the firing

rates of the neuron pair), since the set of available spikes convey the infor-

mation defining (or enabling to estimate) the distribution. Finally, it is clear

that given data sparseness, that the used binning sizes are still insufficient

in order to a range 2 model be able to describe precisely the full temporal

structure of the binned raster, in other words, that the effective memory of

the underlying Markov chain after binning is still greater than 2. However,

given a fixed range model, in the limit of an adequately large bin-size close

the KL divergence respect that model should start instead to decrease.

The negative value of estimated parameters obtained for film 1 with

several bin sizes is depicted in fig. 4.26. We remark that the coefficients

values of the Gibbs distribution can be related with effective interaction

structure and the retina structure. However this analysis remains out of

the scope of this manuscript although some analytical results are known for

theoretical neural dynamical models [25]. For the obtained results we list

the following observations (we refer to the actual value of estimated param-

eters):

• Larger bin sizes imply a small decrease of firing rate coefficients.

• The pair 0, corresponding to the lowest and sparsest neural activity
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presents their associated firing rate coefficients with the most positive

values, and for larger bin sizes with the most negative coefficients for

monomials corresponding to consecutive firings

• Pairwise coefficients reflects the anti-correlation as most of them are

negative, while some are near from zero. Only for pair 3 with bin size

10ms the coefficients of one bin step self-correlation corresponding to

index 3 and 6 are negative.

• Triplets monomial coefficients are diverse, from negative to positive

values, but their small value added to their relative smaller monomial

average indicates a small role in the potential characterization.

• For several pairs their coefficient values do not vary too much with

binning. This might be also an indication that the memory scale of the

underlying effective Markov chain is still larger than 2, in other words,

for this binning size the spike trains statistics such that it is estimated

by a range-2 approximation has not been altered.

Finally, we present the probability diagrams for the estimation of the

All-2 model for each pair during film 1, using bin sizes 10 and 20 ms (see

figure 4.27, 4.28) . The probability diagram depicts the estimated probabil-

ity of words as computed with the estimated Gibbs distribution versus the

empirical probability of different words Since for the pair 0 the firing rates

are so small, the probability of most of the possible words is zero. More

precisely, for pair 0 only the words conformed by a single spike and several

contiguous ’0’ symbols appears with almost the same frequency, up to

several word lengths, so their corresponding position make them to overlie,

which explains that only a few number of points appears in the pair 0 plot.

It is evident that certain number of word probabilities are over estimated,

but their empirical probabilities which are below 1 · 10−5 are just in the limit

of their statistical pertinacy since we recall the total sample duration is

2 ·106ms, that under 10ms bins provide an effective sampling length of 2 ·105.

4.2.4 Analysis on rat retina data

The following data set is courtesy of Bogdan Kolomiets in retina rat. The

technical methods concerning this dataset have been described in [107]. The

particularity of this dataset is that information about the recording chan-

nels correctly separated has been provided, so an analysis of results with

different inter-cell distances. The recoding last about 30 sec. of spontaneous

activity and 60 sec. of evoked potential.
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Estimated coefficients  vs index, for film_1 with bin(ms)= 10, 20, 40 respec.
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Figure 4.26: Negative value (i.e. −λ) of coefficients estimated for an All-2 potential for all

pairs with different bin sizes on film 1.

Figure 4.27: Probability of words vs Empirical Probability. The estimation is done with

an All-2 potential for all pairs with bin size 10ms on film 1. The error lines are µψ(w) =

π(T )(w) ± 3σw with σw given by eq.2.45
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Figure 4.28: Probability of words vs Empirical Probability. The estimation is done with

an All-2 potential for all pairs with bin size 20ms on film 1. The error lines are µψ(w) =

π(T )(w) ± 3σw with σw given by eq.2.45

Analysis of spike train-statistics

The following results correspond to an ongoing work, made in collaboration

with Hassle Nasser using EnaS library. In order to have hints on the REC

circuitry, we applied Ising model to analyze statistics of the data concerning

groups of 7 neurons. The potential is given by:

ψw′ =
N−1
∑

i=0

λiωi(0) +
N−1
∑

i=0

i−1
∑

j=0

λijωi(0)ωj(0).

Figure 4.29 shows the positions of the electrode composing the MEA ar-

ray.

Figure 4.30 shows the λ coefficients for two different sets of 7 neurons

(N0-N6). Knowing that RGC are connected with Gap Juction this sould im-

ply a positive connectivity. However since the values obtained are negative

it seems that this arise from larger order neural interactions.

Figure 4.31 shows the λij for neurons at several distances. These units

present different inter-cell separation. We have found that the coefficient

value first increases and then decrease after a distance of about 300 µm.

The interpretation of this behavior is still in progress.
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Figure 4.29: Scheme and positions of the electrodes composing the MEA

array.

Figure 4.30: Figure shows the λ coefficients for two different sets of 7 neu-

rons (N0-N6). The parameters Li are associated to the firing rate and report

positive values. The Lij denotes the pairwise parameters and they give an

idea about the RGC interaction.
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Figure 4.31: Figure shows the λij for neurons at several distances. The

units are the indexes of neurons in the MEA chip. We have renamed L0LX

the coefficients where the index 0 corresponds to the unit 8, while the index

X corresponds to units: 16, 24, 32, 39, 47. These units are located at various

distances from the unit 8.
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4.3 Binning effects: a simple case study with syn-

thetic data

At the current stage we have made an analysis of binning effects on a toy

model using ENAS Library. These results need to be further developped and

extended to more general potentials.

Protocol The simplest case we analyze is through the spike-train statis-

tics of a single neuron with potential of memory τ + 1 given by ψτ =

−λ0w0(τ) + −λ1w0(τ)w0(0). We generate a spike-train from this potential

of lenght Tmax = 5 ·107 corresponding to time-sampling of 1. We fix a bin size

b = 2, 3, 4, 5 and obtain the associated binned spike-train (b = 1 means that

the original spike-train remains unchanged). Then we proceed to estimate

the Gibbs dristribution for different guess potentials ψτ ′ with τ ′ = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

using always a fixed length T = 1 · 107 to avoid finite size effects to mix up

with the effects especifically associated with the binning procedure.

Test results When binning, the best fitting potential (i.e. ψτ ′ with the low-

est KL-divergence) with respect the binned sequence appears to have lower

memory than the original potential ψτ . However, this process is far from

being a continuous one and a deeper understanding requires the analysis

of amalgamation of symbols and grammar effects of binning. As our result

shows, there are two generalities we may state:

• The best fitting potential ψτ ′ is such that outperforms all the other

candidates, i.e, for the difference of KL divergences η = h̃(ψτ ′ , π
(T )) −

h̃(ψτ , π
(T )) between all the possible combinations of pair of potentials

and the binned sequence the surface locates above zero. We have found

that, if the original potential (ψτ ) has a memory-lag value τ + 1 which

divides exactly by the bin size b, then the best suited potential of the

form ψτ ′ for the binned sequence will have a memory-lag equal to the

ratio τ ′ + 1 = (τ + 1)/b . Figure 4.32 shows a ψτ potential with this

correct memory lag is shown outperforming another choice of potential.

Their KL difference is always above zero positive at different regions

of the surface (λ0, λ1) and , in particular it is of order ∼ 10−3.

• If the bin size b do not divides exactly τ + 1, there would be not only

one but two best suited potentials ψτ ′ , with τ ′ + 1 corresponding to the

two integer values closest to the obtained ratio τ ′ + 1 = ⌊(τ + 1)/b⌋ and

τ ′ + 1 = ⌊(τ + 1)/b⌋ + 1, where ⌊⌋ denotes the integer part fonction.

These two models will outperform each other at different regions of the

surface (λ0, λ1), although the KL difference between both has magnitud
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order ∼ 10−5, much smaller than their difference agaist other models,

. This small difference is depicted in figure 4.33.

• Furthermore, if there is no positive τ which divides exactly by the bin

size b, but still b < τ + 1, it appears that by side effect, the best fitting

potential is the ψ1 but this is not very significatif since it is not too

much better than the other models.

• Finally if b ≥ τ+1, the original memory structure has been fully hidden

by the binning and therefore all ψτ models describe equivalently the

spike-train statistics.

As a conclusion, for this simple family of time-correlated models we can bin

the sequence hopefully without changing a lot the structure while eveidently

the use of a very large bin size makes one to loose all the memory structure.

However, in a more complex scenario the simultaneous presence of several

monomials associated to different time-correlations might increase the se-

quence sensibility to amalgamation effects induced by binning procedures

in a way that such “ideal bin size” does not exist. Finally, we recall through

figure 4.34 that the best approximated statistical description of a binned

sequence might can not be as good as the best approximated statistical de-

scription of the unbinned raster; evidently, in general binning causes a loose

of information.
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Figure 4.32: Example of the case when there is only one ideal “bin size” and hence a unique

best-fitting-"after-binning" model: h̃ difference between two different ψτ models, estimated

using a binned sequence as fonction of the coefficients of the original generating potential.

Since the surface is always above zero. Indeed the second potential has always lower KL-

divergence with respect to the binned sequence that othe choice of potential.
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best-fitting-"after-binning" model: h̃ difference between two different ψτ models, estimated
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Since the surface is not always above zero, but its values are very small therefore both models

performs equally with respect to the binned sequence. Furthermore, these two potentials

have always lower KL-divergence with respect to the binned sequence that other choices of

potential.
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4.4 Conclusions

Thanks to the use of synthetic data we have validated our implementation

and show its properties as for instance, its well behavior with respect to the

over-estimation and also the finite size effects.

Regarding the biological data analysis, our results correspond to a first

approach to the different difficulties one can encounter when applying our

framework to a variety of biological data. In particular, we have shown

that the analysis of biological data is not straightforward since our method

present several limitations in the number of cells and the range of the ap-

proximating model we can use, in particular with respect of the total amount

of data limited to NR=20 for the current EnaS version. We have seen that

selecting and adequate binning size is a non trivial problem. For instance,

it small bins on sparse data have shown to have small effect in approximat-

ing the underlying distribution. On the other hand incorrect binning might

produce degenerate results with non-sparse data. Additionally, the identi-

fication of the pertinent neural subsets when a large number of neurons is

available is not yet clear and information theory tools might help to making

the good choice. A future step will be to compare reliable estimations with

fixed range models over the most informative neurons, for several stimuli in

order to unravel the connection between stimuli encoding and the obtained

Gibbs distributions.

In summary the latter applications to the analysis of Biological data

are preliminary, but they have greatly helped us to gain insights about the

framework and how the implementation behaves facing real data sets and

also they have confronted us with several other issues/difficulties arising

when treating real data. Thanks to this recently acquired knowledge, we

expect be able to extend our data analysis in the short future and provide

more interesting results from the biological perspective.

As a final remark, we have shown an examples of binning effects over

synthetical data generated from a simple statistical model. In particular

memory structure can be collapsed in different ways, and this may cause the

multiplicity of the best possible models choices. In this very simple example,

we have show that if the memory depth is a integer factor of the bin size, the

best fitting minimal potential is unique.
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Chapter 5

Gibbs Distributions as
Statistical Models for Neural
Networks with Synaptic
Plasticity

Overview

The aim of this chapter is to show the application of Gibbs Distributions

framework to describe the activity of neural networks with synaptic plastic-

ity mechanisms, or say differently, how Gibbs distributions may arise from

synaptic adaptation mechanisms. This chapter is organized as follows. In

the first part, we discuss some generalities about neural modelling and neu-

ral dynamics. We also introduce some basic models of neural activity for

which some analytical results about their network dynamics are known. In

particular, we can prove that there exist a one-to-one correspondence be-

tween spike train and membrane potential trajectories for such networks.

Then, for the specific case of a simplified model consisting in a discrete-time

Leaky-Intregrate-and-fire neural networks, we recall analytical results re-

cently appeared that proves the existence of a Gibbs distribution describing

its spike-train statistics. Using our ENAS implementation, presented in

chapter 4, a numerical example of this result is presented.
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5.1 From neuron dynamics to Gibbs Distributions

Essentially we discuss in this section how neural dynamics described as dy-

namical system can be related to spike statistics described by Gibbs distri-

butions via ergodic theory. We will present more rigourously the thermody-

namic formalism material used in the thesis and discuse some details about

the validity of the required assumptions. Though all quantities defined be-

low depend on γ, we have dropped this dependence, which is not central

here, in order to alleviate notations. We follow [102, 139, 30, 29] in the pre-

sentation of Gibbs measures in ergodic theory.

5.1.1 A brief introduction to Modeling aspects

The most basic model of a neural network, considering neurons as logical

gates, i.e. with only two possible internal states, was devised by Pitts and

McCulloch in 1943. A neuron has a few entries provided by the outputs of

other neurons. These inputs are summed up and then determine the state

of the neuron by comparison to a certain threshold value. If the signal is

larger than the threshold the neuron is active; otherwise it is inactive. Af-

ter the Hodgkin-Huxley model (for details [84]), a more accurate description

of each neuron was possible; specifically the mechanisms generating action

potential where described, including as most important improvements the

explicit inclusion of time and explicit time evolving value of voltage of mem-

brane Potential and Inputs to the neuron.

Currently, there exists a diversity of neural dynamical models, analyses

at different network scales and synaptic models with several degrees of de-

tail. We could build a kind of general landscape of neural modeling. If we

imagine the neuron description level as an axe going from binary state to

the Hodgkin-Huxley model, there is another axe that we could call "neuron

population" where the lowest level is a single isolated neuron, then a few

neurons, then including weakly coupled populations and finally a large pop-

ulation and groups of populations. Moreover, considering differents models

for the synapse, i.e. the types and detail of chemical interactions, one has a

third axe. Obviously, for each system there may exist languages and meth-

ods more appropriated than others going from dynamical systems and bifur-

cation theory to Ergodic theory, probability theory and statistical mechanics,

including graph theory and others. Depending on the parameters and struc-

ture, neural networks can exhibit complex collective behaviour arising from

non-linearity of equations. although those effects can be often described by

a few order parameters. In particular, neural networks can exhibit quite

complex dynamics, like chaos, requiring a combination of methods from dy-

namical system theory, ergodic theory and statistical physics, to be studied
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and analysed. We provide here an example of this.

5.1.2 Neuron dynamics.

Neural state.

We consider a set of N neurons. Each neuron i is characterized by its state,

Xi, which belongs to some compact set I ∈ IR
M . M is the number of variables

characterizing the state of one neuron (we assume that all neurons are de-

scribed by the same number of variables). A typical example is an integrate

and fire model whereM = 1 andXi = Vi is the membrane potential of neuron

i and I = [Vmin, Vmax] (see examples of section 2.5 in [26]). Other examples

are provided by conductances based models of Hodgkin-Huxley type1 [84].

Then Xi = (Vi,mi, ni, hi) where mi, ni are respectively the activation vari-

able for Sodium and Potassium channels and hi is the inactivation variable

for the Sodium channel.

We focus here on cases where the evolution of these N neurons is given

by a deterministic discrete-time dynamical system of form:

X(t+ 1) = Fγ [X(t)] (5.1)

where X = {Xi}Ni=1 represents the dynamical state of a network of N neu-

rons at time t, while time is discrete (for a discussion on time discretisation

in spiking neural networks see [28]). Thus X ∈ M = IN where M is the

phase space of (5.1), and Fγ(M) ⊂ M. The map Fγ : M → M depends on a

set of parameters γ ∈ IR
P . The typical case considered here is γ =

(

W, I(ext)
)

where W is the matrix of synaptic weights and I(ext) is some external cur-

rent, assumed to be independent of time in the present chapter (Two ex-

plicit examples can be found in section 2.5 of [26]). Thus γ is a point in a

P = N2 +N dimensional space of control parameters.

Natural partition.

Neurons are excitable systems. Namely, neuron i “fires” (emits a spike or

action potential), whenever its state Xi belongs to some connected region P1

of its phase space. Otherwise, it is quiescent (X ∈ P0 = I \ P1). In Integrate

and Fire models neuron i fires whenever its membrane potential Vi exceeds

some threshold θ. In this case, the corresponding region is P1 = [θ, Vmax].

In Fitzhugh-Nagumo [62, 63, 129] or Hodgkin-Huxley model [84], the firing

corresponds to the crossing of a manifold called the threshold separatrix

1Note that Hodgkin-Huxley equations are differential equations, while (5.1) corresponds

to a discrete time evolution. We assume that we have discretized time with a time scale

that can be arbitrary small. A detailed discussion on these aspects for conductance based IF

models has been presented in [28]. Some further comments are given below.
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[42] which separates the phase space into two connected regions P0 and P1.

For N identical neurons this leads to a “natural partition” P of the product

phase space M. Call Λ = {0, 1}N , ω = (ωi)
N
i=1 ∈ Λ. Then, P = {Pω}ω∈Λ,

where Pω = Pω1 ×Pω2 × · · · × PωN . Equivalently, if X ∈ Pω, all neurons such

that ωi = 1 are firing while neurons such that ωk = 0 are quiescent. We call

therefore ω a “spiking pattern”.

Raster plots.

To each initial condition X ∈ M we associate a “raster plot” ω = {ω(t)}+∞
t=0

such that X(t) ∈ Pω(t),∀t ≥ 0. We write X ⇀ ω. Thus, ω is the sequence of

spiking patterns displayed by the neural network when prepared with the

initial condition X. On the other way round, we say that an infinite sequence

ω = {ω(t)}+∞
t=0 is an admissible raster plot if there exists X ∈ M such that

X ⇀ ω. We call Σγ the set of admissible raster plots for the set of parameters

γ.

0
1

1
1

0
0 0

1

2

1

1 0 1 1 0 0 ....
0 1 0 1 1 0 ....Raster

plot.

θ

θ

X

X

Figure 5.1: The phase space M (here represented for N = 2 neurons with constant thresh-

old) is partitioned in 2N parts Pω =
QN

i=1 Pωi
, ω being a spiking pattern. In this way, one

associates naturally to an orbit of (5.1) a raster plot.

The dynamics (5.1) induce a dynamics on the set of raster plot in the

following way:

X
Fγ

−→
Fγ(X)

⇂ ⇂

ω
σγ

−→
σγ(ω)

In this construction σγ, called the “left shift”, shifts the raster plot left-

wise at each time step of the dynamics. Thus, in some sense, raster plots
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provide a code for the orbits of (5.1). But, the correspondence may not be

one-to-one. That is why we use the notation ⇀ instead of →.

5.1.3 Ergodic measures.

Fix φ a continuous function. The time average of φ along the orbit of X is

given by

πX(φ) = lim
T→∞

1

T

T
∑

t=0

φ(X(t)).

If µ is an invariant measure2, then, according to Birkhoff theorem, this limit

exists for µ-almost every X. Standard theorems in ergodic theory ensure

that (5.1) has at least one invariant measure [100] but there are typically

many. Among them, ergodic measures play a distinguished role. An in-

variant measure µ is ergodic if any real measurable invariant function is

µ-almost surely constant. As a corollary of Birkhoff ’s theorem πX(φ) = µ(φ),

for µ-almost every X, where µ(φ) =
∫

φdµ is the expectation of φ with respect

to µ. Namely, the empirical average πX(φ) is equal to the “ensemble” average

µ(φ) whatever the initial condition, provided it is chosen in the support of µ.

Any invariant measure can be written as a convex decomposition of ergodic

measures.

5.1.4 Raster plots statistics.

Fix n > 0, a set of times t1, . . . tn, and a set of prescribed spiking patterns

ω(t1) . . .ω(tn). The set of raster plots ω′ ∈ Σγ such that ω′(tk) = ω(tk), k =

1 . . . n contains therefore raster plots where the spiking patterns at pre-

scribed times t1 . . . tn are imposed (cylinder set). By (countable) intersection

and union of cylinder sets one can generate all possible events in Σγ, such as

“neuron i is firing at time t1”, or “neuron i1 is firing at time t1, and neuron i2
is firing at time t2, . . . and neuron in is firing at time tn”, etc . . . .

The statistical properties of raster plots are inherited from the sta-

tistical properties of orbits of (5.1), via the correspondence ν[C] =

µ [{X ⇀ ω,ω ∈ C}], where C is a cylinder set. Thus, ν is an ergodic prob-

ability measure on the set of raster plots Σγ. ν(C) can be estimated by the

time-empirical average:

π(T )(C) =
1

T

T
∑

t=1

χ(σtγω ∈ C) (5.2)

where χ is the indicatrix function. Namely, call:

πω(.) = lim
T→∞

π(T )(.), (5.3)

2Namely µ(Fγ
−1A) = Fγ (A) for any measurable set A ⊂ M.
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the empirical measure for the raster plot ω, then:

ν = πω (5.4)

for ν-almost every ω. Equivalently, the time average of some function φ :

Σγ → IR is given by:

π
(T )
ω̃ (φ) =

1

T

T
∑

t=1

φ(σtω̃) (5.5)

and, as T → ∞:

πω̃(φ) = lim
T→∞

π
(T )
ω̃ (φ) = ν(φ), (5.6)

for ν-almost every ω. Thus, ν characterizes the averages obtained from ex-

perimental raster plots.

5.1.5 Thermodynamic formalism.

Potentials.

This definition of potential extends beyond the Markov case. Fix 0 < Θ < 1.

We define a metric on Σ by dΘ(ω, ω′) = Θp, where p is the largest integer

such that ω(t) = ω(t′), 1 ≤ t ≤ p − 1. (The related topology thus structures

the fact that raster plots coincide until t = p− 1).

For a continuous function ψ : Σ → IR and n ≥ 1 define

varnψ = sup
{

|ψ(ω) − ψ(ω′)| : ω(t) = ω′(t), 1 ≤ i ≤ n
}

.

We denote by C(Σ) the space of continuous real functions ψ such that

varnψ → 0 as n→ ∞.

ψ ∈ C(Σ) is called a potential if varn(ψ) ≤ C Θn, n = 1, 2 . . . , where

C is some positive constant3. Equivalently, ψ is Holder. For a positive

integer R a range-R potential is a potential such that ψ(ω) = ψ(ω′), if

ω(t) = ω′(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ R. That is, ψ depends only on the r first spiking patterns

ω(1), . . . ,ω(R). Examples are ωi1(0) (range 1 potential), ωi1(0)ωi2(k) (range k

potential), ωi1(0)ωi2(k)ωi3(l) (range max(k, l) potential), etc, . . . . We remark

that we can integrate the grammar into a potential ψ such that ψ(ω) = 0 is

ω is allowed, and ψ(ω) = −∞ otherwise.

3This condition is analogous to the potential decay ensuring the existence of a thermody-

namic limit in statistical mechanics [161, 124]. In the present context it ensures that Gibbs

measures coincides with equilibrium states.
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Gibbs measure.

According to [17] which is the more general definition that we now, although

equivalent definitions exist (see e.g. [164]).

Given a regular potential ψ and n a positive integer, set S(n)ψ(ω) =
∑n−1

t=0 ψ(σtω). Assume that the transition matrix of the shift σ is primitive.

Then, there is a unique ergodic measure µψ for which one can find some con-

stants P (ψ), c1, c2 with 0 < c1 ≤ 1 ≤ c2 such that for all n ≥ 1 and for all

ω ∈ Σ:

c1 ≤
µψ

(

[ω]n−1
0

)

exp(−nP (ψ) + S(n)ψ(ω))
≤ c2. (5.7)

Basically, the condition (5.7) expresses that the measure of the cylinder

[ω]n−1
0 behaves like

µψ

(

[ω]n−1
0

)

∼ expS(n)ψ(ω)

Z(n)(ψ)
, (5.8)

where the the normalisation factor Z(n)(ψ) is defined below in eq. 5.9. We

retrieve therefore the classical form of Gibbs distribution where spin chains

are replaced by sequences of spiking patterns.

Topological pressure. Set

Z(n)(ψ) =
∑

ω∈Σ(n)

expS(n)ψ(ω), (5.9)

where Σ(n) is the set of admissible cylinders of length n, corresponds to

the partition function in statistical physics. As a further link to statistical

physics one has:

P (ψ) = lim
n→∞

1

n
log
[

Z(n)(ψ)
]

(5.10)

which is analogous to a free energy.

Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius operator.

The Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius (RPF) operator for the potential ψ, denoted by

Lψ, acts on functions g ∈ C(Σ) as Lψg(ω) =
∑

ω′=σω e
ψ(ω′)g(ω′). This op-

erator has a unique maximal eigenvalue sψ = eP [ψ] associated to a right

eigenfunction bψ and a left eigenfunction ρψ (probability measure) such that

Lψbψ(ω) = sbψ(ω) and
∫

Lψvdρψ = s
∫

vdρψ, for all v ∈ C(Σ). The remain-

ing part of the spectrum is located in a disk in the complex plane, of radius

strictly lower than s. Finally, for all v ∈ C(Σ)

1

sn
Lnψv → bψ

∫

vdρψ. (5.11)
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The Gibbs measure is νψ = bψρψ.

Given ψ and knowing its right eigenfunction bψ and pressure P [ψ] one

can construct a new potential:

Ψ(ω) = ψ(ω) − log(bψ(σω)) + log(bψ(ω)) − P [ψ] , (5.12)

such that LΨ1 = 1, where 1 is the constant function 1(ω) = 1. Such a poten-

tial is called “normalised”. Its pressure is zero.

If ψ has a finite range R then the RPF operator reduces to a matrix,

bψ has range R − 1 and is the right eigenvector of this matrix with largest

eigenvalue eP [ψ]. Thus, bψ and P [ψ] can be easily determined. The ma-

trix corresponding to the normalised potential Ψ is the stochastic matrix of

a Markov chain. Then, the convergence property (5.11), which reduces to

classical properties of Markov chains [171, 66], can be used to generate a

raster plot distributed according to a Gibbs distribution with a potential ψ.

Moreover, for νψ-almost-every raster plot ω:

lim
T→+∞

π(T ) [jω(1) . . .ω(r − 1)]

π(T ) [ω(1) . . .ω(r)]
= eΨ(jω(1)...ω(r−1)) (5.13)

This allows to obtain of Ψ numerically.

Properties of the topological pressure.

The topological pressure is a convex functional of the potentials i.e.

P [αψ1 + (1 − α)ψ2] ≤ αP [ψ1] + (1 − α)P [ψ2] ; α ∈ [0, 1]. (5.14)

Like the free energy, the topological pressure is a generating functional.

For example,

∂P [ψ + αφ]

∂α

∣

∣

∣

∣

α=0

= µψ[φ], (5.15)

where µψ[φ] is the average value of φ with respect to µψ, and:

∂2P [ψ + α1φ1 + α2φ2]

∂α1∂α2

∣

∣

∣

∣

α1=α2=0

=
+∞
∑

t=−∞
Cφ1φ2(t), (5.16)

where:

Cφ1φ2(t) =
[

µψ
(

φ1 ◦ σtφ2

)

− µψ(φ1)µψ(φ2)
]

, (5.17)

is the correlation function of φ1, φ2 at time t. Note that the equality (5.16) is

known in statistical physics under the name of fluctuation-dissipation theo-

rem.
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Gibbs measure and variational principle.

The Gibbs measure obeys a variational principle. Let ν be a σ-invariant

measure. Call:

h(n) [ν] = −
∑

ω∈Σ(n)

ν
(

[ω]n−1
0

)

log ν
(

[ω]n−1
0

)

. (5.18)

Then,

h [ν] = lim
n→∞

h(n) [ν]

n
(5.19)

is the entropy of ν. Let Minv be the set of invariant measures for σ, then:

P (ψ) = sup
ν∈Minv

(h [ν] + ν [ψ]) = h [µψ] + µψ [ψ] . (5.20)

µψ is called an equilibrium state, as it maximises some version of the (neg)

free energy.

5.2 Spike train statistics in a simulated Neural

Network

5.2.1 A basic Neural Network Model: the BMS Model.

The Leaky-Integrate-and-Fire (LIF) model is probably the best-known ex-

ample of a formal spiking neuron model. Additionally, ‘IF models are good

enough” to approximate biological neurons spike trains [96]. See [156] for

a recent illustration of this. Here we use discrete-time LIF model intro-

duced by Soula et al. (BMS) in [185] which was mathematically analysed in

[24, 28].

From a LIF model to a discrete-time spiking neuron model.

In this section we present the correct discretization of a LIF model, which

has been introduced in [185] and called BMS. The discretization process is

carried out thanks to the well-done analogy presented in [70] between a RC

circuit and a biological neuron.

From this work, it is proposed the neuron membrane potential Vi(t), dur-

ing the quiescient state, to be described by a differential equation:

dVi(t)

dt
= −Vi(t)

τ
+
Ii(t)

C

where τ = RC is the time required for the voltage to fall to V0 and is called

the time constant.

Then, we consider that the spiking neuron model will be used in nu-

merical simulations, thus the Euler method is applied in order to solve the
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differential equation. Then we fix some constant values, such as the sam-

pling time scale dt = 1 and the capacitance C = 1. Finally, we consider that

γ = 1 − 1
τ
, where τ ≥ 1, thus γ ∈ [0, 1[, the equation reads:

Vi(t+ dt) − Vi(t)

dt
= −Vi(t)

τ
+
Ii(t)

C

and setting dt = 1,

Vi[t+ 1] = Vi[k] −
Vi[k]

τ
+
Ii(t)

C

Vi[t+ 1] = Vi[k]
(

1 − 1

τ

)

+
Ii[k]

C

Vi[t+ 1] = γVi[k] +
Ii[k]

C

Vi[k + 1] = γVi[k] + Ii[k]

Additionally, we may include in this equation the after-firing reset mech-

anism. Let us denote by Z(V [k]) the indicator function χ[θ,+∞[(V [k]), where θ

is the membrane spiking threshold and χA(x) = 1 if x ∈ A and 0 otherwise.

More precisely Z(V ) defines the firing state of the neuron. Then we intro-

duce a reset term (1−Z(V )) to act once that it neuron has reached the fixed

firing threshold θ. Thus, the discrete-time neuron model reads [24]:

Vi[k] = γVi[k − 1](1 − Z(Vi[k − 1])) + Ii[k] (5.21)

The network model

The model is defined as follows. Denote by Wij the synaptic weight of neuron

j over neuron i, Iexti an external input on neuron i. Each neuron is submitted

to noise, modeled by an additional input, σBBi(t), with σB > 0 and where the

Bi(t)’s are Gaussian, independent, centered random variable with variance

1. The network dynamics is given by:

Vi(t+ 1) = γ Vi (1 − Z[Vi(t)]) +
N
∑

j=1

WijZ[Vj(t)] + Iexti +σBBi(t); i = 1 . . . N,

(5.22)

where γ ∈ [0, 1[ is the leak in this discrete time model (γ = 1 − dt
τ

). The

equation (5.22) implements both the integrate and firing regime. It turns

out that this time-discretization of the standard integrate-and-Fire neuron

model, which as discussed in e.g. [89], provides a rough but realistic approx-

imation of biological neurons behaviors. Its dynamics has been fully char-

acterized for σB = 0 in [24] while the dynamics with noise is investigated

in [25]. Its links to more elaborated models closer to biology is discussed in

[28].
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5.2.2 Exact spike trains statistics.

The spike train statistics of model (5.22) is known explicitly [25]. We de-

scribe this results here. For σB > 0 in eq (5.22), it has been proved that

there is a unique Gibbs distribution in this model, in the sense given in sec-

tion 5.1, whose potential is given by:

ψ([ω]0−∞) =
N
∑

i=1

[

ωi(0) log

(

π

(

θ − Ci(ω)

σi(ω)

))

+ (1 − ωi(0)) log

(

1 − π

(

θ − Ci(ω)

σi(ω)

))]

,

(5.23)

where π(x) = 1√
2π

∫ +∞
x

e−
u2

2 du, ω = [ω]−1
−∞, Ci(ω) =

∑N
j=1Wijxij(ω) +

Iexti
1−γt+1−τi(ω)

1−γ , xij(ω) =
∑t

l=τi(ω) γ
t−lωj(l), σ2

i (ω) = σ2
B

1−γ2(t+1−τi(ω))

1−γ2 . Finally,

τi(ω) is the last time, before t = −1, where neuron i has fired, in the se-

quence ω (with the convention that τi(ω) = −∞ for the sequences such that

ωi(n) = 0, ∀n < 0).

This potential has infinite range, however range R ≥ 1 approximations

exist, that consist in replacing ω = [ω]−1
−∞ by [ω]−1

−R in (5.23). The KL di-

vergence between the Gibbs measure of the approximated potential and the

exact measure decays like γR. Recall that finite range potentials admit a

polynomial expansion of form (2.17).

This is the only example that we know of explicit Gibbs distributions and

explicit justification of the polynomial expansion. In particular. the Ising

model is the worst after the Bernoulli, since it does not consider the memory

terms arising in eq.5.23 [8]

5.2.3 Numerical estimation of spike train statistics

Here we have considered only one example of model (5.22) (more extended

simulations and results will be provided elsewhere). It consists of 4 neurons,

with a sparse connectivity matrix so that there are neurons without synaptic

interactions. The synaptic weights matrix is:

W =







0 −0.568 1.77 0

1.6 0 −0.174 0

0 0.332 0 −0.351

0 1.41 −0.0602 0






,

while γ = 0.1, σB = 0.25, Iexti = 0.5.

First, one can compute directly the theoretical entropy of the model

using the results exposed in the previous section: the entropy of the range-R

approximation, that can be computed with our formalism, converges expo-

nentially fast with R to the entropy of the infinite range potential. For these

parameters, the asymptotic value is h = 0.57.
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Then, we generate a raster of length T = 107 for the 4 neurons and we

compute the KL divergence between the empirical measure and several po-

tentials including:

• (i) The range-R approximation of (5.23), denoted ψ(R). Note that ψ(R)

does not contain all monomials. In particular, it does not have the Ising

term (the corresponding coefficient is zero).

• (ii) A Bernoulli model ψBer;

• (iii) An Ising model ψIs;

• (iv) A one-time step Ising Markov model (as proposed in [120]) ψMEDF

4 ;

• (v) A range-R model containing all monomials ψall.

Here we can compute the KL divergence since we known the theoretical

entropy. The results are presented in the table (5.1). Note that the esti-

mated KL divergence of range-1 potentials slightly depend on R since the

L(ψ) matrix, and thus the pressure, depend on R.

Table 5.1: Kullback-Leibler divergence between the empirical measure of a raster gen-

erated by (5.22) (See text for the parameters value) and the Gibbs distribution, for several

statistical models.

ψ(R) ψBer ψIs ψMEDF ψall

R=1 0.379 0.379 0.312 1.211 0.309
R=2 0.00883 0.299871 0.256671 0.257068 0.0075
R=3 -0.001 0.250736 0.215422 0.200534 0.0001

We observe that our procedure recovers the fact that the range-R po-

tential ψ(R) is the best to approximate the empirical measure, in the sense

that it minimizes the KL divergence and that it has the minimal number of

terms (ψall does as good as ψ(R) for the KL divergence but it contains more

monomials whose coefficient (almost) vanish in the estimation).

5.3 Synaptic Plasticity in neural networks

5.3.1 General overview

The notion of neural code and information cannot be separated from the ca-

pacity of neuronal networks to evolve and adapt by plasticity mechanisms,

4or equivalently, a RPTD-1 from (4.1)
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and especially synaptic plasticity. The latter occurs at many levels of orga-

nization and time scales in the nervous system [13]. It is of course involved

in memory and learning mechanisms, but it also alters excitability of brain

area and regulates behavioural states (e.g. transition between sleep and

wakeful activity). Therefore, understanding the effects of synaptic plastic-

ity on neurons dynamics is a crucial challenge. On experimental grounds,

different synaptic plasticity mechanisms have been exhibited from the Heb-

bian’s ones [80] to Long Term Potentiation (LTP) and Long Term Depres-

sion (LTD), and more recently to Spike Time Dependent Plasticity (STDP)

[119, 12] (see [48, 71, 40] for a review). Modeling these mechanisms requires

both a bottom-up and top-down approach.

This issue is tackled, on theoretical grounds, by inferring “synaptic up-

dates rules” or “learning rules” from biological observations [207, 13, 127]

and extrapolating, by theoretical or numerical investigations, the effects of

such synaptic rule on such neural network model. This bottom-up approach

relies on the belief that there are “canonical neural models” and “canonical

plasticity rules” capturing the most essential features of biology. Unfortu-

nately, this results in a plethora of canonical “candidates” and a huge num-

ber of papers and controversies. In an attempt to clarify and unify the over-

all vision, some researchers have proposed to associate learning rules and

their dynamical effects to general principles, and especially to“variational”

or “optimality” principles, where some functional has to be maximised or

minimised [49, 150, 151, 15, 34, 200, 201]. Therefore, in these “top-down”

approaches, plasticity rules “emerge” from first principles. Unfortunately,

in most examples, the validations of these theories has been restricted to

considering isolated neurons submitted to input spike trains with ad hoc

statistics (typically, Poisson distributed with independent spikes [200, 201]).

However, addressing the effect of synaptic plasticity in neuronal net-

works where dynamics is emerging from collective effects and where spikes

statistics are constrained by this dynamics seems to be of central impor-

tance. This is the point of view raised in the present chapter the thesis,

where, we focus the BMS model, which is a simplification of real neurons.

Even in this case, this issue is subject to two main difficulties. On one hand,

one must identify the generic collective dynamical regimes displayed by the

model for different choices of parameters (including synaptic weights). On

the other hand, one must analyse the effects of varying synaptic weights

when applying plasticity rules. This requires to handle a complex interwo-

ven evolution where neurons dynamics depends on synapses and synapses

evolution depends on neuron dynamics. The first aspect has been addressed

by several authors using mean-field approaches (see e.g. [163] and refer-

ences therein), “Markovian approaches” [186], or dynamical system theory
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(see [27] and references therein). The second aspect has, up to our knowl-

edge, been investigated theoretically in only a few examples with Hebbian

learning [46, 179, 180] or discrete time Integrate and Fire models with an

STDP like rule [184, 185] and is further addressed here.

5.3.2 Mathematical Formulation of Synaptic plasticity.

Synaptic plasticity corresponds to the evolution of synaptic efficacy (synap-

tic weights). More precisely, in our notations, Wij essentially provides the

maximal amplitude of the post-synaptic potential induced, at the synapse

linking j to i, when neuron j fires a spike. At the present moment no simple

model can account by itself the full diversity of experimental results. How-

ever, it exists a separation naturally imposed whether the model accounts

or not directly non-linear contributions of spikes. Following [72], in order to

get a generic STDP model the first step is to assume that

d

dt
Wij(t) = g

(

Wij(t);V
post
i (t− Ts < t), V pre

j (t− Ts < t)
)

(5.24)

where V (t̄ < t) denotes the membrane potential history from a time t− T to

t, and indexes post et pre recall that neuron i is the post-synaptic neuron and

the neuron j the presynaptic neuron. The next step will consist in propose a

Volterra series expansion of this functional. In the following, we will assume

that we can neglect the information given by the membrane potential evolu-

tion and use instead the ’spike-time history’ or more formally the raster code

on the past time T

Synapses update as an integration over spikes trains.

In this approximation, synaptic weights evolve in time according to the

spikes emitted by the pre- and post- synaptic neuron. In other words, the

variation of Wij , (as introduced in 5.22,at time t is a function of the spiking

sequences of neurons i and j from time t− T to time t, where T is time scale

characterizing the width of the spike trains influencing the synaptic change.

Here we consider a discrete-time synaptic change of type eq. 5.24, thus the

synapse update writes:

δWij(t+ 1) = g
(

Wij(t), [ωi]
t
t−T , [ωj ]

t
t−T
)

, t > T, (5.25)

with [ωi]
t
t−T = [ωi(t − T ) . . . ωi(t)], thus denoting a single unit of the whole

block [ω]tt−T . Thus, typically, synaptic adaptation results from an integration

of spikes over the time scale T .
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Spikes responses of synapses.

The synaptic variation δWij is the integrated response of the synapse from

neuron j to neuron i when neuron j sends a spike sequence [ωj ]
t
t−T and neu-

ron i fires according to [ωi]
t
t−T . This response is not a deterministic function,

while g is. Thus (5.25) is an approximation. As a matter of fact, the ex-

plicit form of g is usually derived from phenomenological considerations as

well as experimental results where synaptic changes can be induced by spe-

cific simulations conditions, defined through the firing frequency of pre- and

post-synaptic neurons [14, 55], the membrane potential of the post-synaptic

neuron [6], or spike timing [112, 119, 12] (see [117] for a review). Thus,

these results are usually based on a repetition of experiments involving the

excitation of pre- and post-synaptic neurons by specific spike trains. The

phenomenological plasticity rules derived from these experiments are there-

fore of statistical nature. Namely, they do not tell us what will be the exact

changes induced on synapses when this or this spike train is applied to pre-

and post-synaptic neuron. Instead, they provide us the average synaptic

change. Thus, the function g(Wij , [ωi]
t
t−T , [ωj ]

t
t−T ) in (5.25) is typically a sta-

tistical average of the synaptic response when the spike train of neuron j

(resp. i) is [ωj ]
t
t−T (resp. [ωi]

t
t−T ), and the actual synaptic weight value is

Wij .

In this thesis we have investigated the effects of synaptic plasticity rules

where the characteristic time scale Ts is quite a bit larger than the time

scale of evolution of the neurons. Namely, we consider slow adaptation rules.

In this situation the synaptic weights update can be written as a function

of the empirical average (5.2) over the spike train. We therefore consider

adaptation rules of form:

g (Wij , ) = ǫπ(T )
[

φij(Wij , [ω]tt−Ts)
]

. (5.26)

where ǫ is a parameter that will be typically small, π(T ) is the empirical

average as defined in (5.2) over a time window T , Ts is the interspike

interval relevant for the synaptic plasticity5 (seethe examples below), and

finally φij(Wij , [ω]tt−Ts) is a function that we explicit in the next paragraph,

corresponding to the monomial expansion of the interspike plasticity inter-

action.

Following [71] canonical form of adaptation rules use an expansion in sin-

glet, pairs, triplets etc of spikes. Formally, one may write a generic form for

these rules. Let us denote L ≡ P(1, Ts), L i.e. be the finite set of finite ordered

5This value depends on the internal synaptic mechanisms like the chemical interaction

time-scale
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lists of integers ∈ {−Ts,−Ts + 1, . . . , 0} with the form l(n) = (t1, t2, . . . , tn)

with −Ts ≤ t1 < t2 < · · · < tn ≤ 0 and 0 < n < Ts. Let us consider all

monomials (see chapter 2) mi,l(n) containing only activities of neuron i and

determined by l(n), i.e., a function mi,l(n)([ω]0−Ts) = ωi(t1) . . . ωi(tn). Addition-

ally, we fix Ts <∞, the interspike plasticity interaction as a positive integer.

Then, we can write the functional φij(Wij , [ω]tt−Ts) as a linear combination of

products of mi,l(n)mj,l′(n):

φij(Wij , [ω]tt−Ts) =
∑

l1,l2∈L
hijl1l2(Wij)mi,l1([ωi]

t
t−T )mj,l2([ωj ]

t
t−T ), (5.27)

where hijl1l2(Wij) are the parametric coefficients (λ) as introduced in chap-

ter 2, and corresponds to smooth functions of Wij . They can be constant,

linear functions of Wij (“multiplicative” rules) or nonlinear functions allow-

ing for example to constrain Wij within bounded values (e.g. hard bound

or soft bounds rules). The form (5.27) is the most general form of synaptic

adaptation rules considered in this manuscript

Examples of adaptation rule instantiation.

Hebbian learning uses firing rates. A typical example corresponds to

gij(Wij , [ωi]
t
t−T , [ωj ]

t
t−T ) = ǫ 1

T

∑t
s1,s2=t−T (ωi(s1) − ri(s1))(ωj(s2) − rj(s2) (cor-

relation rule) where ri(t) = 1
T

∑t
s=t−T ωi(s) is the frequency rate of neuron i

in the raster plot ω, computed in the time windows [t−T, t]. For this case we

do not explicit the form of φij but only remark that it is independent of Wij .

Spike-Time Dependent Plasticity as derived from Bi and Poo [12] pro-

vides the average amount of synaptic variation given the delay between the

pre- and post-synaptic spike. Thus, “classical” STDP writes [71, 91]:

g
(

Wij , [ωi]
t
t−T , [ωj ]

t
t−T
)

=
ǫ

T

t
∑

s1,s2=t−T
f(s1 − s2)ωi(s1)ωj(s2) (5.28)

with:

f(x) =















A−e
x
τ− , x < 0;

A+e
− x
τ+ , x > 0;

0, x = 0;

(5.29)

where the shape of f has been obtained from statistical extrapolations of

experimental data. Hence STDP is based on a second order statistics (spikes

correlations). There is, in this case, an evident time scale for the interspike

interaction Ts = max(τ−, τ+), beyond which f is essentially zero. In this rule

φij is also independent of Wij , and more precisely it is given by

φij = ωj(0)

Ts
∑

u=−Ts
f(u)ωi(u),
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.

“Nearest neighbors” STDP (according to Izhikevich terminology [91])

writes:

g
(

Wij , [ωi]
t
t−T , [ωj ]

t
t−T
)

=
ǫ

T

t
∑

s=t−T
f(τ(s) − s)ωi(τ(s))ωj(s), (5.30)

with τ(s) = mint,ωj(t)=1 |t− s|.

Generalized STDP As a last example, [71] propose a rule which corre-

sponds to :

g(Wij , [ωi]
t
t−T , [ωj ]

t
t−T ) = ǫ



apre1

t
∑

s=t−T
ωj(s) + apost1

t
∑

s=t−T
ωi(s) +

t
∑

s1,s2=t−T
f(s1 − s2)ωi(s1)ωj(s2)



 .

(5.31)

We capture thus the main standard synaptic adaptation rules with (5.27).

Coupled dynamics.

We consider now the following coupled dynamics. Neurons are evolving

according to (5.1). We focus here on slow synapses dynamics. Namely,

synaptic weights are constant for T ≥ Ts consecutive dynamics steps, where

T is large. This defines an “adaptation epoch”. At the end of the adap-

tation epoch, synaptic weights are updated according to (5.25). This has

the consequence of modifying neurons dynamics and possibly spike trains.

The weights are then updated and a new adaptation epoch begins. We de-

note by t the update index of neuron states (neuron dynamics) inside an

adaptation epoch, while τ indicates the update index of synaptic weights

(synaptic plasticity). Call X(τ)(t) (see section 5.1.2) the state of the neu-

rons at time t within the adaptation epoch τ . Let W (τ)
ij be the synaptic

weights from neuron j to neuron at i in the τ -th adaptation epoch. At the

end of each adaptation epoch, the neuron dynamics indexes are reset, and

x
(τ+1)
i (0) = x

(τ)
i (T ), i = 1 . . . N . The coupled dynamics writes:

{

X(τ)(t+ 1) = Fγ(τ)(X(τ)(t))

δW
(τ)
ij

def
= W

(τ+1)
ij −W

(τ)
ij = g

(

W
(τ)
ij , [ωi]

t
t−T , [ωj ]

t
t−T )

) (5.32)

Recall that γ = (W, I(ext)) (see section 5.1.2) and γ(τ) is the set of param-

eters at adaptation epoch τ . In the present setting the external current I(ext)

is kept fixed and only synaptic weights are evolving. Basically, I(ext) is used

as an external stimulus.
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Statistical effects of synaptic plasticity.

The coupled dynamics (5.32) has several prominent effects. First, obviously,

a change in the synaptic weights changes the orbits of (5.1).Thus, the attrac-

tors and their attraction basin are modified.Furthermore, the spikes train

statistics are also modified. Typically, the time-empirical average of the

raster plot changes (π(T )

ω(τ) → π
(T )

ω(τ+1)) and the corresponding statistical model

evolves.

Static synaptic weights. Let us first consider the situation where δW =

0, corresponding to synaptic weights that do not evolve. Typically, this is the

case if synaptic weights matrix converges to an asymptotic value W∗. From

eq. (5.26) this corresponds to :

π(T ) [φij ] = 0, ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . N} . (5.33)

This imposes a constraint on the average value of φij . Therefore, from section

5.1.5 this suggest to propose a statistical model is a Gibbs measure ν with a

potential of form:

ψ∗ = Φ + λ∗.φ, (5.34)

where ψ∗ =
(

ψ∗
ij

)N

i,j=1
, φ = (φij)

N
i,j=1, λ∗ =

(

λ∗ij
)N

i,j=1
and λ∗.φ =

∑N
i,j=1 λ

∗
ijφij . The potential Φ in (5.34) is such that Φ(ω) = 0 is ω is admis-

sible and Φ(ω) = −∞ if it is forbidden, so that forbidden raster plots have

zero probability. This is a way to include the grammar (i.e, the constraints

on symbolic sequences that can be produced by the dynamical system 5.1) on

the in the potential. The statistical parameters λ∗ij , are given by eq. (5.15)

in section 5.1.5, and making φij explicit (eq. (5.27)):

∂P

∂λij
(λ∗) = ν(φij) =

∑

l1,l2∈L
hijl1l2(W

∗
ij)ν [mi,l1mj,l2 ] = 0. (5.35)

Since mi,l1mj,l2 are monomials, this equation thus imposes constraints on

the probability

ν [ωi(t1) . . . ωi(tl1)ωj(s1) . . . ωj(sl2)]

of spikes n-uplets ωi(t1) . . . ωi(tl1)ωj(s1) . . . ωj(sl2). Note that condition (5.35)

corresponds to an extremum for the topological pressure P [λ] in 5.10, as a

function of λ and consequently of the parameters Wij .
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Let us emphasize what we have obtained. The statistical model that fits

with the condition (5.33) is a Gibbs distribution such that the probability of

a spin block R of length n is given by :

ν [R|S] =
1

Zn [λ∗(S)]

∑

ω⊂[R]

exp

[

n
∑

t=1

ψ∗(σtγω)

]

. (5.36)

where ψ∗ depends on S via the statistical parameters λ∗ and via Φ (gram-

mar).

When the situation δW = 0 corresponds to the asymptotic state for a

synaptic adaptation process, this potential provides us the form of the statis-

tical model after adaptation, and integrates all past changes in the synaptic

weights. We now discuss this process within details.

Variational formulation of synaptic plasticity.

Synaptic weights update and related potentials. Let us now formal-

ize the coupled evolution (5.32) in the context of thermodynamic formalism.

From section 5.1.2, each adaptation step, π(T )

ω(τ) can be approximated by a

Gibbs measure ν
ψ(τ) with potential ψ(τ) and topological pressure P

[

ψ(τ)
]

.

Therefore, when T is large, synaptic adaptation writes :

δW
(τ)
ij = ǫν

ψ(τ)

[

φij(W
(τ)
ij , .)

]

. (5.37)

The synaptic update results in a change of parameters γ, γ(τ+1) =

γ(τ) + δγ(τ). This induces a variation of the potential ψ(τ+1) = ψ(τ) + δψ(τ)

and of the pressure P
[

ψ(τ+1)
]

= P
[

ψ(τ)
]

+ δP (τ). We now distinguish two

situations both arising when synaptic weights evolve.

Smooth variations. Let us first assume that these variations are smooth,

that the topological pressure is differentiable with respect to the variation

δγ(τ) Let us define:

F (τ)
φ (W) = P

[

ψ(τ) + (W −W(τ)).φ(W(τ))
]

− P
[

ψ(τ)
]

, (5.38)

so that F (τ)
φ (W(τ)) = 0. Note that F (τ)

φ (W) is convex, due to the convexity of

the topological pressure (eq. (5.14)).

Then, using eq. (5.15), the adaptation rule (5.37) can be written in the

form:

δW(τ) = ǫ∇W=W(τ)F (τ)
φ (W). (5.39)
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Since, in this section, pressure P is assumed to be smooth, one has, using

(5.15),(5.16):

ǫ
(

P
[

ψ(τ) + δW(τ).φ(W(τ))
]

− P
[

ψ(τ)
])

= δW(τ).
[

I +
ǫ

2
κ(τ)

]

.δW(τ)+O(δW(τ)3),

(5.40)

where κ(τ) is the tensor with entries:

κ
(τ)
i1,j1,i2,j2

= C
(τ)
φi1,j1φi2,j2

(0) + 2
+∞
∑

t=1

C
(τ)
φi1,j1φi2,j2

(t); i1, j1, i2, j2 = 1 . . . N,

(5.41)

and C
(τ)
φi1,j1φi2,j2

(t) = ν
ψ(τ)

[

φi1,j1 ◦ σtγ(τ)φi2,j2

]

− ν
ψ(τ) [φi1,j1 ] νψ(τ) [φi2,j2 ] is the

correlation function of φi1,j1 , φi2,j2 for the measure ν
ψ(τ) . Using the explicit

form (5.27) of φij one can see that κ(τ) is a sum of time correlations between

uplets of spikes. This is a version of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem

where the response to a smooth variation of the potential ψ(τ) is given in

terms of a series involving the time correlations of the perturbation [161,

162]. This series converges provided dynamics is hyperbolic as it is the case

for eq. 5.22.

For sufficiently small ǫ, the matrix I + ǫ
2κ

(τ) is positive and:

P
[

ψ(τ) + δW(τ).φ(W(τ))
]

≥ P
[

ψ(τ)
]

. (5.42)

It follows that the variation δ(τ)Fφ = F (τ+1)
φ (W(τ+1))−F (τ)

φ (W(τ+1)) is given

by:

δ(τ)Fφ = P
[

ψ(τ)
]

−P
[

ψ(τ) + δW(τ).φ(W(τ))
]

= −1

ǫ
δW(τ).

[

I +
ǫ

2
κ(τ)

]

.δW(τ)−O(δW(τ)3)

(5.43)

This variation is therefore negative when ǫ is sufficiently small.

We come therefore to the following important conclusion. The adaptation

rule (5.26) is a gradient system where the function F (τ)
φ decreases when it-

erating synaptic adaptation rules. If the transition τ → τ + 1 is smooth for

all τ , F (τ)
φ reaches a minimum6 at some W∗ as τ → ∞. Such a minimum

corresponds to ∇W∗F (τ)
φ = 0, thus to δW = 0 according to eq. (5.39). Hence,

this minimum corresponds to a static distribution for the synaptic weights.

Therefore, according to section 5.3.2 the potential ψ(τ) converges to the po-

tential (5.34) as τ → ∞. In general, we cannot expect these transitions to be

smooth for all τ , however in this case it is guarantee in system of eq. 5.22

by the exponential decay of potential given in 5.23 with the memory depth

6Additional constraints are required ensuring that F (τ)
φ does not tend to −∞. Typically,

such constraints amount to bound the synaptic weights variation (soft or hard-bounds rules)

by a suitable choice of functions hijl1l2 in eq. (5.27).
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(absence of phase transition). Furthermore, as σB → 0 on goes to sort of a

"spin glass“ phase (coexistence of many stable periodic orbits [24], and for

finite observations, σB small irregularities in the statistics variations with

δW(τ) may be observed )

5.4 A numerical example.

5.4.1 Model.

Adaptation rule.

As an example we consider an adaptation rule inspired from (5.28) with an

additional term rdW
(τ)
ij , −1 < rd < 0, corresponding to passive LTD.

δW
(τ)
ij = ǫ

[

rdW
(τ)
ij +

1

T

T+Ts
∑

t=Ts

ω
(τ)
j (t)

Ts
∑

u=−Ts
f(u)ω

(τ)
i (t+ u)

]

, (5.44)

where f(x) is given by (5.29) and with:

Ts
def
= 2 max(τ+, τ−).

Set :

Si(ω) =

Ts
∑

u=−Ts
f(u)ωi(u), (5.45)

Hij(ω) = ωj(0)Si(ω),

H = {Hij}Ni,j=1, and:

φij(Wij , ω) = rdWij +Hij(ω),

with φ = {φij}Ni,j=1, where φij is a finite range potential with range 2Ts. Then

(5.44) has the form (5.26), δW (τ)
ij = ǫπ

(T )

ω(τ) [φij(Wij , .)].

Effects of the adaptation rule on the synaptic weights distribution.

The term Si(ω) (eq. 5.45) can be either negative, inducing Long Term Depres-

sion, or positive inducing Long Term Potentiation. In particular, its average

with respect to the empirical measure π(T )

ω(τ) reads:

π
(T )

ω(τ)(Si) = ηri(τ) (5.46)

where:

η =



A−e
− 1
τ−

1 − e
− Ts
τ−

1 − e
− 1
τ−

+A+e
− 1
τ+

1 − e
− Ts
τ+

1 − e
− 1
τ+

.



 (5.47)
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and where ri(τ) = π
(T )

ω(τ)(ωi) is the frequency rate of neuron i in the τ -th

adaptation epoch.

The term η neither depend on ω nor on τ , but only on the adaptation rule

parameters A−, A+, τ−, τ+, Ts. Equation (5.46) makes explicit 3 regimes.

• Cooperative regime. If η > 0 then π
(T )

ω(τ)(Si) > 0. Then synaptic

weights have a tendency to become more positive. This corresponds to a

cooperative system [83]. When iterating adaptation, dynamics become

trivial with neurons firing at each time step or remaining quiescent

forever.

• Competitive regime. On the opposite if η < 0 synaptic weights be-

come negative. This corresponds to a competitive system [83].

• Intermediate regime. The intermediate regime corresponds to η ∼ 0.

Here no clear cut tendency can be distinguished from the average value

of Si and spikes correlations have to be considered as well.

Static weights.

Thanks to the soft bound term rdWij the synaptic adaptation rule admits a

static solution given by:

Wij = −
π

(T )

ω(τ) [ωj(0)Si(ω)]

rd
. (5.48)

Note that this equation can have several solutions.

Using the same decomposition as the one leading to (5.46) we obtain:

π
(T )

ω(τ) [ωj(0)Si(ω)] = A−
−1
∑

u=−Ts
e
u
τ− π

(T )

ω(τ) [ωj(0)ωi(u)]+A+

Ts
∑

u=1

e
− u
τ+ π

(T )

ω(τ) [ωj(0)ωi(u)] .

Note that ωj(0)ωi(u) ≥ 0, thus the first term is negative and the second

one is positive (see eq. (5.29)). The sign of Wij depend on the parameters

A−, A+, Ts, but also on the relative strength of the terms π(T )

ω(τ) [ωj(0)ωi(u)].

Convergence to the static weights solution.

The synaptic adaptation rule (5.44) defines a mapping Q on the set of synap-

tic weights:

W
(τ+1)
ij = W

(τ)
ij (1 + ǫrd) + ǫπ

(T )

ω(τ) [Hij ] = Qij(W(τ))

with |1 + ǫrd| < 1, where π(T )

ω(τ) depends on W(τ). Thus,
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∂Qij

∂Wkl
= (1 + ǫrd)δij,kl + ǫ

∂π
(T )

ω(τ) [Hij ]

∂Wkl
,

where δij,kl = 1 if i = k, j = l and 0 otherwise. The second term is a lin-

ear response characterizing the variation of π(T )

ω(τ) [Hij ] with respect to small

variations of Wkl. Approximating π(T )

ω(τ) by a Gibbs distribution with a poten-

tial ψ(τ), it writes C
ψ(τ),Hij

(0) + 2
∑+∞

t=0 Cψ(τ),Hij
(t) where C

ψ(τ),Hij
(t) is the

time-t correlation function between ψ(τ) and Hij . When ν
ψ(τ) is smooth with

respect to W, the derivative

The contraction property ensures the convergence to a static solution for

any initial condition in this ball (Brouwer theorem).

In this thesis we postulate the convergence and check it numerically.

Spike train statistics in a static weights regime.

As emphasized in section 5.3.2, when the synaptic adaptation rule converges

to a fixed point, the corresponding statistical model is approximated by a

Gibbs measure with a potential:

ψ∗ = Φ + λ∗.φ,

where Φ contains the grammar and λ are free statistical parameters. The

value λ∗ of these parameters in the potential ψ∗ is determined by the rela-

tion:

∂P [ψ]

∂λij

∣

∣

∣

∣

λ∗

= rdW
∗
ij + νψ∗ [Hij ] = 0, ∀i, j , (5.49)

where the pressure is given by:

P [ψ] = rdλ.W + lim
T→∞

1

T
log

∑

ω∈Σ(T )

eλ.STH(ω).

This procedure provides us the explicit form of the raster plot probability

distribution when the adaptation rule converges. But the price to pay is

that we have to determine simultaneously the N2 parameters λ∗ij on which

the Gibbs measure depends. Focusing on the joint probability of a small

set of neurons (pairs, triplets) this constraint can be relaxed in order to be

numerically tractable.

5.4.2 Numerical checks.

The main goal of section 5.4 is to provide an example of the theoretical con-

cepts developed above. We focus here on numerical simulations for BMS

model for the case of η value corresponding to the intermediate regime de-

fined in section 5.4.1.
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Implementation.

Neurons dynamics. Previous numerical explorations have shown that a

BMS- network of N neurons, with synapses taken randomly from a distri-

bution N (0, C
2

N
), where C is a control parameter, exhibits a dynamics with

very large periods in specific regions of values of the space (ρ,C) [24, 28]. On

this basis, we choose N = 100, ρ = 0.95, C = 4.0, N = 100. The external

current I(ext) in eq. (5.22) is given by Iexti = 0.06 + 0.01N (0, 1). Note that

fixing a sufficiently large average value for this current avoids a situation

where neurons stops firing after a certain time (“neural death”).

STDP implementation. An efficient implementation of a STDP rule

does not only depend on the analytic form of the rule but also on the

respective time scales characterizing neurons and synapses evolutions. In

“on-line-protocols”, where the synaptic changes occur at the same time scale

as neurons dynamics the so-called recursive approach appears to be the

more appropriated (see [214] and references therein). In our case, we use

instead an offline protocol, where we register the dynamics of the system

on a long time windows, then compute the STDP modification, then let the

system evolve again to its attractor (see section 5.3.2). The offline protocols

are very expensive in machine-time, especially when using long spike trains

to get a reliable time average (π(T )

ω(τ)(φij)). For this reason we need to add

some words about our implementation.

We register spike trains in a binary code. Indeed, this is the cheapest way

in memory requirements, though it might be expensive for accessing specific

spike times. Also, bit-wise operations are faster than their equivalents on

other types of data. Finally, there exist very fast methods for computing the

number of bits on any specific variable of type of integer (The faster for large

number of iterations is a look-up table of precomputed values, but in-line

methods - using parallel methods based on masks- are not so far in terms

of performances. For details and speed comparison see the G. Manku web-

site http://infolab.stanford.edu/ manku/bitcount/bitcount.html). Numerical

comparison of this method with the direct one that records the dynamics in

Boolean arrays and compute STDP spike by spike shows enormous perfor-

mance difference growing exponentially as the length of trains increases.

Computation of δ(τ)Fφ. To check the result in section 5.3.2, stating that

F (τ)
φ (W) is a decreasing function of τ (i.e. δ(τ)Fφ is negative) during regular

periods, we use the following method [29].

Fix a potential ψ. If T is the length of the experimental raster plot, one
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divides it into k blocs of length n, such that T = k × n. Call:

Pn,k(ω) =
1

n
log





1

k

k−1
∑

j=0

exp(S
(n)
j (ω))



 , (5.50)

with S
(n)
j (ω) =

∑jn+n−1
t=jn ψ(σtω). Then, the following result can be proved

[29]:

P [ψ] = lim
n→+∞

lim
k→+∞

Pn,k(ω), (5.51)

for νψ almost-every ω. This computation requires the knowledge of ψ.

The result in [29] can be extended straightforwardly to the following case.

If ψ1,ψ2 are two potentials for the same grammar, and δψ = ψ2 −ψ1 then:

P [ψ2] − P [ψ1] = lim
n→+∞

lim
k→+∞

1

n
log





1

k

k−1
∑

j=0

exp(

jn+n−1
∑

t=jn

δψ(σtω))



 (5.52)

Since δ(τ)Fφ = P
[

ψ(τ)
]

− P
[

ψ(τ) + δW(τ).φ(W(τ))
]

,

δ(τ)Fφ = − lim
n→+∞

lim
k→+∞

1

n
log





1

k

k−1
∑

j=0

exp
(

jn+n−1
∑

t=jn

δW(τ).φ(W(τ), σt(ω(τ)))
)





(5.53)

Expanding this equation in power series of ǫ one recovers the expan-

sion (5.40). In particular, subtracting to (5.53) the leading term (of order

δW(τ).δW(τ)) one gets an estimation of the “linear response” term κ
(τ)
i1,j1,i2,j2

in eq. (5.41). However, on practical grounds, the computation of (5.53) re-

quires very long time series to reduce significantly the finite fluctuations of

the empirical average. Similar problems are encountered in the computation

of linear response from other methods [23].

This result holds for any adaptation rule (any polynomial φ). In the case

of the adaptation rule (5.44), this reduces to computing:

δ(τ)Fφ = −rdδW(τ).W(τ)− lim
n→+∞

lim
k→+∞

1

n
log





1

k

k−1
∑

j=0

exp
(

jn+n−1
∑

t=jn

ǫδW(τ).H(W(τ), σt(ω(τ)))
)



 .

Simulation results.

We have run simulations for STDP parameters values: rd = 0.99, ǫ =

0.001, τ+ = 16, τ− = 32, A+ = 1.0, and Ts = 64, corresponding to stan-

dard values [91]. We fix η = −0.01 corresponding to the intermediate regime

discussed in section 5.4.1. This fixes the value of A− via eq. (5.47). The
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length of spike trains is T = 3941 = 4096 − 128 = 128 × 32 − 2 × Ts, where

32 is the number of bits in long integer, in our (machine-dependent) imple-

mentation. An extended description will be published elsewhere. The main

results are summarized in fig. 5.2.

In this figure (Top) we have represented the evolution of the distribution

of synaptic weights W(τ) (see captions). For this value of η, the histogram

evolves to a unimodal distribution with some nodes having strong synaptic

weights. In fig. 5.2 (center) we depict the raster plots at the beginning

and at the end of synaptic adaptation process. In fig. 5.2 (bottom-left) we

have shown the evolution of the Frobenius norm for δW(τ) (i.e,
∑N

i,j |δW
(τ)
ij |2),

which converges to 0. This shows the convergence of the rule in this case.

We have also plotted the average weights modification 1
N2

∑

i,j δWij . Finally

in fig. 5.2 (bottom -right) is represented δ(τ)Fφ computed with 512 block of

size 512. We see clearly that this quantity is negative as expected from eq.

(5.43) and tends to 0. We have also represented the term −1
ǫ
δW(τ).δW(τ)

corresponding to the first order expansion in eq. (5.43).

Approximated Gibbs distribution

Here we use the algorithm presented in chapter 3 to see which is the Gibbs

distribution given in 5.34 from the exacts statistics.

Simulation set-up The simulation parameters we used here were: N =

10, γ = 0.995, C = 0.2. The external current I(ext) in eq. (5.22) is given

by Iexti = 0.01 while σB = 0.01. We register the activity after 4000 steps of

adaptation with the STPD rule proposed in (5.44).

When considering a large number of neurons, it becomes difficult to com-

pute and check numerically this joint probability over the whole population.

Here, we propose to consider a subset Ps of Ns < N neurons. In this context

we expect the potential for the whole population to be of the form (3.2):

ψ(ω) =

N
∑

i=0

λ
(1)
i ωi(0) +

N−1
∑

i=0

N−1
∑

j=0

λ
(2)
ij

Ts
∑

u=−Ts
f(u)ωi(0)ωj(u).

For this potential the effects of the rest of the population can be written

as a bulk term modulating the individual firing rates and correlations of the

observed population, leading to a marginal potential of the form:

ψPs(ω) =
∑

i∈Ps
λ

(1)
i ωi(0) +

∑

i,j∈Ps0

N−1
∑

j=0

λ
(2)
ij

Ts
∑

u=−Ts
f(u)ωi(0)ωj(u). (5.54)

Therefore, we choose randomly 2 neurons among the N and we con-

struct from them the prefix-tree. Then, for the 2 neuron potentials forms
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Figure 5.2: (color on line). The parameters are N = 100, rd = −0.4, η = −0.01, ǫ = 0.01.

Top:(left) Histogram in log scale of synaptic connectivity in the network after 1000 epochs

of STDP;(right) map of strongest connections, either inhibitory (pink dots) or excitatory (red

diamonds) (i.e, |Wij | > 0.03). We also include at the bottom of this map the external cur-

rent of each neuron (multiplied by 10). Middle:(left) A comparison of raster plots at the

beginning and (right) the end of the synapses evolution. Bottom:(left) Evolution of the mean

synaptic change 1
N2

PN

i,j δW
(τ)
ij (red) and the Frobenius norm for STDP matrix on log scale i.e,

log10

“

PN

i,j |δW
(τ)
ij |2

”

(green); (right) Variations of Topological Pressure (with 2 zoom graph-

ics showing sharp changes) after each epoch as calculated explicitly in eq. (5.53) with 512

trains of size 512 (red), and first order term approximated by 1
ǫ
δW(τ).δW(τ)(green).
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from (4.1), we estimate the coefficients that minimizes the Kullback-Leibler

divergence.The probability of words of different sizes predicted by several

statistical models from (4.1) versus empirical probability π
(T )
ω (w) obtained

from a spike train and the corresponding h̃ value of the estimation process

for a fixed pair of neurons are shown on figure (5.3).

Results depicted on figure (5.3) show, on one hand, that the statistics is well

fitted by (5.54). Moreover, the best statistical models, are those including

rate terms (the differences between their KL value is two orders of magni-

tude smaller that within those not disposing of rate terms). We also note

that for the words with the smallest probability values, the potential do not

yields a perfect matching due to finite size effects (see fig (5.3)). Especially,

the small number of events due to low firing rates of neurons makes more

sensitive the relation between the length of observed sequences (word size)

and the spike-train length necessary to provide a good sampling and hence

a reliable empirical probability.

Conclusion

We have shown, the application of principles in thermodynamic formalism,

to show Gibbs distributions could constitute good prototypes for the analy-

sis of spike trains statistics of neural networks. In particular, it exists at

least one7 exact result of this statement: BMS neural networks with noise.

We also have shown how the topological pressure of the associate Gibbs po-

tential may contain information about the evolution of the internal system

parameters, such as the synaptic weights. For a proposed STDP rule, we

have shown that plasticity can be seen as a sort of variational system and

we have verified it numerically. Additionally we have performed parametric

estimation of a finite range approximation of the asympotic Gibbs distribu-

tions after STDP evolution process. The approximated distribution seems to

show that for the intermediate regime (see section 5.4.1), the activity of pairs

of neurons is almost independent, however further studies over larger sub-

sets of the network are still to be done. Also it would be possible to study the

effects of other synaptic plasticity rules and network structures, including

other features as the Dale’s principle (a neuron is exclusivly either excita-

tory or inhibitory, ie. for a fixed j, all the connections Wij have the same sign

and the change of sign by a plasticity mechanism is forbidden).

7up to our knowledge, this is the only example of Neural Network where the Gibbs mea-

sure is proved to exist and explicitly computed.
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Figure 5.3: The probability of words of different sizes predicted by several statistical

models from (4.1) versus empirical probability π(T )
ω (w) obtained from a spike train generated

by dynamics (5.22) after 4000 epochs of adaptation.The h̃ value (2.38) for each fitting model

is shown inside the graphic. The potential is a pair potential of the form (5.54). Recall that

RPTD Models include firing rates but PTD models do not.
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6.1 Discussion of the thesis work

Position of the Problem How can we characterize neural network dy-

namics, at least its statistical properties? At the current state-of-the-art,

still much of the role of neural assemblies and their internal interactions

remains unknown. The simultaneously recording of the activity of groups

of neurons (up to several hundreds) over a dense configuration, supplies a

critical database to unravel the role of specific neural assemblies, therefore,

new approaches and methods need to be developed/integrated within the

theoretical and Computational Neuroscience. A group of approaches which

originated in statistical physics, more precisely in Ising models and spin

glass theory, have already proven to be an interesting approach [166, 175],

and provide interesting and useful applications in the field of neural decod-

ing and machine learning[165]. Nevertheless, in spite of their success, Ising

models current approaches present several limitations that have been re-

cently pointed out in different works[159? , 134] . In particular we remark

that as small ensemble description, Ising models suffer from an intrinsic

weakness that provide limited prediction power for large ensemble statisti-

cal characterization, convincingly investigated in [159] (this will be further

discussed in the last section).

Strategy Since Ising models belongs to the class of models issued from

a Maximum entropy principle under constraints, in this thesis, we have

adopted a pragmatic approach based on the idea that maximum entropy

statistical models (called Gibbs Distributions) obtained via the applications

of principles in thermodynamic formalism (which are basically the same as

those used in statistical physics) could constitute good prototypes for the

analysis of real spike trains statistics. In this way, our goal is not to prove

theorems but instead to use already proved theorems. However, theorems

have hypotheses whose plausible validity is also discussed. This work ex-

tending maximum entropy modeling to characterize Spike Train Statistics

in Neural networks is based in Gibbs Distributions and the thermodynamic

formalism [161, 102] and provides a Numerical implementation of the

method is given and numerical test cross-validating it. The implementation

is intended to be open source an a ready to-use C++ header to be used as a

plug-in by other users.

Results summary -discussion In chapter 2 we have presented the

framework of finite range Gibbs distributions adapt for analysis of spike

train statistics. We have use as starting point to relate them to Markov
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chains of higher order, although a more general presentation of the formal-

ism and its relation to neural activity as a dynamical systems is presented

chapter 5.

For finite range observables, the Gibbs potential is expressed as a lin-

ear combination of "spiking events" here called monomials ( e.g. neuron i

fires at time ti and neuron j fires at time tj), where each monomial has an

associated parameter (corresponding in the Ising models to the local mag-

netization and pairwise couplings) and where the largest "event" duration is

called the potential range R+1. Consequently, high-order spatial and tempo-

ral correlations can be taken into account, (in the spirit of Jaynes principle

this means to add arbitrary constraints). We are able to associate to this po-

tential a Markov chain of memory R, and to compute its time-invariant (sta-

tionary) measure. This is far from straightforward when considering general

parametric potentials with arbitrary coefficients (Ising potentials constitute

a very special case since their range is 1 so they associate to memoryless

process).

Using Gibbs distributions results and a closed expression for the

Kullback-Leibler Divergence(KLD) between a Gibbs measure and another

arbitrary invariant measure and we can estimate the parameter values of

the Gibbs potential in order to minimize the KLD. This results enables us

to propose a parameter estimation algorithm which lies on the the spectral

properties of the Perron-Frobenius matrix [171, 66] and this is (up to our

knowledge) entirely new in this field.

Additionally, the present formalism allows us to provide closed-form cal-

culations of interesting parameters related to spectral properties. We, for

instance, propose an indirect estimation of the entropy, via an explicit for-

mula. We also provide numbers for the average values of the related observ-

able, probability measure, etc. This means that as soon as we obtain the

numerical values of the Gibbs distribution up to some numerical precision,

all other statistical parameters come for free without additional approxima-

tions.

An important feature is that the rate of convergence or put differently

the size of finite sample fluctuations of the parameter estimation are ana-

lytically related to the second order derivative of the topological pressure

thanks to the theory of Large deviations. A result of a related kind it that

the framework allows to check the confidence level for the estimate poten-

tial ie. the probability of be close to a wrong model, which decays as the

exponentially with the finite sample size but depends also on the KLD

A step further, the non-trivial but very precious virtue of the method is

that it allows us to efficiently compare models. We thus not only estimate

the optimal parameters of a model, but can also determine among a set of
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models which model is the most relevant. This means, for instance, that we

can determine if either only rates, or rates and correlations matters, for a

given piece of data. Another example is to detect if a given spike pattern

is significant, with respect to a model not taking this pattern into account.

The statistical significance mechanism provides numbers that are clearly

different for models corresponding or not to a given empirical distribution,

providing also an absolute test about the estimation significance.

We have also mentioned and provided a basic example about the estima-

tion method’s ability to retrieve slow time-varying parameters.

Although this was not fully discussed in the thesis manuscript, the for-

malism allows to integrate restrictions in the grammar (the allowed and for-

bidden transitions) observed from the empirical data or analytically known

from the dynamical system. This is indeed quite important, because gram-

mar encodes/contains might contain key features of the system such as ef-

fects of the refractory period and the thumbprint of effective network inter-

actions. We believe that this capability of the framework, to include explic-

itly grammar effects opens interesting perspectives for future applications

on the framework.

In chapter 5, we have shown that Gibbs distributions may naturally

arise from adaptation process as statistical models for the network activity

[26, 205]. More precisely, we submitted a recurrent networks of BMS-model

neurons (The BMS, -for G. Beslon, O, Mazet and H. Soula neuron model,

which is a time-discretised Leak-Integrate-and-Fire neuron model), where

available analytical results on recurrent networks dynamics are available in

[24], and in particular the existence of a Gibbs measure for describing its

spike train statistics has been recently proved [25]. The thermodynamic for-

malism enable one to relate the internal parameters of the system such as

the synaptic weights to the Topological Pressure of the Gibbs potential and

furthermore, to analyze its evolution. Examples of how to include several

adaptation rules within the formalism were provided. Moreover, we have

shown that for one of those examples of STDP rule, the synaptic plasticity

can be written as a gradient system for the variation of the Topological Pres-

sure. Additionally, a finite range approximation expression for the asymp-

totic Gibbs distribution after the STPD process was proposed. Such results

where verified numerically. Besides, in the light of the ensemble of results

provide a new insight about how adaptation process could be perceived (min-

imization of a certain system function), and the type of non-trivial dynamics

that this adaptation mechanisms may achieve

These all elements push forward the state of the art regarding statistical

analysis of spike train a step further, since they constitute several advan-

tages of Gibbs distribution approach with respect to previous attempts (see
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the comparison and discussion in the next section).

Applications to the analysis of Biological data are preliminary, but they

have greatly helped us to gain insights about the framework and how the

implementation behaves facing real datasets and also they have confronted

us with several other issues/difficulties arising when treating real data.

Thanks to this recently acquired knowledge, we expect be able to extend

our data analysis in the short future and provide more interesting results

from the biological perspective.

Finally, we would like to remark that the numerical implementation of

this formalism has been integrated to EnaS library in the format of a C++

header, which constitutes a free/open access source to anyone interested in

use/apply the Gibbs distribution framework in Neuroscience and other re-

search fields. However, this implementation remains a first approach, since

the numerical perspectives offered by the change of numerical paradigm i.e,

from distribution sampling (for instance, by means of Markov Chain Monte-

Carlo methods ) to a matrix computations, are still to be fully implemented

(see the next sections for details)

6.2 Discussion and comparison with existing

methods

Let us first summarize the advantages and drawbacks of our method com-

pared with the existing ones. For this, we list some keywords in the ap-

proaches used by the community and discuss the links with our own work.

• Maximum entropy. The formalism that we use corresponds to a maxi-

mum entropy method but without limitations on the number or the type of

constraints. Actually, on mathematical grounds, it allows infinitely many

constraints. Moreover, we do not need to compute the entropy.

• Markovian approaches. Our method is based on a Markovian approach

where the memory depth of the Markov chain can be arbitrary long (actu-

ally the formalism that we use allows to theoretically consider processes

with infinite memory, called chains with complete connections [116], see

[25] for an application to spike train statistics). As we developed, the link

between the potential extracted from the maximum entropy principle, by

fixing ad hoc observables, and a Markov chain is not straightforward, since

a potential of this kind is not normalized.

• Monte-Carlo methods. Equation (2.11) enables us to generate spike

trains Gibbs-distributed with and arbitrary potential (not normalized).
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The convergence is ensured by eq. (5.11). We do not need to assume de-

tailed balance.

• Determining an effective synaptic connectivity between neurons.

Interactions between neurons occur via synapses (or gap junction). This

interaction is not instantaneous, it requires some delay. As a matter of

fact, estimating the synaptic conductancies via the spike statistics re-

quires therefore to consider time-dependent potentials. Our formalism

allows this. Determining an effective synaptic connectivity between neu-

rons from spike trains for a BMS model has been presented in [25]

• Grammar Indeed, the formalism allows to integrate restrictions in the

grammar, (the allowed and forbidden transitions) observed from the em-

pirical data or analytically known from the dynamical system, through

the RPF operator. This capability is not a priori or intrinsically present in

previous maximum entropy approaches.

• Boltzmann learning. Our approach can be viewed as “Boltzmann learn-

ing” (as presented e.g. in [160]) without restrictions on the parameters

that we learn and additionally without using a Monte Carlo approach

(which assumes detailed balance). Furthermore, our ”learning” rule uses

a criterion which is strictly convex.

• Non Stationarity. The formalism here presented permits the analysis

of the evolution of Gibbs Distributions induced by evolution of system in-

ternal parameters. An application of this idea was developed in chapter

5 for neural networks under synaptic plasticity mechanisms and it was

published in [26]. In this works, we also suggest that Gibbs measures

may result from related adaptation rules whenever synaptic weights con-

verge to a fix value. In this case, synaptic weights resume the whole his-

tory of the neuronal network contained in the structure of the generating

function of cumulants (the topological pressure) and in the structure of

allowed/forbidden raster plots (grammar).

Furthermore, the estimation method proposed in this thesis (i.e, the learn-

ing scheme we implemented) remains well-behaved for estimating non-

stationary potentials with slow time-varying parameters. On the other

hand, up to our knowledge, Ising-like related methods do not allow to treat

in a straightforward way the time-evolution of the distribution although

interesting results in time-varying couplings have quite recently appeared

([158]).

• Variable Length Markov models Ferrari and Wyner [61] uses Variable

Length Markov Chains (VLMC) with a criteria based on the Kullback -

Leibler divergence, to approximate the minimal context structure (history
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dependence for each pattern, which means to identify the "relevant" con-

ditional intensities of blocks in order to describe the sequence). However,

up to our knowledge, this models can not take profit of Gibbs distribution

framework.

• Hidden Markov chains. An alternative approach to our method could

be Hidden Markov chains models although we don’t know references for

applications in the domain of spike trains analysis to which we could com-

pare.

• Parallel computation suitability. Our estimation method relies on ma-

trix computations which have intrinsical adequacy to parallel computa-

tion. In particular, one could use parallel implementations of fast Krylov-

subspace algorithms (e.g, Lanczos and Arnoldi algorithms) to calculate

eigenvalue and eigenvectors of large sparse matrices. On the other hand,

MCMC methods can not be parallelized in straightforward manner (for

details, see [155, 210]) and this is why, fast approximated techniques like

mean-field and TAP equations are currently the main way to approach

parameter estimation for Ising-like Potentials.

• Performances. At its current implementation level, the proposed method

allows us to analyze the statistics of small groups (up to 8/12) of neurons.

The parametric statistical potential of Markov processes up to range 16/20

is calculable, thus considering up to 220 states for the process. The imple-

mentation considers several well-established numerical methods, in order

to be applicable to a large set of possible data. With respect to the state

of the art, this method allows us to consider non-trivial statistics (e.g. be-

yond rate models and even models with correlation), thus targeting models

with complex spike patterns. This method is in a sense the next step after

Ising models, known as being able to represent a large but limited part of

the encoded information (e.g. [166, 125]). Another very important differ-

ence with respect to other current methods is that we perform the explicit

variational optimization of a well defined quantity, i.e., the KL-divergence

between the observed and estimated distributions. The method proposed

here does not rely on Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods but on a spec-

tral computation based on the PF matrix, providing exact formula, while

the spectral characteristics are easily obtained from standard numerical

methods.

The main drawback of our method is that it does not allow to treat a large

number of neurons and simultaneously a large range. This is due to the

evident fact that the number of monomials combinatorially increases as

N , R growth. However, this is not a problem intrinsic to our approach but
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to parametric estimations potentials of the form (2.18). We believe that

other form of potential could be more efficient (see [25] for an example).

We also want to emphasize that, when considering Ising like statistics our

algorithm is less performing than the existing ones (although improve-

ments in speed and memory capacity thanks to the use of parallel compu-

tation algorithms remain an open and natural development path), for the

simple reason that the latter has been developed and optimized using the

tremendous results existing in statistical physics, for spins systems. Their

extensions to models of the general form (2.18) seems rather delicate, as

suggested by the nice work in [120] where extension between the 1-step

Markov case is already cumbersome.

• Mean-field methods. Mean-field methods aim at computing the average

value of observables (“order parameters”) relevant for the characterization

of statistical properties of the system. Typical examples are magnetiza-

tion in ferromagnetic models (corresponding to rates in spiking neurons

models), but more elaborated order parameters are known e.g. in spin

glasses [126] or in neural networks [181]. Those quantities obey equations

(usually called mean-field equations) which are, in most cases, not explic-

itly solvable. Therefore, approximations are proposed from the simplest

(naive mean-field equations) to more complex estimations, with significant

results developed in the realm of spins systems (Ising model, Sherrington-

Kirckpatrick spin glass model [173]). Examples are the replica method

[126], Thouless-Anderson-Palmer equations [194], the Plefka expansion

[143], or more recently e.g. the Sessak-Monasson approximation [172]

(for a recent review on mean-field methods see [136]). Since the seminal

paper by Schneidman and collaborators [166] those techniques have also

been applied to spike trains statistics analysis assuming that neurons dy-

namics generates a spike statistics characterized by a Gibbs distribution

with an Ising Hamiltonian. In their most common form these methods do

not consider dynamics (e.g time correlations) and their extension to the

time-dependent case (e.g. dynamic mean-field methods) is far from be-

ing straightforward (see e.g. [182, 181, 11, 163, 60] for examples of such

developments). Moreover, exact mean-field equations and their approxi-

mations usually only provide a probability measure at positive distance

to the true (stationary) probability measure of the system (this distance

can be quantified in the setting of information geometry using e.g. the KL

distance [4]). This is the case whenever the knowledge of the sought order

parameters is not sufficient to determine the underlying probability.

The present work can, in some sense, be interpreted in the realm of mean-

field approaches. Indeed, we are seeking an hidden Gibbs measure and
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we have only information about the average value of ad hoc observables.

Thus, equation (2.26) is a mean-field equation since it provides the average

value of an observable with respect to the Gibbs distribution. There are

therefore L such equations, where L is the number of monomials in the po-

tentialψ. Are all these equations relevant ? If not, which one are sufficient

to determine unequivocally the Gibbs distribution ? Which are the order

parameters ? The method consisting of providing a hierarchy of mean-

field approximations which starts with the Bernoulli model (all monomials

but the rate terms are replaced by a constant), then Ising (all monomials

but rate and spatial correlations are replaced by a constant), while pro-

gressively diminishing the KL divergence allows to answer the question

of the relevant order parameters and can be interpreted as well in the

realm of information geometry. This hierarchical approach is a strategy to

cope with the problem of combinatorial explosion of terms in the potential

when the number of neurons or range increases. But the form of poten-

tial that we consider does not allow a straightforward application of the

methods inherited from statistical mechanics of spin systems. As a con-

sequence, we believe that instead of focusing too much on these methods

it should be useful to adopt techniques based on large deviations (which

actually allows the rigorous foundation of dynamic mean field methods for

spin-glasses [11] and neural networks [163, 60]). This is what the present

formalism offers.

6.3 Limitations and their particular perspectives

At the current state of the art, the method we propose is limited by three

aspects.

First of all, the formalism is developed for a stationary spike-train, i.e.

for which the statistical parameters are constant. This is indeed a strong

limitation, especially in order to analyze biological data, though several re-

lated approaches consider the same restrictive framework. This drawback is

overcome at two levels. At the implementation level we show here how using

a sliding estimation window and assuming an adiabatic, i.e. slowly varying,

distribution we still can perform some relevant estimation. In a nutshell,

the method seems still usable and we are now currently investigating this

on both simulated and biological data, this being another study on its own.

At a more theoretical level, we are revisiting the thermodynamic formalism

developed here for time varying parameters (in a similar way as the so called

inhomogeneous Poisson process with time varying rates). Though this yields

non-trivial developments beyond the scope of this work, it seems that we can

generalize the present formalism in this direction.
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Secondly, the present implementation has been optimized for dense sta-

tistical distributions, i.e., in the case where almost all possible spike com-

binations are observed. Several mechanisms, such as look-up tables, make

this implementation very fast. However, if the data is sparse, as it may be

the case for several biological neural regimes, a dual implementation has to

be provided using data structure, such as associative tables, well adapted

to the fact that only a small amount of possible spike combinations are ob-

served. This complementary implementation has been made available and

validated against the present one. This is going to analyze sparse Markov

processes up to range much higher than 16/20. Again this is not a trivial

subject and this aspect must be developed in a next study as well as the

applicability of parallel computing alternatives ( e.g. sparse matrix storage,

parallel fast-eigenvalue algorithms, etc.).

Finally, given an assembly of neurons, every statistical tools available to-

day provide only the analysis of the statistics a small subset of neurons, and

it is known that this only partially reflects the behavior of the whole popula-

tion [109]. In particular among theoretical goals, we consider revisiting the

analysis presented in [159] to predict bounds for large ensemble prediction

by Gibbs distributions including time dependent terms.

Unfortunately, in practice, the present method is difficult to generalize

to more than 8/10 neurons because of the incompressible algorithmic com-

plexity of the formalism although parallel computation techniques might be

helpful (see perspectives). However, the barrier is not at the implementation

level, but at the theoretical level, since effective statistical general models

(beyond Ising models) allow for instance to analyze statistically large spik-

ing patterns such as those observed in syn-fire chains [81] or polychronism

mechanisms [140]. This may be the limit of the present class of approaches,

and things are to be thought differently, probably, through the analysis of

non parametric potentials such as the formal BMS-model Gibbs potential

[25].

6.4 Further Theoretical and numerical Perspec-

tives

Large deviations Extending more the results of section 2.5.7 will be very

interesting. Additionally we need to include the already available ones into

the current implementation, since this will permit to estimate the size of

fluctuations for each coefficient and hence better identify which ones of esti-

mated parameters are reliable, and which characteristics are intrinsic to the

data and which ones are apparent constituting simply effects of the finite-

size fluctuations
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KL divergence scaling and model comparison In order to im-

prove model comparison, it would be interesting to understand theoreti-

cally/numerically how the KL divergence or h̃ scales with the number of

units considered and the range (memory depth) of models. We will learn

for instance how to compare spike-trains statistical description at different

population/time structure levels.

Besides, both multi-information and Kullback-Leibler based comparison

techniques should need to be extended in order to take account of temporal

dependencies in order to be able to compare models with different memory,

but we remark that this is far from straightforward. The only work we know

to exists have appeared in [7].

Integrating Information theory methods for Stimulus encoding,

Binning, model interpretation etc. It is very tempting to use methods

of information theory for neural data, in order to unveil relevant interpreta-

tion of spike-trains statistics modeled as Gibbs distribution. In particular in

order to answer stimuli encoding questions such as how models constructed

with data from spontaneous activity differ from models constructed with

data where responses were conditioned on a stimulus. This would provide a

better insight about the biological meaning of the different potentials.

Additionally, we could use of available theoretical results on entropy and

mutual information asymptotic behavior and their dependence with respect

to bin-size choices for sampling data, in order to fully understand the effects

of binning when estimating the parameters of the Gibbs distribution. This

will hopefully provide a better interpretation of the monomials (equiv-

alently, the constraints in Jaynes principle) associated with the largest

parameter values present in the "closest" (in the Kullback-Leibler sense)

Gibbs potential form.

Another related idea: in the spirit of Ince et al.[85] it would be interest-

ing to trying to investigate how to improve entropy and mutual-Information

estimates thanks to the time-correlation structure of the system, more pre-

cisely through the knowledge of the value of the Gibbs potential parameters

for the best suited (closest in the KL-divergence sense) Gibbs distribution.

Grammar Grammar encodes/contains might contain key features of the

system such as effects of the refractory period and the thumbprint of effec-

tive network interactions. At the current stage, not use of the grammar

induced by refractory period has been included in our biological data analy-

sis. However, a deeper investigation of how grammar constraints may affect

numerical stability
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Parallelization and optimal Eigenvalue solution As stated in section

2.3.3, a key aspect of Gibbs Distribution framework is that it conduces to a

the change of paradigm for the parametric estimation from Markov chain

sampling to matrix computations (see section (3.1.3). This enables to use

parallel computation techniques that are not yet included in the current im-

plementation and that become mandatory since the dimension of the matri-

ces involved, increases exponentially fast with the range of the potential and

the number of neurons. An second advantage in order to future optimization

of the implementation is that since we are dealing with a sparse matrix there

exist eigenvalue sparse-specific methods such as Krylov subspace iterations

methods, see [52] and the detailed survey in [9].

Goodness-of-Fit test Several ready to use GOF implementations exists

(see section 3.2). However in order to use them, I would be necessary to set-

up a correct interface to introduce within those implementations the EnaS

output. More precisely, to adequately present the estimated Gibbs distri-

bution or vector at least a vector of marginal probabilities obtained from it.

A point of attention needs to be done here since we recall that Gibbs dis-

tributions do not provide a continuous uni-variate distribution (see section

2.5.9) and whether or not it satisfies the validity criteria for the proposed

test needs to be analyzed previously for each case.

Neyman-Pearson criteria This criteria presented in section 2.5.9, con-

stitute the optimal statistical test and offers a control of confidence intervals

for model discrimination given the finite-sample length T . It could be very

useful to integrate it to EnaS capabilities although its implementation is

cumbersome.

Variable Length Markov models An interesting path consist in the use

of the VLMC method [61] which finds the minimal context structure, as a

tool to improve model selection (i.e, a priori guess) within the set of full

Markov chains of fixed memory.

Estimating the memory of Sequence Up to the author knowledge none

of the methods discussed in section 2.5.6 are included on a freely available

implementation. It would be interesting to integrate them to the EnaS li-

brary in order to pre-analyze the training sequence (the observed data) and

take account of its results to help the choice of candidate models. However

their implementation is not straightforward. For the first criteria, which

consists in evaluating the block entropy difference, there are unavoidable
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finite sample biases in every block entropy estimators which need to be cor-

rected by some choice of bias-corrector [88]. For the second criteria, the

Morvai-Weiss technique requires a maximization within the space of se-

quence suffixes of different length which reflects a non trivial search with

computational effort to be determined.

Non-stationary higher-order Markov chain sampling In order to val-

idate numerically our parametric estimation method for time-varying pa-

rameters of Gibbs distributions with memory (see section 2.5.10) we need to

formally resolve and numerically implement the question of how to construct

a Markov chain of higher-order with time-dependent transition matrix and

implement.

Other numerical Perspectives Benchmarking our method with respect

to other alternative methods as MCMC or GLM, and further applications

of the library to other computational fields like machine learning constitute

other important perspectives by their own.

6.5 Brief Conclusion

We hope to have shown clearly that the framework of thermodynamic for-

malism and links to Statistical Physics is a relevant source of methods for

the analysis of spike train statistics. We believe that it remains a useful

source concerning the challenging perspectives that might derive from this

work, in addition to the overwhelming richness of ergodic theory that might

not been fully considered in neuroscience. We hope that this work will at-

tract the attention of the neuroscience community on these points.
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Appendix A

Publications of the Author
Arising from this Work
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Description

The following paper, when be completed by including some results about the

analysis on experimental data of chapter 4, will be submitted to Journal of

Physiology - Paris ISSN: 0928-4257. Imprint: ELSEVIER.
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Entropy-based parametric estimation of spike
train statistics

J. C. Vasquez∗, T. Viéville ∗, B. Cessac∗ †

August 27, 2010

Abstract

We propose a generalisation of the existing maximum entropymodels used for
spike trains statistics analysis, based on the thermodynamic formalism from er-
godic theory, and allowing one to take into account memory effects in dynamics.
We propose a spectral method which provides directly the “free-energy” density
and the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the empiricalstatistics and the statis-
tical model. This method does not assume a specific Gibbs potential form. It does
not require the assumption of detailed balance and offers a control of finite-size
sampling effects, inherent to empirical statistics, by using large deviations results.
A numerical validation of the method is proposed and the perspectives regarding
spike-train code analysis are also discussed.

Keywords: Spike train analysis , Higher-order correlation , Statistical Physics ,
Gibbs Distributions , Maximum Entropy
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MCS(2000): 37D35 , 37M25 , 37A30

1 Introduction

Processing and encoding of information in neuronal dynamics is a very active research
field [59], although still much of the role of neural assemblies and their internal interac-
tions remains unknown [55]. The simultaneously recording of the activity of groups of
neurons (up to several hundreds) over a dense configuration,supplies a critical database
to unravel the role of specific neural assemblies. In complement of descriptive statistics
(e.g. by means of cross-correlograms or joint peri-stimulus time histograms), some-
how difficult to interpret for a large number of units (reviewin [8, 37]), is the specific
analysis of multi-units spike-patterns, as found e.g. in [1]. This approach develops
algorithms to detect common patterns in a data block, as wellas performing combina-
torial analysis to compute the expected probability of different kind of patterns. The
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main difficulty with such type of approaches is that they relyon a largely controversial
assumption, Poissonian statistics (see [57, 58, 66]), which moreover, is a minimal sta-
tistical model largely depending on the belief that firing rates are essentially the main
characteristic of spike trains.

A different approach has been proposed in [66]. They have shown that a model
taking into account pairwise synchronizations between neurons in a small assembly
(10-40 retinal ganglion cells) describes most (90%) of the correlation structure and of
the mutual information of the block activity, and performs much better than a non-
homogeneous Poissonian model. Analogous results were presented the same year in
[73]. The model used by both teams is based on a probability distribution known as
the Gibbs distribution of the Ising model which comes from statistical physics. The
parameters of this distribution relating, in neural data analysis, to the firing rate of neu-
rons and to their probability of pairwise synchronisation have to be determined from
empirical data. Note that this approach has been previouslypresented in neuroscience,
but in a slightly different and more general fashion, by [45,39, 46] (it was referred as
“log-linear models”). The use of Ising model in neural decoding (especially of visual
stimuli) has been largely exploited by several other authors [19, 53, 72, 78]. In partic-
ular, it is believed by some of them [19] that the pairwise coupling terms inferred from
simultaneous spikes corresponds, in the model, to effective couplings between gan-
glion cells. In this spirit, computing the parameters of theIsing model would provide
an indirect access to ganglion cells connections. In addition, an increasing number of
different theoretical and numerical developments of this idea have recently appeared.
In particular, in [80], the authors propose a modified learning scheme and thanks to
concepts taken from physics, such as heat capacity, explorenew insights like the dis-
tribution of the underlying density of states; additionally in [61, 60] authors study and
compare several approximate, but faster, estimation methods for learning the couplings
and apply them on experimental and synthetic data drawing several results for this type
of modeling.

However, it might be questionable whether more general formof Gibbs distribu-
tions (e.g. involvingn-uplets of neurons) could improve the estimation and account for
deviations to Ising-model ([72, 80]) and provide a better understanding of the neural
code from the point of view of the maximal entropy principle [34]. As a matter of fact,
back to 1995, [46] already considered multi-unit synchronizations and proposed sev-
eral tests to understand the statistical significance of those synchronizations and the real
meaning of their corresponding value in the energy expansion. A few years later, [45]
generalized this approach to arbitrary spatio-temporal spike patterns and compared this
method to other existing estimators of high-order correlations or Bayesian approaches.
They also introduced a method comparison based on the Neyman-Pearson hypoth-
esis test paradigm. Though the numerical implementation they have used for their
approach presented strong limitations, they have applied this methods successfully to
experimental data from multi-units recordings in the pre-frontal cortex, the visual cor-
tex of behaving monkeys, and the somato-sensory cortex of anesthetized rats. Several
papers have pointed out the importance of temporal patternsof activity at the network
level [41, 83, 69], and recently [78] have shown the insufficiency of Ising model to
predict the temporal statistics of the neural activity. As aconsequence, a few authors
(we know only one reference, [44]) have attempted to define time-dependent Gibbs
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distributions on the base of a Markovian approach (1-step time pairwise correlations)
and convincingly showed a clear increase in the accuracy of the spike train statistics
characterization. Namely, this model produces a lower Jensen-Shannon Divergence,
when analyzing raster data generated by a Glauber spin-glass model, but alsoin vivo
multineuron data from cat parietal cortex in different sleep states.

To summarize, the main advantages of all these ’Ising-like’approaches are:

• (i) to be based on a widely used principle, the maximal entropy principle [34] to
determine statistics from the empirical knowledge of(ad hoc)observables;

• (ii) to propose statistical models having a close analogy with Gibbs distributions
of magnetic systems, hence disposing of several deep theoretical results and nu-
merical methods (Monte-Carlo methods, Mean-Field approximations, series ex-
pansions), resulting in a fast analysis of experimental data from large number of
neurons.

However, as we argue in this paper, this approaches presentsalso, in its current
state, fundamental weaknesses:

• (i) The maximal entropy principle leads, in its classical formulation, to a para-
metric form, corresponding to chosing a finite set ofad hocconstraints, which
only provides an approximation of the real statistics, while the distance (say
measured by the Kullback-Leibler divergence) between the model and the hid-
den distribution can be quite large [21]. Moreover, when considering time depen-
dent correlations, this procedure leads to Gibbs potentialwhich requires a proper
renormalisation in order to be related to a Markov chain (seesection 2.3.6).

• (ii) The Gibbs distributions considered by these approaches, with the naive form
“ 1

Ze−β H”, whereZ is a constant (while it depends on boundary terms in the gen-
eral case) have a limited degree of application; in particular they do not extend
easily to time dependent sequences with long memory, as spikes train emitted
from neural networks might well be. Especially, considering already one time
step Markov processes leads to substantial complications ashown in [44]. The
“partition function” is not a constant (see eq. (1) of paper [44]) and needs to be
approximated (eq. (4) of the same paper) using the (unproved) assumption of de-
tailed balance, which is moeover a sufficient but non necessary condition for the
existence of an equilibrium state, and may hardly generalize to more elaborated
models.

• (iii) It does not allow to treat in a straightforward way the time-evolution of the
Gibbs distribution (e.g. induced by mechanisms such as synaptic plasticity).

However, more general forms of Gibbs distributions have been introduced since
long [74, 64, 5], in a theory called “thermodynamic formalism” introduced in the realm
of dynamical systems and ergodic theory, allowing to treat infinite time sequences of
processes with long (and even infinite [43]) memory. In this paper, we use the thermo-
dynamic formalism to propose a generalisation of the existing models used for spike
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trains statistics analysis which results in a more powerfulframework that overcomes
some of the weaknesses mentioned above. Our results are grounded on well estab-
lished theoretical basements (see e.g. [38]) completed by recent results of the authors
dealing with collective spike trains statistics in neuralnetworksmodels [12, 11]. The
theoretical framework of our approach is presented in the section 2. We propose a
global approach to spike train analysis, going beyond the usual approaches essentially
because it allows us to take into account (long term)memory effectsin dynamics (sec-
tions 2.1,2.2). As a matter of fact we deal with models consideringspatio-temporal
and time-causalstructure of spike trains emitted by neural networks together with the
fact that some spike sequences (or “words”) might be forbidden by dynamics, intro-
ducing the notion ofgrammar. We propose a spectral method which provides directly
the “free energy density” and the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the empirical
statistics and the statistical model (section 2.3). This method does not assume a specific
potential form and allows us to handle correctly non-normalized potentials. It does not
require the assumption of detailed balance (necessary to apply Markov Chain Monte-
Carlo (MCMC) methods) and offers a control of finite-size sampling effects, inherent
to empirical statistics, by using large deviations results(Section 2.4). The price to pay
is to introduce a somewhat heavy, but necessary, mathematical formalism. In several
places we make connections with existing methods to clarifythese concepts.

These theoretical basements allows us to propose, in section 3, a numerical method
to parametrically estimate, and possibly compare, models for the statistics of simulated
multi-cell-spike trains. Our method is not limited to firingrates models, pairwise syn-
chronizations as [66, 73, 72] or 1-step time pairwise correlations models as [44], but
deals with general form of Gibbs distributions, with parametric potentials correspond-
ing to a spiken-uplets expansion, with multi-units and multi-times terms. The method
is exact (in the sense that is does not involve heuristic minimization techniques). More-
over, we perform fast and reliable estimate of quantities such as the Kullback- Leibler
divergence allowing a comparison between different models, as well as the computa-
tion of standard statistical indicators, and a further analysis about convergence rate of
the empirical estimation and large deviations.

In section 4 we perform a large battery of tests allowing us toexperimentally val-
idate the method. First, we analyse the numerical precisionof parameter estimation.
Second, we generate synthetic data with a given statistics,and compare the estimation
obtained using these data for several models. Moreover, we simulate a neural network
and propose the estimation of the underlying Gibbs distribution parameters whose ana-
lytic form is known [11]. We also perform the estimation for several models using data
obtained from a simulated neural network with stationary dynamics after Spike-Time
dependent synaptic plasticity. Finally, we show results onthe parameters estimation
from synthetic data generated by a non-stationary statistical model.
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2 Spike trains statistics from a theoretical perspective.

2.1 General context

2.1.1 Neural network dynamics.

We consider the evolution of a network ofN neurons, described by a dynamical model,
that is, either a deterministic dynamical system or a stochastic dynamical system (usu-
ally governed by both a deterministic evolution map and additive noise). We assume
that there is a minimal time scaleδ , set toδ = 1 without loss of generality, at which
dynamics can be time-discretized. Typically, this can be the minimal resolution of the
spike time, constrained by biophysics and by measurements methods (see [9] for a dis-
cussion on time discretisation in spiking neural networks). The typical neuron models
we think of are punctual conductance based generalized Integrate-and-Fire (IF) models
with exponential synapses (gIF) [13]. Actually, the formalism developed here has been
rigorously funded in [11] for Leaky-Integrate-and-Fire (LIF) models with noise. We
further assume the network parameters (synaptic weights, currents, etc..) to be fixed
in this context (see [13] for a discussion). This means that we assume observing a
period of time where the system parameters are essentially constants. In other words,
we focus here onstationarydynamics. This restriction is further discussed in section
4.3.5.

We are interested in situations where neurons dynamics, andespecially spikes oc-
currences, do not show any regularity or exact reproducibility and require a statistical
treatment. This is obviously the case for stochastic evolutions but this also happens in
the deterministic case, whenever dynamics exhibits initial conditions sensitivity. This
leads us to the choice of the statistical formalism proposedhere, called the “thermody-
namic formalism1 ” (see [12] for an extended discussion).

2.1.2 Dynamics and raster plots.

Each neuron of indexi = 0. . .N−1 is characterized by its state,Xi , which belongs to
some (bounded) setI ∈ IR

M. M is the number of variables characterizing the state of
one neuron (we assume that all neurons are described by the same number of variables).
A typical example isM = 1 whereXi = Vi is the membrane potential of neuroni and
I = [Vmin,Vmax] but the present formalism affords extensions to such additional char-
acteristics as activation variables (e.g. for the Hodgkin-Huxley model [31]M = 4). The
variableX = [Xi ]

N−1
i=0 represents the state of a network ofN neurons. Without loss of

generality, we assume that all neurons have the same properties so thatX ∈ M = I N,
whereM is the phase space where dynamics occurs. The evolution of the network

over an infinite time is characterized by atrajectoryX̃
def
= {X(t)}+∞

t=−∞.
One can associate to each neuroni a variableωi(t) = 1 if neuroni fires between

[t,t +1[ andωi(t) = 0 otherwise. A “spiking pattern” is a vectorω(t)
def
= [ωi(t)]

N
i=0−1

1This terminology has been introduced by Sinai [74], Ruelle [64] and Bowen [5] because of its analogy
with statistical physics. But it does not relies on the principles of thermodynamics. Especially, the maxi-
mization of statistical entropy, discussed below, does notrequires the invocation of the second principle of
thermodynamics.
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which tells us which neurons are firing at timet. In this setting, a “raster plot” is a

sequenceω def
= {ω(t)}+∞

t=−∞, of spiking patterns. Finally aspike blockis a finite set of
spiking pattern, written:

[ω ]t2t1 = {ω(t)}{t1≤t≤t2} ,

where spike times have been prescribed between the timest1 to t2.
To each trajectorỹX = {X(t)}+∞

t=−∞ is associated a raster plotω = {ω(t)}+∞
t=−∞.

This is the sequence of spiking patterns displayed by the neural network when it fol-
lows the trajectoryX̃. We write X̃ → ω . On the other way round, we say that an
infinite sequenceω = {ω(t)}+∞

t=−∞ is an admissible raster plotif dynamics allows a
trajectoryX̃ such thatX̃ → ω . We callΣ the set of admissible raster plots. The dynam-
ics of the neurons state induces therefore a dynamics on the set of admissible raster
plots, represented by theleft shift, σ , such thatσω = ω ′ ⇔ ω ′(t) = ω(t + 1),∀t ≥ 0
. Thus, in some sense, raster plots provide a code for the trajectoriesX̃. Note that the
correspondence may not be one-to-one [10].

Though dynamics produces many possible raster plots, it is important to remark
that it is not able to produceanypossible sequence of spiking patterns. This depends
on the system properties (e.g., refractoriness forbids raster plots with spike interval
below 1ms) and parameters (e.g., after synaptic weight adaptation the dynamics often
appears more constrained). For example, inhibition may prevent a neuron to fire when-
ever a group of pre-synaptic neurons has fired before. There are thereforeallowedand
forbiddensequences, constrained by dynamics. This corresponds to the followingcru-
cial property, often neglected in entropy estimations of spike trains [59]. The set of
admissible raster plotΣ is not the set of all possible raster plots. Indeed, considering
spike blocks of sizen there are 2Nn possible spike blocks but quite a bit lessadmissible
raster plots (the exponential rate of growths in the number of admissible raster plots is
given by the topological entropy which is an upper bound for the Kolmogorov-Sinai
entropy defined in eq. (3), footnote 6).

2.1.3 Transition probabilities.

Typically, the network dynamics and the related spikes fluctuate in an unpredictable
manner. The spike response itself is not sought as a deterministic response in this
context, but as a conditional probability [59]. “Reading out the code” consists of
inferring such probability. Especially, the probability that a neuron emits a spike at
some timet depends on the history of the neural network. However, it is impos-
sible to know explicitely its form in the general case since it depends on the past
evolution of all variables determining the neural network state X. A possible sim-
plification is to consider that this probability dependsonly on the spikes emitted in
the past by the network. In this way, we are seeking a family oftransition prob-

abilities of the formP
[

ω(t) | [ω ]t−1
−∞

]

from which all spike trains statistical proper-

ties can be deduced. These transition probabilities are called conditional intensityin
[35, 7, 18, 36, 82, 51, 81, 56] and they are essential to determine completely the spike
trains statistics. The price to pay is that we have to consider processes with memory
(which is not so shocking when dealing with neural networks).
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These transition probabilities are unknown for most modelsbut an explicit compu-
tation can be rigorously achieved in the case of a discrete time Leaky Integrate-and-Fire
(LIF) neural networks with noise, in the stationary case (e.g. time independent stim-
ulus) (see eq. (40) and [11]). Stationarity means here that the transition probability
does not depend explicitely ont so that one can focus on transition probabilities of

the formP
[

ω(0) | [ω ]−1
−∞

]

and infer the probability of any spike block by the classi-

cal Chapman-Kolmogorov equation [27]. To our knowledge this is the only example
where the complete spike trains statistics can be rigorously and analytically computed.
Note that the transition probability depends on aunboundedpast in the LIF model.
Indeed, the state of a neuron is reset whenever it fires, so theprobability of a given
spiking pattern at time 0 depends on the past up to a time when each neuron has fired
at least once. However, this time cannot be bounded (though the probability that it is
larger than someτ decays exponentially fast withτ) [11].

2.1.4 Gibbs distribution.

As far as the present paper is concerned, the main result in [11] states that some neural
networks modelsdo have Gibbs distributions, though of a quite more complex form
than currently used in the literature. More precisely it is rigorously proved in [11] that
in discrete-time LIF models2 with noise the statistics of spike trains is characterized
by aGibbs distributionwhich is also anequilibrium state, where the potential can be
explicitely computed, buthas infinite range.

Let us be more explicit. Since we are using the terms “Gibbs distribution” and
“equilibrium state” in a more general sense than the definition used in the neuroscience
community for spike train statistics analysis, we give herethe definition of these two
terms. In several places in the paper we show the link betweenthis formalism and
the usual form, and explain why we need to use the present formalism for spike train
analysis. The main difference is that we consider probability distributions on a set of
spatio-temporal sequences where the “space” is the network, and wheretime is infinite
so that the spike train probability distributions is definedon infinite time sequences
3. This is the natural context when considering transition probabilities as introduced
in the previous section. The price to pay is a more complex formulation than the
classical 1

Z exp(−βH), but the reward is having a formalism allowing us to handle
spike trains statistics including memory terms, and an explicit way to compute the free
energy density and the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the empirical statistics
and a statistical model, as developped in the rest of the paper.

A probability distributionµφ on the set ofinfinite spike sequencesΣ (raster plots)
is a Gibbs distribution if there exists a function4 φ : Σ → R, called apotential, such

2Without restriction on the synaptic weights except that they are finite.
3This corresponds to the “thermodynamic limit” in statistical physics but in our case thermodynamic limit

means “time tends to infinity” instead of “dimension of the system tends to infinity”. As a matter of fact the
number of neurons,N, is fixed and finite in the whole paper.

4Some regularity conditions, associated with a sufficientlyfast decay of the potential at infinity, are also
required, that we do not state here [38].
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that the probability of a spike block[ω ]t+n
t , for any−∞ < t < +∞, andn > 0, obeys:

c1 ≤
µφ
(

[ω ]t+n
t

)

exp
[

−(n+1)P(φ)+ ∑t+n
k=t φ(σkω)

] ≤ c2, (1)

whereP(φ ),c1,c2 are some constants with 0< c1 ≤ 1≤ c2. Recall thatσ is the shift
on rasters defined in section 2.1.2. Basically, this expresses that, asn becomes large,

µφ
(

[ω ]t+n
t

)

behaves5 like
exp[∑t+n

k=t φ(σkω)]
exp[(n+1)P(φ)] .

An equilibrium stateis a probability distributionµφ which satisfies the following
variational principle:

P(φ)
def
= h(µφ )+ µφ(φ ) = sup

µ∈m(inv)(Σ)

h(µ)+ µ(φ), (2)

wherem(inv)(Σ) is the set of invariant probability measures onΣ, h(µ) is the entropy6 of

the probabilityµ , andµ(φ)
def
=
∫

φdµ is the average ofφ with respect to the probability
µ . Note that the notion of Gibbs distribution and equilibriumstate are not equivalent
in general [38], but in the present context, they are[11].

The termP(φ ), called thetopological pressurein this context, is the formal analog
of a thermodynamic potential (free energy density). It is a generating function for the
cumulants ofφ (see section 2.2.3 for explicit examples).

2.1.5 Gibbs potential.

In the case of discrete-time LIF models the potentialφ is the log of the probability

transitionP
[

ω(t) | [ω ]t−1
−∞

]

[11]. We believe that this statement extends to more gen-

eral situations: if a spike train is characterized by a Gibbsdistribution then a natural
candidate for the Gibbs potential is the log of the conditional intensity. Let us insist
on this result. Beyond the mathematical intrincacies grounding this statement, this
choice is natural because it provides a (time)causalpotential withmemory. As a con-
sequence, the statistics of spikes at a given time are causaly related to the past spikes.
This corresponds to potential having arangethat can be large. A potential has range
R if φ([ω ]0−∞) = φ([ω ]0−(R−1)). In terms of the transition probability, this corresponds
to a system with a memory depthR−1 (the probability that a neuron spike at timet

5In the sense of (1).Thus,”behaves like” does not mean “is equal to”.
6 The Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy or entropy rate of a probability µ is:

h[µ ] = lim
n→+∞

h(n) [µ ]

n
, (3)

where
h(n) [µ ] = − ∑

ω∈Σ(n)

µ
(

[ω ]n−1
0

)

logµ
(

[ω ]n−1
0

)

, (4)

Σ(n) being the set of admissible sequences of lengthn. This quantity provides the exponential rate of growth
of admissible blocks having a positive probability underµ , asn growths. It is positive for chaotic system
and it is zero for periodic systems.
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depends on the spikes emitted by the network, up to timet− (R−1) back in the past7).
Unfortunately even if the simplest known example of neural network model, the LIF,
the range is (mathematically) infinite8. Is the situation simpler for more complex neural
networks models, for real neural networks ? Fortunately, finite range approximations
can be proposed, with a good control on the degree of approximation, as we now de-
velop.

2.2 Markov approximations.

In the sequel, we make the assumption that the spike trains statistics of the system
that we are observing is described by a Gibbs distribution whose potential has to be
determined from empirical data.

2.2.1 Range-Rpotential.

It is always possible to propose Markov approximations ofφ , even in the case where
the Gibbs potential depends on spike sequences with unbounded length. This is the
strategy that we now develop. We approximate the exact transition probability by a

transition probability with finite memory of depthR−1, P
[

ω(0) | [ω ]−1
−(R−1)

]

. In this

context, as shown in [11], the exact Gibbs potential can be approximated9 by arange-R
potentialwith a parametric form:

ψ(ω) =
R

∑
l=1

∑
(i1,t1),...,(i l ,tl )∈P(N,R),

λ (l)
i1,ni1 ,...,i l ,nil

ωi1(ni1) . . .ωi l (ni l ). (5)

This form is nothing but a Taylor expansion of log(P
[

ω(0) | [ω ]−1
−(R−1)

]

), where one

collects all terms of formωk1
i1

(ni1) . . .ωkl
i l

(ni l ), for integerk1, . . .kl ’s, using thatωk
i (n) =

ωi(n), for anyk > 0 and anyi,n. HereP(N,R) is the set of non repeated pairs of
integers(i,n) with i ∈ {0, . . . ,N−1} andn∈ {0. . . ,R−1}.

Such form of potential is a linear combination ofmonomials. An order-n mono-
mial is a productωi1(t1) . . .ωin(tn), where 0≤ i1 ≤ i2 ≤ ·· · ≤ in ≤ N−1, 0≤ t1 ≤ t2 ≤
·· · ≤ tn < ∞ and such that there is no repeated pair(ik,tk), k = 1. . .n. The monomial
ωi1(t1) . . .ωin(tn) takes values in{0,1} and is 1 if and only if each neuroni l fires at
time tl , l = 1. . .n. On phenomenological grounds the monomialωi1(t1) . . .ωin(tn) cor-
responds to a spiken-uplet (i1,t1), . . . ,(in, tn) (neuroni1 fires at timet1, neuroni2 at
time t2, etc ...).

2.2.2 Further approximations.

The potential (5) remains quite cumbersome since the numberof terms in (6) explodes
combinatorially asN,Rgrowth. Equivalently, in terms of the classical Jaynes approach

7Hence range 1 or equivalently memory depth 0 means time independent events.
8Though the variation ofφ decays exponentially fast ensuring the existence of a thermodynamic limit.
9In the case of LIF models the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the exact Gibbs distribution and its

approximation by the potential (5) decays exponentially fast with R.
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where the Gibbs distribution is obtained via the maximisation of statistical entropy un-
der constraints (see section 2.4.3), one has to fix a number ofconstraints that growths
exponentially fast withN,R. As a consequence, one is typically lead to consider para-
metric forms where monomials have been removed (or, sometimes, added) in the ex-
pansion. This constitutes a coarser approximation to the exact potential, but more
tractable from the numerical or empirical point of view. To alleviate notations we
write, in the rest of paper, the parametric potential in the form:

ψ =
L

∑
l=1

λl φl , (6)

whereφl ’s are monomials. The choice of the parametric form defines what we call
a “statistical model”, namely a Gibbs distribution, denoted µψ in the sequel, for the
potential (6). The question is “how far is this distributionfrom the true statistics” ?

2.2.3 Examples of range-Rpotentials

Bernoulli potentials The easiest example of potential are range-1 potentials (memo-
ryless) whereψ(ω) = ∑N−1

i=0 λiωi(0). The corresponding Gibbs distribution provides a
statistical model where neurons are independent.

“Ising” like potentials. This type of potential has been introduced by Schneidman and
collaborators in [67]. It reads, in our notations,

ψ(ω) =
N−1

∑
i=0

λiωi(0)+
N−1

∑
i=0

i−1

∑
j=0

λi j ωi(0)ω j(0). (7)

The corresponding Gibbs distribution provides a statistical model where synchronous
pairwise correlations between neurons are taken into account, but neither higher order
spatial correlations nor other time correlations are takeninto account. As a conse-
quence, the corresponding “Markov chain” is memoryless.

Pairwise Time-Dependent-k potentials with rates (RPTD-k).
An easy generalization of (7) is:

ψ(ω) =
N−1

∑
i=0

λiωi(0)+
N−1

∑
i=0

i−1

∑
j=0

k

∑
τ=−k

λi j τωi(0)ω j(τ), (8)

calledPairwise Time-Dependent k (RPTD-k) with Ratespotentials in the sequel.

Pairwise Time-Dependentk (PTD-k) potentials.
A variation of (8) is to avoid the explicit constraints associated to firing rates :

N−1

∑
i=0

i−1

∑
j=0

k

∑
τ=−k

λi j τωi(0)ω j(τ), (9)

calledPairwise Time-Dependentk (PTD-k) potentials in the sequel.
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2.2.4 Encoding spike blocks

To each spike block of lengthR, [ω ]k+R−1
k , k∈ Z, one can associate an integer:

wk =
k+R−1

∑
t=k

N−1

∑
i=0

2i+Ntωi(t). (10)

One has 2NR such possible blocks (though some of them can be forbidden bydynam-
ics).

We use the following notation:

σwk =
k+R

∑
t=k+1

N−1

∑
i=0

2i+Ntωi(t), (11)

so that,wk represents the block[ω ]k+R−1
k andσwk = wk+1 represents the block[ω ]k+R

k+1 .

In this setting a range-R potential is therefore a vector in the spaceH
def
= IR

2NR
with

componentsψw
def
= ψ(ω). This amounts to recoding spiking sequences as sequences

of spike blocks of lengthR, associated with wordswk, taking into account the memory
depth of the Markov chain.

2.3 Determining the statistical properties of a Gibbs distribution.

We now introduce the thermodynamic formalism allowing us tocompute numerically
the main statistical properties of a Gibbs distribution. This approach is different from a
classical approach in statistical physics where one tries to compute the partition func-
tion. The present approach gives directly the topological pressure (corresponding to the
free energy density in the thermodynamic limit) from which the statistical properties
can be inferred.

2.3.1 The Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius operator.

Once the parametric form of the potential is given, the statistical properties of the Gibbs
distribution are obtained by the Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius(RPF) operator introduced by
Ruelle in [62]. In the present case this is a positive 2NR× 2NR matrix, L(ψ) , with
entries

Lw′,w(ψ) = eψw′ Gw′,w , (12)

(while it acts on functional spaces in the infinite range case).
The matrixG is called thegrammar. It encodes in its definition theessential fact

that the underlying dynamics is not able to produce all possible raster plots:

Gw′,w =

{

1, if the transitionw′ → wis admissible;
0, otherwise.

(13)

Since we are considering blocks of the form10 w′ ∼ [ω ]k+R−1
k = ω(k) . . .ω(k+R−

10Since dynamics is assumed stationnary the result actually does not depend onk.
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1) andw∼ [ω ]k−R
k+1 = ω(k+1) . . .ω(k−R), the transitionw′ → w is legal if11 w′ andw

have the spiking patternsω(k+ 1) . . .ω(k+ R−1) in common. Thus, while there are
2NR blocks for a network ofN neurons, the matrixG has at most 2N non zero entries
on each line. As a consequenceL(ψ) is sparse.

Note also that all non zeroes entriesLw′,w(ψ) on a given line are equal. This de-
generacy comes from our choice to representψ as a vector inH which is the easiest
for numerical purposes. This has consequences discussed inthe section 2.3.6.

2.3.2 The Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius theorem

In the present paper we make the assumption that the underlying (and hidden) dynam-
ics is such that theL(ψ) matrix is primitive, i.e. ∃n > 0, s.t. ∀w,w′ Ln

w′,w(ψ) > 0.
This assumption holds for Integrate-and-Fire models with noise and is likely to hold
for more general neural networks models where noise rendersdynamics ergodic and
mixing [11]. Note, on the opposite, that if this assumption is not fulfilled there are little
chances to characterize spike trains statistics with a (unique) Gibbs distribution.

Then,L(ψ) obeys the Perron-Frobenius theorem12:

Theorem 1 L(ψ) has a unique maximal and strictly positive eigenvalue s(ψ) = eP(ψ)

associated with a right eigenvectorb(ψ)〉 and a left eigenvector〈b(ψ), with positive
and bounded entries, such that L(ψ)b(ψ)〉 = s(ψ)b(ψ)〉, 〈b(ψ)L(ψ) = s(ψ)〈b(ψ).
Those vectors can be chosen such that〈b(ψ).b(ψ)〉 = 1 where. is the scalar product
in H . The remaining part of the spectrum is located in a disk in thecomplex plane, of
radius strictly lower than s(ψ). As a consequence, for allv in H ,

1
s(ψ)n Ln(ψ)v → b(ψ)〉〈b(ψ) .v, (14)

as n→ ∞.
The Gibbs-probability of a spike block w of length R is

µψ(w) = bw(ψ)〉〈bw(ψ), (15)

where bw(ψ)〉 is the w-th component ofb(ψ)〉.
As a consequence, the assumption of primitivity guaranteesthe existence and unique-

ness of a Gibbs distribution. Note that it is more general than the detailed balance
assumption.

2.3.3 Computing averages of monomials

Sinceµψ [φl ] = ∑w µψ [w]φl (w) one obtains using (15):

µψ [φl ] = ∑
w∈H

bw(ψ)〉φl (w)〈bw(ψ). (16)

This provides a fast way to computeµψ [φl ].

11Additional transitions are usually forbidden by dynamics.As a consequence, those transitions have a
zero probability of occurence and they can be detected on empirical sequences (see section 3.4.1).

12This theorem has been generalized by Ruelle to infinite rangepotentials under some regularity conditions
[63, 64].
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2.3.4 The topological pressure.

The RPF theorem gives a direct access to the topological pressureP(ψ) which is the
logarithm of the leading eigenvalues(ψ), easily obtained by a power method (see eq.
(14)). In the case of range-R potentials (6) where the topological pressureP(ψ) be-
comes a function of the parametersλ = (λl )

L
l=1, we writeP(λ ). One can show that the

topological pressure is the generating function for the cumulants of the monomialsφl :

∂P(λ )

∂λl
= µψ [φl ]. (17)

Higher order cumulants are obtained likewise by successivederivations. Especially,
second order moments related to the central limit theorem obeyed by Gibbs distribu-
tions [5, 38] are obtained by second order derivatives. As a consequence of this last
property, the topological pressure’s Hessian is positive and the topological pressure is
convexwith respect toλ .

2.3.5 Entropy

Sinceµψ is a Gibbs distribution, for the potentialψ , therefore, an exact expression for
the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy (3) can be readily obtained:

h
[

µψ
]

= P(λ)−∑
l

λl µψ [φl ] . (18)

2.3.6 Normalisation

When switching from the potential (5), which is the polynomial expansion of the log
of the conditional intensity, to a simplified parametric form (6), one introduces several
biases. First, one may add terms which are not in the originalpotential. Second, (5)
must satisfy a constraint corresponding to the fact thatψ(ω) is the log of a probability.
Such a potential is callednormalized. Its main characteristics are (i) the topological
pressure is zero; (ii) the right eigenvectorb(ψ)〉 has all its components equal. The
reason is simple: when the potential is the log of a transition probability the RPF oper-

ator satisfies∑w∈H Lw′w = ∑ω(0)∈{0,1}N P
[

ω(0) | [ω ]−1
−(R−1)

]

= 1,∀w′ ∈ H , wherew′

corresponds e.g. to[ω ]−1
−R, andw to [ω ]0−(R−1). Thus, the largest eigenvalues(ψ) is 1,

and the corresponding right eigenvector has all its components equal.
On the opposite, the parametric form (6) whereλl are free parameters is in gen-

eralnot normalized, with deep consequences discussed in the next sections. However,
there exists a transformation allowing to convert an arbitrary range-R potential to a
normalized potentialΨ by the transformation:

Ψw′w = ψw′ − log(bw′(ψ)〉)+ log(bw(ψ)〉)−P(ψ). (19)

Let us give two examples. First, ifψ is normalized thenbw′(ψ)〉 = bw(ψ)〉 and
P(ψ) = 0 so that (fortunately)Ψ = ψ . Second, ifψ has range-1 then, according to
the computations done in section 2.3.8,Ψw′w =− log(Z)+ψw′ =− log(Z)+ψ(ω(0)).
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Here, the normalisation only consists of removing the log ofa (constant) partition
function.

In the general case, the potential (19) has range-R+1. The corresponding RPF op-
eratorL(Ψ), is therefore the transition matrix for aR-step Markov chain. Thus, switch-
ing to a parametric form (6) without constraint on theλl ’s we end up with a redundant
transition probability of formP′(ω(0) | [ω ]−1

−R) while the right transition probability is

P(ω(0) | [ω ]−1
−(R−1)). Since, obviouslyP′(ω(0) | [ω ]−1

−R) = P(ω(0) | [ω ]−1
−(R−1)) the final

form of the normalized potential can be easily simplified.

2.3.7 Probability of arbitrary spike blocks

Using the normalized potential (19) the probability of aadmissiblespike block of size
strictly larger thanR, [ω ]t+n+R−1

t , t ∈ Z, n > 0 is given by:

µψ

[

[ω ]t+n+R−1
t

]

= µψ [ω(t),ω(t +1) . . .ω(t +n+R−1)] = µψ [wt , . . . ,wt+n] ,

where the wordwk encodes the block[ω ]k+R−1
k . As a consequence,

µψ [wt , . . . ,wt+n] = µψ [wt ]Lwt ,wt+1(Ψ)Lwt+1,wt+2(Ψ) . . .Lwt+n−1,wt+n(Ψ). (20)

This is the classical Chapman-Kolmogorov equation. Returning to the initial (non-
normalised) potential (6) this relation reads, using (19):

µψ [wt , . . . ,wt+n] = µψ [wt ]
bwt+n(ψ)〉
bwt (ψ)〉

1

e(n+1)P(ψ)
e∑t+n

k=t ψwk . (21)

One checks13 that µψ [wt , . . . ,wt+n] satisfies the definition of a Gibbs distribution
(1) with P(ψ) = logs(ψ) andwk = σkw0.

On the opposite, for blocks of size 0< n < R+1 then

µψ
[

[ω ]t+n
t

]

= ∑
w⊂[ω]t+n

t

µψ(w),

where the sum holds on each wordw containing the block[ω ]t+n
t .

2.3.8 Links with the simple Gibbs form.

In this section we make the link between our formalism and previous approaches using
the simple Gibbs formulation.

As a preliminary remark note that the Gibbs-probability of aspike blockw of length
R, given by (15),hasn’tthe form 1

Zeψ(w), with Z constant,except when R= 1. The case
R = 1 corresponds to a Markov chain without memory, where therefore the spiking
patternwt = ω(t) is independent onwt−1 = ω(t − 1). Examples are the Bernoulli
model (where moreover spikes are spatially independent) orthe Ising model (where
spikes are spatially correlated but not time correlated). In this case, all transitions

13Taking into account the fact that symbolswk encode spike blocks of lengthR.
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are allowed, thus the RPF matrix readsLw′,w(ψ) = eψw′ and does not depend onw.
As a consequence, all lines are linearly dependent which implies that there areN−
1 0-eigenvalues while the largest eigenvalue isZ

def
= s(ψ) = Tr(L(ψ)) = ∑

w′∈H

eψw′ .

The corresponding left eigenvector is〈b(ψ) = (1, . . . ,1) and the right eigenvector is

bw′(ψ)〉 = eψw′
Z , so that〈b(ψ).b(ψ)〉 = 1. Thus, the Gibbs distribution is, according to

(15), µw′ = eψw′
Z .

Consider now larger ranges. Recall first that a potential of form (6) is in gen-
eral not normalized. To associate it to a Markov chain one hasto use the trans-
formation (19) and the probability of a spiking pattern sequence is given by (21).
In particular, the joint probability of two admissible successive blocksw′,w reads
µψ(w,w′) = µψ [w′] bw(ψ)〉

bw′ (ψ)〉
1

eP(ψ ) eψw′ . One can introduce a formal HamiltonianHww′ =

ψw′ + log(bw(ψ)〉) and a “conditional” partition functionZ(w′) = eP(ψ)bw′(ψ)〉 such
thatµψ(w|w′) = 1

Z(w′)eHww′ with Z(w′)= ∑w∈H eHww′ but here the partition function de-

pends onw′ (compare with eq. (1) in ref [44]). This corresponds, in statistical mechan-
ics, to have interactions with a boundary. In this setting, the free energy density (topo-
logical pressure) is obtained (away from phase transitions14), via 1

n logZn(w′) → P(ψ)
asn→ ∞, ∀w′, requiring to consider a thermodynamic limit, as we do in thepresent
setting.

As a conclusion, starting from an a priori form of a potential(6), obtained e.g. by
Jaynes argument (see section 2.4.3) one obtains a non normalized potential which can-
not be directly associated with a Markov chain, and the corresponding Gibbs measure
hasn’t the simple Gibbs form used for Ising model, as soon as one introduces memory
terms in the potential. However, the thermodynamic formalism allows one to treat this
case without approximations, or assumptions such as detailed balance, and gives direct
access to the topological pressure.

2.3.9 Comparing several Gibbs statistical models.

The choice of a potential (6), i.e. the choice of a set of observables, fixes a statistical
model for the statistics of spike trains. Clearly, there aremany choices of potentials and
one needs to propose a criterion to compare them. The Kullback-Leibler divergence,

d(ν,µ) = limsup
n→∞

1
n ∑

[ω]n−1
0

ν
(

[ω ]n−1
0

)

log





ν
(

[ω ]n−1
0

)

µ
(

[ω ]n−1
0

)



 , (22)

whereν andµ are two invariant probability measures, provides some notion of asym-
metric “distance” betweenµ andν.

The computation ofd(ν,µ) is delicate but, in the present context, the following
holds. Forν an invariant measure andµψ a Gibbs measure with a potentialψ , both
defined on the same set of sequencesΣ, one has [5, 63, 38, 16]:

d
(

ν,µψ
)

= P(ψ)−ν(ψ)−h(ν). (23)

14This requires a sufficiently fast decay of the potential, as mentioned in the footnote 4
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This is the key of the algorithm that we have developed.

2.4 Computing the Gibbs distribution from empirical data.

2.4.1 Empirical Averaging

Assume now that we observe the spike trains generated by the neural network. We
want to extract from these observations informations aboutthe set of monomialsφl

constituting the potential and the corresponding coefficientsλl .
Typically, one observes, fromN repetitions of the same experiment, i.e. submit-

ting the system to the same conditions,N raster plotsω(m),m = 1. . .N on a finite
time horizon of lengthT. These are the basic data from which we want to extrapolate
the Gibbs distribution. The key object for this is theempiricalmeasure. For a fixedN
(number of observations) and a fixedT (time length of the observed spike train), the
empirical averageof a function f : Σ →R is:

f̄ (N ,T) =
1

N T

N

∑
m=1

T

∑
t=1

f (σ t ω(m)). (24)

Typical examples aref (ω) = ωi(0) in which case the empirical average off is the
firing rate15 of neuroni; f (ω) = ωi(0)ω j(0) then the empirical average off measures
the estimated probability of spike coincidence for neuronj andi; f (ω) = ωi(τ)ω j (0)
then the empirical average off measures the estimated probability of the event “neuron
j fires and neuroni firesτ time step later” (or sooner according to the sign ofτ).

Note that in (24) we have used the shiftσ t for the time evolution of the raster plot.
This notation is compact and well adapted to the next developments than the classical
formula, reading, e.g., for firing rates1

N T ∑N
m=1 ∑T

t=1 f (ω(m)(t)).
The empirical measure is the probability distributionπ (T) such that, for any func-

tion16 f : Σ →R,
π (T)( f ) = f̄ (N ,T). (25)

Equivalently, the empirical probability of a spike block[ω ]t2t1 is given by:

π (T)
(

[ω ]t2t1

)

=
1

N T

N

∑
m=1

T

∑
t=1

χ
[ω]

t2
t1
(σ tω(m)), (26)

whereχ
[ω]

t2
t1

is the indicatrix function of the block[ω ]t2t1 so that∑T
t=1 χ

[ω]
t2
t1
(σ tω(m))

simply counts the number of occurences of the block[ω ]t2t1 in the empirical rasterω(m).

2.4.2 Estimating the potential from empirical average

The empirical measure is what we get from experiments while it is assumed that spike
statistics is governed by an hidden Gibbs distributionµψ that we want to determine or
approximate. Clearly there are infinitely manya priori choices for this distribution,

15Recall that we assume dynamics is stationary so rates do not depend on time.
16In fact, it is sufficient here to consider monomials.
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corresponding to infinitely many a priori choices for the potential ψ. However, the
ergodic theorem (the law of large number) states thatπ (T) → µψ as T → ∞ where
µψ is the sought Gibbs distribution. Equivalently, the Kullback-Leibler divergence

d
(

π (T),µψ

)

between the empirical measure and the sought Gibbs distribution tends

to 0 asT → ∞.
Since we are dealing with finite samples the best that we can expect is to find a

Gibbs distribution whichminimizesthis divergence. This is the core of our approach.
Indeed, using eq. (23) we use the approximation17:

d(π (T),µψ) = P(ψ)−π (T)(ψ)−h(π (T)). (27)

The advantage is that this quantity can be numerically estimated, since for a given
choice ofψ the topological pressure is known from the Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius the-
orem, whileπ (T)(ψ) is directly computable. Sinceπ (T) is fixed by the experimental
raster plot,h(π (T)) is independent of the Gibbs potential, so we can equivalently mini-
mize:

h̃[ψ ] = P[ψ ]−π (T)(ψ), (28)

without computing the entropy h(π (T)).
This relation holds for any potential. In the case of a parametric potential of the

form (6) we have to minimize

h̃[λ ] = P[λ ]−
L

∑
l=1

λl π (T)(φl ). (29)

Thus, from (17) and (24), given the parametric form, the set of λl ’s minimizing the KL
divergence are given by:

µψ [φl ] = π (T)(φl ), l = 1. . .L. (30)

Before showing why this necessary condition is also sufficient, we want to comment
this result in connection with standard approaches (“Jaynes argument”).

2.4.3 Inferring statistics from empirical averages of observables: The Jaynes
argument.

The conditions (30) impose constraints on the sought Gibbs distribution. In view of the
variational principle (2) the minimization of KL divergence for a prescribed paramet-
ric form of the Gibbs potentialis equivalent tomaximizing the statistical entropy under
the constraints (30), where theλl ’s appear as adjustable Lagrange multipliers. This is
the Jaynes argument [34] commonly used to introduce Gibbs distributions in statisti-
cal physics textbooks, and also used in the fundating paper of Schneidman et al. [67].
There is however an important subblety that we want to outline. The Jaynes argument
provides the Gibbs distribution which minimizes the KL divergence with respect to the
empirical distributionin a specific class of Gibbs potentials. Given a parametric form
for the potential it gives the set ofλl ’s which minimizes the KL divergence for the set

17This is an approximation becauseπ(T) is not invariant [38]. It becomes exact asT → +∞.
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of Gibbs measures havingthis form of potential[21]. Nevertheless, the divergence can
still be quite large and the corresponding parametric form can provide a poor approxi-
mation of the sought measure. So, in principle one has to minimize the KL divergence
with respect to several parametric forms. This is a way to compare the statistical mod-
els. The best one is the one which minimizes (29), i.e. knowing if the “ model”ψ2 is
significantly “better” thanψ1, reduces to verifying:

h̃[ψ2] ≪ h̃[ψ1] , (31)

easily computable at the implementation level, as developed below. Note that̃h has the
dimension of entropy. Since we compare entropies, which units are bits of information,
defined in base 2, the previous comparison units is well-defined.

2.4.4 Convexity.

The topological pressure is convex with respect toλ . As being the positive sum of
two (non strictly) convex criteriaP[ψ ] and−π (T)(ψ) in (29), the minimized criterion
is convex. This means that the previous minimization methodintrinsically converges
towards a global minimum.

Let us now consider the estimation of an hidden potentialψ = ∑L
l=1 λl φl by a test

potentialψ(test) = ∑L(test)

l=1 λ (test)
l φ (test)

l . As a consequence, we estimateψ with a set of

parametersλ (test)
l , and the criterion (29) is minimized with respect tothose parameters

λ (test)
l , l = 1. . .L(test).

Several situations are possible. First,ψ andψ(test) have the same set of mono-
mials, only theλl ’s must be determined. Then, the unique minimum is reached for

λ (test)
l = λl , l = 1. . .L. Second,ψ(test) contains all the monomials ofψ plus additional

ones (overestimation). Then, theλ (test)
l ’s corresponding to monomials inψ converge

to λl while the coefficients corresponding to additional monomials converge to 0. The
third case corresponds tounderestimation. ψ(test) contains less monomials thanψ or
distinct monomials. In this case, there is still a minimum for the criterion (29), but
it provides a statistical model (a Gibbs distribution) atpositive KL distancefrom the
correct potential [21]. In this case adding monomials toψ(test) will improve the estima-
tion. More precisely, if for a first test potential the coefficients obtained after minimi-

sation ofh̃ areλ (test)
l , l = 1. . .L(test) and for a second test potential they areλ

′(test)
l , l =

1. . .L
′(test),L

′(test) > L(test) then h̃(λ (test)
1 , . . . ,λ (test)

L(test)) ≥ h̃(λ
′(test)
1 , . . . ,λ (test)

L
′(test)). For the

samel the coefficientsλ (test)
l andλ

′(test)
l can be quite different.

Note that these different situations are not inherent to ourprocedure, but to the
principle of finding an hidden probability by maximizing thestatistical entropy under
constraints, when the full set of constraints is not known18. Examples of these cases
are provided in section 4. As a matter of fact, we have therefore two strategies to

18The problem of estimating the memory order of the underlyingmarkov chain to a given sequence, which
means, in our framework, to find the the potential range, has been a well known difficult question in coding
and information theory [49]. Some of the current available tests might offer additional algorithmic tools that
would be explored in a forthcoming paper
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estimate an hidden potential. Either starting from a minimal form of test potential (e.g.
Bernoulli) and adding successive monomials (e.g. based on heuristical arguments such
as “pairwise correlations do matter”) to reduce the value ofh̃. The advantage is to
start from potentials with a few number coefficients, but where the knowledge of the
coefficients at a given step cannot be used at the next step, and where one has no idea on
“how far” we are from the right measure. The other strategy consists of starting from
the largest possible potential with rangeR 19 . In this case it is guarantee that the test
potential is at the minimal distance from the sought one, in the set of range-Rpotential,
while the minimization will remove irrelevant monomials (their coefficient vanishes
in the estimation). The drawback is that one has to start froma very huge number of
monomials (2NR) which reduces the number of situations one can numericallyhandle.
These two approaches are used in section 4.

2.4.5 Finite sample effects and large deviations.

Note that the estimations crucially depend onT. This is a central problem, not inher-
ent to our approach but to all statistical methods where one tries to extract statistical
properties from finite empirical sample. SinceT can be small in practical experiments,
this problem can be circumvented by using an average over several samples (see eq.
(24) and related comments). Nevertheless it is important tohave an estimation of finite
sampling effects, which can be addressed by the large deviations properties of Gibbs
distributions.

For each observableφl , l = 1. . .L, the following holds, asT → +∞ [22]:

µψ

{

ω , |π (T)(φl )− µψ (φl ) | ≥ ε
}

∼ exp(−TIl (ε)), (32)

whereIl (x) = supλl∈R (λl x−P[λ ]), is the Legendre transform of the pressureP[λ ].
This result provides the convergence rate with respect toT. This is very important,

since, once the Gibbs distribution is known, one can infer the lengthT of the time win-
dows over which averages must be performed in order to obtainreliable statistics. This
is of particular importance when applying statistical tests such as Neymann-Pearson
for which large deviations results are available in the caseof Markov chains and Gibbs
distributions with finite range potentials [50].

Another important large deviation property also results from thermodynamic for-
malism [38, 14, 22]. Assume that the experimental raster plot ω is distributed according
to the Gibbs distributionµψ , with potentialψ, and assume that we propose, as a statis-
tical model, a Gibbs distribution with potentialψ ′ 6= ψ . The Gibbs measure of spike

blocks of range (15) is a vector inH andπ (T) =
(

π (T)(w)]
)

w∈H
is a random vec-

tor. Now, the probabilityµψ

{

‖π (T)− µψ ′‖ < ε
}

that π (T) is ε-close to the “wrong”

probabilityµψ ′ decays exponentially fast as,

µψ

{

‖π (T) − µψ′‖ < ε
}

∼ exp(−T inf
µ,‖µ−µψ′‖<ε

d(µ ,µψ))). (33)

19ibid.
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Thus, this probability decreases exponentially fast withT, with a rate given (for
smallε) by T d(µψ ,µψ ′). Therefore, a difference ofη in the Kullback-Leibler diver-

gencesd(π (T),µψ), d(π (T),µψ ′) leads to a ratio
µψ{‖π(T)−µψ‖<ε}
µψ
{

‖π(T)−µψ′‖<ε
} of order exp−Tη .

Consequently, forT ∼ 108 a divergence of orderη = 10−7 leads to a ratio of order
exp(−10). Illustrations of this are given in section 4.

2.4.6 Other statistics related to Gibbs distributions.

The K-L divergence minimization can be completed with otherstandard criteria for
which some analytical results are available in the realm of Gibbs distributions and ther-
modynamic formalism. Fluctuations of monomial averages about their mean are Gaus-
sian, since Gibbs distribution obey a central limit theoremwith a variance controlled
by the second derivative ofP(λ). Then, using aχ2 test seems natural. Examples are
given in section 4. In order to compare the goodness-of-fit (GOF) for probability dis-
tributions of spike blocks, we propose at the descriptive level the box plots tests. On
the other hand, quantitative methods to establish GOF are numerous and can be clas-
sified in families of ’test Statistics’, the most important being the Power-Divergence
methods (eg. Pearson-χ2 test), the Generalized Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) tests (eg.
the KS and the Watson-Darling test) and the Phi-Divergence methods (eg. Cramer-von
Mises test)[20, 17]. Finally, to discriminate 2 Gibbs measures one can use the Neyman-
Pearson criteria since large deviations results for the Neyman-Pearson risk are available
in this case [50]. In the present paper we have limited our analysis to the most standard
tests (diagonal representations, box plots,χ2).

3 Application: parametric statistic estimation.

Let us now discuss how the previous piece of theory allows us to estimate, at a very
general level, parametric statistics of spike trains.

We observeN neurons during a stationary period of observationT, assuming that
statistics is characterized by an unknown Gibbs potential of rangeR. The algorithmic20

procedure proposed here decomposes in three steps:

1. Choosing a statistical model, i.e. fixing the potential (6) (equivalently, the rele-
vant monomials or “observables”).

2. Computing the empirical average of observables, i.e. determine them from the
raster, using eq. (24).

3. Performing the parametric estimation, i.e. use a variational approach to deter-
mine the Gibbs potential.

Let us describe and discuss these three steps, and then discuss the design choices.

20The code is available athttp://enas.gforge.inria.fr/classGibbsPotential.html
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3.1 Choosing a model: rate, coincidence, spiking pattern and more.

3.1.1 The meaning of monomials.

In order to understand the power of representation of the proposed formalism, let us
start reviewing a few elements discussed at a more theoretical level in the previous
section.

We start with a potential limited to a unique monomial.

• If ψ = ωi(0), its related average value measures the firing probability or firing
rate of neuroni;

• If ψ(ω)= ωi(0)ω j(0), we now measure the probability of spikes coincidence for
neuronj andi, as pointed out at the biological level by, e.g, [28] and developed
by [66];

• If ψ(ω) = ωi(τ)ω j (0), we measure the probability of the event “neuronj fires
and neuroni fires τ time step later” (or sooner according to the sign ofτ); in
this case the average value provides21 thecross-correlationfor a delayτ and the
auto-correlation fori = j;

• A step further, if, say,ψ(ω) = ωi(0)ω j(0)ω j(1), we now take into account
triplets of spikes in a specific pattern (i.e. one spike from neuroni coinciding
with two successive spikes from neuronj);

These examples illustrate the notion of “design choice”: the first step of the method
being to choose the “question to ask”, i.e. what is to be observed over the data. In this
framework, this translates in: “choosing the form of the potential”. Let us enumerate a
few important examples.

3.1.2 Taking only rate or synchronization into account: Bernoulli and Ising po-
tentials.

Rate potential are range-1 potentials, as defined before. Such models are not very
interesting as such, but have two applications: they are used to calibrate and study
some numerical properties of the present methods, and they are also used to compare
the obtained conditional entropy with more sophisticated models.

Ising potentials have been introduced by Schneidman and collaborators in [67],
taking rate and synchronization of neurons pairs, as studied in, e.g. [28]. This form is
justified by the authors using the Jaynes argument.

Let us now consider potentials not yet studied, up to our bestknowledge, in the
present literature.

3.1.3 Taking rate and correlations into account: RPTD-k potentials.

This is a key example for the present study. On one hand, the present algorithmic
was developed to take not only Bernoulli or Ising-like potential into account, but a

21Substracting the firing rates ofi and j.
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large class of statistical model, including ageneral second order model(redundant
monomial being eliminated), i.e. taking rate,auto-correlation(parametrized byλiτ )
andcross-correlation(parametrized byλi j τ ) into account.

Being able to consider such type of model is an important challenge, because it
provides a tool to analyze not only synchronization betweenneurons, but more general
temporal relations (see e.g. [23, 28, 6] for important applications).

Let us now turn to a specific example related to the neuronal network dynamic
analysis.

3.1.4 Taking plasticity into account: “STDP” potentials

In [12] we considered Integrate-and-Fire neural networks with Spike-Time Dependent
Plasticity of type:

W′
i j = ε

[

rdWi j +
1
T

T+Ts

∑
t=Ts

ω j(t)
Ts

∑
u=−Ts

f (u)ωi(t +u)

]

, (34)

whereWi j is the synaptic weight from neuronj to neuroni, −1 < rd < 0 a term corre-
sponding to passive LTD,T a large time, corresponding to averaging spike activity for
the synaptic weights update, and,

f (x) =











A−e
x

τ− , x < 0, A− < 0;

A+e
− x

τ+ , x > 0, A+ > 0;
0, x = 0;

with A− < 0 andA+ > 0, is the STDP function as derived by Bi and Poo [4]. The
shape of f has been obtained from statistical extrapolations of experimental data.

Ts
def
= 2max(τ+,τ−) is a characteristic time scale. We argued that this synapticweight

adaptation rule produces, when it has converged, spike trains distributed according to
a Gibbs distribution with potential:

ψ(ω) =
N

∑
i=0

λ (1)
i ωi(0)+

N−1

∑
i=0

N−1

∑
j=0

λ (2)
i j

Ts

∑
u=−Ts

f (u)ωi(0)ω j(u). (35)

When considering a large number of neurons, it becomes difficult to compute and
check numerically this joint probability over the whole population. Here, we propose
to consider a subsetPs of Ns < N neurons. In this case, the effects of the rest of
the population can be written as a bulk term modulating the individual firing rates and
correlations of the observed population, leading to a marginal potential of the form:

ψPs
(ω) = ∑

i∈Ps

λ (1)′
i ωi(0)+ ∑

i, j∈Ps0

N−1

∑
j=0

λ (2)
i j

Ts

∑
u=−Ts

f (u)ωi(0)ω j(u). (36)

Here, the potential is a function of both past and future. A simple way to embed this
potential in our framework, is to shift the time by an amount of Ts, using the stationarity
assumption.
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3.1.5 The general case: Typical number of observed neurons and statistics range.

The previous piece of theory allows us to take any statisticsof rangeR, among any
set ofN neurons into account. At the numerical level, the situationis not that simple,
since it appears, as detailed in the two next sections, that both the memory storage
and computation load are inO(2NR), except if the grammar is very restrictive, and the
possible spike pattern blocks very sparse. Hopefully, we are going to see that estimation
algorithms are rather efficient, thus do not lead to a complexity larger thanO(2NR).

It is clear that the present limitation isintrinsic to the problem, since we have
at least, for a statistics of rangeR, to count the number of occurrences of blocks of
N neurons of sizeR, and there are (at most) 2NR of them. Fastest implementations
must be based on thepartial observation of only a subset of, e.g., the most preeminent
occurrences.

Quantitatively, we consider “small” values ofN andR, typically a number of neu-
rons equal toN ∈ {1,≃ 8}, and Markov chain of rangeR = {1,≃ 16}, in order to
manipulate quantities of dimensionN ≤ 8, andR≤ 16, and such thatN(R+1)≤ 18.

3.2 Computing the empirical measure: prefix-tree construction.

For one sample (N = 1),the empirical probability (25) of the block[ω ]t−D , −D < t ≤ 0
is given by

π (T)([ω ]t−D) =
#[ω ]t−D

T
.

thus obtained counting the number of occurrence #[ω ]t−D ,−D < t ≤ 0 of the block

[ω ]t−D in the sequence[ω ]0−T . Since we assume that dynamics is stationary we have,

π (T)([ω ]t−D) = π (T)([ω ]t+D
0 ).

We observe that the data structure size has to be of orderO(2NR) (lower if the dis-
tribution is sparse), but does not depends onT. Since many distributions are sparse (not
all blocks occur, because the distribution is constrained by a grammar), it is important
to use a sparse data structure, without storing explicitly blocks of occurence zero.

Furthermore, we have to study the distribution at several rangesRand it is important
to be able to factorize these operations. This means counting in one pass, and in a
unique data structure, block occurrences of different ranges.

The chosen data structure is a tree of depthR+ 1 and degree 2N. The nodes at
depthD count the number of occurrences of each block[ω ]t−D+t , of length up toD ≤
R+122. It is known (see, e.g., [29] for a formal introduction) thatthis is a suitable data
structure (faster to construct and to scan than hash-tables, for instance) in this context.
It allows to maintain a computation time of orderO(TR), which does not depends on
the structure size.

3.2.1 The prefix-tree algorithm.

Since we use such structure in a rather non-standard way compared to other authors,
e.g. [29, 26], we detail the method here.

22The code is available athttp://enas.gforge.inria.fr/classSuffixTree.html.
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We consider a spike trainω0
−T , where time is negative. The prefix-tree data struc-

ture for the present estimation procedure is constructed iteratively.

1. Each spiking pattern at timet, ω(t), is encoded by an integerw(t).

2. This given, before any symbol has been received, we start with the empty tree
consisting only of the root.

3. Then suppose for−D < t ≤ 0 that the treeT ([ω ]t−1
−T ) represents[ω ]t−1

−T . One
obtains the treeT ([ω ]t−T) as follows:

(a) One starts from the root and takes branches corresponding to the observed
symbolsω(t −D+1), · · · , ω(t).

(b) If ones reaches a leaf before termination, one replaces this leaf by an inter-
nal node and extends on the tree.

(c) Each node or leaf has a counter incremented at each access, thus counting
the number of occurrence #[ω ]t−D ,−D < t ≤ 0 of the block[ω ]t−D in the

sequence[ω ]0−T .

The present data structure not only allows us to perform the empirical measure
estimation over a period of timeT, but can also obviously be used to aggregate several
experimental periods of observation. It is sufficient to addall observations to the same
data structure.

3.2.2 Generalization to a sliding window.

Though we restrict ourselves to stationary statistics in the present work, it is clear that
the present mechanism can be easily generalized to the analysis of non-stationary data
set, using a sliding window considering the empirical measure in [t,t + T[, then[t +
1,t +1+T[, etc.. This is implemented in the present data structure by simply counting
the block occurrences observed at timet and adding the block occurrences observed
at time T, yielding a minimal computation load. The available implementation has
already this functionality (see section 4.3.5 for an example).

3.3 Performing the parametric estimation

In a nutshell, the parametric estimation reduces to minimizing (27), by calculating the
topological pressureP(ψ) ≡ P(λ ) using (14) and the related theorem. The process
decomposes into the following steps.

3.3.1 Potential eigen-elements calculation.

It has been shown in the theoretical section that the Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius operator
eigen-elements allows one to derive all characteristics ofthe probability distribution.
Let us now describe at the algorithmic level how to perform these derivations.
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1. The first step is to calculate the right-eigenvectorb(ψ)〉 of the L(ψ) operator,
associated to the highest eigenvalue, using a standard power-method series:

s(n) = ‖L(ψ)v(n−1)‖
v(n) = 1

s(n) L(ψ)v(n−1)

wherev(n) is then-th iterate of an initial vectorv(0) ands(n) is then-th iterate
of an initial real values(0). With this method the pair(s(n),v(n)) converges to
(s(ψ),b(ψ)〉) as soon asv(0) is not orthogonal tob(ψ)〉. In our case, after some
numerical tests, it appeared a good choice to either setv(0) to an uniform value,
or to use the previous estimated value ofb(ψ)〉, if available. This last choice is
going to speed up the subsequent steps of the estimation algorithm.

The key point, in this iterative calculation, is thatL(ψ) is (hopefully) a sparse
2NR×2NR matrix, as outlined in the section 2.3.1. As a consequence calculating
L(ψ)v is aO(2N+NR)≪ O(22NR) operation, making explicit the grammar in the
implementation.

The required precision on(s(ψ),b(ψ)〉) must be very high, for the subsequent
steps to be valid, even if the eigenvector dimension is huge (it is equal to 2NR),
therefore the iteration must be run down to the smallest reasonable precision
level (10−24 in the present implementation).

We have experimented that between 10 to 200 iterations are required for an initial
uniform step in order to attain the required precision (forNR∈ 2..20), while less
than 10 iterations are sufficient when starting with a previously estimated value.

From this 1st step we immediately calculate:

(a) The topological pressureP(ψ) = log(s(ψ)).

(b) The normalized potentialΨw (this normalized potential is also stored in a
look-up table). This gives us the transition matrix, which can be used to
generate spike trains distributed according the Gibbs distribution µψ and
used as benchmarks in the section 4.

2. The second step is to calculate the left eigenvector〈b(ψ), this calculation having
exactly the same characteristics as forb(ψ)〉.
From this 2nd step one immediately calculates:

(a) The Gibbs probability of a blockw given by (15), from which probabilities
of any block can be computed (section 2.3.7).

(b) The theoretical value of the observables averageµψ(φl ), as given in (16).

(c) The theoretical value of the distribution entropyh
[

µψ
]

, as given in (18).

After both steps, we obtain all useful quantities regardingthe related Gibbs dis-
tribution: probability measure, observable value prediction, entropy. These algo-
rithmic loops are direct applications of the previous pieceof theory and show the
profound interest of the proposed framework: given a Gibbs potential, all other
elements can be derived directly.
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3.3.2 Estimating the potential parameters.

The final step of the estimation procedure is to find the parametersλ such that the
Gibbs measure fits at best with the empirical measure. We havediscussed why mini-
mizing (27) is the best choice in this context. Sinceh(π (T)) is a constant with respect
to λ , it is equivalent to minimizẽh[ψλ ] eq. (29), whereµψ(φl ) is given by (16. Equiv-

alently, we are looking for a Gibbs distributionµψ such that∂P[ψλ ]
∂λl

= π (T)(φl ) which

expresses thatπ (T) is tangent toP atψλ [38].

3.3.3 Matching theoretical and empirical observable values.

As pointed out in the theoretical part, the goal of the estimation is indeed to find the
parametersλ for which theoretical and empirical observable values match. The impor-
tant point is that this is exactly what is performed by the proposed method: minimizing
the criterion until a minimum is reached, i.e. until the gradient vanishes corresponding
to a point whereµψ(φl ) = π (T)(φl ), thus where theoretical and empirical observable
values are equal. Furthermore, this variational approach provides an effective method
to numerically obtain the expected result.

At the implementation level, the quantitiesπ (T)(φl ) are the empirical averages of
the observables, i.e. the observable averages computed on the prefix tree. They are
computed once from the prefix tree. For a givenλ , P(λ ) is given by step 1.a of the pre-
vious calculation, whileµψ (φl ) is given by the step 2.b. It is thus now straightforward23

to delegate the minimization of this criterion to any standard powerful non-linear min-
imization routine.

We have implemented such a mechanism using the GSL24 implementation of non-
linear minimization methods. We have also made available the GSL implementation
of the simplex algorithm of Nelder and Mead which does not require the explicit com-
putation of a gradient like in eq. (29). This alternative is usually less efficient than the
previous methods, except in situations, discussed in the next section, where we are at
the limit of the numerical stability. In such a case the simplex method is still working,
whereas other methods fail.

23Considering a simple gradient scheme, there is always aεk > 0, small enough for the seriesλ k
l andh̃k,

defined by:
λ k+1

l = λ k
l + εk ∂ h̃

∂ λ l
(λ k

l )

0≤ h̃k+1 < h̃k,
to converge, as a bounded decreasing series, since:

h̃k+1 = h̃k− εk
∣

∣

∣

∂ h̃
∂ λ l

∣

∣

∣

2
+O

(

(εk)2
)

.
24The GSLhttp://www.gnu.org/software/gsl multi-dimensional minimization algorithms

taking the criteria derivatives into account used here is the Fletcher-Reeves conjugate gradient algorithm,
while other methods such as the Polak-Ribiere conjugate gradient algorithm, and the Broyden-Fletcher-
Goldfarb-Shannon quasi-Newton method appeared to be less efficient (in precision and computation times)
on the benchmarks proposed in the result section. Anyway, the available codehttp://enas.gforge.
inria.fr/classIterativeSolver.htmlallows us to consider these three alternatives, thus allow-
ing to tune the algorithm to different data sets.
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3.3.4 Measuring the precision of the estimation.

Once the quantitỹh[ψ ] = P[ψ ]−π (T)(ψ) (eq. (29)) has been minimized the Kullback-
Leibler divergenced(π (T),µψ ) = h̃[ψ]− h(π (T)) determines a notion of “distance”
between the empirical measureπ (T) and the statistical modelµψ . Though it is not
necessary to computed(π (T),µψ ) for the comparison of two statistical modelsµψ ,µψ ′ ,
the knowledge ofd(π (T),µψ), even approximate, is a precious indication of the method
precision. This however requires the computation ofh(π (T)).

Though the numerical estimation ofh(π (T)) is a far from obvious subject, we have
implemented the entropy estimation using definitions (3) and (4). In order to interpo-
late the limit (4), we have adapted an interpolation method from [29] and used the fol-
lowing interpolation formula. Denote byh(π (T))(n) the entropy estimated from a raster
plot of lengthT, considering cylinders of sizen. We use the interpolation formula
h(π (T))(n) ≃ h∞ + k

nc , whereh∞,k,c > 0 are free parameters, withh(π (T))(n) → h∞, as
n→ +∞. The interpolation formula has been estimated in the least square sense, cal-
culatingh(π (T))(n) on the prefix-tree. The formula is linear with respect toh∞ andk,
thus has a closed-form solution with respect to these two variables. Since the formula
is non-linear with respect toc, an iterative estimation mechanism is implemented.

3.4 Design choices: genesis of the algorithm.

Let us now discuss in details the design choices behind the proposed algorithm.
The fact that we have an implementation able to efficiently deal with higher-order

dynamics is the result of computational choices and validations, important to report
here, in order for subsequent contributor to have the benefitof this part of the work.

3.4.1 Main properties of the algorithm.

Convexity. As indicated in the section 2.4.4 there is a unique minimum ofthe criterion.
However, ifψ(test) contains monomials which are not inψ , the procedure converges
but there is an indeterminacy in theλl ’s corresponding to exogenous monomials. The
solution is not unique, there is a subspace of equivalent solutions. The rank of the
topological pressure Hessian is an indicator of such a degenerate case. Note that these
different situations are not inherent to our procedure, butto the principle of finding an
hidden probability by maximizing the statistical entropy under constraints, when the
full set of constraints is not known [21].

Finite sample effects.As indicated in the section 2.4.5 the estimations cruciallyde-
pend onT. This is a central problem, not inherent to our approach but to all statistical
methods where one tries to extract statistical properties from finite empirical sample.
SinceT can be small in practical experiments, this problem can be circumvented by
using an average over several samples. In the present thermodynamic formalism it is
possible to have an estimation of the size of fluctuations as afunction of the potential,
using the central limit theorem and the fact that the variance of fluctuations is given
by the second derivative of the topological pressure. This is a further statistical test
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where the empirical variance can be easily measured and compared to the theoretical
predictions.

Numerical stability of the method. Two factors limitate the stability of the method,
from a numerical point of view.

The first factor is that the RPF operator is a function of theexponentialof the
potentialψ = ∑l λl φl . As a consequence, positive or negative values ofψ yield huge
or vanishing value ofLψ , and numerical instabilities easily occurs.

However, though numerical instabilities are unavoidable,the good news is that they
are easily detected, because we have introduced a rather large set of numerical tests in
the code:

1. Negligible values (typically lower than 10−4) are set to zero, implicitly assuming
that they correspond to hidden transition in the grammar.

2. Huge value (typically higher than 104) generate a warning in the code.

3. Several coherent tests regarding the calculation of the RPF eigen-elements are
implemented: we test that the highest eigenvalue is positive (as expected from
the RPF theorem), and that the left and right RPF related eigenvectors yield
equal eigenvalues, as expected; we also detect that the power-method iterations
converge in less than a maximal number of iteration (typically 210). We never
found this spurious condition during our numerical tests. When computing the
normalized potential (19), we verify that the right eigenvalue is 1 up to some
precision, and check that the normal potential is numerically normalized (i.e.
that the sum of probabilities is indeed 1, up to some “epsilon”).

In other words, we have been able to use all what the piece of theory developed in the
previous section makes available, to verify that the numerical estimation is valid.

The second factor of numerical imprecision is the fact that some termsλl φl may be
negligible with respect to others, so that the numerical estimation of the smaller terms
becomes unstable with respect to the imprecision of the higher ones. This has been
extensively experimented, as reported in the next section.

Relation with entropy estimation. The construction of a prefix-tree is also the basis
of efficient entropy estimation methods [29, 68]. See [26] for a comparative about en-
tropy estimation of one neuron spike train (binary time series). Authors numerically
observed that the context-tree weighting methods [42] is seen to provide the most accu-
rate results. This, because it partially avoids the fact that using small word-lengths fails
to detect longer-range structure in the data, while with longer word-lengths the empir-
ical distribution is severely under-sampled, leading to large biases. This statement is
weaken by the fact that the method from [68] is not directly tested in [26], although a
similar prefix-tree method has been investigated.

However the previous results are restrained to relative entropy estimation of “one
neuron” whereas the analysis of entropy of agroup of neuronsis targeted if we want
to better investigate the neural code. In this case [68] is directly generalizable to non-
binary (thus multi-neurons) spike trains, whereas the context-tree methods seems in-
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trinsically limited to binary spike-trains [42], and the numerical efficiency of these
methods is still to be studied at this level.

Here, we can propose an estimation for the KS-entropy from eq. (18). Clearly, we
compute here the entropy of a Gibbs statistical modelµψ while methods above try to
compute this entropy from the raster plot. Thus, we do not solve this delicate problem,
but instead, propose a method to benchmark these methods from raster plots obeying a
Gibbs statistics, where the Gibbs distribution approachesat best the empirical measures
obtained from experiments.

3.4.2 Key aspects of the numerical implementation.

Estimating the grammar from the empirical measure.
The grammar defined in (13) is implemented as a Boolean vectorindexed byw and

estimated by observing, in a prefix-tree of depth at leastR+1, whose blocks[ω ]0−R−1
occur at least once (allowed transition). We make thereforehere the (unavoidable)
approximation that unobserved blocks correspond to forbidden words (actually, our
implementation allows to consider that a block is forbiddenif it does not appear more
than a certain threshold value). There is however, unless a priori information about the
distribution is available, no better choice. The present implementation allows us to take
into account such a priori information, for instance related to global time constraints
on the network dynamics, such as the refractory period. See [12] for an extended
discussion.

Potential values tabulation.
Since the implementation is anyway costly in terms of memorysize, we have

choosen to pay this cost but obtaining the maximal benefit of it and we used as much as
possible tabulation mechanisms (look-up tables) in order to minimize the calculation
load. All tabulations are based on the following binary matrix:

Q ∈ {0,1}L×2NR
,

with Ql ,w = φl ([ω ]0−R), wherew is given by (10). Q is the matrix of all monomial
values, entirely defined by the choice of the parameter dimensionsN, R and D. It
corresponds to a “look-up table” of each monomial values where w encodes[ω ]0−R.
Thus the potential (6) writesψw = (Qλ )w. We thus store the potential exponential
values as a vector and get values using a look-up table mechanism, speeding-up all
subsequent computations.

This allows to minimize the number of operations in the potential eigen-elements
calculation.

3.4.3 Appendix: About other estimation alternatives.

Though what is proposed here corresponds, up to our best knowledge, to the best we
can do to estimate a Gibbs parametric distribution in the present context, this is obvi-
ously not the only way to do it, and we have rejected a few otheralternatives, which
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appeared less suitable. For the completeness of the presentation, it is important to
briefly discuss these issues.

Avoiding RPF right eigen-element’s calculation.In the previous estimation, at each
step, we have to calculate step 1 of the RPF eigen-element’s derivation for the criterion
value calculation and step 2 of the RPF eigen-element’s derivation for the criterion
gradient calculation. These are a costlyO(2N+NR) operations.

One idea is to avoid step 2 and compute the criterion gradientnumerically. We

have explored this track: we have calculated∂ h̃
∂λl

≃ h̃(λl +ε)−h̃(λl−ε)
2ε for several order of

magnitude, but always found a poorer convergence (more iteration and a biased result)
compared to using the closed-form formula. In fact, each iteration is not faster, since
we have to calculatẽh at two points thus, to apply step 1, at least two times. This
variant is thus to be rejected.

Another idea is to use a minimization method which does not require the calculation
of the gradient: we have experimented this alternative using the simplex minimization
method, instead of the conjugate gradient method, and have observed that both meth-
ods correctly converge towards a precise solution in most cases, while the conjugate
gradient method is faster. However, there are some cases with large range potential,
or at the limit of the numerical stability where the simplex method may still converge,
while the other does not.

Using a simple Gibbs form.Using the Gibbs form

µψ [wt , . . . ,wt+n] =
e∑t+n

k=t ψwk

Zn
, with Zn = ∑

wt ,...,wt+n

e∑t+n
k=t ψwk ,

whereZn is a constant, could provide an approximation of the right Gibbs distribution
and of the topological pressure, avoiding the power-methodinternal loop. Furthermore,
instead of a costlyO(2N+NR) operation, calculatingZn (and derivatives) would require
a simple scan of the prefix-tree (since values are calculatedat each step weighted by
the empirical measure values) thusO(2NR) operations. This apparent gain is unfortu-
nately impaired since the amount of calculation is in fact rather heavy. Moreover, as
widely commented on section 2, the result is biased with anon negligibleadditional
bias increasing with the rangeRof the potential. Finally, it has been observed as being
slower than for the basic method.

About analytical estimation of the RPF eigen-element’s.The costly part of the RPF
eigen-element’s computation is the estimation of the highest eigenvalue. It is well-
known that if the size of the potential is lower than five, there are closed-form solutions,
because this problem corresponds to finding the root of the operator characteristic poly-
nomial. In fact, we are going to use this nice fact to cross-validate our method in the
next section. However, except for toy’s potentials (with 2NR < 5⇔ NR≤ 2 !), there is
no chance that we can not do better thannumericallycalculating the highest eigenvalue.
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And the power method is known as the most powerful way to do it,in the general case.
We thus have likely optimal choices at this stage.

Using other approximations of the KL-divergence criterion. Let us now discuss
another class of variants: the proposed KL-divergence criterion in (22) and its empirical
instantiation in (27) are not the only one numerical criterion that can be proposed in
order to estimate the Gibbs distribution parameters. For instance, we have numerically
explored approximation of the KL-divergence of the form:

d(ν,µ) ≃
R′

∑
n=R

αn

n ∑
[ω]n−1

0

ν
(

[ω ]n−1
0

)

log





ν
(

[ω ]n−1
0

)

µ
(

[ω ]n−1
0

)



 ,

and have obtained coherent results (forαn = 1), but not quantitatively better than what
is observed by the basic estimation method, at least for the set of performed numerical
tests.

All these variants correspond to taking into account the same kind of criterion, but
some other weighted evaluations of the empirical average ofthe observable. There is
no reason to use it unless some specific a priori information on the empirical distribu-
tion is available.

Another interesting track is to use (19) which allows us to write a KL-divergence
criterion, not on the probability block, but on the conditional probability block, as pro-
posed in [14, 15] in a different context. We have considered this option. However a
straightforward derivation allows one to verify, that thisin fact corresponds the same
class of criterion but with a different empirical observable average estimation. At the
numerical level, we did not observe any noticeable improvement.

Using score matching based estimation.We are here in a situation where we have to
estimate a parametric statistical distribution, whose closed-form is given up to a scale
factorZn. Such model contains a normalization constant whose computation may be
considered as too difficult for practical purposes, as it is the case for some maximum
likelihood estimations. Score-matching methods [32] are based on the gradient of the
log-density with respect to the data vector, in which the normalization constant is elim-
inated. However, the estimation criterion is no more the KL-divergence, and there is no
guaranty that the obtained solution is not biased with respect to a well-defined statisti-
cal quantity. As such it is another candidate to estimate Gibbs distribution. However,
thanks to the eigen decomposition of the RPF operator, we do not need to use this trick,
since we obtain a tractable calculation of the normalization constant at each step of the
estimation and can minimize a well-defined criterion, as proposed in this paper.

We have numerically checked such modification of the criterion in which we do
not consider the KL-divergence criterion, but theratio between two conditional prob-
abilities, as defined in (19). Considering this ratio allowsto eliminate the scale factor
Zn. This is the same spirit as score matching based estimation,more precisely, it corre-
sponds to a discrete form of it, where the gradient of the log-density is replaced by finite
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difference. We have obtain correct results for simple formsof potential, but have ex-
perimented that the method is numerically less robust than using the unbiased method
developed in this paper. This confirms that using the eigen-decomposition of the RPF
operator, is the key for numerically stable estimations of such parametric statistics.

Estimation in the case of a normalized potential. In the case where the potential
is normalized, the criterion (29) is a simple linear criterion, thus unbounded and its
minimization is meaningless. In this singular case, its is obvious to propose another
criterion for the estimation of the parameters. A simple choice is to simply propose
that the theoretical likelihood of the measure matches the estimated one, in theleast
square sense. This has been integrated in the available code.

4 Results

4.1 Basic tests: validating the method

4.1.1 Method

Knowing the potentialψ , it is easy to generate a spike train of lengthT, distributed
according toµψ , using the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations (20). Thus, we have con-
sidered several examples of Gibbs potentials, where, starting from a sample raster plot
[ω ]0−T distributed according toµψ , we use our algorithm to recover the right form of
ψ .

Given a potential of range-Rof the parametric form (6) and a number of neuronsN
we apply the following method:

1. Randomly choosing the parameter’s valuesλl , l = 1. . .L of the Gibbs potential;

2. Generating a spike train realization of lengthT;

3. From these values re-estimating a Gibbs potential:

(a) Counting the block occurrences, thus the probabilitiesπ (T) from the prefix-
tree,

(b) Minimizing (29), givenπ (T), as implemented by the proposed algorithm.

(c) Evaluating the precision of the estimation as discussedin the previous sec-
tion.

In the previous method, there is a way to simulate “infinite” (T = +∞) sequences,
by skipping step 2., and filling the prefix-tree in step 3.a directly by the exact probabil-
ity µψ(w) of the blocksw.

At a first glance, this loop seems to be a “tautology” since we re-estimate the Gibbs
potential parameters from a one-to-one numerical process.However, this is not the
case for three reasons:
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1. ForT = +∞ using the same potential for the prefix-tree generation and for the
parameters estimation, must yield the same result, butup to the computer numer-
ical precision. This has to be controlled due to the non-linear minimization loop
in huge dimension. This is obviously also a way to check that the code has no
mistake.

2. For T < +∞ using the same potential allows us to study the numerical preci-
sion of the estimation in the realistic situation of finite size data set, providing
quantitative estimations about the truncation effects to be expected.

3. Using different potentials between simulated data generation and the parameters
value estimation allows us to study numerically to which extends we can only
correctly estimate the parameter’s values, even if huge state vectors are involved.
Quantitative errors are obtained. We can also perform comparison between dif-
ferent statistical models, as detailed in the sequel.

4.1.2 An illustrative example to understand what the algorithm calculates

Let us start with very simple example, for which we can make explicit what the al-
gorithm calculates, thus helping the reader to understand in details what the output
is.

We consider a situation where the numberL of parametersλl is known (only the
values of theλl ’s are unknown). We start from rather basic examples and thenin-
crease their complexity. In the first examples analytical expression for the topological
pressure, entropy, RPF eigen-vectors and invariant measure are available. Thus we
can check that we re-obtain, from the estimation method, therelated values up to the
numerical imprecision.

One neuron and range-2. Hereψ(ω) = λ1ω0(0)+ λ2ω0(0)ω0(1). We obtain ana-
lytically:

s(ψ) =
1+B+

√
(1−B)2+4A
2 ,

P(ψ) = logs(ψ),
〈b(ψ) = (1,s(ψ)−1,A,B(s(ψ)−1),)

b(ψ)〉 = (s(ψ)−B,s(ψ)−B,1,1)T ,
µψ = 1

s(ψ)2+A−B
(s(ψ)−B,A,A,B(s(ψ)−1)) ,

h
[

µψ
]

= log(s(ψ))−λ1
∂s(ψ)
∂λ1

−λ2
∂s(ψ)
∂λ2

r = A+B(s(ψ)−1)
s(ψ)2+A−B

,

C = B(s(ψ)−1)

s(ψ)2+A−B
,

,

with A= eλ1 = eψ10,B= eλ1+λ2 = eψ11 and whereT denotes the transpose. We remind
that the index vector encodes spike blocs by eq. (10). Thus, the first index (0) corre-
sponds to the bloc 00, 1 to 01, 2 to 10 and 3 to 11.r is the firing rate,C the probability
that the neuron fires two successive time steps. This is one among the few models for
which a closed-form solution is available.
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The following numerical verifications have been conducted.A simulated prefix-
tree whose nodes and values has been generated using (6) withλ1 = log(2),λ2 =
log(2)/2. We have run the estimation program ofλi ’s and have obtained the right
values with a precision better than 10−6. We also obtain a precision better than 10−6

for s(ψ), r,C,h
[

µψ
]

. This first test simply states that the code has no mistake.
A step further, we have used this simple potential to investigate to which extends

we can detect if the model is of range-1 (i.e. withλ2 = 0) or range-2 (i.e. with a non-
negligible value ofλ2). To this purpose, we have generated a range-2 potential and
have performed its estimation using a range-1 and a range-2 potential, comparing the
entropy difference (Fig. 4.1.2).

As expected the difference is zero for a range-2 model whenλ2 = 0, and this dif-
ference increases withλ2. Less obvious is the fact that curves saturate for high values
of λ2. Indeed, because of the exponential function, high values of λ yield huge or
vanishing values of the RPF operator, thus numerical instabilities. This instability is
detected by our algorithm. Note that values ofλ larger than 10 in absolute value have
little sense from a statistical analysis of spike trains perspective.

Figure 1: Entropy difference, using̃h, defined in (29), between the estimations of a range-
1 and a range-2 model. The range-2 model writesφ = −λ1 ω0(0) − λ2ω0(0)ω0(1) for λ1 =
{−1 (black),−0.5 (brown),−0.2 (red),−0.1 (orange),0 (green),1 (blue),2 (Magenta)}. λ2 is a free pa-
rameter, in abscissa of this curve. The range-1 correspondsto λ2 = 0.

We also have generated a range-1 potential and have performed its estimation, using
a range-1 versus a range-2 model, and found always that usingrange-2 model is as good
as using a model of range-1 (not shown).

Two neurons and range-2 (Ising). Hereψ(ω)= λ1 ω1(0)+λ2ω2(0)+λ3ω1(0)ω2(0).
The largest eigenvalue of the RPF operator isZ = s(ψ) = A+ B+C+ D, with A =
1,B = eλ1,C = eλ2,D = eλ1+λ2+λ3 and the topological pressure is logs(ψ). Here the
Gibbs distribution has the classical form. We still obtain numerical precision better
than 10−4, for standard values ofλ , e.g.,λ1 = 1,λ2 = log(2),λ3 = log(2)/2.
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Two neurons and pattern of spikes. A step further, we have consideredψ(ω) =
λ1ω1(0)+λ2ω2(0)+λ3ω1(0)ω2(1)ω1(2), andψ(ω)= λ1ω1(0)+λ2ω2(0)+λ3ω1(0)ω2(1)ω2(2)ω3(3),
for random values drawn in]− 1,0[, i.e., considering the statistical identification of
spike patterns. We still obtain numerical precision better than 10−3, for these standard
values ofλ , though the precision decreases with the number of degrees of freedom, as
expected, while it increases with the observation time. This is investigated in details in
the remainder of this section.

When considering larger neuronN and range-R the main obstacle toward analytical
results is the Galois theorem which prevent a general methodfor the determination
of the largest eigenvalue of the RPF operator. Therefore, weonly provide numerical
results obtained for more general potentials.

4.1.3 Gibbs potential precision paradigm: several neuronsand various ranges.

In order to evaluate the numerical precision of the method, we have run the previous
benchmark considering potentials with all monomial of degree less or equal to 1, and
less or equal to 2, at a various ranges, with various numbers of neurons. Here we
have chosenT = +∞ and used the same potential for the prefix-tree generation and
for the parameters value estimation. The computation time is reported in Table 1 and
the numerical precision in Table 2, forNR≤ 16. This benchmark allows us to verify
that there is no “surprise” at the implementation level: computation time increases in a
supra-linear way with the potential size, but, thanks to thechosen estimation method,
remains tractable in the size range compatible with available memory size. This is
the best we can expect, considering the intrinsic numericalcomplexity of the method.
Similarly, we observe that while the numerical precision decreases when considering
large size potential, the method remains stable. Here testshas been conducted using the
standard 64-bits arithmetic, while the present implementation can easily be recompiled
using higher numerical resolution (e.g. “long double”) if required.

A step further, this benchmark has been used to explore the different variants of
the estimation method discussed in the previous section (avoiding some RPF eigen-
element’s calculation, using other approximations of the KL-divergence criterion, ..)
and fix the details of the proposed method.
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Table 1:Cpu-time order of magnitude in second (using Pentium M 750 1.86 GHz, 512Mo of mem-
ory), for the estimation of a potential with all monomial of degree less or equal to 1, forψ1 and less or equal
to 2, for ψ2, (i.e.,ψ1(ω) = ∑N−1

i=0 λi ωi(0), ψ2(ω) = ∑N−1
i=0 λi ωi(0)+ ∑N−1

i=0 ∑i−1
j=0 ∑Ts

τ=−Ts
λi j τ ωi(0)ω j (τ)) at

a range-R= 2Ts+ 1 with N neurons. We clearly observe the exponential increase of thecomputation time.
Note that the present implementation is not bounded by the computation time, but simply by the exponential
increase of the memory size.

ψ1 R=1 R=2 R=4 R=8 R=16

N=1 2.0e-06 3.0e-06 8.0e-06 7.8e-05 2.9e-01
N=2 4.0e-06 1.0e-06 3.0e-05 6.7e-02
N=4 1.3e-05 3.8e-05 8.3e-02
N=8 2.4e-03 3.2e-01

ψ2 R=1 R=2 R=4 R=8 R=16

N=1 4.5e-16 4.0e-06 4.0e-06 7.2e-04 3.7e-02
N=2 3.0e-06 5.0e-06 4.0e-04 1.1e+00
N=4 1.9e-05 1.2e-03 3.6e+00
N=8 6.6e-03 6.2e-01

Table 2: Numerical precision of the method using synthetic data, forthe estimation ofψ1 andψ2, at a
range-R with N neurons. The Euclidean distance|λ̄ − λ̃ | between the estimated parameter’s valueλ̃ and the
true parameter’s valuēλ is reported here, when thēλl ’s are randomly drawn in[−1,1]. We clearly observe
the error increase, but the method remaining numerically stable.

ψ1 R=1 R=2 R=4 R=8 R=16

N=1 5.0e-09 2.2e-02 6.3e-03 1.3e-02 6.9e-03
N=2 1.1e-08 1.3e-02 9.2e-03 5.2e-03
N=4 8.0e-09 8.5e-03 6.8e-03
N=8 3.8e-08 5.1e-03

ψ2 R=1 R=2 R=4 R=8 R=16

N=1 1.1e-10 1.9e-02 7.2e-03 4.8e-03 9.2e-02
N=2 1.1e-09 4.8e-03 3.7e-03 2.3e-03
N=4 3.7e-08 2.6e-03 5.8e-02
N=8 6.0e-06 2.4e-02

4.2 More general tests: applying the method

4.2.1 Test framework.

In order to test more general potentials forN = 2 neurons we explicit here the forms
(7), (8), (9), wherek∈ N:

Ising :ψ(ω) = λ1ω1(0)+ λ2ω2(0)+ λ3ω1(0)ω2(0).

RPTD−k : ψ(ω) = λ1ω1(0)+ λ2ω2(0)+
i=k

∑
i=−k

λ̂i ω1(0)ω2(i).

PTD−k : ψ(ω) =
i=k

∑
i=−k

λ̂i ω1(0)ω2(i).

(37)

test 1 (estimation precision). Given a selected potential of form (37) we choose
randomly its coefficients̄λl from an uniform distribution on[−2,0] and we generate
a spike-train of lengthT = 4× 108. Then we construct a prefix-tree from a sample
of lengthT0 ≪ T (typically T0 = 107) taken from the generated spike-train. For each
sample of lengthT0 we propose a randomly chosen set of “initial guess” coefficients,

used to start the estimation method, distributed accordingto λ̃ (0)
l = λ̄l (1+(U [0,1]−

0.5)x/100), wherex is the initial percentage of bias from the original set of generat-
ing coefficients andU [0,1] is a uniform random variable on[0,1]. Call λ̃l the values
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Figure 2:Mean error (in percentage) vsT0 size.

obtained after convergence of the algorithm. Results show that:

(i) the errorE(|λ̃l − λ̄l |) increases with the range of the potential and it decreases
with T0;

(ii) the error is independent of the initial bias percentage(see figs 4.2.1);

(iii) h̃[ψ ] = P[ψ]−π (T)(ψ) is fairly constant with respect to the lengthT0 (not shown).

Test 2 (Models comparison). We select a potential formψ from those proposed in
(37); we choose randomly its coefficientsλ̄l from an uniform distribution in[−2,0];
we generate a spike-train of lengthT = 1 · 108 and we construct the prefix-tree with
the spike-train obtained. Using this prefix-tree we estimate the coefficientsλ ψm

i that
minimizes the KL divergence for several statistical modelsψm proposed in (37). The
coefficientsλ ψm

i andh̃ = P[ψm]−π (T) (ψm) are averaged over 20 samples and error
bars are computed. Results show that :

(i) The ’best’ statistical models (i.e the ones with lowest mean value KL divergence)
have the same monomials as the statistical model that generated the spike-train,
plus, possibly additional monomials. For example, in (37),RPTD-1 contains
Ising, and also thePTD-1 but notPTD-2. We choose the model with the minimal
number of coefficients in agreement with section 2.4.4.
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(ii) The value of the additional coefficients of an over-esimated model (corresponding
to monomials absent in the corresponding potential) are almost null up to the
numerical error.

(iii) For all the ’best’ suited statistical models (in the sense of (i)), the criterioñh[ψ ]
(29) averaged over trials, is fairly equal for these models up to a difference of
orderδ ≈ 10−6, and the difference with respect to other types of statistical models
is at least of 4 orders of magnitude lower. We recall that, according to section
2.4.5, the deviation probability is of order to exp(−δT). After estimation from a
raster generated with an Ising model, the ratio of the deviation probabilities (33)
between anIsing and aRPTD-1 model is∼ η = exp(0.0000115×108) , while
between theIsing and thePTD-3 ∼ η = exp(0.00072× 108) meaning that the
PTD-3 provide a worst estimation.

(iv) The predicted probability of words corresponds very well with the empirical
value.

In order to extend the model comparison we introduce the following notations: let
w be a word (encoding a spiking pattern) of lengthR, Pest(w) its mean probability over
trials calculated with the estimated potential,Pemp(w) its mean empirical average over
trials (i.e average of form (24) including a time averageπ (T) and a sample average,
where the samples are contiguous pieces of the raster of length T0 ≪ T), andσemp(w)
the standard deviation ofPemp(w). We now describe the comparison methods.

We first use the box-plot method [25] which is intended to graphically depict groups
of numerical data through their ’five-number summaries’ namely: the smallest obser-
vation (sample minimum), lower quartile (Q1), median (Q2),upper quartile (Q3), and
largest observation (sample maximum)25. Figure 4.2.1 shows, in log-scale, the box-
plot for the distribution of the quantity defined as:

ε(w) = |(Pest(w)−Pemp(w))/σemp(w)| (38)

that is taken as a weighted measure of the deviations. We haveconsidered this distri-
bution when it takes into account, either all the words up to agiven sizeRmax, or only
the words of that given size. There is no visual difference for Rmax = 7. The results
shows that only models containing the generating potentialhave the lower deviations
value with very similar box. On the other hand a “bad” statistical model shows a much
more extended error distribution .

Finally aχ2 estimation is computed asχ2 = 1
Nwords−L ∑w ε(w)2 whereε(w) is given

by (38). Values are reported in tables 3, using all words or only those of sizeRmax.
Since the number of words is high, it is clear that the lower the error, the lower the

25 The largest (smallest) observation is obtained using parameter dependent bounds, or “fences”, to filter
aberrant uninteresting deviations. Callβ = Q3−Q1 and letk denote the parameter value, usually between
1.0 and 2.0. Then the bound correspond toQ3+ kβ for the largest observation (and for the smallest one to
Q1− kβ ). A point x found above (below) is called “mild-outlier” ifQ3+ k < x < Q3+ 2kβ (respectively,
Q1−2kβ < x < Q3−kβ ) or extreme outlier ifx > Q3+2kβ (respectively,x < Q1−2kβ ). We have used a
fence coefficientk = 2.0 to look for outliers.
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Figure 3: Figure 1 (top left) Expected probabilityµψ versus empirical probabilityπ(T)
ω (w); Figure 2 (top

right) to 8 (bottom right) Predicted probability versus empirical probabilityπ(T)
ω (w) for several models. The

generating potential is aRPTD-2.
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Figure 4: Same as previous figure where generating potential is aPTD-3.
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Figure 5: The box-plot (in log-scale) of the distributions of weighted deviations of word’s probability
versus their empirical probability, for several statistical models, using a generating potential of the form
(left) RPTD-2 and(right) PTD- 3. Midliers Outliers (see footnote 25) are shown by red dots and extreme
outliers by green dots.

χ2 estimated value. Note thatχ2 test assumes Gaussian fluctuations about the mean
value, which are satisfied for finite-range Gibbs distributions, as can be easily seen by
expanding the large deviations functionIl in (32) up to the second order inε. However,
when comparing two different Gibbs distributions it might be that the deviations from
the expected value of one Gibbs distribution compared to theexpected value of the
other Gibbs distribution is well beyond the mean-square deviation of the Gaussian
fluctuations distribution, giving rise to hugeχ2 coefficients, as we see in the tables 3.

4.3 Spike train statistics in a simulated Neural Network

Here we simulate an Integrate-and-Fire neural network whose spike train statistics is
explicitely and rigorously known [11] while effects of synaptic plasticity on statistics

Table 3:χ2 coefficient calculated: (left) with all words of size< 7; (right) with words of size 7 only. See

text for details.

Estimating \Generating RPTD-2 PTD-3

Ising 135.427 415.965
PTD-1 3146.17 564.396
PTD-2 3319.75 290.93
PTD-3 2533.35 0.0571905
RPTD-1 13.9287 274.773
RPTD-2 0.0607027 223.516
RPTD-3 0.0556114 0.0539691

Estimating \Generating RPTD-2 PTD-3

Ising 121.825 347.502
PTD-1 2839.36 468.763
PTD-2 2537.39 229.255
PTD-3 2053.72 0.057065
RPTD-1 11.6167 218.458
RPTD-2 0.0605959 176.598
RPTD-3 0.0553242 0.0541206
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have been studied in [12].

4.3.1 Network dynamics.

The model is defined as follows. Denote byVi the membrane potential of neuroni
andWi j the synaptic weight of neuronj over neuroni, Iext

i an external input on neuron
i. Each neuron is submitted to noise, modeled by an additionalinput, σBBi(t), with
σB > 0 and where theBi(t)’s are Gaussian, independent, centered random wariable
with variance 1. The network dynamics is given by:

Vi(t +1) = γ Vi (1−Z[Vi(t)])+
N

∑
j=1

Wi j Z[Vj(t)]+ Iext
i + σBBi(t); i = 1. . .N, (39)

whereγ ∈ [0,1[ is the leak in this discrete time model (γ = 1− dt
τ ). Finally, the func-

tion Z(x) mimics a spike:Z(x) = 1 if x ≥ θ = 1 and 0 otherwise, whereθ is the
firing threshold. As a consequence, equation (39) implements both the integrate and
firing regime. It turns out that this time-discretisation ofthe standard integrate-and-Fire
neuron model, which as discussed in e.g. [33], provides a rough but realistic approxi-
mation of biological neurons behaviors. Its dynamics has been fully characterized for
σB = 0 in [10] while the dynamics with noise is investigated in [11]. Its links to more
elaborated models closer to biology is discussed in [13].

4.3.2 Exact spike trains statistics.

For σB > 0 there is a unique Gibbs distribution in this model, whose potential is ex-
plicitely known. It is given by:

φ(ω0
−∞)=

N

∑
i=1

[

ωi(0) log

(

π
(

θ −Ci(ω)

σi(ω)

))

+(1−ωi(0)) log

(

1−π
(

θ −Ci(ω)

σi(ω)

))]

,

(40)

whereπ(x) = 1√
2π

∫ +∞
x e−

u2
2 du, ω = ω−1

−∞, Ci(ω) = ∑N
j=1Wi j xi j (ω)+ Iext

i
1−γt+1−τi (ω)

1−γ ,

xi j (ω) = ∑t
l=τi(ω) γt−l ω j(l), σ2

i (ω) = σ2
B

1−γ2(t+1−τi (ω))

1−γ2 . Finally, τi(ω) is the last time,
beforet = −1, where neuroni has fired, in the sequenceω (with the convention that
τi(ω) = −∞ for the sequences such thatωi(n) = 0,∀n < 0). This potential has infinite
range but rangeR≥ 1 approximations exist, that consist of replacingω = ω−1

−∞ by ω−1
−R

in (40). The KL divergence between the Gibbs measure of the approximated poten-
tial and the exact measure decays likeγR. Finite range potentials admit a polynomial
expansion of form (5).

4.3.3 Numerical estimation of spike train statistics

Here we have considered only one example of model (39) (more extended simulations
and results will be provided elsewhere). It consists of 4 neurons, with asparsecon-
nectivity matrix so that there are neurons without synapticinteractions. The synaptic
weigths matrix is:
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W =

(

0 −0.568 1.77 0
1.6 0 −0.174 0
0 0.332 0 −0.351
0 1.41 −0.0602 0

)

,

while γ = 0.1,σB = 0.25, Iext
i = 0.5.

First, one can compute directly the theoretical entropy of the model using the results
exposed in the previous section: the entropy of the range-Rapproximation, that can be
computed with our formalism, converges exponentially fastwith R to the entropy of
the infinite range potential. For these parameters, the asymptotic value ish = 0.57.

Then, we generate a raster of lengthT = 107 for the 4 neurons and we compute the
KL divergence between the empirical measure and several potentials including:

• (i) The range-R approximation of (40), denotedφ (R). Note thatφ (R) does not
contain all monomials. In particular,it does not have the Ising term (the corre-
sponding coefficient is zero).

• (ii) A Bernoulli modelφBer;

• (iii) An Ising modelφ Is;

• (iv) A one-time step Ising Markov model (as proposed in [44])φMEDF 26 ;

• (v) A range-Rmodel containing all monomialsφall .

Here we can compute the KL divergence since we known the theoretical entropy.
The results are presented in the table (4). Note that the estimated KL divergence of
range-1 potentials slightly depend onR since the RPF operator, and thus the pressure,
depend onR.

Table 4: Kullback-Leibler divergence between the empirical measure of a raster generated by (39) (See
text for the parameters value) and the Gibbs distribution, for several statistical models.

φ (R) φBer φ Is φMEDF φall

R=1 0.379 0.379 0.312 1.211 0.309
R=2 0.00883 0.299871 0.256671 0.257068 0.0075
R=3 -0.001 0.250736 0.215422 0.200534 0.0001

We observe that our procedure recovers the fact that the range-R potentialφ (R) is
the best to approximate the empirical measure, in the sense that it minimizes the KL
divergence and that it has the minimal number of terms (φall does as good asφ (R) for
the KL divergence but it contains more monomials whose coefficient (almost) vanish
in the estimation).

26or equivalently, aRPTD-1 from (37)
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4.3.4 Synaptic plasticity.

Here the neural network with dynamics given by (39) has been submitted to the STDP
rule (34). The goal is to check the validity of the statistical model given by (35),
predicted in [12]. We use spike-trains of lengthT = 107 from a simulated network
with N = 10 neurons.

Previous numerical explorations of the noiseless case,σB = 0, have shown [10, 13]
that a network ofN such neurons, with fully connected graph, where synapses are
taken randomly from a distributionN (0, C2

N ), whereC is a control parameter, exhibits
generically a dynamics with very large periods in determined regions of the parameters-
space(γ,C). On this basis, we choose;N = 10, γ = 0.995, C = 0.2. The external
currentI (ext) in eq. (39) is given byIext

i = 0.01 while σB = 0.01. Note that fixing a
sufficiently large average value for this current avoids a situation where neurons stops
firing after a certain time (“neural death”).

We register the activity after 4000 steps of adaptation withthe STPD rule proposed
in (34). In this context we expect the potential for the wholepopulation to be of the
form (35) and for a subset of the population of the form (36). Therefore, we choose
randomly 2 neurons among theN and we construct from them the prefix-tree. Then, for
the 2 neuron potentials forms from (37), we estimate the coefficients that minimizes
the Kullback-Leibler divergence.The probability of wordsof different sizes predicted

by several statistical models from (37) versus empirical probability π (T)
ω (w) obtained

from a spike train and the correspondingh̃ value of the estimation process for a fixed
pair of neurons are shown on figure (4.3.4).
Results depicted on figure (4.3.4) show, on one hand, that thestatistics is well fitted
by (36). Moreover, the best statistical models, are those including rate terms (the
differences between their KL value is two orders of magnitude smaller that within
those not disposing of rate terms). We also note that for the words with the smallest
probability values, the potential do not yields a perfect matching due to finite size
effects (see fig (4.3.4)). Especially, the small number of events due to low firing rates
of neurons makes more sensitive the relation between the length of observed sequences
(word size) and the spike-train length necessary to providea good sampling and hence
a reliable empirical probability.

4.3.5 Additional tests: the non-stationary case

Here we present results of the parameter estimation method applied to a spike train
with statistics governed by a non-stationary statistical model of range 1, i.e. with time
varying coefficients for rate or synchronization terms. Since the generation of spike-
trains corresponding to more general higher time-order non-stationary process is not
trivial, these potentials with higher range values will be analyzed in a forthcoming
paper.

In the following we use an Ising potential form (37) with time-varying coefficients
ψ = (ω) = λ1(t)ω1(0)+ λ2(t)ω2(0)+ λ3(t)ω1(0)ω2(0).. The procedure to generate
a non stationary spike-train of lengthT is the following. We fix a time dependent
form for the 3 coefficientsλi(t). From the initial value of theλ ′

i s (say at timet) we
compute the invariant measure of the RPF operator. From this, we draw a Chapman-
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Figure 6: The probability of words of different sizes predicted by several statistical models from (37)

versus empirical probabilityπ(T)
ω (w) obtained from a spike train generated by dynamics (39) after4000

epochs of adaptation.Thẽh value (29) for each fitting model is shown inside the graphic.The potential is a
pair potential of the form (36). Recall thatRPTD Models include firing rates butPTD models do not.
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Kolmogorov equation (20) with a time dependent RPF operatorcomputed using the
next coefficient valuesλi(t +1).

With the generated spike-train, we perform the parameter estimation, but comput-
ing the empirical average over an small fraction of it which means a time window of
sizeT0 = T

M << T. Then, we slide the observation window and estimate again the
coefficients value. We have verified that estimation procedure can recover correctly the
coefficient values, for several types of time dependence, provided their variations be
not too fast, and that the sliding window size be not too largewith respect toT. We
present the reconstruction of the parameters with a sinusoidal time-dependence given
by λ0(t) = 0.4+0.3sin

(

4πt
T−T0

)

.

Figure 7: Estimation of coefficients on a Non-Stationary process genated by an Ising model and
sinousoidal time dependence. Real value(black) and estimated parameter with its error bars (green) com-
puted over 20 trials. The time shift isτ = 1 , Window size is fixed 1000, but oscillation period corresponds
to 2000 (left) and 4000 (right).

5 Discussion and conclusion

5.1 Comparison with existing methods

Let us first summarize the advantages and drawbacks of our method compared with the
existing ones. For this, we list some keywords in the approaches used by the commu-
nity and discuss the links with our own work.

• Maximum entropy. The formalism that we use corresponds to a maximum
entropy method but without limitations on the number or typeof contraints. Ac-
tually, on mathematical grounds, it allows infinitely many constraints. Moreover,
we do not need to compute the entropy.
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• Markovian approaches.Our method is based on a Markovian approach where
the memory depth of the Markov chain can be arbitrary long (actually the formal-
ism that we use allows to theoretically consider processes with infinite memory,
calledchains with complete connections [43], see [11] for an application to spike
train statistics). As we developed, the link between the potential extracted from
the maximum entropy principle, by fixingad hocobservables, and a Markov
chain is not straightforward, since a potential of this kindis not normalized.

• Monte-Carlo methods.Equation (21) allows us to generate spike trains Gibbs-
distributed with and arbitrary potential (non normalized). The convergence is
ensured by eq. (14). We emphasize that we do not need to assumedetailed
balance. Instead, we impose a technical assumption (primitivity of the Ruelle-
Perron-Frobenius matrix) which is more general than detailed balance. On the
opposite, if this assumption does not hold then the unicity of the Gibbs distribu-
tion is not guarantee and, in this case, the determination ofspike train statistics
from empirical data becomes even more cumbersome.

• Determining an effective synaptic connectivity between neurons. Interac-
tions between neurons occur via synapses (or gap junction).This interaction
is not instantaneous, it requires some delay. As a matter of fact, estimating
the synaptic conductances via the spike statistics requires therefore to consider
time-dependent potentials. Our formalism allows this. Determining an effective
synaptic connectivity between neurons from spike trains will be the subject of a
forthcoming paper.

• Boltzmann learning. Our approach can be viewed as “Boltzmann learning”
(as presented e.g. in [61]) without restrictions on the parameters that we learn,
without using a Monte Carlo approach (which assumes detailed balance), and
uses a criterion which is strictly convex.

• Performances.At its current implementation level, the proposed method allows
us to analyze the statistics of small groups (up to 8/12) of neurons. The para-
metric statistical potential of Markov processes up to range 16/20 is calculable,
thus considering up to 220 states for the process. The implementation considers
several well-established numerical methods, in order to beapplicable to a large
set of possible data. With respect to the state of the art, this method allows us
to consider non-trivial statistics (e.g. beyond rate models and even models with
correlation), thus targeting models with complex spike patterns. This method
is in a sense the next step after Ising models, known as being able to represent
a large but limited part of the encoded information (e.g. [66, 48]). Another
very important difference with respect to other current methods is that we per-
form the explicit variational optimization of a well definedquantity, i.e., the
KL-divergence between the observed and estimated distributions. The method
proposed here does not rely on Monte Carlo Markov Chain methods but on a
spectral computation based on the RPF operator, providing exact formula, while
the spectral characteristics are easily obtained from standard numerical methods.
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The main drawback of our method is that itdoes not allow to treat a large num-
ber of neurons and simultaneously a large range. This is due to the evident fact
that the number of monomials combinatorically increases asN, R growth. How-
ever, this is not a problem intrinsic to our approach but to parametric estimations
potentials of the form (6). We believe that other form of potential could be more
efficient (see [11] for an example). We also want to emphasizethat, when con-
sidering Ising like statistics our algorithm isless performantthan the existing
ones (although improvements in speed and memory capacity thanks to the use
of parallel computation algorithms remain an open and natural developpement
path), for the simple reason that the latter has been developed and optimized us-
ing the tremendous results existing in statistical physics, for spins systems. Their
extensions to models of the general form (6) seems rather delicate, as suggested
by the nice work in [44] where extension between the 1-step Markov case is
already cumbersome.

• Mean-field methods.Mean-field methods aim at computing the average value
of observables (“order parameters”) relevant for the characterisation of statisti-
cal properties of the system. Typical examples are magnetisation in ferromag-
netic models (corresponding to rates in spiking neurons models), but more elab-
orated order parameters are known e.g. in spin glasses [47] or in neural net-
works [75]. Those quantities obey equations (usually called mean-field equa-
tions) which are, in most cases, not explicitely solvable. Therefore, approxima-
tions are proposed from the simplest (naive mean-field equations) to more com-
plex estimations, with significant results developed in therealm of spins systems
(Ising model, Sherrington-Kirckpatrick spin glass model [71]). Examples are
the replica method [47], Thouless-Anderson-Palmer equations [79], the Plefka
expansion [77], or more recently e.g. the Sessak-Monasson approximation [70]
(for a recent review on mean-field methods see [52]). Since the seminal paper by
Schneidman and collaborators [67] they have also been applied to spike trains
statistics analysis assuming that neurons dynamics generates a spike statistics
characterized by a Gibbs distribution with an Ising Hamiltonian. In their most
common form these methods do not consider dynamics (e.g timecorrelations)
and their extension to the time-dependent case (e.g. dynamic mean-field meth-
ods) is far from being straightforward (see e.g. [76, 75, 3, 65, 24] for examples of
such developments). Moreover, exact mean-field equations and their approxima-
tions usually only provide a probability measure at positive distance to the true
(stationary) probability measure of the system (this distance can be quantified in
the setting of information geometry using e.g. the KL distance [2]). This is the
case whenever the knowledge of the sought order parameters is not sufficient to
determine the underlying probability.

The present work can, in some sense, be interpreted in the realm of mean-field
approaches. Indeed, we are seeking an hidden Gibbs measure and we have only
information about the average value of ad hoc observables. Thus, equation (17)
is a mean-field equation since it provides the average value of an observable with
respect to the Gibbs distribution. There are thereforeL such equations, whereL
is the number of monomials in the potentialψ . Are all these equations relevant
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? If not, which one are sufficient to determine univoquely theGibbs distribu-
tion ? Which are the order parameters ? The method consistingof providing a
hierarchy of mean-field approximations which starts with the Bernoulli model
(all monomials but the rate terms are replaced by a constant), then Ising (all
monomials but rate and spatial correlations are replaced bya constant), while
progressively diminishing the KL divergence allows to answer the question of
the relevant order parameters and can be interpreted as wellin the realm of in-
formation geometry. This hierarchical approach is a strategy to cope with the
problem of combinatorial explosion of terms in the potential when the number
of neurons or range increases. But the form of potential thatwe consider does
not allow a straightforward application of the methods inherited from statistical
mechanics of spin systems. As a consequence, we believe thatinstead of focus-
ing too much on these methods it should be useful to adopt technics based on
large deviations (which actually allows the rigorous fundation of dynamic mean
field methods for spin-glasses [3] and neural networks [65, 24]). This is what the
present formalism offers.

5.2 Conclusion and perspectives

The thermodynamic formalism allows us to provide closed-form calculations of inter-
esting parameters related to spectral properties of the RPFoperator. We, for instance,
propose an indirect estimation of the entropy, via an explicit formula. We also provide
numbers for the average values of the related observable, probability measure, etc..
This means that as soon as we obtain the numerical values of the Gibbs distribution
up to some numerical precision, all other statistical parameters come for free without
additional approximations.

A step further, the non-trivial but very precious virtue of the method is that it allows
us to efficiently compare models. We thus not only estimate the optimal parameters of
a model, but can also determine among a set of models which model is the most rele-
vant. This means, for instance, that we can determine if either only rates, or rates and
correlations matters, for a given piece of data. Another example is to detect if a given
spike pattern is significant, with respect to a model not taking this pattern into account.
The statistical significance mechanism provides numbers that are clearly different for
models corresponding or not to a given empirical distribution, providing also an ab-
solute test about the estimation significance. These elements push the state of the art
regarding statistical analysis of spike train a step further.

At the present state of the art, the present method is limitedby three bounds.
First of all, the formalism is developed for a stationary spike-train, i.e. for which

the statistical parameters are constant. This is indeed a strong limitation, especially in
order to analyze biological data, though several related approaches consider the same
restrictive framework. This drawback is overcome at two levels. At the implementation
level we show here how using a sliding estimation window and assuming an adiabatic,
i.e. slowly varying, distribution we still can perform somerelevant estimation. In a
nutshell, the method seems still usable and we are now currently investigating this on
both simulated and biological data, this being another study on its own. At a more
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theoretical level, we are revisiting the thermodynamic formalism developed here for
time varying parameters (in a similar way as the so called inhomogeneous Poisson
process with time varying rates). Though this yields non-trivial developments beyond
the scope of this work, it seems that we can generalize the present formalism in this
direction.

Secondly, the present implementation has been optimized for dense statistical dis-
tributions, i.e., in the case where almost all possible spike combinations are observed.
Several mechanisms, such as look-up tables, make this implementation very fast. How-
ever, if the data is sparse, as it may be the case for biological, a dual implementation
has to be provided using data structure, such as associativetables, well adapted to the
fact that only a small amount of possible spike combinationsare observed. This com-
plementary implementation has been made available and validated against the present
one. This is going to analyze sparse Markov processes up to range much higher than
16/20. Again this is not a trivial subject and this aspect must be developed in a next
study as well as the applicability of parallel computing alternatives ( e.g. sparse matrix
storage, parallel fast-eigenvalue algorithms, etc.).

Finally, given an assembly of neurons, every statistical tools available today pro-
vide only the analysis of the statistics a small subset of neurons, and it is known that this
only partially reflects the behavior of the whole population[40]. The present method
for instance, is difficult to generalize to more than 8/10 neurons because of the incom-
pressible algorithmic complexity of the formalism although parallel computation tech-
niques might be helpful. However, the barrier is not at the implementation level, but
at the theoretical level, since effective statistical general models (beyond Ising models)
allow for instance to analyze statistically large spiking patterns such as those observed
in synfire chains [30] or polychronism mechanisms [54]. Thismay be the limit of the
present class of approaches, and things are to be thinked differently. We believe that
the framework of thermodynamic formalism and links to Statistical Physics is still a
relevant source of methods for such challenging perspectives.
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Abstract

This paper addresses two questions in the context of neuronal networks dynamics, using
methods from dynamical systems theory and statistical physics: (i) How to characterize the
statistical properties of sequences of action potentials (“spike trains”) produced by neuronal
networks ? and; (ii) what are the effects of synaptic plasticity on these statistics ? We
introduce a framework in which spike trains are associated to a coding of membrane potential
trajectories, and actually, constitute a symbolic coding in important explicit examples (the
so-called gIF models). On this basis, we use the thermodynamic formalism from ergodic
theory to show how Gibbs distributions are natural probability measures to describe the
statistics of spike trains, given the empirical averages of prescribed quantities. As a second
result, we show that Gibbs distributions naturally arise when considering “slow” synaptic
plasticity rules where the characteristic time for synapse adaptation is quite longer than the
characteristic time for neurons dynamics.

Keywords Neurons dynamics, spike coding, statistical physics, Gibbs distributions, Ther-
modynamic formalism.

1 Introduction.

Spike trains as a “neural code”. Neurons activity results from complex and nonlinear
mechanisms (Hodgkin & Huxley, 1952; Cronin, 1987; Dayan & Abbott, 2001; Gerstner & Kistler,
2002b), leading to a wide variety of dynamical behaviours (Cronin, 1987; Guckenheimer &
Labouriau, 1993). This activity is revealed by the emission of action potentials or “spikes”.
While the shape of an action potential is essentially always the same for a given neuron, the
succession of spikes emitted by this neuron can have a wide variety of patterns (isolated spikes,
periodic spiking, bursting, tonic spiking, tonic bursting, etc . . . ) (Izhikevich, 2004; Brette &
Gerstner, 2005; Touboul, 2008), depending on physiological parameters, but also on excitations
coming either from other neurons or from external inputs. Thus, it seems natural to consider

∗Laboratoire J. A. Dieudonné, U.M.R. C.N.R.S. N 6621, Université de Nice Sophia-Antipolis,France
†INRIA, 2004 Route des Lucioles, 06902 Sophia-Antipolis, France.
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spikes as “information quanta” or “bits” and to seek the information exchanged by neurons in
the structure of spike trains. Doing this, one switches from the description of neurons in terms
of membrane potential dynamics, to a description in terms of spike trains. This point of view is
used, in experiments, by the analysis of raster plots, i.e. the activity of a neuron is represented
by a mere vertical bar each time this neuron emits a spike. Though this change of description
raises many questions, it is commonly admitted in the computational neuroscience community
that spike trains constitute a “neural code”.

This raises however other questions. How is “information” encoded in a spike train: rate
coding (Adrian & Zotterman, 1926), temporal coding (Theunissen & Miller, 1995), rank coding
(Perrinet, Delorme, Samuelides, & Thorpe, 2001; Delorme, Perrinet, & Thorpe, 2001), correla-
tion coding (Johnson, 1980) ? How to measure the information content of a spike train ? There
is a wide literature dealing with these questions (Nirenberg & Latham, 2003; D. Johnson, 2004;
Barbieri et al., 2004; Nemenman, Lewen, Bialek, & Steveninck, 2006; Arabzadeh, Panzeri, &
Diamond, 2006; Sinanović & Johnson, 2006; Gao, Kontoyiannis, & Bienenstock, 2008; Osbone,
Palmer, Lisberger, & Bialek, 2008), which are inherently related to the notion of statistical char-
acterizations of spike trains, see (Rieke, Warland, Steveninck, & Bialek, 1996; Dayan & Abbott,
2001; Gerstner & Kistler, 2002b) and references therein for a review. As a matter of fact, a prior
to handle “information” in a spike train is the definition of a suitable probability distribution
that matches the empirical averages obtained from measures. Thus, in some sense that we make
precise in this paper, the choice of a set of quantities to measure (observables) constrains the
form of the probability characterizing the statistics of spike trains.

As a consequence, there is currently a wide debate on the canonical form of these probabil-
ities. While Poisson statistics, based on the mere knowledge of frequency rates, are commonly
used with some success in biological experiments (Georgopoulos, Kalaska, Caminiti, & Massey,
1982; Georgeopoulos, Merchant, Naselaris, & Amirikian, 2007), other investigation evidenced
the role of spikes coincidence or correlations (Grammont & Riehle, 1999, 2003) and some people
have proposed non Poisson probabilities, such as Ising-like Gibbs distributions, to interpret their
data (Schneidman, Berry, Segev, & Bialek, 2006; Tkacik, Schneidman, Berry, & Bialek, 2006).
It is important to note here that beyond the determination of the “right” statistical model there
is the aim of identifying which type of information is used by the brain to interpret the spike
trains that it receives, coming from different sources. As an example choosing a model where
only frequency rates matters amounts to assuming that spikes coming from different neurons
are essentially treated independently.

However, determining the form of the probability characterizing the statistics of spike trains
is extremely difficult in real experiments. In the present paper, we focus on neural networks
models considered as dynamical systems, with a good mathematical and numerical control on
dynamics. In this context we argue that Gibbs distributions are indeed natural candidates
whenever a set of quantities to measure (observables) has been prescribed. As a matter of fact
Poisson distributions and Ising-like distributions are specific examples, but, certainly, do not
constitute the general case.

Synaptic plasticity. The notion of neural code and information cannot be separated from
the capacity of neuronal networks to evolve and adapt by plasticity mechanisms, and especially
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synaptic plasticity. The latter occurs at many levels of organization and time scales in the
nervous system (Bienenstock, Cooper, & Munroe, 1982). It is of course involved in memory
and learning mechanisms, but it also alters excitability of brain area and regulates behavioural
states (e.g. transition between sleep and wakeful activity). Therefore, understanding the effects
of synaptic plasticity on neurons dynamics is a crucial challenge. On experimental grounds,
different synaptic plasticity mechanisms have been exhibited from the Hebbian’s ones (Hebb,
1949) to Long Term Potentiation (LTP) and Long Term Depression (LTD), and more recently
to Spike Time Dependent Plasticity (STDP) (Markram, Lübke, Frotscher, & Sakmann, 1997; Bi
& Poo, 2001) (see (Dayan & Abbott, 2001; Gerstner & Kistler, 2002a; Cooper, Intrator, Blais,
& Shouval, 2004) for a review). Modeling these mechanisms requires both a bottom-up and
top-down approach.

This issue is tackled, on theoretical grounds, by inferring “synaptic updates rules” or “learn-
ing rules” from biological observations (Malsburg, 1973; Bienenstock et al., 1982; Miller, Keller,
& Stryker, 1989) and extrapolating, by theoretical or numerical investigations, the effects of such
synaptic rule on such neural network model. This bottom-up approach relies on the belief that
there are “canonical neural models” and “canonical plasticity rules” capturing the most essential
features of biology. Unfortunately, this results in a plethora of canonical “candidates” and a
huge number of papers and controversies. In an attempt to clarify and unify the overall vision,
some researchers have proposed to associate learning rules and their dynamical effects to general
principles, and especially to“variational” or “optimality” principles, where some functional has
to be maximised or minimised (Dayan & Hausser, 2004; Rao & Sejnowski, 1991, 2001; Bohte
& Mozer, 2007; Chechik, 2003; Toyoizumi, Pfister, Aihara, & Gerstner, 2005, 2007). Therefore,
in these “top-down” approaches, plasticity rules “emerge” from first principles. Unfortunately,
in most examples, the validations of these theories has been restricted to considering isolated
neurons submitted to input spike trains with ad hoc statistics (typically, Poisson distributed
with independent spikes (Toyoizumi et al., 2005, 2007)).

However, addressing the effect of synaptic plasticity in neuronal networks where dynamics
is emerging from collective effects and where spikes statistics are constrained by this dynamics
seems to be of central importance. This is the point of view raised in the present paper, where,
again, we focus on models, which are simplifications of real neurons. Even in this case, this
issue is subject to two main difficulties. On one hand, one must identify the generic collective
dynamical regimes displayed by the model for different choices of parameters (including synaptic
weights). On the other hand, one must analyse the effects of varying synaptic weights when
applying plasticity rules. This requires to handle a complex interwoven evolution where neurons
dynamics depends on synapses and synapses evolution depends on neuron dynamics. The first
aspect has been addressed by several authors using mean-field approaches (see e.g. (Samuelides
& Cessac, 2007) and references therein), “Markovian approaches” (Soula & Chow, 2007), or
dynamical system theory (see (Cessac & Samuelides, 2007) and references therein). The second
aspect has, up to our knowledge, been investigated theoretically in only a few examples with
Hebbian learning (Daucé, Quoy, Cessac, Doyon, & Samuelides, 1998; Siri, Berry, Cessac, Delord,
& Quoy, 2007, 2008) or discrete time Integrate and Fire models with an STDP like rule (Soula,
2005; Soula, Beslon, & Mazet, 2006) and is further addressed here.
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What the paper is about. To summarize the previous discussion the study of neuronal
networks at the current stage is submitted to two central questions:

• How to characterize the statistics of spike trains in a network of neurons ?

• How to characterize the effects of synaptic plasticity on this network dynamics and espe-
cially on spike trains statistics ?

In this paper we suggest that these two questions are closely entangled and must both be
addressed in the same setting. In order to have a good control on the mathematics we mainly
consider the case of neural networks models where one has a full characterization of the generic
dynamics (Cessac, 2008; Cessac & Viéville, 2008). Thus, our aim is not to provide general
statements about biological neural networks. We simply want to have a good mathematical
control of what is going on in specific models, with the hope that this analysis should shed some
light on what happens (or does not happen) in “real world” neural systems. However, though
part of the results used here are rigorous, this work relies also on “working assumptions” that
we have not been able to check rigorously. These assumptions, which are essentially used to
apply the standard theorems in ergodic theory and thermodynamic formalism, provide a logical
chain which drives us to important conclusions that could be checked in experimental data.

The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we introduce a framework in which spike
trains are associated to a coding of membrane potential trajectories, and actually, constitute
a symbolic coding in explicit examples. On this basis, we show how Gibbs distributions are
natural probability measures to describe the statistics of spike trains, given the data of known
empirical averages. Several authors have discussed the relevance of Gibbs distribution in the
context of Hopfield model (see (Amit, 1989) and references therein) and more recently to spike
trains (Wood, Roth, & Black, 2006; Kang & Amari, 2008). A breakthrough has been made
in (Schneidman et al., 2006; Tkacik et al., 2006). Actually, our approach has been greatly
influenced by these two papers, though our results hold in a wider context. In section 3, we
discuss the effect of synaptic adaptation when considering “slow” synaptic plasticity rules where
the characteristic time for synapse adaptation is quite a bit longer that the characteristic time
for neurons dynamics. These rules are formulated in the context of thermodynamic formalism,
where we introduce a functional, closely related to thermodynamic potentials like free energy
in statistical physics, and called “topological pressure” in ergodic theory. In this setting we
show that the variations of synaptic weights leads to variation of the topological pressure that
can be smooth (“regular periods”), or singular (“phase transitions”). Phase transitions are in
particular associated to a change of “grammar” inducing modifications in the set of spike trains
that the dynamics is able to produce. We exhibit a functional, closely related to the topological
pressure, that decreases during regular periods. As a consequence, when the synaptic weights
converge to a fixed value, this functional reaches a minimum. This minimum corresponds to a
situation where spike trains statistics are characterized by a Gibbs distribution, whose potential
can be explicitly written. An example with numerical computations is presented in section 4.
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2 Neuron dynamics.

2.1 Neural state.

We consider a set of N neurons. Each neuron i is characterized by its state, Xi, which belongs
to some compact set I ∈ IR

M . M is the number of variables characterizing the state of one
neuron (we assume that all neurons are described by the same number of variables). A typical
example is an integrate and fire model where M = 1 and Xi = Vi is the membrane potential of
neuron i and I = [Vmin, Vmax] (see section 2.5). Other examples are provided by conductances
based models of Hodgkin-Huxley type1 (Hodgkin & Huxley, 1952). Then Xi = (Vi, mi, ni, hi)
where mi, ni are respectively the activation variable for Sodium and Potassium channels and hi
is the inactivation variable for the Sodium channel.

The evolution of these N neurons is given by a deterministic dynamical system of form:

X(t + 1) = Fγ [X(t)] (1)

where X = {Xi}Ni=1 represents the dynamical state of a network of N neurons at time t, while
time is discrete (for a discussion on time discretisation in spiking neural networks see (Cessac
& Viéville, 2008)). Thus X ∈ M = IN where M is the phase space of (1), and Fγ(M) ⊂ M.
The map Fγ : M → M depends on a set of parameters γ ∈ IR

P . The typical case considered
here is γ =

(

W, I(ext)
)

where W is the matrix of synaptic weights and I(ext) is some external
current, assumed to be independent of time in the present paper (see section 2.5 for two explicit
examples). Thus γ is a point in a P = N2 + N dimensional space of control parameters.

2.2 Natural partition.

Neurons are excitable systems. Namely, neuron i “fires” (emits a spike or action potential),
whenever its state Xi belongs to some connected region P1 of its phase space. Otherwise, it
is quiescent (X ∈ P0 = I \ P1). In Integrate and Fire models neuron i fires whenever its
membrane potential Vi exceeds some threshold θ. In this case, the corresponding region is
P1 = [θ, Vmax]. In Fitzhugh-Nagumo (FitzHugh, 1955, 1961; Nagumo, Arimoto, & Yoshizawa,
1962) or Hodgkin-Huxley model (Hodgkin & Huxley, 1952), the firing corresponds to the crossing
of a manifold called the threshold separatrix (Cronin, 1987) which separates the phase space into
two connected regions P0 and P1. For N identical neurons this leads to a “natural partition” P
of the product phase space M. Call Λ = {0, 1}N , ω = (ωi)

N
i=1 ∈ Λ. Then, P = {Pω}ω∈Λ, where

Pω = Pω1 × Pω2 × · · · × PωN . Equivalently, if X ∈ Pω, all neurons such that ωi = 1 are firing
while neurons such that ωk = 0 are quiescent. We call therefore ω a “spiking pattern”.

2.3 Raster plots.

To each initial condition X ∈ M we associate a “raster plot” ω = {ω(t)}+∞
t=0 such that X(t) ∈

Pω(t),∀t ≥ 0. We write X ⇀ ω. Thus, ω is the sequence of spiking patterns displayed by the

1Note that Hodgkin-Huxley equations are differential equations, while (1) corresponds to a discrete time
evolution. We assume that we have discretized time with a time scale that can be arbitrary small. A detailed
discussion on these aspects for conductance based IF models has been presented in (Cessac & Viéville, 2008).
Some further comments are given below.
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neural network when prepared with the initial condition X. On the other way round, we say
that an infinite sequence ω = {ω(t)}+∞

t=0 is an admissible raster plot if there exists X ∈ M such
that X ⇀ ω. We call Σγ the set of admissible raster plots for the set of parameters γ.

0
1

1
1

0
0 0

1

2

1

1 0 1 1 0 0 ....
0 1 0 1 1 0 ....Raster

plot.

θ

θ

X

X

Figure 1: The phase space M (here represented for N = 2 neurons with constant threshold) is partitioned in
2N parts Pω =

QN

i=1 Pωi
, ω being a spiking pattern. In this way, one associates naturally to an orbit of (1) a

raster plot.

The dynamics (1) induce a dynamics on the set of raster plot in the following way:

X
Fγ

−→ Fγ(X)

º º

ω
σγ

−→ σγ(ω)

In this construction σγ, called the “left shift”, shifts the raster plot left-wise at each time
step of the dynamics. Thus, in some sense, raster plots provide a code for the orbits of (1). But,
the correspondence may not be one-to-one. That is why we use the notation ⇀ instead of →.

Let us introduce the following notation. If we are interested in a prescribed sequence of
spiking patterns ω(s), . . .ω(t), from time s to time t, we denote by [ω]s,t, the set of raster plots
whose spiking patterns from time s to time t match this sequence (cylinder set).

2.4 Asymptotic dynamics.

We are here mainly interested in the asymptotic behavior of (1) and set a few notations and
notions. The ω-limit set, Ω, is the set of accumulation points of Ft

γ(M). Since M is closed
and invariant, we have Ω =

⋂∞
t=0 Ft

γ(M). In dissipative systems (i.e. a volume element in the
phase space is dynamically contracted), the ω-limit set typically contains the attractors of the
system. A compact set A ∈ M is called an attractor for Fγ if there exists a neighborhood U
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of A and a time n > 0 such that Fn
γ(U) ⊂ U and A =

∞
⋂

t=0

Ft
γ(U). In all examples considered in

the present paper Fγ is dissipative and the phase space is divided into finitely many attraction
basins each of them containing an attractor (see Fig. 2). Simple examples of attractors are
stable fixed points, or stable periodic orbits. More complex attractors such as chaotic attractors
can be encountered as well. The attraction basins and attractors change when the parameters
γ vary. These changes can be smooth (structural stability) or sharp (typically this arises at
bifurcations points).

2

3

BA

4
A

2

3

A

B3

A
1

B1
B2

B4

B
3 A

1

1

A

B

A

2

Parameters variation:γ−> γ+δγ

’

’

’

’

B

A

’

’

Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the attractor landscape for neural network models. [A] The phase space is
partitioned into bounded domains Bl and for each initial condition in Bl the initial trajectory is attracted toward
an attractor (e.g. a fixed point, a periodic orbit or a more complex attractor) Al. [B] If the parameters (external
current, weights) change, the landscape is modified and several phenomena can occur: change in the basins shape,
number of attractors, modification of the attractor as for A3 in this example; A point belonging to A4 in Fig. 2
A, can, after modification of the parameters, converge either to attractor A′

2 or A′
3

2.5 A generic example: generalized integrate and fire models

2.5.1 Quiescent stage of the neuron.

Among the various models of neural dynamics, generalized integrate and fire models play a
central role, due to their (relative) simplicity, while the biological plausibility is well accepted
(Rudolph & Destexhe, 2006; Gerstner & Kistler, 2002a). A representative class of such models
is of form:

dVk

dt
= − 1

τL
(Vk − EL) + i

(ext)
k − i

(syn)
k (Vk, t,

{

t
(n)
j

}

t
), (2)

defining the evolution of the membrane potential Vk of neuron k. Here τL = RC ≃ 10 − 20ms
is the membrane time-constant related to the membrane resistance and its electric capacity,

while EL ≃ −80mV is the related reversal potential. The term i
(ext)
k is an external “current”2

assumed to be time constant in this paper. In the end of this section we shall however consider

the case where some noise is superimposed upon the constant external current. t
(n)
j is the n-th

2This is a slight abuse of language since we have divided eq. (2) by the membrane capacity.
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firing time3 of neuron j and
{

t
(n)
j

}

t
is the list of firing times of all neurons up to time t.

The synaptic currents reads:

i
(syn)
k (Vk, t,

{

t
(n)
j

}

t
) = (Vk − E+)

∑

j∈E
gkj(t,

{

t
(n)
j

}

t
) + (Vk − E−)

∑

j∈I
gkj(t,

{

t
(n)
j

}

t
),

where E± are reversal potential (typically E+ ≃ 0mV and E− ≃ −75mV ). E and I refers
respectively to excitatory and inhibitory neurons and the + (−) sign is relative to excitatory
(inhibitory) synapses. Note that conductances are always positive thus the sign of the post-
synaptic potential (PSP) is determined by the reversal potentials E±. At rest (Vk ∼ −70mV )
the + term leads to a positive PSP while − leads to a negative PSP.

Conductances depend on past spikes via the relation:

gkj(t,
{

t
(n)
j

}

t
) = Gkj

Mj(t,V)
∑

n=1

αj(t − t
(n)
j ).

In this equation, Mj(t,V) is the number of times neuron j has fired at time t and
{

t
(n)
j

}

t
is the

list of firing times of all neurons up to time t. Gkj are positive constants, proportional to the
synaptic efficacy :

{

Wkj = E+Gkj if j ∈ E ,
Wkj = E−Gkj if j ∈ I.

(3)

We use the convention Wkj = 0 if there is no synapse from j to k. Finally, α represents
the unweighted shape (called a α-shape) of the post-synaptic potentials. Known examples of
α-shapes are α(t) = Ke−t/τH(t) or α(t) = Kte−t/τH(t), where H is the Heaviside function.

Then, we may write (2) in the form (see (Cessac & Viéville, 2008) for more details):

dVk

dt
+ gkVk = ik,

with:

gk(t,
{

t
(n)
j

}

t
) =

1

τL
+

N
∑

j=1

gkj(t,
{

t
(n)
j

}

t
),

and:

ik(t,
{

t
(n)
j

}

t
) =

EL

τL
+
∑

j∈E
Wkj

Mj(t,V)
∑

n=1

αj(t − t
(n)
j ) +

∑

j∈I
Wkj

Mj(t,V)
∑

n=1

αj(t − t
(n)
j ) + i

(ext)
k .

3For continuous time systems, the firing times of neuron k, for the trajectory V, is defined by:

t
(n)
k (V) = inf

n

t |t > t
(n−1)
k (V), Vk(t) ≥ θ

o

,

where t
(0)
k = −∞.
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2.5.2 Fire regime.

The previous equations hold whenever the neuron is quiescent, i.e. whenever membrane potential
is smaller than a threshold θ > 0, usually depending on time (to account for characteristics such
as refractory period of the neuron) and on the neuronal state. Here, however, we assume that θ is
a constant (in fact without loss of generality (Gerstner & Kistler, 2002a)). When the membrane
potential exceeds the threshold value, the neuron “fires” (emission of an action potential or
“spike”). The spike shape depends on the model. In the present case, the membrane potential is
reset instantaneously to a fixed value Vreset ≃ EL, corresponding to the value of the membrane
potential when the neuron is at rest. For simplicity we set Vreset = 0 without loss of generality.
This modeling of the spike introduces a natural notion of spike time, but the price to pay is to
introduce a discontinuity in dynamics. Moreover, since spike is instantaneous the set of possible
spike times occurring within time interval is uncountable in the continuous case. Introducing a
minimal time discretisation at scale δ removes this pathology.

2.5.3 Time discretisation.

Assuming that spike times are only known within a precision δ > 0 (Cessac & Viéville, 2008)
one shows that the dynamics of membrane potential, discretized at the time scale δ writes:

Vk(t + δ) = ρk(t, t + δ, [ω]0,t)Vk(t) + Jk(t, [ω]0,t) (4)

where:

Jk(t, [ω]0,t) =
∫ t+δ
t ik(s, [ω]0,t) ρk(s, t + δ, [ω]0,t) ds,

ρk(s, t + δ, [ω]0,t) = e−
R t+δ
s

gk(s
′,[ω]0,t) ds′ ,

gk(t, [ω]0,t) = 1
τL

+
∑N

j=1 Gkj
∑Mj(t,ω)

n=1 α±(s − t
(n)
j ),

where Mj(t, ω) is the number of spikes emitted by neuron j up to time t, in the raster plot ω.
In the sequel we assume that α±(u) = 0 whenever |u| ≥ τM , i.e. gk(t, [ω]0,t) depends on past
firing times over a finite time horizon τM . We also set δ = 1.

2.5.4 Model I and model II.

A step further, two additional simplifications can be introduced:

1. Assuming that ρk(t, t + δ, [ω]0,t) = ρ is almost constant, which is equivalent to considering

“current” synapses instead of “conductance” synapses, i.e. neglect the dependency of i
(syn)
k

with respect to Vk;

2. Considering a much simpler form for Jk(t, [ω]0,t), where each connected neuron simply
increments the membrane potential during its firing state. This is equivalent to considering
the post-synaptic profiles in the previous equations as instantaneous step-wise profiles.
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Considering these assumptions leads the following dynamics of membrane potential:

Fγ,i(V) = ρ Vi (1 − Z[Vi]) +
N
∑

j=1

WijZ[Vj ] + Iext
i ; i = 1 . . . N, (5)

where Fγ,i is the i-th component of Fγ, Z(x) = 1 if x ≥ θ and 0 otherwise, both the integrate
and firing regime being integrated in this equation. It turns out that this corresponds exactly
to the time discretisation of the standard integrate and fire neuron model, which as discussed
in e.g.,(Izhikevich, 2003) provides a rough but realistic approximation of biological neurons
behaviors. This model is called model I in the sequel whereas the model based on (4) is called
model II.

2.5.5 Genericity results for models I and II.

The map Fγ in models I and II is locally contracting (Cessac, 2008; Cessac & Viéville, 2008),
but it is not smooth due to the sharp threshold in neurons firing definition. The singularity set
where Fγ is not continuous is:

S = {V ∈ M|∃i = 1 . . . N, such that Vi = θ} .

This is the set of membrane potential vectors such that at least one of the neurons has a
membrane potential exactly equal to the threshold. Because of this, dynamics exhibit sensitivity
to perturbations for orbits which approach too close the singularity set.

Now, call

d(Ω,S) = inf
V∈Ω

inf
t≥0

min
i=1...N

|Vi(t) − θ|. (6)

Then, the following theorem holds (Cessac, 2008; Cessac & Viéville, 2008).

Theorem 1 For a generic (in a metric and topological sense) set of parameters γ, d(Ω,S) > 0.
Consequently,

1. Ω is composed of finitely many periodic orbits with a finite period, Thus, attractors are
generically stable period orbits.

2. There is a one-to-one correspondence between membrane potential trajectories and raster
plots, except for a negligible set of M.

3. There is a finite Markov partition.

Remarks

1. Note however that, depending on parameters (synaptic weights, external current), some
periods can be quite large (well beyond any accessible computational time) Also, the num-
ber of stable periodic orbits can grow exponentially with the number of neurons.

2. Result 2 means that spike trains provide a symbolic coding for the dynamics.
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3. See section 2.6.1 for the implications of result 3.

These models constitute therefore nice examples where one has a good control on dynamics
and where one can apply the machinery of thermodynamic formalism (see Appendix). Note
that since dynamics is eventually periodic, one may figure out that there is nothing non trivial
to say from the respect of spike train statistics. The key point is that period are practically so
large that there is any hope to see the periodicity in real experiments. Thus, one may do “as
if” the system were “chaotic”. This is a fortiori the case if one superimposes upon the external
current a small amount of noise to the external current I(ext).

Also, though dynamics of model I and II may look rather trivial compared to what is ex-
pected from biological neural networks, it might be that such models are able to approximate
trajectories of a real neural network, for suitable values of γ (e.g. after a suitable adaptation
of the synaptic weights) and provided N , the number of neurons, is sufficiently large. This
type of properties are currently sought by computational neuroscientist with interesting indica-
tions that ‘IF models are good enough” to approximate biological neurons spike trains (Jolivet,
Rauch, Lescher, & Gerstner, 2006). See (Rostro-Gonzalez, Cessac, Vasquez, & Viéville, 2009)
for a recent illustration of this.

2.6 Spikes dynamics and statistics.

2.6.1 Grammar.

Though dynamics (1) produces raster plots, it is important to remark that it is not able to
produce any possible sequence of spiking patterns. This fundamental fact is most often neglected
in computational neuroscience literature and leads, e.g. to severe overestimation of the system’s
entropy. Also, it plays a central role in determining spike train statistics.

There are therefore allowed and forbidden sequences depending on conditions involving the
detailed form of Fγ and on the parameters γ (synaptic weights and external current). Let ω,ω′

be two spiking patterns. The transition ω → ω′ is legal or admissible if there exists a neural
state X such that neurons fire according to the firing pattern ω and, at the next time, according
to the firing pattern ω′. Equivalently, Fγ(Pω)∩Pω′ 6= ∅. An admissible transition must satisfy
compatibility conditions depending on synaptic weights and currents.

As an example, for model I, compatibility conditions write, for all i = 1 . . . N :

(a) i is such that ωi = 1 andω′
i = 1 ⇔ ∑N

j=1 Wijωj + Iext
i ≥ θ

(b) i is such that ωi = 1 andω′
i = 0 ⇔ ∑N

j=1 Wijωj + Iext
i < θ

(c) i is such that ωi = 0 andω′
i = 1 ⇔ ∃X ∈ Pω such that, ρXi +

∑N
j=1 Wijωj + Iext

i ≥ θ

(d) i is such that ωi = 0 andω′
i = 0 ⇔ ∃X ∈ Pω such that, ρXi +

∑N
j=1 Wijωj + Iext

i < θ

Note that, while the two first conditions only depend on the partition element Pω, the two
last ones depend on the point X ∈ Pω. Basically, this means that the natural partition is not
a Markov partition. The idea is then to find a refinement of the natural partition such that
allowed transitions depend only on the partition-elements.

A nice situation occurs when the refined partition is finite. Equivalently, compatibility
conditions can be obtained by a finite set of rules or a finite grammar. This is possible if there
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exists some finite integer r with the following property: Construct blocks of spiking patterns
ω(0) . . .ω(r − 1) of width r. There are at most 2Nr such possible blocks (and in general quite a
bit less admissible blocks). Label each of these blocks with a symbol α ∈ A, where A is called an
alphabet. Each block corresponds to a connected domain ∩r−1

s=0F
−s
γ [Pω(s)] ⊂ M and to a cylinder

set [ω]0,r−1 ⊂ Σγ. Define a transition matrix Gγ : A×A → {0, 1}, depending on γ, with entries
gαβ , such that gαβ = 1 if the transition β → α is admissible, and 0 otherwise. To alleviate the
notations in the next equation write α(t) = [ω]t,t+r−1, ∀t ≥ 0. If

Σγ =
{

ω | gα(t+1)α(t) = 1,∀t ≥ 0
}

,

then all admissible raster plots are obtained via the finite transition matrix Gγ which provides
the grammar of spiking patterns sequences.

In models I, II such a finite grammar exists for the (generic) set of parameters γ such that
d(Ω,S) > 0. Moreover, there are open domains in the space of parameters where the grammar
is fixed and is not affected by small variations of synaptic weights or current.

For more general models, it might be that there is no finite grammar to describe all admis-
sible raster plots. When dealing with experiments, one has anyway only access to finite raster
plots and the grammar extracted from empirical observations has a finite number of rules (see
(Collet, Galves, & Lopez, 1995; Chazottes, Floriani, & Lima, 1998; Chazottes, 1999) for nice
applications of this idea in the field of turbulence). This empirical grammar is compatible with
the dynamics at least for the time of observation.

The grammar depends on γ. Assume now that we are continuously varying γ. This corre-
sponds to following some path in the space of control parameters. Then, this path generically
crosses domains where grammar is fixed, while at the boundary of these domains, there is a
grammar modification, and thus a change in the set of admissible raster plots that dynamics is
able to produce. Synaptic adaptation, as described in section 3, corresponds precisely to this
situation. Thus, we expect that the neural network exhibits “regular” periods of adaptation
where spike trains before and after synaptic changes, correspond to the same grammar. Be-
tween these regular periods, sharp changes in raster plots structure are expected, corresponding
somehow to displaying new transitions and new rules in the spike code. Actually, the ability of
neural networks to display, after adaptation, a specific subset of admissible sequences, provided
by a specific grammar, is an important issue of this paper.

2.6.2 Spike responses of neurons.

Neurons respond to excitations or stimuli by finite sequences of spikes. In model I and II a
stimulus is typically the external current but more general forms (spike trains coming from
external neurons) could be considered as well. Thus, the dynamical response R of a neuronal
network to a stimuli S (which can be applied to several neurons in the network), is a sequence
ω(t) . . .ω(t + n) of spiking patterns. “Reading the neural code” means that one seeks a corre-
spondence between responses and stimuli. However, the spike response does not only depend on
the stimulus, but also on the network dynamics and therefore fluctuates randomly (note that
this apparent randomness is provided by the dynamical evolution and does not require the in-
vocation of an exogenous noise). Thus, the spike response is sought as a conditional probability
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P (R|S) (Rieke et al., 1996). Reading the code consists in inferring P (S|R) e.g. via Bayesian
approaches, providing a loose dictionary where the observation of a fixed spikes sequences R
does not provide a unique possible stimulus, but a set of stimuli, with different probabilities.
Having models for conditional probabilities P (R|S) is therefore of central importance. For this,
we need a good notion of statistics.

2.6.3 Performing statistics.

These statistics can be obtained in two different ways. Either one repeats a large number of
experiments, submitting the system to the same stimulus S, and computes P (R|S) by an average
over these experiments. This approach relies on the assumption that the system has the same
statistical properties during the whole set of experiments (i.e. the system has not evolved,
adapted or undergone bifurcations meanwhile). In our setting this amounts to assuming that
the parameters γ have not changed.

Or, one performs a time average. For example, to compute P (R|S), one counts the number
of times n(R, T, ω) when the finite sequence of spiking patterns R, appears in a spike train ω
of length T , when the network is submitted to a stimulus S. Then, the probability P (R|S) is
estimated by:

P (R|S) = lim
T→∞

n(R, T, ω)

T
.

This approach implicitly assumes that the system is in a stationary state.
The empirical approach is often “in-between”. One fixes a time window of length T to com-

pute the time average and then performs an average over a finite number N of experiments
corresponding to selecting different initial conditions. In any case the implicit assumptions are
essentially impossible to control in real (biological) experiments, and difficult to prove in models.
So, they are basically used as “working” assumptions.

To summarize, one observes, from N repetitions of the same experiment, N raster plots
ωm, m = 1 . . .N on a finite time horizon of length T . From this, one computes experimental
averages allowing to estimate P (R|S) or, more generally, to estimate the average value, 〈φ〉, of
some prescribed observable φ(ω). These averages are estimated by :

φ̄(N ,T ) =
1

NT

N
∑

m=1

T
∑

t=1

φ(σt
γωm). (7)

Typical examples of such observables are φ(ω) = ωi(0) in which case 〈φ〉 is the firing rate of
neuron i; φ(ω) = ωi(0)ωj(0) then 〈φ〉 measures the probability of spike coincidence for neuron
j and i; φ(ω) = ωi(τ)ωj(0) then 〈φ〉 measures the probability of the event “neuron j fires and
neuron i fires τ time step later” (or sooner according to the sign of τ). In the same way P (R|S)
is the average of the indicatrix function χR(ω) = 1 if ω ∈ R and 0 otherwise. Note that in (7) we
have used the shift σt

γ for the time evolution of the raster plot. This notation is more compact
and more adapted to the next developments than the classical formula, reading, e.g., for firing
rates 1

NT

∑N
m=1

∑T
t=1 φ(ωm(t)).
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This estimation depends on T and N . However, one expects that, as N , T → ∞, the
empirical average φ̄(N ,T ) converges to the theoretical average 〈φ〉, as stated e.g. from the law of
large numbers. Unfortunately, one usually does not have access to these limits, and one is lead
to extrapolate theoretical averages from empirical estimations. The main difficulty is that these
observed raster plots are produced by an underlying dynamics which is usually not explicitly
known (as it is the case in experiments) or impossible to fully characterize (as it is the case in
most large dimensional neural networks models). Even for models I and II, where one has a full
characterization of generic orbits, a numerical generation of raster plots can produce periodic
orbits whose period is out of reach. Thus, one is constrained to propose ad hoc statistical models.
This amounts to assuming that the underlying dynamics satisfies specific constraints.

2.6.4 Inferring statistics from an hidden dynamics.

We follow this track, proposing a generic method to construct statistical models from a prescribed
set of observables. For this, we shall assume that the observed raster plots are generated by
a uniformly hyperbolic dynamical system, where spike trains constitute a symbolic coding for
dynamics (see the appendix for more details). This a technical assumption allowing us to develop
the thermodynamic formalism on a safe mathematical ground. Basically, we assume that the
observed raster plots can be generated by a dynamical system which is chaotic with exponential
correlation decay, and that a finite Markov partition exists, obtained by a refinement of the
natural partition.

This is obviously a questionable assumption, but let us give a few arguments in its favor.
First, it has been argued and numerically checked in (Rostro-Gonzalez et al., 2009) that finite
sequence of spiking patterns, produced by an hidden neural network, including data coming from
biological experiments, can be exactly reproduced by a gIF model of type II, by adding hidden
neurons and noise to the dynamics. This suggests that gIF models are somehow “dense” in the
space of spiking neural networks dynamical systems, meaning that any finite piece of trajectory
from a spiking neural network can be approached by a gIF model trajectory. Second, adding
noise to model I, II makes them uniformly hyperbolic4, though not continuous. So, we expect
the theory developed below to apply to model I, II. Now, dealing with spike train coming from
a neural network whose mathematical properties are unknown (this is especially the case with
biological neural networks), and whose statistical properties are sought, the idea is to do as if
these data were generated by a dynamical system like model I or II.

As a matter of fact, the choice of a statistical model always relies on assumptions. Here we
make an attempt to formulate these assumptions in a compact way with the widest range of
application. These assumptions are compatible with the statistical models commonly used in the
literature like Poisson models or Ising like models à la Schneidman and collaborators(Schneidman

4Contraction is uniform in model I. In model II it can be bounded by a constant strictly lower that 1. In-
troducing noise amounts to adding, for each neuron, an unstable direction where randomness is generated by a
chaotic one-dimensional system. One forms in this way a skew product where the unstable fiber is the random
generator and the stable one corresponds to the contracting dynamics of membrane potentials (eq. (4), or (5))
Because of the discontinuity of the map, the main difficulty is to show that, in this extended system, generic points
have a local stable manifold of sufficiently large diameter (Cessac & Fernandez, in preparation). See (Blanchard,
Cessac, & Krueger, 2000; Cessac, Blanchard, Krueger, & Meunier, 2004) for an application of this strategy in the
framework of Self-Organized Criticality.
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et al., 2006), but lead also us to propose more general forms of statistics. Moreover, our ap-
proach incorporates additional elements such as the consideration of neurons dynamics, and the
grammar. This last issue is, according to us, fundamental, and, to the best of our knowledge,
has never been considered before in this field. Finally, this postulate allows us to propose algo-
rithms that can be applied to real data with an posteriori check of the initial hypotheses (Cessac,
Vasquez, & Viéville, 2009).

On this basis we propose the following definition. Fix a set φl, l = 1 . . .K, of observables,
i.e. functions Σγ → IR which associate real numbers to sequences of spiking patterns. Assume
that the empirical average (7) of these functions has been computed, for a finite T and N , and

that φ̄l
(T,N )

= Cl.
A statistical model is a probability distribution ν on the set of raster plots such that:

1. ν(Σγ) = 1, i.e. the set of non admissible raster plots has a zero ν-probability.

2. ν is ergodic for the left-shift σγ (see section 6.1 in the appendix for a definition).

3. For all l = 1 . . .K, ν(φl) = Cl, i.e., ν is compatible with the empirical averages.

Note that item 2 amounts to assuming that statistics are invariant under time translation.
On practical grounds, this hypothesis can be relaxed using sliding time windows. This issue is
discussed in more details in (Cessac et al., 2009). Note also that ν depends on the parameters
γ.

Assuming that ν is ergodic has the advantage that one does not have to average both over
experiments and time. It is sufficient to focus on time average for a single raster plot, via the
time-empirical average:

π(T )
ω (φ) =

1

T

T
∑

t=1

φ(σt
γω)

defined within more details in the appendix, section 6.2.

Item 3 can be generalized as follows.

3’. d(π
(T )
ω , ν) → 0, as T → ∞,

where d(µ, ν) is the relative entropy or Kullback-Leibler divergence between two measures µ, ν
(see eq. (54) in the appendix.).

Dealing with real or numerical data, it is obviously not possible to extrapolate to T → ∞,

but the main idea here is to minimize the “distance” d(π
(T )
ω , ν) between the empirical measure,

coming from the data, and the statistical model. Especially, if several models can be proposed
then, the “best” one minimizes the Kullback-Leibler divergence (see th. 2 in the Appendix).

The main advantage is that d(π
(T )
ω , ν) can be numerically estimated using the thermodynamic

formalism. Note however that this approach may fail at phase transition points where d(µ, ν) = 0
does not necessarily imply µ = ν (Chazottes, 1999). Phase transition can be numerically
detected from empirical data (Comets, 1997).
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2.6.5 Gibbs measures as statistical models.

Variational principle. Statistical physics naturally proposes a canonical way to construct
a statistical model: “Maximizing the entropy under the constraints ν(φl) = Cl, l = 1 . . .K”,
(see (Jaynes, 1957) for a beautiful and deep presentation of what became, since then, a “folk-
lore” result). In the context of thermodynamic formalism this amounts to solving the following
variational principle (see eq. (43) in the Appendix).

P [ψ] = sup
ν∈m(inv)

(h [ν] + ν [ψ]),

where m(inv) is the set of invariant measures for σ and h the Kolomogorov-Sinai entropy or
entropy rate (see Appendix for more details). The “potential” ψ is given by ψ =

∑K
l=1 λlφl

where the λl’s are adjustable Lagrange multipliers. A measure νψ which realizes the supremum,
i.e.

P [ψ] = h [νψ] + νψ [ψ] ,

is called, in this context, an “equilibrium state”. The function P [ψ] is called the “topological
pressure”.

Gibbs states. Uniformly hyperbolic dynamical systems have equilibrium states. Moreover, in
this case, equilibrium states are Gibbs states (and vice-versa). A Gibbs state, or Gibbs measure,
is a probability measure such that, one can find some constants c1, c2 with 0 < c1 ≤ 1 ≤ c2 such
that for all n ≥ 1 and for all ω ∈ Σ:

c1 ≤
νψ

(

ω ∈ [ω]0,n−1

)

exp(−nP [ψ] + S(n)ψ(ω))
≤ c2,

(Cf eq. (51) in the Appendix), where S(n)ψ(ω) =
∑n−1

t=0 ψ(σt
γω). Basically, this means that

the probability that a raster plot starts with the bloc [ω]0,n−1 behaves like exp(S(n)ψ(ω))
Zn

. One
recognizes the classical Gibbs form where space translation in lattice system is replaced by time
translation (shift σt

γ) and where the normalization factor Zn is the partition function. Note that

P [ψ] = lim supn→∞
1
n log Zn, so that P [ψ] is the formal analog of a thermodynamic potential

(like free energy).

Topological pressure. The topological pressure is a convex function. Moreover, this is the
generating function for the cumulants of the Gibbs distribution. Especially, the Lagrange mul-
tipliers λl can be tuned to a value λ∗

l such that νψ [φl] = Cl, (item 3) using:

∂P [ψ]

∂λl

∣

∣

∣

∣

λl=λ∗
l

= Cl. (8)

It expresses that the Gibbs state is given the tangent of the pressure at λ∗
l (Keller, 1998).

Note that we have here assumed that the topological pressure is differentiable, namely that we
are away from a phase transition. Higher order moments are obtained in the same way, espe-
cially second order moments related to the central limit theorem obeyed by Gibbs distributions
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(Bowen, 1975, 2008; Keller, 1998). It is also possible to obtain averages of more complex func-
tions than moments (Ji, 1989). The topological pressure is obtained via the spectrum of the
Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius operator and can be calculated numerically when ψ has a finite (and
small enough) range (see appendix for more details).

Validating a Gibbs statistical model. The Kullback-Leibler divergence provides some notion
of “distance” between two measures. For µ an invariant measure and νψ a Gibbs measure with a
potential ψ, both defined on the same set of sequences Σ, one has (see eq. (55) in the appendix):

d (µ, νψ) = P [ψ] −
∫

ψdµ − h(µ).

Though π
(T )
ω is not invariant, this suggests to use this relation to compare different statistical

models (i.e. when several choices of observables φl are possible) by choosing the one which
minimizes the quantity:

d(π(T )
ω , νψ) = P [ψ] − π(T )

ω (ψ) − h(π(T )
ω ). (9)

(see th. 2 in the appendix). The advantage is that this quantity can be numerically estimated
(Cessac et al., 2009).

Probability of spiking patterns blocs. In this context, the probability of a spiking pattern
block R = [ω]0,n−1 of length n corresponding to the response R to a stimuli S “behaves like”
(in the sense of eq. (51)):

P [R|S] = ν [ω ∈ R|S] ∼ 1

Zn [λ∗(S)]
exp

[

K
∑

l=1

λ∗
l (S)

n−1
∑

t=0

φl(σ
t
γω)

]

, (10)

where the conditioning is made explicit in the dependence of λ∗ in the stimulus S. (Typically,
referring to model I and II, S is an external current and is incorporated in γ.) This equation
holds as well when S = 0 (no stimulus). Obviously, for two different stimuli the probability
P (R|S) may drastically change. Indeed, different stimuli imply different parameters γ thus a
different dynamics and different raster plots, with different statistical weights on a specific bloc
R. The grammar itself can also change, in which case R may be forbidden for a stimulus and
allowed for another one.

2.7 Examples.

2.7.1 Canonical examples.

Firing rates. If φl(ω) = ωl(0), then π
(T )
ω (φl) = rl is the average firing rate of neuron l within

the time period T . Then, the corresponding statistical model is a Bernoulli distribution where
neuron l has a probability rl to fire at a given time. The probability that neuron l fires k times
within a time delay n is a binomial distribution and the inter-spike interval is Poisson distributed
(Gerstner & Kistler, 2002a).
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Spikes coincidence. If φl(ω) ≡ φ(i,j)(ω) = ωi(0)ωj(0) where, here, the index l is an enumer-
ation for all (non-ordered) pairs (i, j), then the corresponding statistical models has the form
of an Ising model, as discussed by Schneidman and collaborators in (Schneidman et al., 2006;
Tkacik et al., 2006). As shown by these authors in experiments on the salamander retina, the
probability of spike blocs estimated from the “Ising” statistical model fits quite better to em-
pirical date than the classical Poisson model.

Enlarged spikes coincidence. As a generalization one may consider the probability of co-
occurrence of spikes from neuron i and j within some time interval τ . The corresponding
functions are φl(ω) = ωi(0)ωj(τ) and the probability of a spike bloc R writes:

P [R|S] =
1

Zn [λ∗(S)]
exp





∑

i,j

λ∗
i,j(S)

n−1
∑

t=0

ωi(t)ωj(t + τ)



 .

Further generalizations are considered below.

2.8 Conclusion.

The main conclusion of this section is that Gibbs measures constitute optimal (in the sense
of entropy maximization) statistical models whenever a set of observable has been prescribed.
It also allows to select a model between several choices by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler
divergence between the empirical measure and the statistical models.

In all the examples presented above the statistical model is determined by the choice of an a
priori form for the potential. In the next section, we explicitly compute the potential in neural
networks with synaptic adaptation.

3 Synaptic plasticity.

3.1 Synapses update as an integration over spikes trains.

Synaptic plasticity corresponds to the evolution of synaptic efficacy (synaptic weights). More
precisely, in our notations (eq. (3)), Wij essentially provides the maximal amplitude of the post-
synaptic potential induced, at the synapse linking j to i, when neuron j fires a spike. Synaptic
weights evolve in time according to the spikes emitted by the pre- and post- synaptic neuron.
In other words, the variation of Wij at time t is a function of the spiking sequences of neurons
i and j from time t − Ts to time t, where Ts is time scale characterizing the width of the spike
trains influencing the synaptic change. In most examples the synapse update writes:

δWij(t + 1) = g
(

Wij(t), [ωi]t−Ts,t
, [ωj ]t−Ts,t

)

, t > Ts, (11)

with [ωi]t−Ts,t
= [ωi(t − Ts) . . . ωi(t)]. Thus, typically, synaptic adaptation results from an

integration of spikes over the time scale Ts.
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3.2 Spikes responses of synapses.

The synaptic variation δWij is the integrated response of the synapse from neuron j to neuron
i when neuron j sends a spike sequence [ωj ]t−Ts,t

and neuron i fires according to [ωi]t−Ts,t
.

This response is not a deterministic function, while g is. Thus (11) is an approximation. As a
matter of fact, the explicit form of g is usually derived from phenomenological considerations
as well as experimental results where synaptic changes can be induced by specific simulations
conditions, defined through the firing frequency of pre- and post-synaptic neurons (Bliss &
Gardner-Medwin, 1973; Dudek & Bear, 1993), the membrane potential of the post-synaptic
neuron (Artola, Bröcher, & Singer, 1990), or spike timing (Levy & Stewart, 1983; Markram
et al., 1997; Bi & Poo, 2001) (see (Malenka & Nicoll, 1999) for a review). Thus, these results
are usually based on a repetition of experiments involving the excitation of pre- and post-
synaptic neurons by specific spike trains. The phenomenological plasticity rules derived from
these experiments are therefore of statistical nature. Namely, they do not tell us what will
be the exact changes induced on synapses when this or this spike train is applied to pre- and
post-synaptic neuron. Instead, they provide us the average synaptic change. Thus, the function
g(Wij , [ωi]t−Ts,t

, [ωj ]t−Ts,t
) in (11) is typically a statistical average of the synaptic response when

the spike train of neuron j (resp. i) is [ωj ]t−Ts,t
(resp. [ωi]t−Ts,t

), and the actual synaptic weight
value is Wij .

In this paper we investigate the effects of those synaptic plasticity rules when the character-
istic time scale Ts is quite a bit larger than the time scale of evolution of the neurons. Namely,
we consider slow adaptation rules. In this situation the synaptic weights update can be written
as a function of the empirical average (42). We therefore consider adaptation rules of form:

g
(

Wij , [ωi]t−Ts,t
, [ωj ]t−Ts,t

)

= επ(T )
ω [φij(Wij , .)] . (12)

where ε is a parameter that will be typically small. φij(Wij , ω) is a function that we now make
explicit.

Following (Gerstner & Kistler, 2002a) canonical form of adaptation rules use an expansion
in singlet, pairs, triplets etc of spikes. Formally, one may write a generic form for these rules.
Fix Ts < ∞ a positive integer. Let L be the finite set of ordered lists L in {−Ts,−Ts + 1, . . . , 0}
with the form L = (t1, t2, . . . , tL) with −Ts ≤ t1 < t2 < · · · < tL ≤ 0. For L ∈ L, 1 ≤ i ≤ N ,
we call an i-monomial a function mi,L(ω) = ωi(t1) . . . ωi(tL). We call an (i, j) polynomial a
function:

φij(Wij , ω) =
∑

L1,L2∈L
hijL1L2(Wij)mi,L1(ω)mj,L2(ω), (13)

where hijL1L2(Wij) are smooth functions of Wij . They can be constant, linear functions of
Wij (“multiplicative” rules) or nonlinear functions allowing for example to constrain Wij within
bounded values (e.g. “hard bound” or “soft bounds” rules). The form (13) is the most general
form of synaptic adaptation rules considered in this paper, while g has the explicit form:
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g
(

Wij , [ωi]t−Ts,t
, [ωj ]t−Ts,t

)

=

ε
K
∑

k,l=0

∑

−Ts ≤ t1 < · · · < tk ≤ 0
−Ts ≤ s1 < · · · < sl ≤ 0

hij;t1,...,tk,s1,...,sl(Wij)π(T )
ω [ωi(t + t1) . . . ωi(t + tk)ωj(t + s1) . . . ωj(t + sl)] .

(14)

Though explicit, this formulation is heavy, and we use instead the form (12), (13).

3.3 Examples of adaptation rule instantiation.

Hebbian learning uses firing rates. A typical example corresponds to gij(Wij , [ωi]t−Ts,t
, [ωj ]t−Ts,t

) =

ε 1
Ts

∑t
s1,s2=t−Ts

(ωi(s1)−ri(s1))(ωj(s2)−rj(s2) (correlation rule) where ri(t) = 1
Ts

∑t
s=t−Ts

ωi(s)
is the frequency rate of neuron i in the raster plot ω, computed in the time windows [t − Ts, t].

Spike-Time Dependent Plasticity as derived from Bi and Poo (Bi & Poo, 2001) provides
the average amount of synaptic variation given the delay between the pre- and post-synaptic
spike. Thus, “classical” STDP writes (Gerstner & Kistler, 2002a; Izhikevich & Desai, 2003):

g
(

Wij , [ωi]t−Ts,t
, [ωj ]t−Ts,t

)

=
ε

Ts

t
∑

s1,s2=t−Ts

f(s1 − s2)ωi(s1)ωj(s2) (15)

with:

f(x) =











A−e
x
τ− , x < 0, A− < 0;

A+e
− x
τ+ , x > 0, A+ > 0;

0, x = 0;

(16)

where the shape of f has been obtained from statistical extrapolations of experimental data.
Hence STDP is based on a second order statistics (spikes correlations). There is, in this case,
an evident time scale Ts = max(τ−, τ+), beyond which f is essentially zero.

“Nearest neighbors” STDP (according to the terminology of(Izhikevich & Desai, 2003))
writes:

g
(

Wij , [ωi]t−Ts,t
, [ωj ]t−Ts,t

)

=
ε

Ts

t
∑

s=t−Ts

f(τj(s) − s)ωi(τj(s))ωj(s), (17)

with τj(s) = mint,ωj(t)=1 |t − s|.

Generalized STDP As a last example, (Gerstner & Kistler, 2002a) propose a rule which
corresponds to:

g(Wij , [ωi]t−Ts,t
, [ωj ]t−Ts,t

) = ε



apre
1

t
∑

s=t−Ts

ωj(s) + apost
1

t
∑

s=t−Ts

ωi(s) +
t
∑

s1,s2=t−Ts

f(s1 − s2)ωi(s1)ωj(s2)





(18)
We capture thus the main standard synaptic adaptation rules with (13).
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3.4 Coupled dynamics.

We consider now the following coupled dynamics. Neurons are evolving according to (1). We
focus here on slow synapses dynamics. Namely, synaptic weights are constant for T ≥ Ts

consecutive dynamics steps, where T is large. This defines an “adaptation epoch”. At the
end of the adaptation epoch, synaptic weights are updated according to (11). This has the
consequence of modifying neurons dynamics and possibly spike trains. The weights are then
updated and a new adaptation epoch begins. We denote by t the update index of neuron
states (neuron dynamics) inside an adaptation epoch, while τ indicates the update index of
synaptic weights (synaptic plasticity). Call X(τ)(t) the state of the neurons at time t within the

adaptation epoch τ . Let W
(τ)
ij be the synaptic weights from neuron j to neuron at i in the τ -th

adaptation epoch. At the end of each adaptation epoch, the neuron dynamics time indexes are

reset, i.e. x
(τ+1)
i (0) = x

(τ)
i (T ), i = 1 . . . N . The coupled dynamics writes:

{

X(τ)(t + 1) = Fγ(τ)(X(τ)(t))

δW
(τ)
ij

def
= W

(τ+1)
ij − W

(τ)
ij = g

(

W
(τ)
ij , [ωi]t−Ts,t

, [ωj ]t−Ts,t
)
) (19)

Recall that γ = (W, I(ext)) (see section 2.1) and γ(τ) is the set of parameters at adaptation
epoch τ . In the present setting the external current I(ext) is kept fixed and only synaptic weights
are evolving. Basically, I(ext) is used as an external stimulus.

3.5 Statistical effects of synaptic plasticity.

Synaptic plasticity has several prominent effects. First, modifying the synaptic weights has an
action on the dynamics resulting, either in smooth changes, or in sharp changes. In the first case,
corresponding to parameters variations in a domain where the dynamical system is structurally
stable, small variations of the synaptic weights induce smooth variations on the ω-limit set
structure (e.g. points are slightly moved) and in the statistics of orbits. The grammar is not
changed. On the opposite, when crossing bifurcations manifolds, the slightest change in one
synaptic weight value results typically in a drastic reorganization of the ω-limit set structure
where attractors and their attraction basin are modified (see Fig. 2 and (Daucé et al., 1998;
Siri et al., 2007) for an illustration of this in the case of frequency rates neural networks with
Hebbian learning). But this can also change the grammar and the set of admissible raster plots.
Some forbidden transitions become allowed, some allowed transitions become forbidden. Finally,
the spikes train statistics are also modified. Typically, the time-empirical average of the raster

plot changes (π
(T )

ω(τ) → π
(T )

ω(τ+1)) and the corresponding statistical model also evolves.
But synaptic adaptation is not a mere variation of synaptic weights. Indeed, synaptic weights

are associated with the coupled dynamics (19), meaning that synaptic changes depends on neu-
rons dynamics, itself depending on parameters. Thus, a synaptic adaptation process corresponds
to following a path in the space of parameters γ; this path is not determined a priori but evolves
according to neurons dynamics. Though this path can belong to a unique domain of structural
stability, this is not the case in general. At some point during the adaptation, this path crosses
a bifurcation manifold inducing sharp changes in the dynamics and in the grammar5. Hence,

5There is here an analogy with phase transitions in statistical physics (Beck & Schloegl, 1995). Detecting and
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after several changes of this type one can end up with a system displaying raster plots with a
structure rather different from the initial situation. These changes depend obviously upon the
detailed form of neuron dynamics (1) and upon the synaptic update mechanism (11); they are
also conditioned by parameters such as stimuli. We now Analise these effects in the light of
thermodynamic formalism and Gibbs distributions.

3.5.1 Static synaptic weights.

Let us first consider the situation where δW = 0, corresponding to synaptic weights that do not
evolve. Typically, this is the case if synaptic weights matrix converges to an asymptotic value
W∗. From eq. (12) this corresponds to :

π(T )
ω [φij ] = 0, ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . N} . (20)

This imposes a condition on the average value of φij . Therefore, from section 2.6.5 this imposes
that the statistical model is a Gibbs measure ν with a potential of form:

ψ∗ = Φ + λ∗.φ, (21)

where ψ∗ =
(

ψ∗
ij

)N

i,j=1
, φ = (φij)

N
i,j=1, λ

∗ =
(

λ∗
ij

)N

i,j=1
and λ∗.φ =

∑N
i,j=1 λ∗

ijφij . The potential

Φ in (21) is such that Φ(ω) = 0 if ω is admissible and Φ(ω) = −∞ if it is forbidden, so
that forbidden raster plots have zero probability. This is a way to include the grammar in the
potential (see appendix). The statistical parameters λ∗

ij , are given by eq. (8) in section 2.6.5,
and, making φij explicit (eq. (13)):

∂P [ψ]

∂λij

∣

∣

∣

∣

λ=λ∗

= νψ∗(φij) =
∑

L1,L2∈L
hijL1L2(W

∗
ij)νψ∗ [mi,L1mj,L2 ] = 0. (22)

Since mi,L1mj,L2 are monomials, this equation thus imposes constraints on the probability

νψ∗ [ωi(t1) . . . ωi(tL1)ωj(s1) . . . ωj(sL2)] ,

of spikes n-uplets ωi(t1) . . . ωi(tL)ωj(s1) . . . ωj(sL). Note that condition (22) corresponds to an
extremum for the topological pressure as a function of λ. Note also that the variational formu-
lation of Gibbs (equilibrium) state writes, in this case P [ψ∗] = supν∈m(inv) h [ν] since ν(ψ) = 0.
Hence, the corresponding Gibbs measure has maximal entropy.

Let us emphasize what we have obtained. The statistical model that fits with the condition
(20) in section 2.6.5 is a Gibbs distribution such that the probability of a spin block R of length
n is given by :

P [R|S] =
1

Zn [λ∗(S)]
exp

[

n
∑

t=1

ψ∗(σt
γω)

]

.

characterizing these phase transitions from empirical data is possible provided that there are only a few control
parameters (Comets, 1997).
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where ψ∗ depends on S via the statistical parameters λ∗ and via Φ (grammar).
When the situation δW = 0 corresponds to the asymptotic state for a synaptic adapta-

tion process, this potential provides us the form of the statistical model after adaptation, and
integrates all past changes in the synaptic weights. We now discuss this process within details.

3.6 Variational formulation of synaptic plasticity.

3.6.1 Synaptic weights update and related potentials.

Let us now formalize the coupled evolution (19) in the context of thermodynamic formalism. The

main idea is to make the assumption that at each adaptation step, π
(T )

ω(τ) can be approximated

by a Gibbs measure ν
ψ(τ) with potential ψ(τ) and topological pressure P

[

ψ(τ)
]

. In this case,

when T is large, synaptic adaptation writes :

δW
(τ)
ij = εν

ψ(τ)

[

φij(W
(τ)
ij , .)

]

. (23)

The synaptic update results in a change of parameters γ, γ(τ+1) = γ(τ) + δγ(τ). This

induces a variation of the potential ψ(τ+1) = ψ(τ) + δψ(τ) and of the pressure P
[

ψ(τ+1)
]

=

P
[

ψ(τ)
]

+ δP (τ). We now distinguish two situations both arising when synaptic weights evolve.

3.6.2 Smooth variations.

Let us first assume that these variations are smooth, i.e. one stays inside a domain where
dynamics is structurally stable and the grammar Gγ(τ) is not modified. We assume moreover

that the topological pressure is differentiable with respect to the variation δγ(τ).
Let us define:

F (τ)
φ (W) = P

[

ψ(τ) + (W −W(τ)).φ(W(τ))
]

− P
[

ψ(τ)
]

, (24)

so that F (τ)
φ (W(τ)) = 0. Note that F (τ)

φ (W) is convex, due to the convexity of the topological
pressure (eq. (48) in appendix).

Then, using eq. (49) in appendix, the adaptation rule (23) can be written in the form:

δW(τ) = ε∇W=W(τ)F (τ)
φ (W). (25)

Since, in this section, pressure P is assumed to be smooth, one has, using (49),(50):

ε
(

P
[

ψ(τ) + δW(τ).φ(W(τ))
]

− P
[

ψ(τ)
])

= δW(τ).
[

I +
ε

2
κ(τ)

]

.δW(τ) + O(δW(τ)3), (26)

where κ(τ) is the tensor with entries:

κ
(τ)
i1,j1,i2,j2

= C
(τ)
φi1,j1

φi2,j2
(0) + 2

+∞
∑

t=1

C
(τ)
φi1,j1

φi2,j2
(t); i1, j1, i2, j2 = 1 . . . N, (27)
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and C
(τ)
φi1,j1

φi2,j2
(t) = ν

ψ(τ)

[

φi1,j1 ◦ σt
γ(τ)φi2,j2

]

− ν
ψ(τ) [φi1,j1 ] νψ(τ) [φi2,j2 ] is the correlation func-

tion of φi1,j1 , φi2,j2 for the measure ν
ψ(τ) . Using the explicit form (13) of φij one can see that

κ(τ) is a sum of time correlations between uplets of spikes. This is a version of the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem where the response to a smooth variation of the potential ψ(τ) is given in
terms of a series involving the time correlations of the perturbation (Ruelle, 1969, 1999). This
series converges provided that dynamics is uniformly hyperbolic.

For sufficiently small ε, the matrix I + ε
2κ(τ) is positive and:

P
[

ψ(τ) + δW(τ).φ(W(τ))
]

≥ P
[

ψ(τ)
]

.

It follows that the variation δ(τ)Fφ = F (τ+1)
φ (W(τ+1)) −F (τ)

φ (W(τ+1)) is given by:

δ(τ)Fφ = P
[

ψ(τ)
]

− P
[

ψ(τ) + δW(τ).φ(W(τ))
]

= −1

ε
δW(τ).

[

I +
ε

2
κ(τ)

]

.δW(τ) − O(δW(τ)3)

δ(τ)Fφ = −εν
ψ(τ) [φ]

[

I +
ε

2
κ(τ)

]

.ν
ψ(τ) [φ] − O(δW(τ)3) (28)

This variation is therefore negative when ε is sufficiently small.

We come therefore to the following important conclusion. The adaptation rule (12) is a
gradient system where the function F (τ)

φ decreases when iterating synaptic adaptation rules.

Were the transition τ → τ +1 to be smooth for all τ , would F (τ)
φ reach a minimum6 at some W∗

as τ → ∞. Such a minimum corresponds to ∇W∗F (τ)
φ = 0, thus to δW = 0 according to eq. (25).

Hence, this minimum corresponds to a static distribution for the synaptic weights. Therefore,
according to section 3.5.1 the potential ψ(τ) would converge to the potential (21) as τ → +∞.
However, we cannot expect these transitions to be smooth for all τ .

3.6.3 Singular variations.

As we saw, during the synaptic adaptation process, the corresponding path in the space of
parameters usually crosses bifurcations manifold inducing sharp changes in the dynamics. At
those points pressure may not be smooth corresponding to a phase transition. These changes are
not necessarily easy to detect numerically, though algorithms allowing to detect phase transitions
from finite samples exist, based on rigorous results (Comets, 1997). Indeed, searching “at blind”
for all possible kind of phase transitions in so large dimensional dynamical systems, without any
idea of what can happen, seems to be desperate, even for model I and II, especially when thinking
of what can already happen in one dimensional systems (Beck & Schloegl, 1995). So we shall
not discuss within more details this aspect, focusing on grammar changes7.

6Additional constraints are required ensuring that F (τ)
φ does not tend to −∞. Typically, such constraints

amount to bound the synaptic weights variation (soft or hard-bounds rules) by a suitable choice of functions
hijL1L2 in eq. (13).

7We actually conjecture that the only possible phase transitions in model I and II are grammar changes
occurring when crossing the set where d(Ω,S) = 0 (eq. (6)).
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Indeed, from the point of view of neural network analysis, grammar changes implies changes
in the type of raster plots that the network is able to produce. An interesting situation occurs
when the set of admissible raster plots obtained after adaptation belongs to Σγ(τ) ∩ Σγ(τ+1) . In
this case, adaptation plays the role of a selective mechanism where the set of admissible raster
plots, viewed as a neural code, is gradually reducing, producing after n steps of adaptation a set
∩n

m=1Σγ(m) which can be rather small. This has been observed by Soula et al. in (Soula et al.,
2006) for model I with Spike Time Dependent Plasticity, though not analyzed in those terms.
If we consider the situation where (1) is a neural network submitted to some stimulus, where
a raster plot ω encodes the spike response to the stimulus, then Σγ is the set of all possible
raster plots encoding this stimulus. Adaptation results in a reduction of the possible coding,
thus reducing the variability in the possible responses.

3.6.4 Evolution of the potential.

Iterating the adaptation process, one expects to have periods of smooth variations, punctuated
by sharp transitions where potential and grammar change. We qualify them under the generic
name of “phase transitions” without further specifications. We write τ ≡ (l, n) where l indexes
the phase transition and n the number of epoch since the last phase transition. The adaptation
process corresponds now to a sequence ψ(τ) ≡ ψ(l,n) of Gibbs potentials. Thus, ψ(l,0) is the
potential arising just after the l-th transition, with the convention that ψ(l,0)(ω) = −∞ if ω is
forbidden, such that ψ(l,0) characterizes the grammar after the l-th phase transition. We call a
regular period the succession of adaptation epochs between two phase transitions.

By definition, during a regular period the synaptic update W(τ+1) = W(τ) + δW(τ) induces
a smooth variation of the potential ψ(τ+1) = ψ(τ) + δψ(τ), and the variational principle (43)
selects a new Gibbs measure ν

ψ(τ+1) with a potential:

ψ(τ+1) = ψ(τ) + δψ(τ), (29)

It follows that:

ψ(l,n) = ψ(l,0) +
n
∑

m=0

δψ(τl+m), (30)

where τl is the epoch where the l-th phase transition aroused. The explicit form of δψ(τ) (as well
as ψ(τ)) depends on the detailed form of the dynamics, and there is little hope to determine it
in general, except when the adaptation process converges to a solution with δW = 0 (see section
3.5.1). According to section 3.6.2, the function F (τ)

φ (eq. (24)) decreases during regular periods.

When a phase transition occurs, the relation (29) does not hold anymore. We now write:

ψ(l+1,0) = ψ(l,nl) + δψ(l+1,0)
reg + δψ

(l+1,0)
sing (31)

where nl is the last epoch before the phase transition l + 1. δψ
(l+1,0)
reg contains the regular

variations of the potential while δψ
(l+1,0)
sing contains the singular variations corresponding to a
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change of grammar.
We end up with the following picture. During regular periods the grammar does not evolve,

the potential changes according to (30), (31), and the function F (τ)
φ decreases. Then, there is a

sharp change in the grammar and the potential. The function F (τ)
φ may also have singularities

and may sharply increase. If the adaptation rule converges, the potential (30) converges to
ψ∗ = Φ + λ∗.φ (eq. (21)). This potential Φ characterizes the grammar and the statistical
weight of allowed raster plots is given by λ∗.φ. The potential ψ∗ contains all changes in the
grammar and statistics arising during the evolution (30,31). Thus it contains the history of the
system and the evolution of the grammar.

4 A numerical example.

4.1 Model.

4.1.1 Adaptation rule.

As an example we consider an adaptation rule inspired from (15) with an additional term rdW
(τ)
ij ,

−1 < rd < 0, corresponding to passive LTD.

δW
(τ)
ij = ε

[

rdW
(τ)
ij +

1

T

T+Ts
∑

t=Ts

ω
(τ)
j (t)

Ts
∑

u=−Ts

f(u)ω
(τ)
i (t + u)

]

, (32)

where f(x) is given by (16) and with:

Ts
def
= 2 max(τ+, τ−).

Set :

Si(ω) =

Ts
∑

u=−Ts

f(u)ωi(u), (33)

Hij(ω) = ωj(0)Si(ω),

H = {Hij}N
i,j=1, and:

φij(Wij , ω) = rdWij + Hij(ω),

with φ = {φij}N
i,j=1, where φij is a finite range potential with range 2Ts. Then (32) has the

form (12), δW
(τ)
ij = επ

(T )

ω(τ) [φij(Wij , .)].

4.1.2 Effects of the adaptation rule on the synaptic weights distribution.

The term Si(ω) (eq. 33) can be either negative, inducing Long Term Depression, or positive in-
ducing Long Term Potentiation. In particular, its average with respect to the empirical measure

π
(T )

ω(τ) reads:

π
(T )

ω(τ)(Si) = ηri(τ) (34)
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where:

η =



A−e
− 1
τ−

1 − e
− Ts
τ−

1 − e
− 1
τ−

+ A+e
− 1
τ+

1 − e
− Ts
τ+

1 − e
− 1
τ+

.



 (35)

and where ri(τ) = π
(T )

ω(τ)(ωi) is the frequency rate of neuron i in the τ -th adaptation epoch.
The term η neither depend on ω nor on τ , but only on the adaptation rule parameters

A−, A+, τ−, τ+, Ts. Equation (34) makes explicit 3 regimes.

• Cooperative regime. If η > 0 then π
(T )

ω(τ)(Si) > 0. Then synaptic weights have a
tendency to become more positive. This corresponds to a cooperative system (Hirsch,
1989). When iterating adaptation, dynamics become trivial with neurons firing at each
time step or remaining quiescent forever.

• Competitive regime. On the opposite if η < 0 synaptic weights become negative. This
corresponds to a competitive system (Hirsch, 1989).

• Intermediate regime. The intermediate regime corresponds to η ∼ 0. Here no clear cut
tendency can be distinguished from the average value of Si and spikes correlations have
to be considered as well.

4.1.3 Static weights.

Thanks to the soft bound term rdWij the synaptic adaptation rule admits a static solution given
by:

Wij = −
π

(T )

ω(τ) [ωj(0)Si(ω)]

rd
. (36)

Note that this equation can have several solutions.
Using the same decomposition as the one leading to (34) we obtain:

π
(T )

ω(τ) [ωj(0)Si(ω)] = A−
−1
∑

u=−Ts

e
u
τ− π

(T )

ω(τ) [ωj(0)ωi(u)] + A+

Ts
∑

u=1

e
− u
τ+ π

(T )

ω(τ) [ωj(0)ωi(u)] .

Note that ωj(0)ωi(u) ≥ 0, thus the first term is negative and the second one is positive
(see eq. (16)). The sign of Wij depend on the parameters A−, A+, Ts, but also on the relative

strength of the terms π
(T )

ω(τ) [ωj(0)ωi(u)].

4.1.4 Convergence to the static weights solution.

The synaptic adaptation rule (32) defines a mapping Q on the set of synaptic weights:

W
(τ+1)
ij = W

(τ)
ij (1 + εrd) + επ

(T )

ω(τ) [Hij ] = Qij(W(τ))

with |1 + εrd| < 1, where π
(T )

ω(τ) depends on W(τ). Thus,
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∂Qij

∂Wkl
= (1 + εrd)δij,kl + ε

∂π
(T )

ω(τ) [Hij ]

∂Wkl
,

where δij,kl = 1 if i = k, j = l and 0 otherwise. The second term is a linear response character-

izing the variation of π
(T )

ω(τ) [Hij ] with respect to small variations of Wkl. Approximating π
(T )

ω(τ)

by a Gibbs distribution with a potential ψ(τ), it writes C
ψ(τ),Hij

(0) + 2
∑+∞

t=0 C
ψ(τ),Hij

(t) where

C
ψ(τ),Hij

(t) is the time-t correlation function between ψ(τ) and Hij . When ν
ψ(τ) is smooth with

respect to W, the derivative is dominated by the first term and Q is contracting for sufficiently
small ε. This is however not a sufficient condition for the convergence of (32) because Q is not
continuous everywhere. It has jumps whenever γ crosses the boundary of a structural stability
domain.

If the static solution is contained in a open ball where Q is continuous the contraction
property ensures the convergence to a static solution for any initial condition in this ball (Brouwer
theorem).

In this paper we postulate the convergence and check it numerically.

4.1.5 Spike train statistics in a static weights regime.

As emphasized in section 2.6.5 and 3.5.1, when the synaptic adaptation rule converges to a fixed
point, the corresponding statistical model is a Gibbs measure with a potential:

ψ∗ = Φ + λ∗.φ,

where Φ contains the grammar and λ are free statistical parameters. The value λ∗ of these
parameters in the potential ψ∗ is determined by the relation:

∂P [ψ]

∂λij

∣

∣

∣

∣

λ∗

= rdW
∗
ij + νψ∗ [Hij ] = 0, ∀i, j , (37)

where the pressure is given by:

P [ψ] = rdλ.W + lim
T→∞

1

T
log

∑

ω∈Σ(T )

eλ.STH(ω).

This procedure provides us the explicit form of the raster plot probability distribution when
the adaptation rule converges. But the price to pay is that we have to determine simultaneously
the N2 parameters λ∗

ij on which the Gibbs measure depends. Focusing on the joint probability
of a small set of neurons (pairs, triplets) this constraint can be relaxed in order to be numerically
tractable.

4.2 Numerical checks.

The main goal of section 4 is to provide an example of the theoretical concepts developed in this
paper. The emphasis is however not put on numerical results which will be the main topic of
a forthcoming paper. Therefore, we focus here on numerical simulations for model I only, since
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the simulations for model II are quite more computer-time consuming, and we consider only one
case of η value corresponding to the intermediate regime defined above.

4.2.1 Implementation.

Neurons dynamics. Previous numerical explorations have shown that a Model I- network of
N neurons, with synapses taken randomly from a distribution N (0, C2

N ), where C is a control
parameter, exhibits a dynamics with very large periods in specific regions of values of the space
(ρ, C) (Cessac, 2008; Cessac & Viéville, 2008). On this basis, we choose N = 100, ρ = 0.95, C =
4.0, N = 100. The external current I(ext) in eq. (5) is given by Iext

i = 0.06 + 0.01N (0, 1). Note
that fixing a sufficiently large average value for this current avoids a situation where neurons
stops firing after a certain time (“neural death”).

STDP implementation. An efficient implementation of a STDP rule does not only depend
on the analytic form of the rule but also on the respective time scales characterizing neurons
and synapses evolutions. In “on-line-protocols”, where the synaptic changes occur at the same
time scale as neurons dynamics the so-called recursive approach appears to be the more appro-
priated (see (Zou, 2006) and references therein). In our case, we use instead an offline protocol,
where we register the dynamics of the system on a long time windows, then compute the STDP
modification, then let the system evolve again to its attractor (see section 3). The offline proto-
cols are very expensive in machine-time, especially when using long spike trains to get a reliable

time average (π
(T )

ω(τ)(φij)). For this reason we need to add some words about our implementation.

We register spike trains in a binary code. Indeed, this is the cheapest way in memory require-
ments, though it might be expensive for accessing specific spike times. Also, bit-wise operations
are faster than their equivalents on other types of data. Finally, there exist very fast methods
for computing the number of bits on any specific variable of type of integer (The faster for large
number of iterations is a look-up table of precomputed values, but in-line methods - using parallel
methods based on masks- are not so far in terms of performances. For details and speed com-
parison see the G. Manku website http://infolab.stanford.edu/ manku/bitcount/bitcount.html).
Numerical comparison of this method with the direct one that records the dynamics in Boolean
arrays and compute STDP spike by spike shows enormous performance difference growing ex-
ponentially as the length of trains increases.

Computation of δ(τ)Fφ. To check the result in section 3.6.2, stating that F (τ)
φ (W) is a de-

creasing function of τ (i.e. δ(τ)Fφ is negative) during regular periods, we use the following
method (Chazottes, 1999).

Fix a potential ψ. If T is the length of the experimental raster plot, one divides it into k
blocs of length n, such that T = k × n. Call:

Pn,k(ω) =
1

n
log





1

k

k−1
∑

j=0

exp(S
(n)
j (ω))



 , (38)
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with S
(n)
j (ω) =

∑jn+n−1
t=jn ψ(σtω). Then, the following result can be proved (Chazottes, 1999):

P [ψ] = lim
n→+∞

lim
k→+∞

Pn,k(ω), (39)

for νψ almost-every ω. This computation requires the knowledge of ψ.
The result in (Chazottes, 1999) can be extended straightforwardly to the following case. If

ψ1,ψ2 are two potentials for the same grammar, and δψ = ψ2 −ψ1 then:

P [ψ2] − P [ψ1] = lim
n→+∞

lim
k→+∞

1

n
log





1

k

k−1
∑

j=0

exp(

jn+n−1
∑

t=jn

δψ(σtω))



 (40)

Since δ(τ)Fφ = P
[

ψ(τ)
]

− P
[

ψ(τ) + δW(τ).φ(W(τ))
]

,

δ(τ)Fφ = − lim
n→+∞

lim
k→+∞

1

n
log





1

k

k−1
∑

j=0

exp
(

jn+n−1
∑

t=jn

δW(τ).φ(W(τ), σt(ω(τ)))
)



 (41)

Expanding this equation in power series of ε one recovers the expansion (26). In particular,
subtracting to (41) the leading term (of order δW(τ).δW(τ)) one gets an estimation of the “linear

response” term κ
(τ)
i1,j1,i2,j2

in eq. (27). However, on practical grounds, the computation of (41)
requires very long time series to reduce significantly the finite fluctuations of the empirical
average. Similar problems are encountered in the computation of linear response from other
methods (Cessac, 2007).

This result holds for any adaptation rule (any polynomial φ). In the case of the adaptation
rule (32), this reduces to computing:

δ(τ)Fφ = −rdδW(τ).W(τ)− lim
n→+∞

lim
k→+∞

1

n
log





1

k

k−1
∑

j=0

exp
(

jn+n−1
∑

t=jn

εδW(τ).H(W(τ), σt(ω(τ)))
)



 .

4.2.2 Simulation results.

We have run simulations for STDP parameters values: rd = 0.99, ε = 0.001, τ+ = 16, τ− =
32, A+ = 1.0, and Ts = 64, corresponding to standard values (Izhikevich & Desai, 2003). We
fix η = −0.01 corresponding to the intermediate regime discussed in section 4.1.2. This fixes the
value of A− via eq. (35). The length of spike trains is T = 3941 = 4096−128 = 128×32−2×Ts,
where 32 is the number of bits in long integer, in our (machine-dependent) implementation. An
extended description will be published elsewhere. The main results are summarized in fig. 3.

In this figure (Top) we have represented the evolution of the distribution of synaptic weights
W(τ) (see captions). For this value of η, the histogram evolves to a unimodal distribution with
some nodes having strong synaptic weights. In fig. 3 (center) we depict the raster plots at
the beginning and at the end of synaptic adaptation process. In fig. 3 (bottom-left) we have

shown the evolution of the Frobenius norm for δW(τ) (i.e,
∑N

i,j |δW
(τ)
ij |2), which converges to 0.

This shows the convergence of the rule in this case. We have also plotted the average weights
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Figure 3: (color on line). The parameters are N = 100, rd = −0.4, η = −0.01, ε = 0.01. Top:(left) Histogram in
log scale of synaptic connectivity in the network after 1000 epochs of STDP;(right) map of strongest connections,
either inhibitory (pink dots) or excitatory (red diamonds) (i.e, |Wij | > 0.03). We also include at the bottom
of this map the external current of each neuron (multiplied by 10). Middle:(left) A comparison of raster plots
at the beginning and (right) the end of the synapses evolution. Bottom:(left) Evolution of the mean synaptic

change 1
N2

PN

i,j
δW(τ)

ij (red) and the Frobenius norm for STDP matrix on log scale i.e, log10

“

PN

i,j
|δW(τ)

ij |2
”

(green); (right) Variations of Topological Pressure (with 2 zoom graphics showing sharp changes) after each
epoch as calculated explicitly in eq. (41) with 512 trains of size 512 (red), and first order term approximated by
1
ε
δW(τ).δW(τ)(green).
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modification 1
N2

∑

i,j δWij . Finally in fig. 3 (bottom -right) is represented δ(τ)Fφ computed
with 512 block of size 512. We see clearly that this quantity is negative as expected from eq.
(28) and tends to 0. We have also represented the term −1

ε δW(τ).δW(τ) corresponding to the
first order expansion in eq. (28).

5 Conclusion.

In this paper, we have considered the questions of characterizing the statistics of spike trains
generated by neuronal networks, and how these statistics evolve during synaptic adaptation, from
the angle of dynamical systems theory and ergodic theory. We have introduced a framework
where notions such as raster plots, empirical averages of observables, and synaptic plasticity
rules, coming from neuroscience, can be formalized in the language of dynamical systems. In this
context, we propose a strategy to produce optimal statistical models of spike trains, based on the
maximization of statistical entropy where expectation of observables must be compatible with
their empirical averages. These models are Gibbs measures. Considering adaptation rules with
slow dynamics, we also suggest that such Gibbs measures may result from related adaptation
rules whenever synaptic weights converge to a fix value. In this case, synaptic weights resume
the whole history of the neuronal network contained in the structure of the generating function
of cumulants (the topological pressure) and in the structure of allowed/forbidden raster plots
(grammar).

To our opinion this theoretical paper is a beginning. Our hope is now to apply this strategy
to data coming from biological neuronal networks, while only formal neural networks were
considered here. At the present stage there is indeed a crucial issue to be able to characterize
spike train statistics and to discriminate statistical models. For example, it is still an open
problem to decide, for a given spike train in a given experiment, whether firing rate are sufficient
for the statistical characterization (leading to uncorrelated Poisson models) or if higher order
orders statistics such as correlations are also necessary. This is more than an academic question.
Beyond the choice of such or such statistical model, there are hypotheses on how neuronal
network convert stimuli from the external word into an action. Discriminating statistical models
is the way to select the best hypothesis.

Our approach opens up the possibility of producing numerical methods for such a discrimi-
nation, e.g. based on Kullback-Leibler divergence minimization obtained from eq. (9). Some of
these methods are already available as open source code on http://enas.gforge.inria.fr/. They
are based on the theory developed in the present paper, relying itself on ergodic theory and
thermodynamic formalism. At the present stage, the overwhelming richness of thermodynamic
formalism has not really been considered in neuroscience. We hope that this paper will attract
the attention of the neuroscience community on this point.

Acknowledgments. This work has been supported by the INRIA ARC MACACC and the
Doeblin CNRS federation. We thank the Reviewer for helpful remarks, useful references and
constructive criticism.
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6 Appendix

In this appendix we present the thermodynamic formalism material used in the paper. Though
all quantities defined below depend on γ, we have dropped this dependence, which is not central
here, in order to alleviate notations. We follow (Keller, 1998; Parry & Pollicott, 1990; Chazottes
et al., 1998; Chazottes, 1999; Chazottes & Keller, 2009) in the presentation of Gibbs measures
in ergodic theory. In accordance with the body of the text Σ is the set of admissible raster plots
and we denote by B the related Borel sigma-field.

6.1 Ergodic measures.

Fix φ a continuous function. The time average of φ along the orbit of X is given by

πX(φ) = lim
T→∞

1

T

T
∑

t=0

φ(X(t)).

If µ is an invariant measure8, then, according to Birkhoff theorem, this limit exists for µ-almost
every X. Standard theorems in ergodic theory ensure that (1) has at least one invariant measure
(Katok & Hasselblatt, 1998) but there are typically many. Among them, ergodic measures play
a distinguished role. An invariant measure µ is ergodic if any real measurable invariant function
is µ-almost surely constant. As a corollary of Birkhoff’s theorem πX(φ) = µ(φ), for µ-almost
every X, where µ(φ) =

∫

φdµ is the expectation of φ with respect to µ. Namely, the empirical
average πX(φ) is equal to the “ensemble” average µ(φ) whatever the initial condition, provided
it is chosen in the support of µ. Any invariant measure can be written as a convex decomposition
of ergodic measures.

6.2 Raster plots statistics.

Fix n > 0, a set of times t1, . . . tn, and a set of prescribed spiking patterns ω(t1) . . .ω(tn).
The set of raster plots ω′ ∈ Σ such that ω′(tk) = ω(tk), k = 1 . . . n contains therefore raster
plots where the spiking patterns at prescribed times t1 . . . tn are imposed (cylinder set). By
(countable) intersection and union of cylinder sets one can generate all possible events in Σ,
such as “neuron i is firing at time t1”, or “neuron i1 is firing at time t1, and neuron i2 is firing
at time t2, . . . and neuron in is firing at time tn”, etc . . . .

The statistical properties of raster plots are inherited from the statistical properties of orbits
of (1), via the correspondence ν[C] = µ [{X ⇀ ω, ω ∈ C}], where C is a cylinder set. On practical
grounds, these statistical properties are obtained by empirical average. The probability of a
cylinder set C is given by:

π(T )
ω (C) =

1

T

T
∑

t=1

χ(σt ∈ C) (42)

8Namely µ(Fγ
−1A) = Fγ (A) for any measurable set A ⊂ B.
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where χ is the indicatrix function, while the time average of some function φ : Σ → IR is given
by:

π(T )
ω (φ) =

1

T

T
∑

t=1

φ(σtω).

When ν is ergodic the following holds.

ν = πω
def
= lim

T→∞
π(T )

ω (.),

for ν-almost every ω, where πω(.) is called the empirical measure for the raster plot ω.

6.3 Thermodynamic formalism.

6.3.1 Working assumptions.

In this paper, we have adopted a pragmatic approach based on the idea that statistical models
obtained via the applications of principles in thermodynamic formalism (which are basically the
same as those used in statistical physics) could constitute good prototypes for the analysis of
real spike trains statistics. In this way, our goal is not to prove theorems but instead to use
already proved theorems. However, theorems have hypotheses that we now explicit and whose
plausible validity is discussed.

Basically, to apply the machinery described below we need first to assume that raster plots
constitute a symbolic coding for the orbits of (1), i.e. there is a one-to-one correspondence
between membrane potential trajectories and raster plots, except for a negligible subset of
initial conditions. We also assume that symbolic trajectories (raster plots) are generated by a
finite grammar. This hypothesis is discussed in section 2.6.1, and it can actually be rigorously
established for models I and II without noise. The case with noise is under current investigations.
The corresponding transition matrix G defines a sub-shift of finite type or topological Markov
chain. Actually, part of the results presented below are extensions of standard results on Markov
chains. We also assumed that G is primitive i.e. ∃n0 > 0 such that ∀i, j, ∀n > n0 (Gn)ij > 0.
This amounts to assuming that the dynamics on each attractor is topologically mixing9.

All these hypotheses hold if the dynamical system generating the raster plots is continuous
and uniformly hyperbolic. Following the definition of (Parry & Pollicott, 1990), a map F : M →
M is uniformly hyperbolic on a set Λ if:

1. There exists a splitting of the tangent space in unstable (Eu) and stable (Es) subspaces
such that there exists C, µ > 0 with ‖DFt‖Es , ‖DF−t‖Eu ≤ Cµt, t > 0.

2. Λ contains a dense orbit.

3. The periodic orbits in Λ are dense (and Λ consists of more than a single closed orbit).

4. There exists an open set U ⊃ Λ such that Λ =
⋂∞

t=−∞ F tU .

9A dynamical system (F,M) is topologically mixing if for any pair of open sets U, V ⊂ B, there exists n0 ≥ 0
such that, ∀n > n0, FnU ∩ V 6= ∅
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Adding noise to model I, II renders them uniformly hyperbolic (see footnote 4 in the text) but
they are not continuous due to the singularity of the firing threshold. Hence, additional work is
necessary to prove that there is a finite Markov partition (Cessac & Fernandez, in preparation).
Throughout this Appendix we assume that all these hypotheses hold.

6.3.2 Potentials.

Fix 0 < Θ < 1. We define a metric on Σ, the set of raster plots generated by the grammar G,
by dΘ(ω, ω′) = Θp, where p is the largest integer such that ω(t) = ω(t′), 0 ≤ t ≤ p − 1. (The
related topology thus structures the fact that raster plots coincide until t = p − 1).

For a function ψ : Σ → IR and n ≥ 1 define

varnψ = sup
{

|ψ(ω) −ψ(ω′)| : ω(t) = ω′(t), 0 ≤ i < n
}

.

We denote by C(Σ) the space of functions ψ such that varnψ → 0 as n → ∞. This is the set
of continuous real functions on Σ.

A function ψ ∈ C(Σ) is called a potential. A potential is regular10 if
∑+∞

n=0 varn(ψ) < ∞.
Equivalently, ψ is Hölder. For a positive integer r a range-r potential is a potential such that
ψ(ω) = ψ(ω′), if ω(t) = ω′(t), 0 ≤ t < r. That is, ψ depends only on the r first spiking
patterns ω(0), . . . ,ω(r − 1). Thus, a finite range potential is necessarily regular. Examples are
ωi1(0) (range-1 potential), ωi1(0)ωi2(k) (range-k potential), ωi1(0)ωi2(k)ωi3(l) (range-max(k, l)
potential), etc, . . . . The potential φij introduced in section 3.2 is a range-Ts potential. More
generally, all potential introduced in the paper have finite range.

A specific example of potential, used in this paper, corresponds to integrating the grammar
into a potential Φ such that Φ(ω) = 0 is ω is allowed, and Φ(ω) = −∞ otherwise. In this case,
however, the potential is not continuous anymore but only upper semi-continuous.

6.3.3 Equilibrium states

Let ν be a σ-invariant measure and Σ(n) the set of admissible cylinders of lenght n. Call:

h(n) [ν] = −
∑

ω∈Σ(n)

ν
(

[ω]0,n−1

)

log ν
(

[ω]0,n−1

)

.

Then,

h [ν] = lim
n→∞

h(n) [ν]

n

is the entropy of ν. Let m(inv) be the set of invariant measures for σ, then the pressure of a
potential ψ is defined by:

P [ψ] = sup
ν∈m(inv)

(h [ν] + ν [ψ]) . (43)

10This condition is analogous to the potential decay ensuring the existence of a thermodynamic limit in statistical
mechanics (Ruelle, 1969; Meyer, 1980). In the present context it ensures that the Gibbs measure related to the
potential ψ is unique and that it is also the unique equilibrium state.
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This supremum is attained- not necessarily at a unique measure- where:

P [ψ] = h [νψ] + νψ [ψ] .

νψ is called an equilibrium state, as it maximises some version of the (neg) free energy. Equiv-
alently, a measure ν is an equilibrium state for a potential ψ ∈ C(Σ) if and only if, for all
potential η ∈ C(Σ):

P [ψ + η] − P [ψ] ≥ ν [ψ] (44)

This means that ν is a tangent functional for P at ψ. In particular ψ has a unique equilibrium
state if and only if P is differentiable at ψ, i.e. limt→0

1
t (P [ψ + tφ] − P [ψ] = ν(ψ)), for all

φ ∈ C(Σ).

6.3.4 Properties of the topological pressure.

We review some important properties of the topological pressure used in this paper. Basically,
the topological pressure has the same properties of thermodynamic potentials like free energy.
First,

P [ψ] = lim sup
n→∞

1

n
log(Zn(ψ)), (45)

where Zn(ψ) is a partition function:

Zn(ψ) =
∑

ω∈Σ(n)

eS(n)ψ(ω), (46)

and

S(n)ψ(ω) =
n−1
∑

t=0

ψ(σtω). (47)

Also, the topological pressure is a convex functional of the potentials i.e.

P [αψ1 + (1 − α)ψ2] ≤ αP [ψ1] + (1 − α)P [ψ2] ; α ∈ [0, 1]. (48)

Like the free energy, the topological pressure is a generating functional (when it is differen-
tiable). For example,

∂P [ψ + αφ]

∂α

∣

∣

∣

∣

α=0

= νψ[φ], (49)

and:

∂2P [ψ + α1φ1 + α2φ2]

∂α1∂α2

∣

∣

∣

∣

α1=α2=0

= Cφ1φ2
(0) + 2

+∞
∑

t=0

Cφ1φ2
(t), (50)

where:

Cφ1φ2
(t) = νψ

(

φ1 ◦ σtφ2

)

− νψ(φ1)νψ(φ2),

is the correlation function of φ1, φ2 at time t.
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6.3.5 Gibbs measure.

Assume that the transition matrix of the shift σ is primitive and that ψ is regular. Then, there
is a unique ergodic measure νψ, called a Gibbs measure, for which one can find some constants
c1, c2 with 0 < c1 ≤ 1 ≤ c2 such that for all n ≥ 1 and for all ω ∈ Σ:

c1 ≤
νψ

(

ω ∈ [ω]0,n−1

)

exp(−nP [ψ] + S(n)ψ(ω))
≤ c2. (51)

where S(n)ψ(ω) is given by (47). νψ is also the unique equilibrium state.

6.3.6 Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius operator.

The Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius (RPF) operator for the potential ψ, denoted by Lψ, acts on func-
tions g ∈ C(Σ) as Lψg(ω) =

∑

ω′, ω=σω′ eψ(ω′)g(ω′). This operator has a unique maximal

eigenvalue s = eP [ψ] associated to a right eigenfunction bψ and a left eigenfunction ρψ (proba-
bility measure) such that Lψbψ(ω) = sbψ(ω) and

∫

Lψvdρψ = s
∫

vdρψ, for all v ∈ C(Σ). The
remaining part of the spectrum is located in a disk in the complex plane, of radius strictly lower
than s. Finally, for all v ∈ C(Σ)

1

sn
Ln

ψv → bψ

∫

vdρψ.

The Gibbs measure is νψ = bψρψ.
Given ψ and knowing its right eigenfunction bψ and pressure P [ψ] one can construct a new

potential:

Ψ(ω) = ψ(ω) − log(bψ(σω)) + log(bψ(ω)) − P [ψ] , (52)

such that LΨ1 = 1, where 1 is the constant function 1(ω) = 1. Such a potential is called
“normalised”. Its pressure is zero.

If ψ has a finite range-r then the RPF operator reduces to the transition matrix of a (r +1)-
step Markov chain. Thus, bψ and ρψ can be easily determined. The Gibbs measure is none other
than the invariant mesure of this chain. This can be used to generate a raster plot distributed
according to a Gibbs distribution with a potential ψ. Moreover, for νψ-almost-every raster plot
ω:

lim
T→+∞

π
(T )
ω [jω(1) . . .ω(r − 1)]

π
(T )
ω [ω(1) . . .ω(r)]

= eψ(jω(1)...ω(r−1)) (53)

This allows to obtain of ψ numerically (Chazottes et al., 1998).
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6.3.7 Kullack-Leibler divergence.

There is a last important property. Let µ be an invariant measure and νψ a Gibbs measure with
a potential ψ, both defined on the same set of sequences Σ. Let

d(µ, νψ) = lim sup
n→∞

1

n

∑

[ω]0,n−1

µ
(

[ω]0,n−1

)

log





µ
(

[ω]0,n−1

)

νψ

(

[ω]0,n−1

)



 . (54)

be the relative entropy (or Kullack-Leibler divergence) between µ and ν. Then,

d (µ, νψ) = P [ψ] − µ(ψ) − h(µ). (55)

If µ = ν, d(µ, ν) = 0. The converse may not be true if the potential is not regular.

If a raster ω is typical for the Gibbs measure νψ then one expects that π
(T )
ω becomes closer

to νψ than any other Gibbs measure (for another potential ψ′) as T growths. This provides a
criterion to compare two Gibbs measures (and to discrimate between several statistical models).
Indeed, the following theorem holds (Chazottes et al., 1998).

Theorem 2 For any pair of distinct11 regular potentials φ,ψ, there exists an integer N ≡
N(φ,ψ, ω) such that, for all T ≥ N ,

d
(

π(T )
ω , νψ

)

< d
(

π(T )
ω , νφ

)

(56)

for νψ-almost every ω.

This says that d
(

π
(T )
ω , νψ

)

becomes, for sufficiently large T , smaller than the Kullback-

Leibler divergence between π
(T )
ω and any other Gibbs measure.

11Non cohomologous.
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